Subject(s): Philosophy, Buddhist ; Buddhism : Doctrines
GB: BL-APAC(MYAN.A.653)

Sa Nui” <b. 1934>
Translation in practice …/ Mon’ Sa Nui”. – Mrok’ Uk-kalapa. [Yangon]: Van’’ Mran’’ ‘On’ Ca pe : Phran’’ kyi re”, Jvan’ Pvan’’ Ca pe., – Added title and text also in Burmese
2. – 2002
Note: Translating from Burmese language into English.
US: NYPL: 1926/27-

Sa Pay Hin Lay Ohn Gyi
The modern dictionary : English: English Myanmar

Sacred biography in the Buddhist traditions of South and
Southeast Asia / ed. by Juliane Schober. – Honolulu: Univ. of Hawai’i Pr., 1997. XI, 366 p., index.
ISBN 0-8248-1699-4
p. 259-288: In the presence of the Buddha : ritual veneration of the Burmese Mahâmuni image / Juliane Schober
p.310-344: The biography of modern Burmese Buddhist meditation master U Ba Khin : life before the cradle and past the grave / Gustaaf Houtman
Subject(s): Gautama Buddha ; Buddhist saints - Biography - History and criticism ; Buddhist hagiography
D: HD-SAI(rel.52 A 98/428)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.56498)  EFEO(BUD ET 440)
US: CU(Kroch BQ843.S23x  1997)
LC(BQ843.S23 1997)

Sacred history of the Old and New Testament
→Conti, Goffredo
Sacred hymns translated into Kachin ... [// ed. by O. Hans- 
p. 
Subject(s): Hymns, Kachin ; 
Kachin language ; Texts. 
GB:BL-APAC(Kachin B.21) 
US: NRCR(PL 4001 K3H3 1896) 
Ref.: OCLC 38464559

US: NRCR(PL 4001 K3H3 1902)

ditto. 3rd ed. rev. and enl. – ibd., 1913. 352 p. – Index in 
English also 
GB:BL(11103 a 54)* BL-APAC(Kachin B.17)

ditto. 4th ed. – ibd., 1925.

ditto. 5th ed. rev. and enl. – ibd., 1926. 
GB:BL-APAC(Kachin B.20)

ditto. 6th ed. – ibd., 1928.

ditto. 7th ed. – ibd., 1932.

ditto. 8th ed. – ibd., 1936.

ditto. 9th ed. – ibd., 1939. 321 p. – Index in English also 
GB:BL(11103 a 105)

Sacy, Alain S. de 
La Birmanie : une résistible ouverture / Alain S. de Sacy. – 
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions ; Politics and gov-
ernment <1988->
F: BIULO(GEN.II.8536) Lille1-BU 
Paris9-Bu Gestion Economie 
Ref.: OCLC 39018696

→Burma : the unopened opening

L’économie de la Birmanie : une dépendance à la drogue / 
Alain S. de Sacy ... – Paris : Vuibert, 1997. 143 p., illus., 
couv. illus. en coul., index, bibliogr. p. 135-[137]. – (Gestion 
internationale, ISSN 1159-6767) – ISBN 2-7117-7866-5 
Subject(s): Burma : Investments ; Drug traffic ; Economic 
conditions 
Drogues – Aspect économique – Birmanie – 1990-.... 
Drogues – Aspect économique – Birmanie 
Birmanie – Politique économique 
Birmanie – Relations économiques extérieurs 
Birmanie – Conditions économiques <1988->.... 
Birmanie – Politique économique <1988-> .... 
Birmanie – Relations économiques extérieures – 1990-.... 
Drogues – Aspect économique – Birmanie 
F: BNF BIULO(GEN.III.72687) 
BSG(8 M SUP 17692) Cujas (LN(591) SAC) 
Ref.: OCLC 38311129

Sadan, Mandy 
Burma : frontier photographs, 1918-1935 
→Green, James Henry

Saddington, Stanley 
Escape impossible / Stanley Saddington. – Stockport: A. 
Lane, 1997. 208 p., illus., maps, music, ports. 
ISBN 1897666918 
Subject(s): Saddington, Stanley 
Burma-Siam Railroad : History 
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Operations, British - 
Personal narratives ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners 
and prisons, Japanese 
GB:BL(YC.1998.a.4317) 
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)

Sadiq, John William <1910-1980> 
Autobiography of Bishop John Sadiq : surprised by love. – 
Subject(s): Sadiq, John William <1910-1980> 
Church of India, Pakistan, Burma, and Ceylon : Bishops - 
Biography 
Biography - Bishops 
US: CBGTU & CU(Annex) & LC & NNC(Butler) & 
YU(Divinity) : BX5680.5.Z8 S238 1984 
UC(SRLF AA0007711088)

Saenger, Ekkehard 
Neuere Formen des Buddhismus in Burma, Thailand und Sri 
D: ER-UB(15RE/85-4742)

Sāněnluang Rātchāsomphān 
The Nan chronicle / [comp. and written in the Northern Thai 
dialect by Sāněnluang Rātchāsomphān.] Translated by Prasoet 
Churatana. Ed. by David K. Wyatt. – Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell 
Univ., 1966. XII, 78 p. – (Data paper / Cornell Univ., Dept. 
of Asian Studies, Southeast Asia Program ; 59) 
AU:ANU(Menzies lge pamph DS588.N35 .S33) 
F: BNF(4* imp. or. 2774(59)) 
TH: CU(CL TH 959.302 S127N 1994)

Safety first hints / Rangoon Police. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. 
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.143/20)*

Saga Yaw, Sara 
The mirror of the heart : commonly called the heart book / 
transl. into Kachin by Sara Saga Yaw. – Rangoon, 1936. 
GB:BL-APAC(Kachin B.46)

Saginga / Municipality 
<Bye-laws under section 30> 
Bye-laws by the Sagaing municipality under section 30, 86, 
89, 92, 93, 99, 102 (e) and (g), 142, clause (a), (c), (f), (g), 
(h), (i), (k), (l), (n), (r) and (s) of the Burma municipal act, 
1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., 
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(228))
Bibliographical description

Saggers, Ian
Note: An account of the battle exploits and prisoner-of-war experiences of Major A.E. Saggers, Commanding Officer "A" Company, 2/4th Machine Gun Battalion and Special Reserve Battalion, A.I.F. based on his secret diaries.
Subject(s): Saggers, A. E.

Sahni, Mulk Raj
Subject(s): Burma : Brachiopoda ; Paleontology ; Palaeontology – Jurassic

Sagging District
→Burma gazetteer

Sagging gonyi magazine... / University of Rangoon. 194-?.- → Rangoon : M. Tin. Illus.—Added title and text in Burmese, some English
Subject(s): Burma : College students - Sagaing - Periodicals ; Student movements - Sagaing - Periodicals ; Learning and scholarship - Periodicals ; Literature - History and criticism → Periodicals
US: LC: 2.1,1940 Mat'a la (LA1243.7 .C3 Bur)
Ref.: OCLC 21180502
Burma Bibliographical Project

Sai Aung Tun
US: CoDU (Microfilm & Spec. Coll. MAS 1960 Reel 4:1)

Sai Kham Mong
TH: CU (TIC 50773)

Sai Sai Sin
ISBN 81-2460327-8
US: CoDU (Microfilm & Spec. Coll. MAS 1960 Reel 4:1)

Saibaba, V. V. S. <b. 1947>
US: CoDU (Microfilm & Spec. Coll. MAS 1960 Reel 4:1)

Saihoo, Patya
Subject(s): Thailand, Northern : Ethnology ; Indigenous peoples
GB: SOAS (Pam SE Asia A 4/38884)
Ref.: OCLC 34360276

Sailing directions for the Bay of Bengal : the coasts of India, Pakistan, Burma, and Thailand from from Calimere point to Salang island, the Andaman Islands, Nicobar Islands, and the Mergui Archipelago. 3rd ed., 1941 / issued under the authority of the Navy. – Washington: U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1941. VI, 368 p., tables, maps. – ([Publication / Hydrographic Office ;) 160] – Earlier eds. have title: Bay of Bengal pilot
Subject(s): Bengal, Bay of : Pilot guides ; Coast pilots
US: LC (VK901.U6 1941) NYPL (Research KAKK (United States. Hydrographic office. Sailing directions)

Saillie, John <1876-1890>
Rivers of the desert, or, Mission scenes in Burmah. – London : Seeley, Jackson & Halliday, 1858. XVI, 391 p., illus. Subject(s): Burma : Missions
US: CU (Kroch Asia Rare BV3270 .B15)

Sāmīng Mangrāi < Sao, b. 1913 >
→ The Pādaeng chronicle and the Jëngtung State chronicle

Subject(s): Shan States : History
Burma : History <1824-1948>
AU: ANU (Menzies large book D530.8.S45 .S18)
LA (Luce q437 ; COE q294; q 959.1 S132)
D: GO-SUB (ZB 26051:57) HD-SA(328 bez 67405 ; reg 60 D 329)* KI-ZWB (IV 6322)
GB: BL (Ac.9233 wi/3) LSE (BLPS DS528.8.G7 S13)
SOAS (LGB 945/190.817* ; Ref: GB 945/218.779* ; 787.207)
J: TYB (XVIII-B-b-183 ; 10802)
NL: IK4 (IV g 38)
KITLV (M ss 28 N+) SG: ISEAS (DS530.8 S551)
NUS (DS530.8 Sha.M)
TH: CU (CL+Arts+Asia 959.1 S 132S)
US: C CU (Kroch & Urs : DS560 .S14 1965+)
HU (Widener: Ind 8300.125 no.57)
LC & UCB (Main & Moffitt) & UCSB (Main Lib) : DS560 .S18
NNUT (Burke MRL Day Oversize Lr S132)
UCD (Shields DS503.4 .C6 no.57)
UCLA (YRL DS503 .C81 no.57)

UoC (Crerar 656.9 V103 + suppl. 1943-1944 1946-1947)
Ref.: OCLC 719671
ditto : the coasts of India, Pakistan, Burma, and Thailand from Calimere point to Salang island, the Andaman Islands, Nicobar Islands, and the Mergui Archipelago. 4th ed. – ibd., 1951. v., loose-leaf., map. – (H. O. publication] ; 160)
US: HU LC (VK901.U6 1951) MB NNC NYPL (Research KAKK (United States. Hydrographic Office. Sailing directions)
US: UC (SRLF-Request at Maps & Gov Info K0000066142)
Ref.: OCLC 24927819 : 1960-
ditto : Point Calimere to Laem Pak Phra and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. 5th rev. ed. – ibd.: Defense Mapping Agency, Hydrographic Center, 1976. 1 v., illus., maps. – (Publication ; 64)
US: CU (Wason VK901 D31+ 1976)

Siegfried M. Schwertner
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Siegfried M. Schwertner
Bibliographical description

UCSC(McHenry DS503.4.C67D3 no.57)
UC(SRLF D003097862)

GB: SAS(Archive. D.8)

Saint Andrew’s outlook : annual record of the Presbyterian Church in Malaya, Sumatra, Burma and Siam. – Singapore: Malaya Publ. House. – 2 issues yearly
Subject(s): _Burma_ : Presbyterian Church - Periodicals
GB: SOAS: 1951-1963, nos. 101-118; 121-122 (Per 20/538971)

St Antony’s College < Oxford >
→ _Burma_: the challenge of change in a divided society

St. Elizabeth’s Hospital < Boston, Mass. > / Indochinese Psychiatry Clinic
→ Burmese student exiles : the paradox of trauma and coping

St. John
→ Bible, N.T.: _John_

Saint John, Richard Fleming Saint Andrew <1839-1919>
Burmese “Hitopadesa”
→ Hitopadesa

A Burmese reader : being an easy introduction to the written language and companion to Judson’s grammar ; for the use of Civil Service students and others who wish to acquire the language quickly and thoroughly / by R. F. St. Andrew St. John. – Oxford: Clarendon Pr., 1894. XXXII, 256 p., fac-sims. – (The Oxford oriental series)
Subject(s): Burmese language : Readers
D: HD-SAI(nsp 32.26 I 70/967)
F: BNF(8° X.10961)
GB: BL(12907 bb 43)
BL-APAC(T 6995)
US: CUL(CASE Main 920 C984) NNC(Butler g) NYPL(Research *OY)

Subject(s): Burmese language : Grammar ; Conversation and phrase books
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 P 15 ; nsp 32.26 B 4)
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.664)
GB: BL(012902 eee 33/41) BL-APAC(V 6396)
US: CUL(CASE Main 920 C984) NNC(Butler g) NYPL(Research *OY)

ditto. – ibd., [1936]. 168 p. – (Marlborough self-taught series)
GB: Durham(XX 495.8.STJ)
US: NYPL(Research *OAC p.v.343)

GB: SOAS(GPC415/606.694)

ditto. – ibd., [195-?]. 168 p. – (Marlborough self-taught series ; 25)
US: CU(Wason PL3933 S14B9)

ditto. 4th impr. – ibd. [n.d.]. 168 p. – (Marlborough self-taught series ; [25])
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 P 15 : nsp 32.26 B 4)

ditto. 6th impr. – ibd., [n.d.]. 168 p. – (Marlborough self-taught series of European and Oriental studies)
NL: KITLV(M 1997 A 3092)

Ref.: BiP

US: NIU(SEA) & NNC(Butler g) : PL3933.S72 1991
UCB(Main PL3933 .S3 1991)

ISBN 0-7818-0053-6
Ref.: BiP

The Chins of Khyens. – London, 1872.
US: OrU(Microfilm DS485.B85 T7)

Saint John, Wallace <b. 1868>
Subject(s): _St. John_, George Washington <1841-1922>
GB: BL(4986 h 22)* BL-APAC(V 6396)
US: NYPL(Research A p.v.207,no.1.1)

Subject(s): _Cushing_, Josiah Nelson <1840-1905>
GB: BL(4986 h 22)* BL-APAC(V 6396)
US: CUL(CASE Main 920 C984) NNU(Turke MRL Day Rare Ek C995) NRCR OClWHi PPT RPB(Hay Archives 1-U C95)
YU(LSF-Request for Ek C955)
Ref.: OCLC 17238759

Ref.: OCLC 48073037

Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Burmese literature ; Burmese language

**Burma : Missions**

*GB:* BL(14302 a 34)* BL-APAC(T 38857)

*US:* NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1080) NYPL(Research *OAC p.v.32, no.5) UCB(Main PL3975 .S2)

WU(Memorial PL3551 S27)

**Ref.:** OCLC 11199463

---

**Saito, Teruko,**

An economic history of Burma (1752-1990) / Teruko Saito.


Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions – Congresses ; History - Congresses

SG: ISEAS(LO HC422 S15)

**Statistics on the Burmese economy** : the 19th and 20th centuries

**Sak` Lvan`** <b. 1941>

Free from poverty … / Dok`tä Sak` Lvan`. – Ran` kun`: Van`¨ Mran`¨ On` Cá pe ; Praññ` lum`¨ kyat` phran`¨ khyi re¨`, Gun` th¨¨ Cá pe Tuik`, 2001. 237 p. : illus. – Added title and text in Burmese

Note: Articles on commerce in Burma.

Subject(s): Burma : Commerce

**US:** YU(SML HF3770.7.Z5 S24 2001 (LC))

**Sak` Nhan¨**

Sonny's sweet songs and others … / Mon` Sak` Nhan¨ ; English version by Taezar Hline.


Subject(s): Children's poetry, Burmese

**US:** CU(Kroch) & LC & NIU(SEA) & UCLA(SRLF) ; HF3770.7.Z5 S24 2001

Ref.: OCLC 50912846

**Saki** [pseudonym]

→*Munro,* Hector Hugh

**Sak` Lvan¨** <b. 1941>

Free from poverty … / Mon` Sak` Lvan¨ ; English version by Taezar Hline. – Ran` kun`: Nhan¨¨ U¨ Lvan¨ Ca pe, 2001. 151 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese. - For children.

Subject(s): Children's poetry, Burmese

**US:** CU(Kroch) & LC & NIU(SEA) & UCLA(SRLF) ; HF3770.7.Z5 S24 2001

Ref.: OCLC 53205226

**Sakhong,** Lian Hmung <b. 1960>

In search of Chin identity : a study in religion, politics and ethnic identity in Burma / Lian H. Sakhong.


Subject(s): Chin : Burma - Race identity ; Burma - Religion

Burma : Ethnology ; Nationalism ; Religious aspects - Christianity

Christianity and politics - Burma

**GB:** BL(YC,2004.a.3248)

Ref.: OCLC 53205226

---

Note: Articles on commerce in Burma.

**Ref.:** OCLC 11199463

---

**St. John's Leper Asylum < Mandalay >**


**Ref.:** OCLC 35154444

---

**St. Luke**

→*Bible,* N.T. : Luke

**St. Mark**

→*Bible,* N.T. : Mark

**St. Matthew**

→*Bible,* N.T. : Matthew

**St. Paul's High School < Rangoon >**

→The sodality hymn book

**Saitner,** Gerard

Burma

→*Winterfeld,* Bettina

**Saito,** Shiro


p. 70-76: Burma (no.836-899)

AU:ANU(Menzies lge bk DSZ3001.S25  1992)

D: B-SBB(OLS Ca SOA 430 Haus 2)
Bibliographical description

0-7007-1764-1 (European ed.)
US: IU(306.0809591 Sa291)  UCB(Main) & UCLA(YRL) & UCSD(SSH) : **DS528.2.C45 S25 2002**


0-7007-1764-1 (European ed.)
D: B-SBB(1 A 524944 Haus 2)
GB: OUL
S: U(Öppen samling M 4000)  Luan(Moca)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.8 C45S15)
US: CU(Kroch) & HU(Widener x) & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Lehman g) & UC(SRLF) & UCLA(YRL) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSB & YU(SML) : **BV3270.B93 S25 2000**

Ref.: OCLC 55502008 ; 54440133


Subject(s): Missions
Burma  
Baptists : Missions – Burma
Chin (Southeast Asian People) : Missions
Burma : Religion.
Religion et politique – Birmanie – Chin (peuple d’Asie du Sud-Est)

F: Montpellier-Fac.ThéolProtest.( TT 2000.62010-SAK)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(230))*

Bye-laws by the Salin municipality under section 102, sub-section (I), clause (a), (b), (c), and (g) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), July 1907. 3 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(230))*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(351))*

Rule by the Salin municipality under section 12 (f) of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Dec. 1900. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(352))*

Sala Mose
The book of Romans - Akha

→ Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Romans < A k h a >

The gospel according to St. Mark in Akha

→ Bible, N.T. : Mark < A k h a >

Mark in Akha

→ Bible, N.T. : Mark < A k h a >

St. Matthew - Akha …

→ Bible, N.T. : Matthew < A k h a >

Salim, B. H. S.
The history of Mandalay Hill

→ Khanti

Salin / Municipality

<Bye-laws under section 102>

Bye-laws by the Salin municipality under section 102, sub-section (I), clause (a), (b), (c), and (g) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), July 1907. 3 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(230))*

<Rules under section 12 (I,e)>

Rules of the Salin municipality framed under section 12, sub-section (I), clause (e), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Sep. 1898. 4 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(351))*

<Rules under section 12 (f)>

Rule by the Salin municipality under section 12 (f) of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Dec. 1900. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(352))*

Salin Canal Remodelling Project

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.53/36)*

Salomon, Robert L.
US:CU(Wason Pamphlet DS Burma 29+)

CH: SLB(Nb 92912)
GB:BL-APAC(ORW.2003.a.47)

Salter, R. E.
Priorities for further development of the protected areas system in Myanmar : technical note. – Yangon: Food and Agri-
Burma Bibliographical Project

Salvaderi, Carlo
Subject(s): Missions - Burma
Burma : Biography – Missionaries
Sagrada, Vittorio Emanuele <1860-1939>
SG: RUBC(RS 82.29.M.99 SAG.S)
FI-BNC MI-BN Braidense
US: NIU(BV3771.S24 S2581965)
UoC(Regenstein BX4705.S15S2)
WaU(Suzzallo BX4705.S23 S33 1965)
Ref.: OCLC 14085135
Salvadori, Narinder Singh
US: MCM(Archives 3 Thesis Ind.Mgt. 1962 M.S.)
Saluja, Narinder Singh
Uccelli raccolti nei Monti Carin a nord-est di Tounghoo, nel Uccelli raccolti nella Birmania superiore (1885-1886) / per T. Salvadori. – Genova: Tip. sordo-muti, [1887]. 50 p. – (Viaggi di L. Fea nella Birmania superiore 1) – Estratto da-
Glories of Burma / by C. L. Sam.
Rangoon : Salvation Army Pr., 1919. 164 p. – Added title and text in Burmese ; index in English also
GB:BL(14300 a 37)* BL-APAC(Bur B 518)
ditto. : romanised. – ibid., 1920. 149 p. – Added title and text in Burmese. Index in English also
GB:BL(14300 a 37)* BL-APAC(Karen B.10)
Salween District
Burma gazetteer
Salween Surveying Expedition
Journal of the Salween Surveying Expedition
Sconc, Gideon Colquhoun
Salween under threat
Bangkok: Salween Watch, Southeast Asia Rivers Network (SEARON), and the Center for Social Development Studies, Chulalongkorn University, 2004. 83 p., illus.
Contents: Livelihoods and ecosystems along the salween - Politics and power behind dam building - Conditions in Burma - Tasang dam - Wei Gyi and Dagwin dams - Salween water diversion projects - Avioding tragedy
TH:CU(Asia DS785 S186 2004 ; Env. 627.8 S186)
Sam, C. L.
Subject(s): Burma
US: CU(Annex DS527.4 .S18)
Sam Chin Htin
Ref.: Cordier

Salvadori, Tommaso <1835-1923>
Glories of Burma / by C. L. Sam.
Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1919. 164 p. – Added title and text in Burmese ; index in English also
GB:BL(14300 a 35)* BL-APAC(Bur B 326)
ditto. : romanised. – ibd., 1920. 149 p. – Added title and text in Burmese. Index in English also
GB:BL(14300 a 37)* BL-APAC(Bur B 518)

Salvadori, Edgar Everston <1855-1921>
India and the frontier states of Afghanistan, Nepal and Burma
→Wheeler, James Talboys

Salvation Army < Singapore >
→By love compelled : Singapore, Malaysia and Myanmar Command 60th anniversary 1935 to 1995

Salvation Army / Headquarters for Burma
→Salvation Army songs ...

Salvation Army songs ... / [translated by Ah Syoo]. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1919. 164 p. – Added title and text in Burmese ; index in English also
GB:BL(14300 a 35)* BL-APAC(Bur B 326)
ditto. : romanised. – ibd., 1920. 149 p. – Added title and text in Burmese. Index in English also
GB:BL(14300 a 37)* BL-APAC(Karen B.10)

Salween District
Burma gazetteer
Salween Surveying Expedition
Journal of the Salween Surveying Expedition
Sconc, Gideon Colquhoun
Salween under threat
Bangkok: Salween Watch, Southeast Asia Rivers Network (SEARON), and the Center for Social Development Studies, Chulalongkorn University, 2004. 83 p., illus.
Contents: Livelihoods and ecosystems along the salween - Politics and power behind dam building - Conditions in Burma - Tasang dam - Wei Gyi and Dagwin dams - Salween water diversion projects - Avioding tragedy
TH:CU(Asia DS785 S186 2004 ; Env. 627.8 S186)
Sam, C. L.
Subject(s): Burma
US: CU(Annex DS527.4 .S18)
Sam Chin Htin
Ref.: Cordier

culture Organization of the United Nations, 1994. – Other
entreprise: Conservation and Wildlife Santuary Mission
US: WU(Steenbock Documents FAO fiche 361515)
Sam ma ni < Buil’ >

→ Cruel and vicious repression of Myanmar peoples by imperialists and fascists and the true story about the plunder of the royal jewels


Note: Includes reproduction of news items publ. in various newspapers and of related documents and letters.

US: LC(Microfiche 93/63438 So Asia)

Samband, Norsk


Subject(s): technical ; cooperation thailand ; egypt ; myanmar ; pakista ; bolivia ; UN

US: UNDHL(UN/SA as subj. coll. UNX.330.4(481) N863)

Sami, Syed Maqsud Ali

→ Gambling in India

→ Law and practice of gambling in India

Samnakngan Kongthun Sanapsanun Kanwichai

Problems on Thai-Burmese border

→ Nakhon Phanarong

Sample census

→ Census

Sample survey of labour force in Rangoon

→ Koop, John Clement

Sampson, K. J.

A summary catalogue of the papers of Earl Mountbatten of Burma

→ University < Southampton > / Library

Sampuran Jeet

Lands beyond Indian border

→ Siddique, Nafis Ahmad

Some neighbouring countries

→ Siddique, Nafis Ahmad

Samson, Gerald

The Burma Road : report of an address / by Gerald Samson.


Subject(s): Burma Road

→ China : Foreign economic relations - Burma

→ Burma : Foreign economic relations - China

AU: NLA(Luce 293 ; McN 1057/24)

D: B-SBB(24441 Haus 2 NILS)

HD: SA(reg 60 D 790 Kp)*/

GB: BL-APAC(P/W 449) ; OUL(CSL Chin.Stud Pam. Sam) ; SOAS(Pam China BH/136.018 ; E Coll 3 F/31))

S. K.


Appendices
1. Chronological List of the Kings of Pagan, including the legendary Kings of Tagaung and those of Burma's First Dynasty (107-1369) p. 225
2. Chronological List of the Kings of Burma's Second Dynasty (Toungoo Dynasty, 1531-1752) p. 228
3. Chronological List of the Kings of Burma's Third Dynasty (Alaungpaya Dynasty, 1752-1885) p. 229
4. List of King Mindon's Queens p. 230
5. Chronological List of the Kings of Pegu (founded by Mons from Orissa) p. 231
6. Chronological List of the Shan Chiefs, including ethnolinguistic information p. 233
7. Short Summary of the Establishment of British Burma p. 235
10. Order of Battle for British and Japanese Forces in WWII p. 246

Works Cited p. 249


San Hta
The Burmese spelling dictionary for millions. – [Rangoon : Thu Damawddi Pr.,] 1947. 251 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: NYPL (Research *OY) UC
ditto. 2nd ed. – 1950. 2. 302 p.
US: LC (PL3937.S3 1950 Orien Bur)

San Kin
Some medicinal and useful plants, both indigenous and exotic, of Burma : botanical, English and Burmese names and family ; medicinal plants are marked with asteriks / by San Kin ; ed. by Thripyanchi U Tha Myat ... – [Rangoon : Student Pr., 1970]. 147 p., index, bibliogr. p. 109 to 110. – Added title and text also in Burmese. – Herbert 127
Subject(s): Plants, Useful – Burma ; Medicinal plants − Burma ; Botany, Medical – Burma
US: LC (Microfiche 93/68914 (R))
NIU (SEA QK99.B8 S2531970)

San Lôn
Ref.: Cordier
GB: BL-APAC (Karen B.87)

GB: BL-APAC (Karen B.88)

San Lwin
The food of Burma : authentic recipes from the land of the golden pagodas
Robert, Claudia Saw Lwin
Subject(s): Law – Burma – Indexes.
SG: ISEAS (Ref KNL10 S19)
US: CU (Kroch KNL10 .C36 1997)
HU (Law School BUR 200 CAN25 1997)
LC (KNL10 .C36 1997)
YU (SML KNL10 C36X 1997 (LC))
Ref.: OCLC 39812296

San May
A study of problems on discipline in primary schools of Rangoon / by Ma San May. – Rangoon : Faculty of Educa- tion, Univ. of Rangoon, 1953. 86 p., app. in Burmese. – Rangoon, Univ., Fac. of Education, B.Ed. thesis 1953
D: HD-SAI (reg 60 L 13) *

San Mya
Notes in Burmese on mahawthada jataka vatthu : containing meanings, explanations and enumerations of difficult words and doctrinal points and examination questions / by Maung San Mya. – Rangoon : Zabū Meik-hswei Pt-takat, 1921. 38 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: SOAS (GPC 293/231.852) *

San Myint Aung
The perfection of generosity (Dānā pārami) → Ngarkhon Sayadaw
The perfection of loving kindness (Mettā-pārami) → Ngarkhon Sayadaw
The perfection of renunciation (Nekkhamma-pārami) → Ngarkhon Sayadaw
The perfection of truth (Sacca pārami) → Chit Tin < Saya U >
The perfection of virtue (Sīla pārami) → Ngarkhon Sayadaw

San Nyun
Attathakayattra bedinkyan : treatise on astrology ... – Mandalay: Indian Pr., 1903. 250 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Ref.: Cordier
San Pe
→ The Dhammapada
San Po Min
→ Karen new leader

San’' San’' The’
Index to the world of books (magazine), 1925-1933 ... San’' San’' The'. – 1983. XVI, l., illus., indexes. – Rangoon, Univ., Dept. of Library Studies, thesis (postgraduate diploma in library studies) 1984. – Added title and text in Burmese
SG: ISEAS (Ref KNL10 S19)
US: CU (Kroch Z3216 .S26 1983 + ; Microfiche 887 SE1 92 68848) LC (Microfiche 92/68848 (Z) ; 93/63418)
Ref.: OCLC 27264763

San Shwe Hla
The census plan for the Union of Burma : submitted to the Demographic Training and Research Centre, as a part of the training programme 1960. – Bombay, 1961. II, 19 p. – [Mimeogr.]
D: KI-ZBW (D 9305)

San Ta
→ San Hta

San Tha Aung
Arakanese coins / by San Tha Aung : English transl. by Aye Set. – Manchester: M. Robinson ; Lancashire and Cheshire
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Numismatic Society, 1982. 66 l., [31] l. of plates, illus., bibliogr. I. 64-65. – Transl. of: Rakhuin' dinga mya

Subject(s): Coins, Burmese

Numismatics – Burma – Arakan State

GB: BL-APAC(SEA 1986 a 1505)

OUL(SAC Ash CoinR 687.6 San)

SOAS(GB737.4/530499)*


NIU(Sea Coin) & YU(MUDD, Numismatics Coll., 2nd Floor) : CJ3576 .S2613 1982

ditto.


Subject(s): Art, Buddhist – Burma – Arakan State.

Art – Burma – Arakan (Division)

Arakan, Burma : Antiquities, Buddhist.

D: HD-SAI(323 kun 98/641)*

GB: BL-APAC(V 23955)

I: BCMP(AS 07/01/0105)

SG: ISEAS(N8193 B9S19)

US:CU(Kroch Film 10951 no.4)   LC & NIU(SEA) & YU(SML) :

LA1241 .S365 1979

ditto.

Microfilm. – Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: Univ. of Illinois Library, 1987. On part of 1 microfilm reel : 35 mm. – (Burmesische cultural microfilm collection ; reel 43, no. 4)

San Thaug


D: HD-SAI(325 pol 98/1068 Kp)

San Thwin

→Than Tun

San Thwin


Subject(s): Birma - Shifting cultivation - Waldschadensvermeidung .Satellitenfernerkundung

D: DDSU HH-SUB(2003 U 3578) NSLB(2003/9266)

GÖ-SUB(DISS 2003 A 9236 ; F 2003 A 520)

S: Jo(skog 904 03/392 Jo030916)
Bibliographical description

San Yin Yin
Annotated bibliography of books and research papers on banking and finance in Burma / San Yin Yin. – [Rangoon :] San Yin Yin, 1985. XIV, 252 l., index. – Text in Burmese and English
Subject(s): Banks and banking – Burma – Bibliography
Finance – Bibliography
US: LC(Z7164.F5 ; Microfiche 88/63403)

Sanctioned rates of assessment on land in the Ma-ubin District ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. I. D.), 1908. 59 p. – Addedd title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Land Revenue – Settlement Reports – Burma
GB: BL(14300 gg 10(1))*
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4138 reel 14)

Sandalinka, Shin
Subject(s): Burma : History 1824–

Sandal resin
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - Prince of Wales's Own (West Yorkshire Regiment); World War <1939-1945> - Prince of Wales's Own (West Yorkshire Regiment)

Sandes, A.
Evaluation of the MATCOM programme (management training for consumer cooperatives and related services, management training for agricultural cooperatives and related services, development and planning of cooperatives management and training) : report of a joint mission / A. Sandes ; V. Taalikka ; G. Schwab ; International Labour Organisation. – Geneva, Mar. 1986. 21 l. and annexes.
Subject(s): ILO consultant report ; mission report ; project evaluation regional level ; development project Matcom cooperative education ; training programme
Note: Govt. and cooperative movement representatives from donor countries, and ILO, evaluate phase 3 of MATCOM Programme (Materials and Techniques for Cooperatives Management Training), Gives background, objectives, project design, implementation, activities, etc. Acknowledges conceptual validity of universal job-oriented teaching materials, and impressive list of achievements during MATCOM's experience. Expresses doubts regarding long-term self-sustainability and questions assumptions based on availability of national funds for adaptation of training materials, relevancy of teaching and teaching materials in different countries, and national authorities' commitment. Points to need to motivate trainers and managers by improving employment conditions. RECOMMENDS: in-depth study of current operations; limiting activities to subjects and countries where potential for success exists; baseline criteria for national inputs; statistical data collection on trainees and funding for adaptation of training materials. Proposes high-level planning meeting. Annexes incl. country reports from India, Thailand, Burma, Sri Lanka, Philippines, Kenya, Ethiopia, Tanzania and Malay-
sia. Incl. comments refuting evaluators’ criticisms and documenting MATCOM’s major achievements.
CH: ILO(Evaluation Unit 86PE3120)

Sandhu, Kernal Singh

→ Indian communities in Southeast Asia

Sandoway / Municipality

- Bye-laws under section 30
  Bye-laws by the Sandoway municipality under section 30, of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), August 1899. 6 p.
  GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(231))* BL-APAC(Bur D 1770 ; Tr 870(36))*

- Bye-laws under section 99
  Bye-laws by the Sandoway municipality under section 99 and section 142, clause (c), (g), (k), (n), (r) and (s) of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Sept. 1899. 8 p.
  GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(232))* BL-APAC(Tr 870(35))*

- Bye-laws under section 102
  Bye-laws by the Sandoway municipality under section 102, sub-section (I), clause (a), (b) and (c) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), May 1907. [1 p.]
  GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(233))*

- Bye-laws under section 142
  Bye-laws by the Sandoway municipality under section 142, clause (a) and (b) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), September 1904. 2 p.
  GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(234))*

Sandoway District

→ Burma gazetteer

Sandoway Maung

Home rule for Burma … / Sandoway Maung. – Ran' kun', 1921. 153 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Note: On politics and government in Burma during the colonial days
Subject; Nationalism – Burma.
SG: ISEAS(SCR D529.7 S19)

Abbott’s Life of Napoleon Bonaparte

→ Abbott, John Stevens Cabot

Sandys, W. Shway Too

An Anglo-Burmese grammatical reader. – Rangoon : Mission Pr.
GB: BL: 1 (14302 h 15(1))* BL-APAC: 1 (Bur B 482)

GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 544)

GB: BL: 1 (14302 i 12(2))* BL-APAC(Bur D 452)
SOAS(GPC 418/11.456)*

US: CLSU(495.886 S222b)

Elementary arithmetic designed for the use of vernacular primary schools in British Burmah / by W. Shway Too Sandys ... Publ. for the Education Department. – Rangoon : American Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Burmese 1. – 1872. 66 p.
2. – 1873. 96 p.
GB: BL: 1(14302 h 25(2))* 2(14302 h 9(2))* BL-APAC(Bur D 1282/2)

GB: BL(14302 i 12(1))* BL-APAC(Bur D 457)

Elementary geography for the use of vernacular schools / by W. Shway Too Sandys. – Rangoon : Mission Pr., 1873. 152 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese BL-APAC(Bur D 1327)

The fables of Aesop

→ Aesop

A geography of Burmah : comp. for the use of vernacular schools in British Burmah / by W. Shway Too Sandys ... – Rangoon, 1869. III, 456 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 i 11(1)) BL-APAC(Bur D 62)
SOAS(EB 86.6/116)
US: YU(SML, AOS, Room 329)

The Griffins’s guide to Burmese

→ Adam, John G.

Sang Awr

A study on courage as a pastoral virtue in the Myanmar context / by Sang Awr. – 1994. 103 p. – Singapore, Trinity Theological College, M.A. thesis
Subject(s): – Pastoral theology – Burma
SG: ISEAS(LO BV4011 S22)

Sang Khup

Diversification of economy with special reference to Burma. – Warsaw, 1963. 71 p. – A paper presented in the Central School of Planning and Statistics in Warsaw as a diploma

S 14
paper for completion of the Advances Course in National Economic Planning
Subject(s): Diversification in industry – Burma.
Burma : Economic conditions – 1948
SG: ISEAS(DS529.3 S19)


The New Testament in Chin : Lai dialect …
Bible, N.T.


Father Vincentius Sangermano, a Barnabite mission-
ary, lived and worked in Burma from 1783 to 1808. As Symes recorded at the time: "he seemed a very respectable and intelligent man and wrote the Burman language flu-
ently, and was held in high estimation by the natives for his exemplary life and inoffensive manners". His book is divided into sections on: Burmese Cosmography; Burmese History; Constitution of the Burmese Empire; Religion of the Burmese; Moral and Physical Constitution of the Burmese Empire; and Burmese Code. The last of these is signi-
ficant for being the first translation of any of the numer-
ous codes of law written on palm leaves. Sangermano was also one of the earliest Christian missionaries to study the languages, literatures and institutions of the people, and in this book, no matter how dry the subject matter, his empa-
thy with the Burmese people is evident. In addition, be-
cause of his language skills, the high regard in which he was held, and his access to the king's officials and Pali scholars, Father Vincentius was able to tap original sources unavailable to others either at the time or since. No wonder his book has been treated as an authority by those writers who have followed him.
Subject(s): Burma : History <to 1824> ; Civilization


 ditto. – ibd., 1903. XXXIX, 311 p., illus.
GB: BL-APAC(T 3315)


D: M-BSB(Orient. 86.2015)
PA-UB(55/RB 51977 S225 B9)
SG: NUS(DS530.62 San)
US: LC(DS527.9.S36 1893)
NLA(915.9 San ; Luce 146)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 331)*
F: BNF(8° O2 l.19A)
GB: BL(010057 f 25)*


 ditto. – Rangoon : Publ. by the Union Bud-


 ditto. – ibd., 1903. XXXIX, 311 p., illus.
GB: BL-APAC(T 3315)


D: M-BSB(Orient. 86.2015)
PA-UB(55/RB 51977 S225 B9)
SG: NUS(DS530.62 San)
US: LC(DS527.9.S24 1893)
NNA(DS527.9 .S24 1984)
IU(Main Stacks 915.91 SA5D1984)
OAU(Alden SE Asia DS485.B81 S2 1984x)


 ditto. – ibd., 1903. XXXIX, 311 p., illus.
GB: BL-APAC(T 3315)


D: M-BSB(Orient. 86.2015)
PA-UB(55/RB 51977 S225 B9)
SG: NUS(DS530.62 San)
US: LC(DS527.9 .S24 1893)
NNA(DS527.9 .S24 1984)
IU(Main Stacks 915.91 SA5D1984)
OAU(Alden SE Asia DS485.B81 S2 1984x)


 ditto. – ibd., 1903. XXXIX, 311 p., illus.
GB: BL-APAC(T 3315)


D: M-BSB(Orient. 86.2015)
PA-UB(55/RB 51977 S225 B9)
SG: NUS(DS530.62 San)
US: LC(DS527.9.S24 1894)
NNC(NC00(DS527.9 .S24 1984)
OAU(Alden SE Asia DS485.B81 S2 1984x)
Burma Bibliographical Project

UCB(Main DS485.B81 S21 1984)
UCLA(YR DS527.9 .S24 1984)

AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B81 S22 1966)

A description of the Burmese Empire / comp. chiefly from native documents by Great Britain and Ireland, 1833. VI, 228 p.

Subject(s): Buddhism

I: BCMP(AS /07/01/0079)
J: TYB(XII-25-A-10)


Sangkhama

Local preacher course / Sangkhama. – [s.l.]: TFTL Publication Board, 1997. 58 p. – Burmese text
NL: KITLV(M 1998 A 5436)

Sangkima

→ Cross-border migration. Mizoram

Sanitary and vaccination report of the City of Rangoon.

→ Rangoon
Sanitary organization and development in Burma

Notes on sanitary organization and development in Burma

Sanitary state of the town of Rangoon: extract from the proceedings of the chief commissioner in the Home Department, no 155. – Rangoon: Rangoon Times Pr., 1868. 15 p.

Subject(s): Hymns, Burmese


Subject(s): Botany – History ; Botany – Bibliography

Systematic botany of angiosperms / by H. Santapau. – Bangalore City: Bangalore Pr., 1958. VI, 77 p., bibliogr. p. 11-77. – (History of botanical researches in India, Burma and Ceylon / [Indian Botanical Society] ; 2)

Subject(s): Botany – History ; Botany – Bibliography

Bibliography – Bibliography ; Botany – Research – India – History ; Botany – Research – Burma ; Botany – Research – Sri Lanka – History

D: HD-SAI(200 nat 76/5250,2 kp)*

US: NUS-SC QK15 Mah v.2)

Sankey, Ira David <1840-1908>


Subject(s): Hymns, Burmese – Translations from English.

Hymns, English – Translations into Burmese

US: CRL(MF-10289 SEAM reel 146 item 1)

Sankey, E. C.


Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions ; Commerce – India

India : Commerce – Burma

D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 93/1155 Kp)*

US: YU(Nc96 I36 In2)

Sanmann, Kent <b. 1963>


Subject(s): Kachin (Asian people)

Kachin (Asian people) – Population.

Kachin State (Burma)

Burma : Economic conditions ; Politics and government ; Population. Military government.

US: OkU(Theesis San Off-Site Storage)

Ref.: OCLC 46892498

Santapau, Hermanegild <b. 1905>

Systematic botany of angiosperms / by H. Santapau. – Bangalore City: Bangalore Pr., 1958. VI, 77 p., bibliogr. p. 11-77. – (History of botanical researches in India, Burma and Ceylon / [Indian Botanical Society] ; 2)

Subject(s): Botany – History ; Botany – Bibliography

Bibliography – Bibliography ; Botany – Research – India – History ; Botany – Research – Burma ; Botany – Research – Sri Lanka – History

D: HD-SAI(200 nat 76/5250,2 kp)*

SG: US-NUS-SC QK15 Mah v.2)

US: CU(Annex QK21.14 I38)

Sanmiguel, Inés


Subject(s): Allen, Louis <1922-1991>

Japan : World War <1939-1945> ; History - 20th century

GB: OUL(BOD M05.F02861 ; BJL Ref. N271 San Pam.)

Ref.: OCLC 54895270

Sann Lwin


Santi Pracha Dhamma Institute <Bangkok>

A tale about people and a pipeline

→ Campbell, Danny

Understanding a state and its minorities from a religious and cultural perspective: the case of Siam and Burma

→ Sulak Sivaraksa
Sao Khemawadee
Subject(s): Burmese language – Grammar.
English language – Grammar.
GB: SOAS(L.GPC415/459.807)*

Sao Shroe Thaik
Message ... on the occasion of the Independence day, 4th January, 1948 ... – Nanking: The Burmese Embassy, [1948].
1 l.
– Signed: Sao Shroe Thaik
US: HU(Law School: Harv.Depos.)

Sao Sāimöng Mangrāi
→ Sāimöng Mangrāi < Sao >

Sao Tern Moeng
Shan phonological drills
→ Scott, Eileen M.

Sapay Beikman
Art exhibition ... – [Ran’ kun’]. 1958. 48 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: CU(Kroch ND1012 S24)

Sapirie, Stephen Alan

Saptawan
NL: KITLV(M 1998 A 5283)

Saptawka
Saint Matthew in Mro ...
→ Bible, N.T. : Matthew < M r u >

Sarakosas, S.
Loxley's Mandalay mobile phone project
→ Annez, Philippe

Saran, Parmatma <b. 1916>
Governments and politics of select Asian countries / P. Saran. – New Delhi : Metropolitan, 1984. 1309 p.in various pagings. – Countries covered: Malaysia, Israel, Burma, Iran, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, China. – Separate works previously publ.
Subject(s): Asia : Politics and government
GB:BL(82/05107)
US:ICarbS UCLA(YRL HF3790.8 Z7G7S 1977b) USCB(MainLib HF3790.8.Z7G737 1977)

Sarasiya Dhamma
→ Sobhana < Mahāthera>
A discourse on to nibbāna via the noble eightfold path

Sarasin Viraphol
→ Myanmar Towards the 21st Century

Saraswati, Prannath < d. 1892>
Chronological tables
→ Tarkalankar, Girish Chandra

Saraya, Dhida
→ Thidā Sarayā

SARBICA
→ International Council on Archives / Southeast Asian Branch

Sardesai, Bhanu D.
Theses and dissertations on Southeast Asia
→ Sardesai, Damodar Ramaji

Sardesai, Damodar Ramaji <b. 1931>
D: GO-SUB(79 A 4405)
HD-SAI(300 his 79/1773)
GB:BL(X 809/45126)
BL-APAC(T 31279)
US:CU(Kroch HF3508 A 8 S24 1977)
LC(HF3790.8.Z7G737) UCB(Main X 9.11797) UCLA(YRL HF3790.8.Z7G7s)
US:ICarbS UCLA(YRL HF3790.8 Z7G7s 1977b) USCB(MainLib HF3790.8.Z7 G737 1977)

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : History
D: TU-UB(23 A 8749)
GB:BL(82/05107)

GB:BL(X.809/54243; X.809/55015)
US:CU(Kroch DS525.S24)
Ref.: BL
GB:BL(89/15645)
US:CU(Kroch DS525.S2 1989)
UCB(Main) & UCD( Shields) & UCLA(YRL) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSB: DS525.S27 1989
D: FR-UB(TM 90/1638)
GB:BL(YH 1989 b 927)
US: UCSC(IR/PS DS525.S27 1989b Stacks)
D: FR-UB(TM 90/1638)

Bibliographical description


Note: Southeast Asia offers a balanced, readable account of the region from ancient modern times, covering traditional history as well as current events. SarDesai avoids exaggerating (as others do) the importance of the period of European colonial rule as he introduces us to the regions and peoples of Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, and the Philippines. Combining thematic and chronological approaches with the study of colonialism, nationalism, domestic problems, and international relations, Southeast Asia manages to convey an Asian point of view throughout. In this revised fourth edition, Professor SarDesai brings his account of region's history up to date and provides a completely updated, comprehensive bibliography and chronology.

D: HD-UB97 A 6724)
GB:BL(YC 1997 a 1872 ; 97/10184)
SG:NL(R 959 Sar)
TH:CH(Alts+CL : DS525 S244S 1997)
US:UC(Kroch & Urs : DS525.S24 1997)

D: AB(ip X-VI-H-0028-00) S-WLB(45/1671)
GB:BL(YC 1994 b 6007 ; 94/15514)
SG: NUS(DS511 Sar)
TH:CH(Alts+CL : DS525 S244S 1994)
US:CU(Kroch Echols DS525.S24 1994)

NCC(Butler) & UCB(Main) & UCD(Shields) & UCI(Main) & UCLA(College) & USCB(MainLib) : DS525.S27 1994


Note: Southeast Asia offers a balanced, readable account of the region from ancient modern times, covering traditional history as well as current events. SarDesai avoids exaggerating (as others do) the importance of the period of European colonial rule as he introduces us to the regions and peoples of Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, and the Philippines. Combining thematic and chronological approaches with the study of colonialism, nationalism, domestic problems, and international relations, Southeast Asia manages to convey an Asian point of view throughout. In this revised fourth edition, Professor SarDesai brings his account of region's history up to date and provides a completely updated, comprehensive bibliography and chronology.

D: HD-UB97 A 6724)
GB:BL(YC 1997 a 1872 ; 97/10184)
SG:NL(R 959 Sar)
TH:CH(Alts+CL : DS525 S244S 1997)
US:UC(Kroch & Urs : DS525.S24 1997)

Contents: Cultural heritage: The land and its people; Early kingdoms in mainland Southeast Asia; Early kingdoms of Sumatra and Java; The rise of new states: Ayuthaya, Majapahit, and Malacca; European intrusion in the Indian archipelago: the early phase; Mainland Southeast Asia: the consolidations of Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam – Colonial interlude: The English and Dutch in the East Indies; British role in the Malay States in the nineteenth century; Pride and paramountcy: Anglo-Burmese relations in the nineteenth century; The French in Vietnam and Cambodia; Thailand remains independent – Nationalist response: Nationalist movements in Southeast Asia: general; Filipino urge for freedom from Spanish and U.S. rule; The nationalist movements: Indonesia; The nationalist movements: Myanmar; Thailand's constitutional revolution; The nationalist movements: Vietnam; The nationalist movements: Malaya, Cambodia, and Laos - Fruits of freedom: Independent Philippines; Malaysia: towards integration and democracy; Thailand: independence at any price; Indonesia: unity amid diversity; East Timor: birth of a new nation and Cambodia under communism - Review and commentary.
AU:NLA(YY 959 S244-5)
GB:SOAS(G959 /832721 ; 832722 ; 919717 ; 919718)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Sargent, Inge


D: M-BSB(94.59158) HD-SAI(328 biog 94/6949)*

Note: On the social life and customs of the Khiamnungan and Konyak people living on both sides of the Patkoi Range in India-Burmaborder

Subject(s): Naga (peuple d’Asie) : Moeurs et coutumes

Khamungan (Indic people) : Social life and customs

Konyak (Indic people) : Social life and customs

D: M-BSB(89.20285) M-UB(1216/As 4,199)

F: BIULO(GEN.III.36979)


ISBN 0-8248-1624-3 ; 0-8248-1628-5 (pbk.)

Note: Just married and returning to live in her new husband's native land, a young Austrian woman arrived with her Burmese husband by passenger ship in Rangoon in 1953. They were met at dockside by hundreds of well-wishers displaying colorful banners, playing music on homemade instruments, and carrying giant bouquets of flowers. She was puzzled by this unusual welcome until her embarrassed husband explained that he was something more than a recently graduated mining engineer - he was the Prince of Hsipaw, the ruler of an autonomous state in Burma's Shan mountains. And these people were his subjects! She immersed herself in the Shan lifestyle, eagerly learning the language, the culture, and the history of the Shan hill people.

The Princess of Hsipaw fell in love with this remote, exotic land and its warm and friendly people. She worked at her husband's side to bring change and modernization to their primitive country. Her efforts to improve the education and health care of the country, and her husband's commitment to improve the economic well-being of the people made them one of the most popular ruling couples in Southeast Asia. Then the violent military coup of 1962 shattered the idyllic existence of the previous ten years. Her life irrevocably changed. Inge Sargent tells a story of a life most of us can only dream about. She vividly describes the social, religious, and political events she experienced. She details the day-to-day living as a "reluctant ruler" and her role as her husband's equal - a role that perplexed the males in Hsipaw and created awe in the females. And then she describes the military events that threatened her life and that of her children. Twilight over Burma is a story of a great happiness destroyed by evil, of one woman's determination and bravery against a ruthless military regime, and of the truth behind the overthrow of one of Burma's most popular local leaders.

Note: Just married and returning to live in her new husband's native land, a young Austrian woman arrived with her Burmese husband by passenger ship in Rangoon in 1953. They were met at dockside by hundreds of well-wishers displaying colorful banners, playing music on homemade instruments, and carrying giant bouquets of flowers. She was puzzled by this unusual welcome until her embarrassed husband explained that he was something more than a recently graduated mining engineer - he was the Prince of Hsipaw, the ruler of an autonomous state in Burma's Shan mountains. And these people were his subjects! She immersed herself in the Shan lifestyle, eagerly learning the language, the culture, and the history of the Shan hill people.

The Princess of Hsipaw fell in love with this remote, exotic land and its warm and friendly people. She worked at her husband's side to bring change and modernization to their primitive country. Her efforts to improve the education and health care of the country, and her husband's commitment to improve the economic well-being of the people made them one of the most popular ruling couples in Southeast Asia. Then the violent military coup of 1962 shattered the idyllic existence of the previous ten years. Her life irrevocably changed. Inge Sargent tells a story of a life most of us can only dream about. She vividly describes the social, religious, and political events she experienced. She details the day-to-day living as a "reluctant ruler" and her role as her husband's equal - a role that perplexed the males in Hsipaw and created awe in the females. And then she describes the military events that threatened her life and that of her children. Twilight over Burma is a story of a great happiness destroyed by evil, of one woman's determination and bravery against a ruthless military regime, and of the truth behind the overthrow of one of Burma's most popular local leaders.

Note: The Princess of Hsipaw fell in love with this remote, exotic land and its warm and friendly people. She worked at her husband's side to bring change and modernization to their primitive country. Her efforts to improve the education and health care of the country, and her husband's commitment to improve the economic well-being of the people made them one of the most popular ruling couples in Southeast Asia. Then the violent military coup of 1962 shattered the idyllic existence of the previous ten years. Her life irrevocably changed. Inge Sargent tells a story of a life most of us can only dream about. She vividly describes the social, religious, and political events she experienced. She details the day-to-day living as a "reluctant ruler" and her role as her husband's equal - a role that perplexed the males in Hsipaw and created awe in the females. And then she describes the military events that threatened her life and that of her children. Twilight over Burma is a story of a great happiness destroyed by evil, of one woman's determination and bravery against a ruthless military regime, and of the truth behind the overthrow of one of Burma's most popular local leaders.

Note: Just married and returning to live in her new husband's native land, a young Austrian woman arrived with her Burmese husband by passenger ship in Rangoon in 1953. They were met at dockside by hundreds of well-wishers displaying colorful banners, playing music on homemade instruments, and carrying giant bouquets of flowers. She was puzzled by this unusual welcome until her embarrassed husband explained that he was something more than a recently graduated mining engineer - he was the Prince of Hsipaw, the ruler of an autonomous state in Burma's Shan mountains. And these people were his subjects! She immersed herself in the Shan lifestyle, eagerly learning the language, the culture, and the history of the Shan hill people.

The Princess of Hsipaw fell in love with this remote, exotic land and its warm and friendly people. She worked at her husband's side to bring change and modernization to their primitive country. Her efforts to improve the education and health care of the country, and her husband's commitment to improve the economic well-being of the people made them one of the most popular ruling couples in Southeast Asia. Then the violent military coup of 1962 shattered the idyllic existence of the previous ten years. Her life irrevocably changed. Inge Sargent tells a story of a life most of us can only dream about. She vividly describes the social, religious, and political events she experienced. She details the day-to-day living as a "reluctant ruler" and her role as her husband's equal - a role that perplexed the males in Hsipaw and created awe in the females. And then she describes the military events that threatened her life and that of her children. Twilight over Burma is a story of a great happiness destroyed by evil, of one woman's determination and bravery against a ruthless military regime, and of the truth behind the overthrow of one of Burma's most popular local leaders.
Sarin, Harbans Lal
The administration of cantonments in India and Burma
→Lincoln, Edward Henning

Stamp law and practice in India and Burma
→Lincoln, Edward Henning

Sarkar, Amiya K.
Subject(s): Cross-examination - India. Witnesses – India; Examination of witnesses - India.
HK: HKU (Law Lib. KB247.3 S24)
Ref.: OCLC 48578482

Sarkar, Benoy Kumar <1887-1949>
The expansion of spirituality as a fact of industrial civilization: Presidential address at the Convention of Religions in connection with the Ramakrishna Centenary at Rangoon, Burma ... 1936 / by Benoy Kumar Sarkar ... − Calcutta: Swami Vireswarananda, 1936. 9 p. − Repr. from Prabuddha Bharata, May, 1936. − Presidential address at the convention of religions in connection with the Ramakrishna centenary at Rangoon, Burma, 8-10 April, 1936.
Subject(s): Spirituality; Religion and sociology.
CH: ILO (200 / 38092)*
US: BUTLER (Microform RR FG1641)
NNUT (Burke Union Stacks Pamphlets OM75 R16)
YU (LSF-Request D100.26)

Sarkar, Himansu Bhusan
D: HD-SAI (300 bez 87/1138)*
GB: BL (YA.1988.b.692)
SG: NUS-LAW (KB192 Sar)
US: HU (Law School: Harv. Depos. In 994 SAR) LC (Law) NNC
UCB (Law Lib Asia KF2916 .S25 1953)

Sarkar, Mahim Chandra
[Law of evidence. − 6th ed.]
Subject(s): Evidence (Law) − South Asia Evidence (Law) − Burma
GB: CUL (R.n.t.9.S.001) SADS (IALS Depository 10116)
US: HU (Law School: IN 394S F39) LC (Law)

AU: ANU (Law Lib. KB247.I53 1953)
D: HD-SAI (jur 60 C 30)*
GB: OUL (IND Retind L. Ind. A 34 d.6)
SOAS (A 345.4076/224.429)
US: HU (Law School: Harv. Depos. In 994 SAR) LC (Law) NNC
UCB (Law Lib Asia KF2916 .S25 1953)

HU (Law School: IN 994 SAR)

AU: ANU (Law Lib. KB247.I53 v.1-2)
GB: OUL (Law Main Lib Cw India 510 S245b12)
SOAS (A345.4076/312.197)*
SG: NUS-LW (KB192 Sar)
US: C (Main Lib ASIA KF2916 .S245 1965 Law Lib.)
CU (Law KC486.139 1964)
HU (Law School: Harv. Depos. In 994 SAR) LC (Law) MnU

D: HD-SAI (216 jur 82/2433)*
GB: BL (YA.1988.b.692)
SG: NUS-LW (KB192 Sar)
US: HU (Law School: Harv. Depos. IN 994 SAR)
WU (Memorial Lib. K0.1 139276 Sar)
SG: NUS-LW(KB192 Sar)

1. Indian evidence act, 1872. Sect. 1-100. – Var. pag.
D: B-SBB: 1-2 (1 A 190 396 Haus 2)
M-BSB(0308/IndienXX) 13,1-2)
US: HU(Law School: IN 394S F93)
LC(KNC486 .S27 1993)
UCB(Law Lib Asia KNC486 S37 1993)
WU(Law Library KNC486 S37 1993)
Ref.: OCLC 30052182

Sarkar, Prabhas Chandra
→Sarkar, Mahim Chandra

Sarkar, Sudipto <1886-1966>
→Sarkar, Mahim Chandra
Law of evidence. 9th ed.

Basu's law of evidence (in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Burma and Ceylon) : being exhaustive commentary on The Indian Evidence Act, 1872 (1 of 1872) as amended by (Information Technology Act, 2000)
→Basu, Nrisinha Das : [Law of evidence]

Sarkisyanz, Emanuel
→Sarkisyanz, Manuel

Sarkisyanz, Manuel <b. 1923>
Burma Bibliographical Project

Sasso, Maurice D.

Sastri, Kalidaiyurichi Aiyan Nilakanta
→ Nilakanta Sastri, Kalidaiyurichi Aiyan

Sastri, V. V.
A monograph of the Orbitolines found in the Indian continent (Chitral, Gilgit, Kashmir), Tibet and Burma
→ Sahni, Mulk Raj

Subject(s): Meditation – Burma – Buddhism ; Buddhism – Burma – Doctrines ; Vipaśyana (Buddhism)
D: HD-SA(if52 B 83/2023)*

Satyamurti, S.
→ The Indo-Burma immigration agreement

Sau Kau-Too
→ The saurus of Karen knowledge

Saul, John Ralston <b. 1947>
Herbert 697
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> – Fiction
GB: BL(H.91/2514 ; Nov.55508 ; Nov.55598)
SOAS(E Coll 3 V70)
US: CU(Wason PR6069.A78 N4)
D: B-SBB(798 113 Haus 2)

Subject(s): Human rights – Burma.
Burma : Politics and government <1988->
US: CU(Kroch +DS530.65 .S28 1996)

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945>
Thailand - Buddha - Statue - Kunstsammler - Diebstahl - Belletristische Darstellung
Birma
Englische Literatur außerhalb Großbritanniens und der USA
D: H-SB
ditto. – Stuttgart etc.: Dt. Bücherbund, 1989. 320 S.
D: BSSB(2800-0532)


A wide range of excellent colour illustrations by Dominique Viallard complement the text and, along with sketches relating to the text, provide a visual record of the numerous groups found throughout the Burmese Naga region.
The book introduces the Naga at their New Year festival held at Lahe and then moves on to chapters dealing with the breakdown of the different groups and their linguistic connections according to recent research, as well as covering other aspects such as tattoo, costume, architecture, social structure, life cycle, religion and festivals, arts and crafts, human sacrifice, lycanthropy, warfare and head-hunting.
Ref.: Orchid Pr.

Saul, John Ralston <b. 1947>
Herbert 697
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> – Fiction
GB: BL(H.91/2514 ; Nov.55508 ; Nov.55598)
SOAS(E Coll 3 V70)
US: CU(Wason PR6069.A78 N4)
D: B-SBB(798 113 Haus 2)

Subject(s): Human rights – Burma.
Burma : Politics and government <1988->
US: CU(Kroch +DS530.65 .S28 1996)

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945>
Thailand - Buddha - Statue - Kunstsammler - Diebstahl - Belletristische Darstellung
Birma
Englische Literatur außerhalb Großbritanniens und der USA
D: H-SB
ditto. – Stuttgart etc.: Dt. Bücherbund, 1989. 320 S.
D: BSSB(2800-0532)

Bibliographical description

Saunders, Graham E.
Mythology and folklore in South-East Asia
→Knappert, Jan

Saunders, James St. Clair
Report on the summary settlement of the Kadonbaw colony in the Hanthawaddy district : season 1916-17
→Settlement < Hanthawaddy : Kadonbaw > 1916-17

Saunders, Kenneth James <1883-1937>
Subject(s): Buddhism – Burma ; Buddhism – Sri Lanka. Buddhism – Thailand ; Christianity and other religions – Buddhism ; Buddhism – Relations – Christianity

US: CU(Kroch) & LC : BL1451 .S25
NNUT(Burke MRL Outline Cd5 Sa87a)
NYPL(Humanities-Asian&ME Div *OLWL)
UC(Annex BQ314 .S25)
UCB(Main BL1420 .S32)
UCD(Shields BL1420 .S3)
UC(Annex BL1420 .S26)
UCRB(Princeton BL1420 .S26c)
UCR(Rivera BQ264 .S35)
UCSB(Main Lib BQ278 .S29)
UCSC(McHenry BL1420 .S35)
YU(Mudd Mbn23 Sa85) ; LSF-Request ON23 Sa87bm

Contents: I. Buddhism in southern Asia ; Buddhism in Burma – Buddhism in Ceylon – Buddhism in Siam – Contrast types of Buddhist religious life in southern Asia – Buddhism as a living world religion – The missionary approach to modern Buddhism in southern Asia – II. Buddhism in eastern Asia ; Buddhism in Japan – Buddhism in China.

GB: BL(04504.de.23) ; CUL(1923.7.1184 ; SPCK.1.1922.3)
BL-APAC(ORW.1986.a.3826) ; OUL(BOD941.e.65)
SOAS(A294.3 /16315) ; CWML U308)
US: CBGTU(BV2618 .S38 1922)
CU(Annex BQ314 .S25)
HU(Andover-Harv.Theol BQ4034 .S38 1922) ; LC(Bl1420 .S3)
UC(NRLF BL1420 .S3 ; SB 285 235 ; SRLF A0001087345)

Epochs in Buddhist history : the Haskell lectures, 1921 / by Kenneth J. Saunders. – Chicago : Univ. of Chicago Pr., c1924. XIX, 243 p., illus., index, incl. bibliogr. ref. – (The Haskell lectures in comparative religion ; 1921)
Contents: Rājagaha ; the middle path - Pātali-putra; the spread of the Dhamma and its safeguarding - Gandhāra and Purusāppura; the birth of Mahāyāna - Nālandā; the early schoolmen of the Mahāyāna - Miḥintale, Arimadana, and Sukhēṭha; fastnesses of the Theravāda in Ceylon, Burma, and Siam - Loyāng, Chang-ān, Tien T’ai; Buddhism in China - Keum Kangsan, Nāra Hieisan, Kō-yasa; Buddhism in Korea and Japan - Svāyambhū-nāth and Lhāsa; Buddhism in Nepal and Tibet - Appendices. Fāhian in Lāṅkā - Some Buddhist prayers and vows - Synonyms of Nībbāna and Nirvāṇa - Charts of the Buddhist schools of India, China, and Japan.

GB: BL(04504 g 43) ; BL-DSS(W2/5128 ; W26/1481)
BL-APAC(T 12932) ; OUL(HMC Carpenter O505 Sau)
US: CU(Kroch BL1420 .S26) ; HU(Widener R 1020.98)
LC NIU(Main Coll-FML BL1420 .S35)
NNUT(Burke Union Stacks ON24 S25)
NYPL(Humanities-Asian&ME Div *OLWF)
UCB(Main BL1420 .S32) ; UCD(Shields BL1420 .S3)
UCLA(YRL BL1420 .S25e)
UCR(Rivera BQ264 .S35)
UCSB(Main Lib BQ278 .S29)
UCSC(McHenry BL1420 .S35)
YU(Mudd mbn23 Sa85) ; LSF-Request ON23 Sa87bm

US: LC(Microfilm BUL-ENG-473 (B))

Subject(s): Buddhism – History. HK : HKU(294.3 S25) ; NLB
gb: BL(04503.i.22) ; NLB
gb: BL-DSS(W10/5576)

→Modern Buddhism in Burma
Subject(s): Buddhism – History.
GB: BL(04503.i.22) ; BL-DSS(W10/5576)
Saunders Weaving Institute < Amarapura >
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.117/22)*

Sava Zau Sam → Jinghpaw Bible student’s handbook ...

Savage, Alan
The sword and the jungle / by Christopher Nicole writing as Alan Savage. – Sutton : Severn House, 1996. 280 p.
ISBN 0-7278-4964-6
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns Fiction ; Prisoners of war – Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British – Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese - Fiction Great Britain : Prisoners of war - Fiction.

Savage, James Russell <b. 1920>
A guest of the emperor / by J. Russell Savage. – Moorooka, Brisbane, Qld.: Boolarong Pr., 1995. XIV, 141 p., illus., maps, ports. – ISBN 0864391900
Subject(s): Savage, James Russell <b. 1920> Burma-Siam Railroad. World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, Australian Australia : Prisoners of war

Savage, Victor R. → Environmental stakes : Myanmar and agenda 21

Save the Children Fund < Great Britain > → Breaking through the clouds : a Participatory Action Research (PAR) project with migrating children and youth along the borders of China, Myanmar and Thailand
Small dreams beyond reach : the lives of migrant children and youth along the borders of China, Myanmar and Thailand → Caouette, Therese M.

Savi, Gerald Barton
GB: BL(NN 29084) US: CU(Wason PR6037 A95 A4)
The mosquito net / by Gerald B. Savi. – London : Wright & Brown, [1933?]. 287 p. BL: BL(NN 21445 ; T 7589)
US: CU(Wason PR6037 A95 M9)

Saw, Siok Hwa → Cheng, Siok-Hwa

Saw Christopher Thain Htike
Note: Life and ministry of the (late) Rt. Revd. Ta Preh Paw first bishop of Diocese of Hpa-An

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Savings and Securities Department manual → Burma < Union > / Savings and Securities Department

Saw, Francois Maria
Subject(s): Hmong (Asian people) N: UHS(Mag314 qKc 5301)

Saw, Siok Hwa
Burma after separation : address / by The Hon. U Saw, Prime Minister of Burma, at a meeting of the Study Committee of the Empire Parliamentary Association, held at the House of Commons, Westminster, on 22nd October, 1941, etc. – London : Empire Parliamentary Association, United Kingdom Branch, [1941]. 18 p.
GB: BL(8140 ff 61)* COL(DA 27) LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets JF(5)/138, Special : Microfilm M (Pamphlets 339))
The Burmese situation, 1930-31 : a letter to The Right Hon'ble William Wedgwood Benn, M.P., Secretary of State for India / from U Saw. – Rangoon : Burma Guardian Pr., 1931. 15, XX p., illus.
Subject(s): Burma – History – 1824-1948. US: WU(Memorial Lib.Micro Film 6572 Reel 6 No.226)

Saw, Siok Hwa

Saw Christopher Thain Htike
Note: Life and ministry of the (late) Rt. Revd. Ta Preh Paw first bishop of Diocese of Hpa-An
Saw Doh Say <b. 1946>

A brief history and development factors of the Karen Baptist Church of Burma (Myanmar) by Saw Doh Say. – 1993. XII, 194 p., illus., maps, index, bibliogr. p 179 to 185. – Pasadena, Calif., Fuller Theological Seminary, Th. M. (Missiology) thesis 1990

Subject(s): Karen Baptist Church of Burma : History
Baptists : Missions – Burma – History ; Burma – History
Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Burma – Religion
Karen State (Burma) – Church history
Burma : Church history.

AU: ANU(Chifley BX6316.B9S29 1990)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.62665)
HK: HKU(X 286.1591 S2)

Ref.: OCLC 48644035

Saw Gideon Taw


Subject(s): Burma – Ethnic relations
Pastoral theology – Burma

SG: ISEAS(LO BV4011 S27)

Saw Gler Taw <b. 1952>

Factors affecting the growth of the Kayin Baptist Church with a view toward facilitating renewal by Saw Gler Taw. – 1996. XV, 265 p., index, bibliogr. p. 239-254. – Pasadena, Calif., Fuller Theological Seminary, School of World Mission, D.Miss. (Missiology) thesis 1996.

UMI 9627769

Subject(s): Kayin Baptist Church (Myanmar)
Karen Baptist Church (Burma)
Kayin Baptist Convention (Myanmar)
Karen Baptist Convention (Burma)

Saw Hay Moo <b. 1965>


Subject(s): Christianity and other religions.
Incarnation - Biblical teaching.
Incarnation - Comparative studies.
Christianity and culture.
Karen Baptist Church (Burma)

Bible. N.T. John I. 1-14 - Criticism, interpretation, etc.

Ref.: OCLC 51199509

Saw Hsa Htaw <b. 1951>

Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people)
Evangelistic work - Burma
Burma: Church history.
US: FTS(McAlister Library/Microfiche)
Ref.: OCLC 34267587

Saw Maung

[Address < 1989.07.05>]
Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government <1948->
US: CU(Kroch DS530.4 .C65 A15)

[Address < 1990.03.27>]
Note: On the 1988 political unrest in Burma.
Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government <1988->
D: B-SBB(4 A 4156 Haus 2)
GB: OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. d.371)
SG: NUS(DS530.64 Saw)
US: LC(DS530.53 .C6 N813 1990 Bur)
NNC(Lehman DS530.4 .C65 1990g)

[Address < 1990.05.09>]
Address delivered by State Law and Order Restoration Council Chairman Commander-in-Chief of the Defence Services, Senior General Saw Maung at the meeting held between The State Law and Order Restoration Council and State, Division Law and Order Restoration Councils on 9 May 1990 and 10 May 1990 ... — [Ran` kun‘] 1990. 92 p., [3] l. of plates, illus. — Title of English section ; main title in Burmese
Note: On the planning for administration of Burma under the Council.
Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government <1948->
D: B-SBB(4 A 4155 Haus 2)
GB: OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. d.377)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.68 .C6 A5 1990)
US: CU(Kroch DS530.4 .C65 A16)
NIU(SEA-4 th FL-FML DS530.4 .C6 1990)
NNC(Lehman DS530.4 .C65 1990g)

[Addresses]
State Law and Order Restoration Council Chairman, Commander-in-Chief of the Defence Services General Saw Maung's addresses
►Speeches delivers

[Addresses and discussions in interview foreign correspondents]
State Law and Order Restoration Council chairman, commander-in-chief of the Defence Services General Saw Maung's addresses and discussions in interview foreign correspondents ... — Rangoon, 1989. 254 p., illus. — Title also in Burmese, text in Burmese and English
Note: On the political situation and law enforcement in Burma, after the unrest in 1988, under the administration of the State Law and Order Restoration Council; addresses to the nation and the foreign correspondents.
Subject(s): Law enforcement - Burma
Burma: Politics and government, <1988->
GB: OUL(BOD Brol. Burm. f.83)
NL: KITLV(M 1998 A 5234)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 S274)
US: CU(Kroch Fiche 887 94 63402)
LC (Microfiche 94/63402 (D) So Asia)

Subject(s): Buddhist sermons, Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1993 a 1873)
US: CU(Kroch BQ5340 .P38x 1991)

Herbert 818
1. — 1990. 342 p., illus.
3. — 262 p., illus.
Note: On the political development and the policy of the State Law and Order Restoration Council, the ruling military power in Burma after the unrest in 1988
Subject(s): Saw Maung : Views in politics and society
Burma: Politics and government <1948->
GB: BL-APAC: 3 (ORW 1993 a.1871)
OUL: 2-3(IND Burma 7 d 82)
SG: ISEAS: 3 (DS530.4 S27)
NUS(DS530.55 Saw)
US: CU: 3(Kroch DS530.4 .C65 S7 ; Fiche 887 94 63472)
HU: 1-2 (Widener Harv.Depos.)
LC(DS530.53 .C6 N813 1990 Bur ; 1, 3: Microfiche 94/63472 (D) So Asia) MU: 1 (Hatcher)
NIU(SEA 1: DS530.53 .C6 N8131990)
2-3:DS530.68 .C6 A5 1990)

State Law and Order Restoration Council chairman, commander-in-chief of the Defence Services General Saw Maung's addresses
►Speeches delivers [i.e. delivered] by State Law and Order Restoration Council Chairman Commander-in-Chief of Defense Services Senior General Saw Maung

GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.119).
Bibliographical description

Saw Maung Doe
Subject(s): Christian life – Biblical teaching – Myanmar
Faith – Biblical teaching – Myanmar
Christian life – Myanmar
Christianity and other religions – Buddhism
Buddhism – Relations – Christianity
D: HD-SAI(325 ldk 95/281)*
ISBN 1-85435-299-7
US: CU(Kroch DS527.9.Y51 1994b ; Echols DS527.4)
SG: CL+NRL(959.1 MYA)   ISEAS(DS527.9 M99)
AU:NLA
ISBN 981-204-077-3
Subject(s): Etiquette – Burma
Burma : Social life and customs ; Description and travel
Burma - Social conditions
Burma - Economic conditions
Burma - Politics and government
Culture shock
SG: ISEAS(DS527.9 S27)   NUS(DS530.4 Saw)
CL & NRL.: 959.1 SAW
US: CU(Kroch DS527.9.Y51 1994b)   HU(Widener
Harv.Depos. x) & LC & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Butler) &
OAU(Alden4th Fl Childrens) & UCB(S-S/EAsia Ref.) &
WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SML X) : DS527.9 .Y56
1994
D: HD-SAI(325 ldk 95/281)*
US: CU(Kroch & Hotel Lib.: DS527.9 .Y51 1994)
ICHartE(Reference - 3000 North DS527.9 .Y56
Ref.: OCLC 29664935
GB: BL-APAC/ORW 1997 a 110) SOAS(GB390/693.804
SG: NUS(DS530.4 Saw)
ISBN 981-204-077-3
Subject(s): Etiquette – Burma
Burma : Social life and customs ; Description and travel
Burma - Social conditions
Burma - Economic conditions
Burma - Politics and government
Culture shock
SG: ISEAS(DS527.9 S27)   NUS(DS530.4 Saw)
CL & NRL.: 959.1 SAW
US: CU(Kroch DS527.9.Y51 1994b)   HU(Widener
Harv.Depos. x) & LC & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Butler) &
OAU(Alden4th Fl Childrens) & UCB(S-S/EAsia Ref.) &
WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SML X) : DS527.9 .Y56
1994
D: HD-SAI(325 ldk 95/281)*
US: CU(Kroch & Hotel Lib.: DS527.9 .Y51 1994)
ICHartE(Reference - 3000 North DS527.9 .Y56
Ref.: OCLC 29664935
GB: BL-APAC/ORW 1997 a 110) SOAS(GB390/693.804
SG: NUS(DS530.4 Saw)
ISBN 981-204-077-3
Subject(s): Etiquette – Burma
Burma : Social life and customs ; Description and travel
Burma - Social conditions
Burma - Economic conditions
Burma - Politics and government
Culture shock
SG: ISEAS(DS527.9 S27)   NUS(DS530.4 Saw)
CL & NRL.: 959.1 SAW
US: CU(Kroch DS527.9.Y51 1994b)   HU(Widener
Harv.Depos. x) & LC & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Butler) &
OAU(Alden4th Fl Childrens) & UCB(S-S/EAsia Ref.) &
WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(SML X) : DS527.9 .Y56
1994
D: HD-SAI(325 ldk 95/281)*
US: CU(Kroch & Hotel Lib.: DS527.9 .Y51 1994)
ICHartE(Reference - 3000 North DS527.9 .Y56
Ref.: OCLC 29664935
Saw Ni Ka Mwe

Biography of the most Rev. Gregory Hla Gyaw / by Saw Ni Ka Mwe. – [1999.] [45] l., Yangon, Holy Cross Theological College, B.Th. thesis. – Title in English and Burmese, text in Burmese

Subject(s): Karen language – Orthography and spelling.

GB: SOAS(L GPE Kar411 /496016)

Saw Pe

Alphabetical list of palm-leaf manuscripts, and paraibaiks in Talaing

→Bernard Free Library <Rangoon> / Manuscript Department

Saw Sa

Midwifery / by Ma Saw Sa. – Rangoon : Burma Union, 1921. 200 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1060)

Saw Shwa Bo

Bagan

Saw Si Kyaw


Subject(s): Daw Easter Hla Kyaw.

Church of the Province of Myanmar.

Anglican Communion – Burma – Clergy – Biography. Burma – Church history.

US: ViAIth(BPL BX5680.5.Z8 D39 1999)

Ref.: OCLC 48643884

Saw Than Win

The social criticism of the eight century prophets : the implication of the prophetic message for Burmese society today / by Saw Than Win. – 1999. 81 l., incl. bibliogr. ref. – Northern Baptist Theological Seminary, M.A. thesis, 1999

Contents: The function of the prophets - The social reality of Burmese society - The prophets and Burma - The social-economic conditions in the eight century B.C. - Social oppression in the eight century - The social criticism of the eight century prophets - The need for prophetic function in Burma.

Subject(s): Prophets - Biblical teaching

Burma : Politics and government.

M.A. - Northern Baptist Theological Seminary, M.A. thesis, 1999

US: IObT(Thesis Shelved BS1505.6 .S6 W56 1999 ; Archive Theses)

Ref.: OCLC 55071905

Saw Thein Shwe


Subject(s): Karen Baptist Church (Myanmar)

Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Missions

Burma – Baptists – Missions

Baptistes : Missions – Birmanie – Histoire

Church renewal – Baptists

D: B-SBB(1 F 5421 Haus 2 [microfiche] NiLS)
Saw Tun
Burmese
→ Okell, John

Saw Wai Lwin Moe
Subject(s): Legends – Burma ; Folktales - Burma
Fables, Burmese
AU: ANU(Menzies GR309.S29 2001)
GB: SOAS(GPC 920/216.847)*
TH: CU(CL ; IIC World Bank)
Ref.: OCLC 48618468

Saw Win
US: NAL(SD235.B9F7)
Ref.: OCLC 24079733

Saw Yin < Daw >
Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel.
F: BIULO(Mel 8° 1320(20))
GB: SOAS(GPC 909/215.610)*
US: NIU(SEA) : GR309 .S28 2001 NYPL(Research JFD 03-643)
Ref.: OCLC 39975017

World’s heroines for middle schools. – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society
2. – 1954. 64 p.
GB: SOAS(GPC 920/216.847)*

Sawling, Bill
Subject(s): Spiritual exercises – Study and teaching. Spiritual formation – Study and teaching. Bible interpretation – Study and teaching. Bethel Theological Seminary (Myanmar)
US: LNB(Microfiche TREN #028-0143) TxWB(Jones Microfiche Ref. 190)
Burma Bibliographical Project


Subject(s): Christianity - Burma

Chin (Southeast Asian people) : Religion ; Missions. Christianity and other religions – Buddhism.

US: MiHolW(WTS 4th Floor & Restricted Access: 275.91 S271)

Sawyer, Arthur Manuel


Subject(s): Botany – Burma – Classification

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 B 20)*

GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/450/58)*

US: CU(Kroch QK360.5.S27 F6) LC(QK360.5.S3)

Sawyer, Arthur Manuel

The cultivation of the para rubber tree in Burma / by A. M. Sawyer. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D. of A.), 1927. 9 p., 10 figs. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 11, 1921)

Subject(s): Viviculture – Burma

D: HD-SAI(322 agr 79/1546 Kp)

GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/450/58)*

US: CU(Kroch QK360.5.S27 1927)   DNAL

Saxby, C. F. Argyll


Herbert 717

AU:NLA(N A823.2 S321)

Saxena, Grace


GB:BL(11103 a 64)*

Saxena, N. C.


Say it in Burmese

Flora of the Agricultural College Station, Mandalay / by A. M. Sawyer. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. of A.), 1926. VI, 195 p., index.

Subject(s): Botany – Burma – Mandalay

Plants – Bibliography – Catalogs.

Mandalay (Burma) – Agricultural College Station – Catalogs.

GB:BL(07028 m 40)*

US:CU(Annex QK358.S27 F6)   LC(QK358.S3)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

The “gwabo” disease of paddy

→Thompstone, Edward

The peas and beans of Burma

→Thompstone, Edward

Result of investigations made by the Department of Agriculture, Burma into the extent of the damage caused by a parasitic plant known in Burmese as “pwinby” (Striga lutea) / by A. M. Sawyer. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D. of A.), 1922. 7 p., 5 drawings. – (Bulletin / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 18, 1921)

Subject(s): Witchweed

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.8/4)*

Saxby, C. F. Argyll


Herbert 717

AU:NLA(N A823.2 S272t)

Say Pa, Anna May

Dancing in winter : reflections of a missionary to the United States / by Anna May Say Pa. – [Louisville, Ky.:] World-
wide Ministries Division, a ministry of the General Assembly Council of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), 2000. 60 p., bibliogr. p. 60.


Subject(s): Christianity – Burma ; Missions ; Sermons, English – Women authors ; Burma : Religion.


Saya Myaing
→ Classical Burmese music

Sayadaw, Ledi
→ Ledi Sayadaw

Sayadaw, Mahasi
→ Sobhana < Mahāthera >

Sayagyi U Ba Khin journal : a collection commemorating the teaching of Sayagyi U Ba Khin
→ Ba Khin

Sayagyi U Ba Khin Memorial Trust < U. K. >
→ The anecdotes of Sayagyi U Ba Khin

The coming Buddha : Ariya Metteyya
→ Chit Tin < Saya U >

→ Dhamma dana series

Knowing anicca and the way to nibbāña
→ Chit Tin < Saya U >

The perfection of generosity (Dāna pāramī)
→ Ngarkhon Sayadaw

The perfection of loving kindness (Mettā-pāramī)
→ Ngarkhon Sayadaw

The perfection of renunciation (Nekkhamma-pāramī)
→ Ngarkhon Sayadaw

The perfection of virtue (Sīla pāramī)
→ Ngarkhon Sayadaw

Sayah Pyizo
The opening chapters of John’s Gospel in Chin
→ Bible, N.T.: John : Selection < Chin >

Sayeed, Khalid Bin <b. 1926>
Crisis of democracy in South Asia [: India, Pakistan, Ceylon and Burma] / by Khalid B. Sayeed. – [Toronto:] Canadian Institute of International Affairs, 1961. 17 p. – (Behind the headlines, ISSN 0005-7983 ; 20.6)
Subject(s): India : Politics and government.
Pakistan : Politics and government.
Burma : Politics and government.

GB: BL(Ac 1885 e) OUL(RHO 400.471 r. 18 (20) SOAS(Pam.Asia B/157.452)*
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet DS 55) FTaSU
HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. 76f 5124.9.7.8) LC(F1034.B4 vol.20, no.6 1961) VIU
IU(Main Stacks 940.93 B395 v.20-26)
Ref.: OCLC 2594723

Sayres, Michael <b. 1912>
Subject(s): Soviet Union : Politics and government – 1917- ; Relations – Foreign countries.
SG: ISEAS(DK266 S27)

Scalisi, Philip
Subject(s): mineralforekomster asia australia økonomisk geologi japan kina sri lanka burma
N: UMN(GEOL 03:553.042 SCA) UMN(GMUS)

Scandinavian Institute of Asian Studies
Proto-Loloish
→ Bradley, David

Scandlen, Monica Andree
Subject(s): Burma : Ethnic relations ; Politics and government <1948- >.
Scanlon, Phil
Southeast Asia : a cultural study through celebration / Phil Scanlon, jr. – DeKalb: Ill.: Northern Illinois Univ., Center for Southeast Asian Studies, 1985. XVII, 189 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p. 173-178. – (Monograph series on Southeast Asia : Special report / Center for Southeast Studies ; 23) Herbert 17
p.112-138: Burma
D: HD-SAI(300 kul 99/583)*
GB: SOAS(G394.2/514.780)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 J 12)*

Scaravaggi, Giancarlo
Un incredibile viaggio in treno : Rangoon-Thazi
→Del Boca, Bernardino

Scenes in Burma : an album of 125 views depicting the principal features of interest in Rangoon, Lower and Upper Burma and the Shan States. – Rangoon : Whiteaway, Laidlaw, [189-?]. 61 p., chiefly illus., index.
Subject(s): Burma – Pictorial works
D: HD-SAI
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1992.a.2557 : V 23629)
NL: KITLV(M ss 255 N+)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.2 S28)
US: CU(Kroch DS485.B81 S31+)

Schaaf, C. Hart.
Subject(s): Water resources development – Mekong River Valley
Mekong River Valley.
Economic assistance – Asia – Southeastern Asia, Southeastern : Politics and government

Schaack, Alard von <b. 1914>
In Buddhas eigenem Land : Reiseeindrücke aus Thailand, Birma und Sri Lanka / Alard von Schack. – Bonn: Urheber-Verlag, 1981. 125 S., Illus. – (Bonn schreibt)
ISBN 3-88540-009-X
AU:ANU(Menzies DS566.S28)
D: B-SBB(573 981 Haus 2)
SG: ISEAS(DS566 S29)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Consult for HW0RQF)

Schad, Joan O.

Schaefer, Matthew
Lessons from the dispute over the Massachusetts Act regulating state contracts with companies doing business with Burma (Myanmar) / Matthew Schaefer. Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, BP Chair in Transatlantic Studies. – Badia Fiesolana, San Domenico (FI), Italy: European Univ. Institute, 2002. 39 p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (EUI working papers ; RSC 2002,35)
Subject(s): Economic sanctions – Burma.
United States: Foreign economic relations – European Union countries.
European Union countries: Foreign economic relations – United States.
D: B-SBB(1 A 525402 Haus 2) HH-SUB(A/372731)
KNUB(pol 10/t/57-2002,35) SB-UB(MN 5214)
GB: BL-DSS(3827.49885 no 2002/35)
OUL(BOD M04.F03426)
US: HU(Ctr Eur Studies D1060 .E73 no.2002/35)
UCB(Main HJ1456.5.E8 S33 2002)
UCSD(SSH D1060 .E738 v.2002,no.35)
WU(Memorial Lib. D1060 E761 yr.2002 no.35)
Ref.: OCLC 54904045

Schaefler, Wendel Gordon
Subject(s): City planning – Burma (Union)
City planning and redevelopment law – Burma (Union)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 14)*
Ref.: OCLC 37640223

Subject(s): Local government - Burma
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 J 12)*
GB: SOAS(L.G.B.352/192.669)*
US: OU(OSU JS674.M9 P82)

Schalek, Alice Theresa Emma
In Buddhas Land : ein Bummel durch Hinterindien / von Moritz Schalek. Mit 48 eigenen Aufnahmen.

Schanz, Moritz <b. 1853>
Ein Zug nach Osten : Reisebilder aus Indien, Birma, Ceylon, Straits Settlements, Java, Siam, China, Korea, Ostsibirien, Japan, Alaska und Canada / von Moritz Schanz. – Hamburg: Mauke.
1. Indien, Birma, Ceylon, Straits Settlements, Java, Siam. – 1897. VIII, 423 S.
   F: BNF(OZ 923)
   GB: BL(O 100057 i 12)*
   N: NBO(J 85/38/1 (ib.))
   US: HU(Widener Har.Depos. Geog 4208.97.7)

**Schauensee, Rodolphe Meyer de**

→ **De Schauensee, Rodolphe Meyer**

**Schauli, Claude**


ISBN 2-88086-002-4

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel ; Politics and government <1988->

CH: SLB(Nq 122559)

D: B-SBB(quer-8° 589 723 Haus 2)

SG: ISEAS(DS527.7 S31)  NLB

US: CU(Kroch DS527.7 .S314 1997)  YU(SML, Stacks)

LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) & UCDS(SRLF) & YU(LSF-Request) :

Ref.: OCLC 10071586

**Ref.:**

Schechter, Jerrold


p. 104-129: Burma : the noblest deed undone

D: HD-SAI(300 pol 67/393a)*

GB: BL(YA.2000.a.8083)

US: CU(Kroch DS527.7 .S334 1997x)  HU(Widener Harv.Depos. DS527.7 .S334 1997x)


Subject(s): Harbors – Burma ; Tariff – Burma

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Consult for HW01ZO)

**ditto.** 4th ed. – Rangoon : Govt. of Burma, Commissioners for the Port of Rangoon, 1952. 99 p., index. – 1st October 1952.

US: CU(Kroch HF2310.7 .S35 1952+)

Ref.: OCLC 52177406

**Schedule of differential customs-duties** : leviable under the provisions of paragraph 6, part III, of the India and Burma (trade regulation) order, 1937. For the year ending 31st December 1939. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for C. of C.), 1939. 17 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.14/10)*

**Schedule of fishing implements used in Lower Burma**

Schedule A: Fixed implements ; Schedule B: Moveable implements ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for F. C.), 1912. 27 p.

Burmese text

GB: SOAS(Pam GPC 639/4.491)*

**Schedule of fishing implements used in Upper Burma**

Schedule C: Fixed implements ; Schedule D: Moveable implements ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for F. C.), 1912. 20 p.

Burmese text

GB: SOAS(Pam GPC 639/4.491)*

**Schedule of rates, Henzada Division / Public Works Department.** – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Supt. Engr.), 1901. 9 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.52/2)*

**Schedule of rates in independent irrigation subdivision** for the year 1901-02 / Public Works Department. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Supt. Engr.), 1901. 2 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.52/2)*

**Schedule of rates in Mandalay Canal Division in the Irrigation Circle of Superintendence** for the year 1901 to 1902 / Public Works Department. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Supt. Engr.), 1901. 2 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.52/2)*

**Schedule of rates in the Amherst Division in the South-Eastern Circle of Superintendence** / Public Works Department. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Supt. Engr.), 1901. 8 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.52/2)*

**Schedule of rates in the Arakan Division in the South-Western Circle** : corr. up to March 1901 / Public Works Department. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Supt. Engr.), 1901. 6 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.52/2)*


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.52/2)*
Schedule of rates in the Mandalay Division for 1901-1902 / Public Works Department. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Supt. Engr.), 1901. 12 p. GB:BL(I.S.Bu.52/2)*

Schedule of rates in the Myitkyina Division in the Northern Shan States Division in the North-Eastern Circle for 1901-1902 / Public Works Department. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Supt. Engr.), 1901. 12 p. GB:BL(I.S.Bu.52/2)*


Schedule of rates, Martaban Division / Public Works Department. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Supt. Engr.), 1900. 3 p. GB:BL(I.S.Bu.52/2)*

Schedule of rates, Pegu Division, South-Eastern circle / Public Works Department. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Supt. Engr.), 1901. 6 p. GB:BL(I.S.Bu.52/2)*

Schedule of rates, Southern Shan States, South-Eastern Circle / Public Works Department. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Supt. Engr.), 1901. 4 p. GB:BL(I.S.Bu.52/2)*

Schedules of charges, bye-laws and general information / Board of Management for the Port of Rangoon. – [Rangoon] Subject(s): Harbors – Burma ; Tariff – Burma US:LC(HE953.R3A4)

Ditto. 4th ed. – Rangoon : Govt. of Burma, Commissioners for the Port of Rangoon, 1952. 99 p. – 1st October 1952 US: CU(Kroch HF2310.7 .S35 1952+)


Schefold, Fabian

Schellmann, Werner
Die Entdeckung und Exploration der Nickel-Laterit-Lagerstätte Tagaung Taung, Birma →Bannert, Dietrich N.

Scheme for girdling over the teak forests not under working plans, East of the Dawnaas, Taungyin Division : period 1931/32 to 1944/45. Sanctioned by the Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for C. F. W. P. O.), 1932. 3 p. GB:BL(I.S.Bu.21/93)*

Scheme for paddy-field teak girdling : Myitkyina Forest Division / approved by the Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for C. F. W. P. O.), 1929. 3 p. Subject(s): Burma : Forest Trees – Teak – Myitkyina Forest Division GB:BL(I.S.Bu.21/104(6))*


Scheme for the management of the Trust of the Surtee Sunni Idgah, at Ahlone in the town of Rangoon, approved by the High Court of Judicature, Rangoon ... – Rangoon : Bombay Burma Pr., 1930. 14 p. – Text in English and Gujarati. – Original civil jurisdiction in civil regular no. 5 of 1929. GB:BL-APAC(ORW 1991 a 1512) US:CU(Kroch)

Scheme for the tending of teak plantations (established during the period 1899-1911) in the North Pegu forest division →Collings, F. W.

Scheme of constitutional reform in Burma if separated from India / presented by the Secretary of State for India to the Joint Committee of Parliament on Indian Constitutional Reform. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for F. D.), 1933. 31 p., app. Subject(s): Constitutional law – Burma Burma : Politics and government – 1824-1948. AU:NLA(IQ443 .A5 1933)

GB: SOAS(Pam GB 361/215.924)*

Schendel, Jörg Armin <b. 1966>

Cross-cultural contact under imperialist auspices: the last years of the Kingdom of Burma, 1878-85 / by Jörg Armin Schendel. – 1994. VIII, 260 l., bibliogr. l. 239 to 260. – Columbus, Ohio, Ohio State Univ., Dept. of History, M.A. thesis 1994

D: HD-SAI(321 his 96/3660 GF)*


US: OSU(Main Library & MIC-Microforms Room THE: HIT1994MAS33)

The Mandalay economy : upper Burma's external trade , c. 1850-90 / von Jörg Armin Schendel. – 2002. XIV, 528 l., illus., index, bibliogr. p. [310]-335. – (Indo-Dutch studies on development alternatives ; 8)

ISBN 0-8039-9681-0 (US) ; 81-7036-224-5 (India)

Subject(s): Rural poor - Burma - History ; Agriculture - Economic aspects - Burma - History ; Capitalism - Burma - History ; Rural poor - India - History ; Agriculture - Economic aspects - India - History ; Capitalism - India - History ; Rural poor - India, South - History ; Agriculture - Economic conditions - India, South - History ; Capitalism - India, South - History ; Developing countries. Economic conditions. Effects of Political systems ; Rural development - Burma ;

Indonesia : Economic conditions - Regional disparities ; Economic conditions

Burma : Economic conditions

AU: ANU(Chifley HC422.26967 1991)

NL: KITLV(M 1996 A 1586)

Schenkman, Alfred

→ Burmanumber

Scherman, Christine

Im Stromgebiet des Irrawaddy

→ Scherman, Lucian

Scherman, Lucian <b. 1864>


Subject(s): North – Technology – Weaving.

NL: KITLV(M 3h 339)

US: HU(Totzer IND. Sch 28 b)

Tochter in den Gewürzstreifen: Eine biographische Studie in Schermans Leben und Werk


D: GO-SUB(4° phys math IV.683;NF7)

GB: BL(Ac 713/6)

US: CU MiU NJp OCU PBm PU
Im Stromgebiet des Irrawaddy: Birma und seine Frauenwelt / Lucian und Christine Scherman; mit 65 Originalabbildungen. – München-Neuiberg: Schloss, 1922. 132 S., Kt. S. 129-132: Frauenegesichte aus Birma / von Kurt Huber

Subject(s): Women – Burma; Ethnology – Burma

Burma: Social life and customs; Description and travel. Irrawaddy River (Birma)

AU:ANU(Chifley HN670.7.A8.S4) NLA
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) & J: Waseda Univ(A-Central/B2f Kenkyu F225 00011 40)


Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma; Ethnic types – Burma, India.

D: B-SBB(1 A 466736 Haus 2) KA-CLB(101 A 5611) FR-UB(TM 20001/1170) LUB GÖ-SUB(A 2001 A 35091) TU-UB(41 A 3593) S-WLB(51/2240)

Webmuster der birmanischen Kachin. – Breslau, 1916. 21 S. Ref.: Staatl. Museum für Völkerkunde, München

Scherrer, Christian P.

→Burma: ethno-nationalist revolution...

→Former British India

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Burma: Völkerkunde - Aufsatzzsammlung Südeostasien: Buddhismus - Aufsatzsammlung

D: B-SBB(1 A 466736 Haus 2) KA-CLB(101 A 5611)

J: Waseda Univ(A-Central/B2f Kenkyu F225 00011 40)
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) & NNC(Butler g) & UCB & YU(SML) : DS404.5 .S345 2001 IU(954 Sch28s) WU(Memorial Lib. BL25 G5 Bd.40) YU(SML UNCAT160869)


Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma; Ethnic types – Burma, India.


Ref.: OCLC 27912890 ; 38657508 Webmuster der birmanischen Kachin. – Breslau, 1916. 21 S. Ref.: Staatl. Museum für Völkerkunde, München

Schiller, Eric

Papers form the annual meeting of the Southeast Asian Linguistics Society, 1991

→Southeast Asian Linguistics Society
Schiller, Otto Michael
D: GÖ-SUB(ZA 24190:21)
HD-SAI(200 agr 79/1155 ; agr 50 B 4)*
US: LC(HD2062.53)

Schindler, Regina
→Annäherung an Burma

Schlaefli, Robin
ISBN 1873050100
Subject(s): Schlaefli, Robin

Schleiermacher, Andreas August Ernst
De l’influence de l’écriture sur le langue : mémoire qui, en 1828, a partagé le prix fondé par M. le comte de Volney ; suivi de grammaires barmane et malaie, et d’un aperçu de l’alphabet harmonique pour les langues asiatiques, que l’Institut Royal de France a couronné en 1827 / par A. A. E. Schleiermacher. – Darmstadt [etc.]: Heyer [etc.], 1835. XXXII, 710, 32 p.
p. 105-408: Grammaire barmane
Subject(s): Burmese language - Grammar ; Malay language - Grammar ; Transliteration ; Alphabet ; Writing
F: BNF(X.5905)
GB: BL(YK,1993.a.4697) BL-DSS(m02/13001)
CUL(9002.c.547)
SOAS(GB59.10452 /808440 E Coll 3 M/68)
IRL.TCD(HL-158-397)
US: HU(Kroch HF1455.Z4 B937 1998 +) UCB

Schleiermacher, Andreas August Ernst
Grammar ; Transliteration ; Alphabet ; Writing

Schliefermacher, Andreas August Ernst
De l’influence de l’écriture sur le langue : mémoire qui, en 1828, a partagé le prix fondé par M. le comte de Volney ; suivi de grammaires barmane et malaie, et d’un aperçu de l’alphabet harmonique pour les langues asiatiques, que l’Institut Royal de France a couronné en 1827 / par A. A. E. Schleiermacher. – Darmstadt [etc.]: Heyer [etc.], 1835. XXXII, 710, 32 p.
p. 105-408: Grammaire barmane
Subject(s): Burmese language - Grammar ; Malay language - Grammar ; Transliteration ; Alphabet ; Writing
F: BNF(X.5905)
GB: BL(YK,1993.a.4697) BL-DSS(m02/13001)
CUL(9002.c.547)
SOAS(GB59.10452 /808440 E Coll 3 M/68)
IRL.TCD(HL-158-397)
US: HU(Kroch HF1455.Z4 B937 1998 +) UCB

Schlich, William <1840-1925>
GB: BL(7074 m 12)*
BL-APAC(W 3021(b) ; IOR/V/27/560/80)

Schlichte-Schröer, Ch.
Die Wirtschaft Südostasiens im englischen Krieg
→Bhatta, Kodavovru Anantarama

Schlüssel, Roland
Subject(s): Mogok <Region> : Edelsteinlagerstätte ; Saphir - Rubin – Erlebnisbericht ; Landeskunde
Birma ; Mogok; Edelsteinlagerstätte ; Rubin ; Saphir ; Edelsteinschliff
D: B-SBB(1 B 79090 Haus 2) S-UB(5Na 1843)

Schmader, Gordon F.
Subject(s): English language – Textbooks for foreign speakers – Burmese ; English language – Sound recordings for Burmese speakers.
Ref.: OCLC 30632871

Schmehmann, David R.
Subject(s): Economic sanctions, American – Burma
Federal government – United States
United States : Foreign relations – Burma.
Burma : Foreign relations – United States.

Schmidt, Peter
In the shadow of the dragon : a journey through South East Asia / by Peter Schmidt; transl. from the German by Mervyn Savill. – London : Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1957. 288 p., illus. – Transl. of: Paradies im Drachenschlund
p. 128-173: Burma
D: HD-SAI(300 ldk 86/300 A)*
GB: BL(10059 f 24)*
US: LC(DS508.S33) NYPL YU

Schmader, Gordon F.
Subject(s): English language – Textbooks for foreign speakers – Burmese
US: C C InU KU LC(PE1129.B8S3) OCIW UC(NRLF) WU

Schmuthmann, David R.
Subject(s): Economic sanctions, American – Burma
Federal government – United States
United States : Foreign relations – Burma.
Burma : Foreign relations – United States.

Schmidt, Amy
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Dipa Ma <1911-1989>
Buddhist nuns - Burma – Biography ; Spiritual life - Buddhism

Schmidt, Curt Wilhelm <b. 1875>
GB: BL-APAC(V 2850)*
US: NcU(Folio As182.M8175) NYPL
J: TYB
US: CU LC(AS14.V32 Bd.51)
GB: BL(Ac 810/12)

Schmitt, Claude <b. 1939>

Schneider, Thomas W.
Dynamic growth and yield models for Burma teak

Schneider-Esleben, Paul
Reiseskizzen : Burma, Thailand, Bali / Paul Schneider-Esleben. – München: Hirmer, 1989. 199, 70 S., vorwiegend Illus. – Text in Deutsch und Englisch
ISBN 3-7774-5190-8

Subject(s): Burma in art
Thailand : In art.
Bali Island (Indonesia) : In art.

Schober, Juliane Sybille <b. 1954>
Subject(s): Theravāda Buddhism – Burma, Upper Buddhism – Burma, Upper – Customs and practices. Salut – Bouddhisme ; Dharma (bouddhisme)

Schneebaum, Steven M.
Post-election Myanmar

Schneebaum, Steven M.

Schneebaum, Steven M.
Post-election Myanmar

Schneider, Thomas W.
Dynamic growth and yield models for Burma teak

Schneider-Esleben, Paul
Reiseskizzen : Burma, Thailand, Bali / Paul Schneider-Esleben. – München: Hirmer, 1989. 199, 70 S., vorwiegend Illus. – Text in Deutsch und Englisch
ISBN 3-7774-5190-8

Subject(s): Burma in art
Thailand : In art.
Bali Island (Indonesia) : In art.

Schober, Juliane Sybille <b. 1954>
Subject(s): Theravāda Buddhism – Burma, Upper Buddhism – Burma, Upper – Customs and practices. Salut – Bouddhisme ; Dharma (bouddhisme)

Theses – UIUC – 1989 – Anthropology
D: A 1 A 210508 Haus 2
PA-UB(55/RR 50950 S358)

Schober, Juliane Sybille <b. 1954>
Subject(s): Theravāda Buddhism – Burma, Upper Buddhism – Burma, Upper – Customs and practices. Salut – Bouddhisme ; Dharma (bouddhisme)

Theses – UIUC – 1989 – Anthropology
D: A 1 A 210508 Haus 2
PA-UB(55/RR 50950 S358)

Schober, Juliane Sybille <b. 1954>
Subject(s): Theravāda Buddhism – Burma, Upper Buddhism – Burma, Upper – Customs and practices. Salut – Bouddhisme ; Dharma (bouddhisme)

Theses – UIUC – 1989 – Anthropology
D: A 1 A 210508 Haus 2
PA-UB(55/RR 50950 S358)

Schober, Juliane Sybille <b. 1954>
Subject(s): Theravāda Buddhism – Burma, Upper Buddhism – Burma, Upper – Customs and practices. Salut – Bouddhisme ; Dharma (bouddhisme)

Theses – UIUC – 1989 – Anthropology
D: A 1 A 210508 Haus 2
PA-UB(55/RR 50950 S358)
**Schoch, Emmanuel**

→ **La Croix-Rouge aux camps de prisonniers**

Rapports de F. Thomeyer, Em. Schoch et le Dr. F. Blancheh sur leurs visites aux camps de prisonniers de guerre ottomans et d’internés autrichiens et allemands aux Indes et en Birmanie, février, mars et avril 1917

→ **Thomeyer, Ferdinand**

→ **Reports on British prison-camps in India and Burma**

**Schock, Kurt, 1963-**


Subject(s): Nonviolence ; Social movements.

**Ref.:** OCLC 56696696

**Schönthal, Philip**


Subject(s): Birma : Wirtschaftliche Lage – Exportfinanzierung

A: ÖNB(ZNEU MAG 139819-C)

**Schoffel, Alain**

Arts primitifs de l’Asie du Sud-Est : Assam, Sumatra, Bornéo, Philippines ; Collection Alain Schoffel / Alain Schoffel ; photos Jean-Luc Mabit ; traductions et adaptation en anglais Sandra Adams. – Meudon: Chaffin, [1981]. 216 p., 227 plates, map, gloss., bibliogr. p. 216. – Text in français et anglais

p. 23-32: Naga
p. 33-36: Shan

Subject(s): Schoffel, Alain : Art collections – Catalogs

Art – Asia, Southeastern – Catalogs ; Art – Private collections – France – Catalogs

D: HD-SAI(300 kul 81/1049)

GB: SOAS(FN.L/464.716)*

**Schofield, Jack L.**

→ **Eagles, bulldogs & [and] tigers**

**Scholarly Resources**

→ **Building the death railway** : the ordeal of American POWs in Burma, 1942-1945

**Schofield, Jack L.**

→ **La Croix-Rouge aux camps de prisonniers**

Rapports de F. Thomeyer, Em. Schoch et le Dr. F. Blancheh sur leurs visites aux camps de prisonniers de guerre ottomans et d’internés autrichiens et allemands aux Indes et en Birmanie, février, mars et avril 1917

→ **Thomeyer, Ferdinand**

→ **Reports on British prison-camps in India and Burma**

**Schock, Kurt, 1963-**


Subject(s): Nonviolence ; Social movements.

**Ref.:** OCLC 56696696

**Schönthal, Philip**


Subject(s): Birma : Wirtschaftliche Lage – Exportfinanzierung

A: ÖNB(ZNEU MAG 139819-C)

**Schoffel, Alain**

Arts primitifs de l’Asie du Sud-Est : Assam, Sumatra, Bornéo, Philippines ; Collection Alain Schoffel / Alain Schoffel ; photos Jean-Luc Mabit ; traductions et adaptation en anglais Sandra Adams. – Meudon: Chaffin, [1981]. 216 p., 227 plates, map, gloss., bibliogr. p. 216. – Text in français et anglais

p. 23-32: Naga
p. 33-36: Shan

Subject(s): Schoffel, Alain : Art collections – Catalogs

Art – Asia, Southeastern – Catalogs ; Art – Private collections – France – Catalogs

D: HD-SAI(300 kul 81/1049)

GB: SOAS(FN.L/464.716)*

**Schofield, Jack L.**

→ **Eagles, bulldogs & [and] tigers**

**Scholarly Resources**

→ **Building the death railway** : the ordeal of American POWs in Burma, 1942-1945

**Scholars’ guide to Washington, D. C., for Southeast Asian studies**

→ **Mayerchak, Patrick M.**

**Scholberg, Henry Caesar <b. 1921>**

Bibliography of South Asian bibliographies in the Ames Library of South Asia with special section on Southeast Asia.

→ **University of Minnesota < Minneapolis > / Ames Library of South Asia**


Subject(s): India : Bibliography

**Burma** : Bibliography ; Handbooks, manuals, etc. ; Bibliography – Gazeteers ; Gazeteers – Bibliography

**Ref.:** OCLC 149909

**Scholz, Rainer**


**Ref.:** OCLC 56696696

**Scholberg, Henry Caesar <b. 1921>**

Bibliography of South Asian bibliographies in the Ames Library of South Asia with special section on Southeast Asia.

→ **University of Minnesota < Minneapolis > / Ames Library of South Asia**


Subject(s): India : Bibliography

**Burma** : Bibliography ; Handbooks, manuals, etc. ; Bibliography – Gazeteers ; Gazeteers – Bibliography

**Ref.:** OCLC 149909

**Scholz, Rainer**


**Ref.:** OCLC 149909

**Scholberg, Henry Caesar <b. 1921>**

Bibliography of South Asian bibliographies in the Ames Library of South Asia with special section on Southeast Asia.

→ **University of Minnesota < Minneapolis > / Ames Library of South Asia**


Subject(s): India : Bibliography

**Burma** : Bibliography ; Handbooks, manuals, etc. ; Bibliography – Gazeteers ; Gazeteers – Bibliography

**Ref.:** OCLC 149909

**Scholz, Rainer**


**Ref.:** OCLC 149909

**Scholberg, Henry Caesar <b. 1921>**

Bibliography of South Asian bibliographies in the Ames Library of South Asia with special section on Southeast Asia.

→ **University of Minnesota < Minneapolis > / Ames Library of South Asia**


Subject(s): India : Bibliography

**Burma** : Bibliography ; Handbooks, manuals, etc. ; Bibliography – Gazeteers ; Gazeteers – Bibliography

**Ref.:** OCLC 149909


A school grammar of the Burmese language for middle schools ... / publ. under the authority of the Text-Book Committee. – Rangoon : British Burma Fr., 1897. VI, 149 p. Subject(s): Burmese language – Grammar GB:BL(14302 h 25(4))* US: CU(Kroch PL3933 .S37 ; Kroch Film 11052 Reel 625 no.2)

School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS) A model for modern nonlinear, noncontiguous operations: the war in Burma 1943 to 1945 – Atkins, John

School of Advanced International Studies <Washington, D.C./> / Burma Research Project The effect of Chinese nationalist military activities in Burma on Burmese foreign policy – Clubb, Oliver E.

Nationalism and progress in free Asia

School of Law and Justice < Southern Cross University, Lismore, NSW >

Restoring the rule of law in Burma : special issue


First steps in Burmese – Okell, John

Henry Burney : a political biography – Hall, Daniel George Edward


- Burma v. 2, p. 165-172. – About 170 titles 9-13 Title index 

- Burma v. 9, p. 525-530. – About 120 titles 14-21 Subject catalogue 

- 20: South-East Asia and Pacific Islands 22 Manuscripts and microfilms 


- Burma v. 1, p. 259-262. – 50 titles 4-6 Title index 

- Burma v. 4, p. 268-269. – 24 titles 7- Subject catalogue 

- 11: South-East Asia and Pacific Islands 


4-6 Title index
Bibliographical description

Burma v. 4, p. 324-326. – 51 titles

7. Subject catalogue
   12: South-East Asia and Pacific Islands
   Burma v. 12, p. 20-32 ; 51-77. – 967 titles
   D: FR-UB(HBA 23 OR 1/13-Suppl.2) HD-UB
   HD-SAI(inf 10 C 6, 2nd suppl.)* TU-UB(4 C 17)

ISBN 0-8161-0261-9

1-4 Author catalogue
   Burma v. 1, p. 478-482. – 80 titles

5-8 Title index
   Burma v. 5, p. 414-416. – 48 titles

9. Subject catalogue
   15: South-East Asia and Pacific Islands
   Burma  p. 20-36 ; 57-92. – 1075 titles
   D: FR-UB(HBA 23 OR 1/13-Suppl.3) HD-UB
   HD-SAI(inf 10 C 6, 3rd suppl.)* TU-UB(4 C 17)

Fiche 1-78: Titles
   Burma fiche 10
   Fiche E/1-19: Subject : South-East Asia & Pac. Islands Burma E/1-3.
   D: FR-UB HD-UB TU-UB(1 G 1051)
   HD-SAI(inf 10 C 6, 4th suppl.)* S-WLB(Z 50105)

   1-160Title catalogue
   Burma : fiche 10
   161-484Subject catalogue
   415-457: South-East Asia & Pac. Islands
   Burma : 416-419
   D: FR-UB HD-UB HD-SAI(inf 10 C 6, 5th suppl.)* TU-UB

Mon manuscripts in the Bernard Free Library, Rangoon
→ Bernard Free Library <Rangoon> / Manuscript Department

Phases of pre-Pagán Burma
→ Luce, Gordon Hannington

A reference grammar of colloquial Burmese
→ Okell, John

ISSN 1479-8484
GB:SOAS

SOAS catalogue
→ Library catalogue

SOAS Library catalogue
→ Library catalogue

→ South-East Asian linguistics

Tiddim Chin
→ Henderson, Eugénie Jane Andrina

School of Oriental and African Studies < London > / Burma
Campaign Memorial Library
Burma Campaign Memorial Library
→ Graham, William Gordon

School of Oriental and African Studies < London > / Centre of South East Asian Studies
D: B-SBB(OLS Bc SOA 400 Haus 2)
   HD-SAI(inf 40 S 880)
   US: CU(Wason Pamphlet Z719+)

School of Politics and International Relations < Los Angeles, Calif.>
→ Far Eastern and Russian research series

School Pāli series. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr.
   1 → Duroiselle, Charles
      Pāli reader
   2 → Duroiselle, Charles
      Vocabulary
   3 → Duroiselle, Charles
      Pāli unseens

School Text-Book Committee
→ Revised Burmese orthographical vocabulary

Schools in Burma / publ. by the Directorate of Education. – Rangoon, 1958. 79 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese : summary in English
Subject(s): Education – Burma
D: KI-ZBW(C 20,566)
   US: UC(SRLF A 000957468)

Schowengerdt, L. Nicholas
US: WU(Steenbock Documents FAO fiche 329959)

Schrader, Heiko
Chettiar moneylenders : an Indian minority in Burma / Heiko Schrader. – Bielefeld, 1989. 29 l., ref. 1. 26-29. – (Working paper / Univ. of Bielefeld, Faculty of Development, Sociology of Development Research Centre, Southeast Asia Programme ; 121)
Subject(s): Nattukottai Chettiares – Burma – History.
   East Indians : Burma – History
   Agricultural credit – Burma – History
   Burma : Economic conditions – History
   D: B-SBB(1 B 3986 Haus 2) BA-UB(50/MA 7656-121)
   HD-SAI(325 wsw 89/574 SD)*
Schramm-Evans, Zoë
ISBN 0-86358-411-X ; 0-04-440987-7 (pbk)
Subject(s): Schramm-Evans, Zoë : Journeys – Burma

Schreiber, Anne
Zur Lage der Menschenrechte in Myanmar/Birma : Kirche unter Militärdiktatur / Anne Schreiber.
– Aachen: Missio, 2004. 48 S. – (Menschenrechte ; 16)

Schrock, Joann L.
→ Minority groups in Thailand

Schröder, Klaus R. <b. 194-?>.

Schroll, Michael
The informal financial sector / Michael Schroll. – Bielefeld: Fakultät für Soziologie, Univ. Bielefeld, 1992. 26 l., illus. – (Working paper / Southeast Asia Programm ; 172)

Schucht, Elisabeth
Ref.: Bookseller

Schulz-Dornburg, Ursula
Ansichten von Pagan, Burma
→ Knobel, Rudolf

Schulze, Dieter <b. 1915>.
Das politisch-geographische und geopolitische Kräfteverhältnis zwischen den drei chinesischen Südwest-Provinzen
Schumans, Jo Miles
ISBN 0120472093 (pbk) ; 0130472174 (cased)
Note: Introduce children to the wonderful world of art, with projects from around the globe. Creativity and culture come together in this guidebook to ethnic crafts that people practice in everyday life. From Chinese calligraphy to Pueblo Indian pottery to Adinkra cloth from Ghana, the projects encompass a wide variety of techniques and materials. Inspire young artists to make textiles, masks, sculptures, jewelry, mosaics, miniature paintings, musical instruments, and more. With comprehensive information on many cultures, easily understood instructions, and an interdisciplinary approach, this will appeal to adults and children. Includes guidance on teaching multicultural projects and an extensive bibliography.

Subject(s): Handicraft ; Multicultural education.
ISBN 90-6190-008-5

Schumann, Hans Wolfgang
Buddhism and Buddhist studies in Germany / Hans Wolfgang Schumann. – Rangoon : [Author], 1970. 44 p., illus. – Enlarged German ed. publ. in 1974 under title: Buddhismus und Buddhismusforschung in Deutschland.
Subject(s): Buddhism - Germany (West) History.
US: YU(SML BQ709 G32 S38 (LC))

Schurhammer, Georg
GB: BL(15018 d 1)
US: InU LC-P4

Schwab, G.
Evaluation of the MATCOM programme (management training for consumer cooperatives and related services, management training for agricultural cooperatives and related services, development and planning of cooperatives management and training) : report of a joint mission
→Sandnes, A.

Schwartz, Daniel <b. 1955>
→So many worlds: a photographic record of our time

Schwartz, Karl James <b. 1942>
DALA 36.9, 5657. – Shulman 308. – UM 75-28.021
Subject(s): Teachers – Burma ; Teachers – Philippines ; Education – Philippines ; History ; Education – Burma – History ; Comparative education
AU:ANU(Chifley LB1025.2 S3)
D: HD-SAI(320 päd 82/1568)*
GB:SOAS(G 370/411.734)
US: CU(Kroch Film 5315)
FTS(McAlister LA1291 .S399p)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm AC801 .S3995)
UCLA(YRL LA1154.B8 S39 1975a)
WU(Memorial Library UW Madison Theses AWB S3997 K375)

→Myanmar: statistical appendix

Schwartzbaum, Paul M.
Burma, conservation of the mural paintings and stuccoes at Pagan / by Paul M. Schwartzbaum. – Paris: UNESCO, 1982. 24 p., illus. – (FMR/CLT/CH/82/251 (UNDP)) – Serial no UNDP/BUR/78/023 – Assignment report, preservation and restoration of national monuments and artifacts at selected sites. - For internal use only, not for general distribution.
Subject(s): Mural painting and decoration – Conservation and restoration – Burma – Pagan
Stucco – Burma – Pagan – Conservation and restoration
Burma Bibliographical Project

Pagan (Burma) – Antiquities
US: CU(Kroch Fiche 1157)

Schwartzberg, Joseph E.
→ A historical atlas of South Asia

Schwarz, Jürgen
1. – VI, 244 Bl.
2. – 244 Bl.

Schweinfurth, Ulrich

Schweinfurth-Marby, Heidrun
Exploration in the Eastern Himalayas and the river gorge country of Southeastern Tibet
→ Schweinfurth, Ulrich

Schweingsguth, P.

Thailand : History.

Burma : History.

Cambodia : History.

Vietnam : History.

US: CU(Annex DS527 .S41)

Schweizer Katholischer Frauenbund
→ Annäherung an Burma

Schweizerische Zentrale für Handelsförderung <Zürich>
→ Südasien. – 1959

Südasien 1951
→ Dütschler, Eugen Werner

Schweizerisches Ost-Institut (SOI) < Bern >
→ Fernost-Informations-Dienst

Schweizer-Volks-Buchgemeinde
Abenteuer in Asien : Leben und Erlebnisse auf der großen Wandschaft des Portugiesen Fernão Mendes Pinto
→ Collis, Maurice

Schwepcke, Barbara
ISBN 3-451-04697-0
Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi : Biography

Women political activists - Burma - Biography.

Women political prisoners - Burma - Biography.

Political corruption - Burma

Political ethics - Burma

Burma : Politics and government <1988->
A: ÖNA(ZNEU MAG 156387-B)
CH: SLB(P 35419/4697
US: HU(Widener HQ1735.7.Z75 A96 1999)
Ref.: OCLC 55950466

Schwärer, Gretel <b. 1951>
Subject(s): Lahu (Asian people) : Music – History and criticism

Folk music – Thailand, Northern – History and criticism

Musical instruments – Thailand, Northern

D: HD-SAI(345 eth 84/1571)
F: BMH(DS 528.55 Lao)
GB: BL(X 0439/87(10)

Schwyns, P.
Ref.: FAO: TA final reports

Scidmore, Eliza Ruhamah
Westward to the Far East : a guide to the principal cities of China and Japan with a note on Korea / by Eliza Ruhamah Scidmore. 6th ed. – [Montreal:] Canadian Pacific Railway, 1897. 73 p., maps, illus. – Subtitle on cover: Japan, Korea, China, Siam, Java, Burma, India

GB: BL(010055 ee 39(2))

ditto. 8th ed. – ibd., 1900. 73 p., illus., maps.
GB: BL(010055 ee 39(3))

ditto. 11th ed. – ibd., 1902. 56 p., illus., maps.
Burma: p. 55-56
D: HD-SAI(170 rei 86/302)
US: CS
dO

S 46

Submitted through the Burma Council of World Affairs to the Asian Relations Conference

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 L 55 Kp)*
US: LC-P4(4DS1215)

Science problems ... – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society, 1954– . – (Sippam cā cañ’ ; 28) – Added title and text in Burmese

US: CU: 1.4 1.6-7 (Kroch Q158.5 .S61 1954)

Science problems (for middle) schools. – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society

Bk. 1, Unit 1. – 1953. 68 p., illus.
Bk. 1, Unit 2. – 1953. 76 p., illus.
Bk. 1, Unit 3. – 1954. 57 p., illus.
Bk. 1, Unit 4. – 1954. 59 p., illus.
Bk. 1, Unit 5. – 1956. 65 p., illus.
Bk. 1, Unit 6. – 1955. 83 p., illus.
Bk. 1, Unit 7. – 1955. 55 p., illus.
Bk. 1, Unit 8. – 1955. 54 p., illus.

GB: BL: Bk 1, Unit 1 (14302 a a 71(2))*
Bk 1, Unit 2 (14302 a a 71(4))*
Bk 1, Unit 2-8 (14302 a a 71(2))*


Subject(s): Science - Dictionaries - Burmese

Scientific Survey to Burma

US: CU(Echols Q123.P19 1980)
SG: ISEAS(Ref Q124.83 P19)

Scientific and development of Burma

US: CU: 2- (Wason Q179 B98)

GB: BL(IS.Bu.151/8)*
BL-APAC(Karen B.44)

Scott, A. A.
Bible studies in evangelium / A. A. Scott. Transl. by Po Gyaw. – Rangoon, 1918. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen

GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.44)

Scott, Charles Winter

– Aero-photo survey and mapping the forests of the Irrawaddy Delta

The common oaks and chestnuts of Maymyo and Kalaw / by C. W. Scott and C. E. Parkinson ; Publ. under the orders of the Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for C. F. W. P. C.), 1928. VI, 16 p., 24 tables. – (Burma forest bulletin ; 19 : botanical series ; 1)

GB: BL(IS.Bu.151/8)*
BL-APAC(IOV/V/25/560/81)

US: NIU(SEA QK495.F14) NYPL(Research VQO)

– YU(Uze14 I36A13 19)

Scott, List of places etc., mostly in the neighbourhood of the Burmo-Chinese frontier

→ Parker, Edward Harper

Scott < Lady >
→ Mitton, Geraldine Edith


GB: BL(IS.Bu.151/8)*
BL-APAC(IOV/V/25/560/81)

US: NIU(SEA QK495.F14) NYPL(Research VQO)

→ YU(Uze14 I36A13 19)

Scientific Survey to Burma

– University < Kyoto > / Scientific Survey to Burma

– Rangoon : Burma Translation Society, 1953. 79 p., illus. – (Sippam cā cañ’ ; 22) – Added title and text in Burmese

Subject(s): Science – Juvenile literature.

GB: BL(IS.Bu.151/8)*

US: CU(Kroch Q158.5 .S61 1954)

SOAS(GPC413.21/47432 ; Ref.GPC413.21 / 368693)*

SG: ISEAS(Ref Q124.83 P19)

GB: BL(IS.Bu.151/8)*
BL-APAC(Karen B.44)

Scott, A. A.
Bible studies in evangelium / A. A. Scott. Transl. by Po Gyaw. – Rangoon, 1918. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen

GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.44)

Scott, Charles Winter

– Aero-photo survey and mapping the forests of the Irrawaddy Delta

The common oaks and chestnuts of Maymyo and Kalaw / by C. W. Scott and C. E. Parkinson ; Publ. under the orders of the Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for C. F. W. P. C.), 1928. VI, 16 p., 24 tables. – (Burma forest bulletin ; 19 : botanical series ; 1)

GB: BL(IS.Bu.151/8)*
BL-APAC(IOV/V/25/560/81)

US: NIU(SEA QK495.F14) NYPL(Research VQO)

→ YU(Uze14 I36A13 19)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Repr. in: Photographs of the timbers of Burma. – (Burma forest bulletin ; 30 : economic series ; 15)
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.151/13)* CUL(OP.3200.634.02)
SOAS(GB691/79.951)

Measurements of the damage to teak timber by the beehole borer moth, Xyleutes (Duomitus) ceramicus. With special reference to relative severity in plantations and natural forest, and to variation with rain fall and position in free / by C. W. Scott. Publ. under the order of Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1932. 38 p., 15 tables, map. – (Burma forest bulletin ; 29 : economic series ; 6)
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.151/8) BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/82)*
US:NYPL(Research VQO)

Report on aerial reconnaissance, stockmapping and photography of the forests of the Tayov and Mergui districts (South Tenasserim Forest Division), January to April 1925 / by C. W. Scott and C. R. Robbins ; with an introductory note by the Conservator of Forests, Working plan Circle, Burma ; Publ. under the orders of the Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1926. 76 p., maps, tables, app. – (Burma forest bulletin ; 13 : silvicultural series ; 2)
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.18/12)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/81)
US:NYPL(Research VQO) YU(Mudd Uze14 I36 A13 13)

Reports on certain forest areas of Tayov and Mergui districts inspected from the ground as a preliminary to the aerial stockmapping of these districts, 1924-1925 / by C. W. Scott and C. R. Robbins ; Publ. under the orders of the Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1925. II, 42 p., map. – (Burma forest bulletin ; 14 : silvicultural series ; 10)
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.151/8)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/81)
US:NYPL(Research VQO)
YU(Mudd Uze14 I36 A13 14)

→Tests in the Rangoon River on the damage by marine borers to various woods

Working plan for the Insein Forest Division for the period 1927-28 to 1936-37
→Working plan < Insein >

Scott, Eileen M.
Subject(s): Shan language - Phonology.
Shan language - Pronunciation.
Shan language - Accents and accentuation.
GB:BL-APAC(IOR 1986 a 1129)
US:CU(Echols PL4251.S6 S42)

Scott, Francis Burgess <b. 1885>
Moths : Sphingidae
→Hampson, George Francis

Scott, G. L.
GB:BL(W.P.440/2)

Krig i Burma / G. L. Scott []; oversetter: Per Chr. Karlsen]. – [Oslo:] For alle, [1981], 144 s. – (V-bokene ; 185)
ISBN 82-06-01779-8
N: UBIT(GUNNERUS B 62019)

Scott, Gavin
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.49)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/253/1)*

Scott, George
Burma under British rule
→Dautremer, Joseph d' <b. 1860>

Scott, George Edward
"Bwetgyi bridge, Burma" / by George Edward Scott. – London : The Institution of Civil Engineers, 1931. 8 p., fold. plates. – (Selected engineering papers / The Institution of Civil Engineers ; 110)

Subject(s): Bridges – Design and construction
Bridges – Bwetgyi River
US:LC(TG104.B8S3 ; TA1.I68 no.110)
YU(Mudd Ub10 In7s 110)
Ref.: OCLC 11372904

Scott, James Campbell <b. 1936>

Subject(s): Bridges – Design and construction
Bridges – Bwetgyi River
US:LC(TG104.B8S3 ; TA1.I68 no.110)
YU(Mudd Ub10 In7s 110)
Ref.: OCLC 11372904

The moral economy of the peasant : rebellion and subsistence in Southeast Asia / James C. Scott. – New Haven ;

Siegfried M. Schwertner

—
Burma and beyond / by Sir J. George Scott. – London : Grayson and Grayson, 1932. 349 p., front., fold. map, plates, ports. – A companion to The Burman : his life and notions ago ... An attempt to do for the encircling races of the country what the earlier book did for the Burmans. - Pref. p. 322-346: The Burmese people / by G. E. Mitton

Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma

Burma as it was, as it is, and as it will be / by J. George Scott. – London : Redway, 1886. VIII, 184, 24 p.

Subject(s): Burma : Social life and customs – 19th century ; History – 1824-1948

Burma under British rule

Dautremer, Joseph


Subject(s): Burma : Social life and customs ; Description and travel ; History

D: B-SBB(Up 4915/22 Haus 2 NFLS)

GB: SOAS(GB930/232.566)*

SOAS(GB930/16.152* ; 232566)
Bibliographical description

NYPL(Research BGD)  UCD(Shields DS485.B84 S3)  
UCSD(SSH DS527.9 .S36 1989)  
YU(SML DS485 B81 S38)

**ditto.** 2nd ed. – ibd., 1896. XII, 603 p., index.  
HRAF(AP1-2)  
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/22:2a Haus 1 ; Up 4715/22:2 Hs 2)  
GB: BL(100057 g 2)  BL-APAC(V 10030)  
OUL(BOD St Cross 247188 d.18)  
SOAS(GB301/108.916 ; 165.256)*

NL: IK(IV f 4)*

US: CU(Kroch DS527.9 S16 1896)  
HU(Widener Ind 8118.82.2)  NBISU  
LC & NIU(SEA) & UCSD(SSH) : DS485.B81 S4 1896

NIU(SpeCol DS527.9 .S36 1896)  
UC(NRLF DS485.B81 S4 1896 B 3 178 786 ; Microfilm.70881 JR 58 036)  
UCR(Rivera DS485.B81 S46 1896)  
YU(SML DS485 B81 S38 1896)

**ditto.** 3rd ed. – ibd., 1910. XII, 609 p., index.  
AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss KQCR.S427)  
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 S 30)*

F:  BIULO(GEN.III.15307)  
GB: BL(010057 de 18)  BL-APAC(V 10087)  
OUL(BOD St Cross 247188 d.10)

SOAS(GB301/194.103)*

J:  KYJ  THR  TYB  WSD  
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS530.4 S42 ; Microfiche Mfc A1158)  
NUS(DS530.4 Sco)

US: CU(Annex DS485.B81 S42 ; Olin Microfiche 887)  
HU(Widener Harv.Depos )  
LC & UCSD(SSH) : DS527.9 .S36

**ditto.** 3rd ed., repr. – ibd., 1927. XII, 609 p., index.  
AU:ANU(Menzies DS527.9.S59  1927)  
D: B-SBB(Ser.6931-212 Haus 2)  
GÖ-SUB(FMAG:90 A 16820)

F:  BN Impr.(8-02k-5709)  
GB: BL(YC 1993 a 5024)  CUL(632:14.c.95.5)  
OUL(IND Burma 3 d 4a)  SAS((591):308)*

SOAS(GB901/571.616)

IRL:TCD(HL-144-614)

SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 S42)  NUS(DS530.4 Sco)

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos )  
LC & UCSD(SSH) : DS485.B81 S4

ISBN 8180070077  
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 S42)

Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Shan States : in five volumes / comp. from official papers by J. George Scott, assisted by J. P. Hardiman. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.) – Herbert 111
1.1. – 1900. 2, 2, 727, X p., illus., index.  
1.2. – 1900. 2, 560, VIII, XI p., gloss., index.  
2.1. – 1901. 549 p., plans.  
2.2. – 1900. XVI, 802 p., tab.  
2.3. – 1901. XII, 437, VIII p., gloss., tab.

Subject(s): **Burma** : Description and travel ; Gazetteers  
**Shan States** : Gazetteers  
**Upper Burma** : Gazetteers  

D: B-SBB(OLS Ed SOA bur 700 Haus 2 ; 4° Up 4915/5  
Haus 2 NILS)

HD-SAI(reg 60 A 13)  1.1-2 (inf 3 B 305)*

F:  BN(4° Nt.2729)

GB: BL(100055 i 13)*  BL-DS(B.46.g.12)  
BL-APAC(V 6606 ; IOR/V/27/64/7-11)  
OUL(IND IB. Burma Pa. 2)

SOAS(L.GB910/318.358* ; Ref GB910/4.527)

J:  TOT  TYB(XII-25-B-2)

NL: KTLT(V(M rr 332)

SG: ISEAS(SCR DS527 S261)

US: CU(Kroch Rare & Ms.DS485.B8 S42+)

HU(Tozzer IND. Sco 85 g)  
LC & NIU(SEA Reference) & UCSD(SSH) : DS485.B8 S4

NYPL(Research BGD)  YU(Mudd Eefb 900)


D: B-SBB(1 A 19 556 Haus 2)  
GÖ-SUB(FMAG:90 A 16820)

F:  BN Impr.(8-02k-5709)  
GB: BL(YC 1993 a 5024)  CUL(632:14.c.95.5)  
OUL(IND Burma 3 d 4a)  SAS((591):308)*

SOAS(GB901/571.616)

IRL:TCD(HL-144-614)

SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 S42)  NUS(DS530.4 Sco)

US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos )  
LC & UCSD(SSH) : DS527.9 .S36

ISBN 1-870838-30-0

Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Shan States : in five volumes / comp. from official papers by J. George Scott, assisted by J. P. Hardiman. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.) – Herbert 111
1.1. – 1900. 2, 2, 727, X p., illus., index.  
1.2. – 1900. 2, 560, VIII, XI p., gloss., index.  
2.1. – 1901. 549 p., plans.  
2.2. – 1900. XVI, 802 p., tab.  
2.3. – 1901. XII, 437, VIII p., gloss., tab.

**Subject(s):**  **Burma** : Description and travel ; Gazetteers  
**Shan States** : Gazetteers  
**Upper Burma** : Gazetteers  

(The Norton library ; N212) – ISBN 0-393-00212-8

AU:ANU(Menzies DS527.9.S59)

D: B-SBB(Ser.6931-212 Haus 2)  
GO-SUB(ZA 23350:212)

HD-SAI(320 kul 63/1719)

F:  BIULO(GEN.III.15307)  
GB: CUL(9620.d.1016)  FOL(LD 390/35.878)

SOAS(M ss 21 N)

US: CU(Kroch Rare & Ms.DS485.B8 S42+)

HU(Tozzer IND. Sco 85 g)  
LC & NIU(SEA Reference) & UCSD(SSH) : DS485.B8 S4

NYPL(Research BGD)  YU(Mudd Eefb 900)
The life story of an elephant

→ Mitton, Geraldine Edith

The position of women in Burma. – London : Sherratt & Hughes, 1913.

GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1986 a 2177)


GB: BL(12629 ee 5)*

Scott of the Shan hills : orders and impressions / ed. by G. E. Mitton (Lady Scott). 1st ed. – London : Murray, 1936. XII, 348 p., illus., map. – Herbert 323

p. 335-336: Bibliography of books and writings of J. George Scott

Subject(s): Scott, James George <1851-1935>: Bibliography

Shan States: Description and travel

Burma : Description and travel

Thailand : Description and travel

AU:ANU(Menzies DS527.6.S36)

Scott, O. W. <Mrs., 1843-1920>

Adoniram Judson : first missionary to Burma / by Mrs. O.W. Scott. – Boston: Woman's First Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, [after 1890]. 8 p. – (Pioneer series ; 3)

Scott, Leonard B.


Scott, Leonard B.


Subject(s): Intelligence service – United States – Fiction

 Americans : Burma – Fiction

US: CU(Kroch PS3569.C83 F6 1995)

LC(PS3569.C647 F67 1995)

YU(SML PS3569 C667 F67 1995)

Scott, Paul Mark <1920-1978>


GB: BL(NNN 11181)*

US: CLU NYPL WU


US: CU(PR6037 C845M3) HU LC(PZ4.S428Mar) YU

GB: BL(011313 kk 13)*

GB: BL(No6.3982)

Scott, Peter Dale

Drugs, oil, and war : the United States in Afghanistan, Colombia, and Indochina / Peter Dale Scott. – Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, c2003. XIX, 227 p., index, bibliogr. p. 209-211. – (War and peace library)

ISBN 074252521X (cloth) ; 0742525228 (pbk.)

Contains: 1. Drugs and oil in U.S. Asian wars : from Indochina to Afghanistan

3. The origins of the drug proxy strategy : the KMT, Burma, and U.S. organized crime

Note: Publisher's description: Peter Dale Scott's brilliantly researched tour de force illuminates the underlying forces that drive U.S. global policy from Vietnam to Colombia and now to Afghanistan and Iraq. He brings to light the intertwined patterns of drugs, oil politics, and intelligence networks that have been so central to the larger workings of U.S. intervention and escalation in Third World countries through alliances with drug-trafficking proxies. This

p. 95-101: Burma

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 A 30)*

US: CU HU-PA

Scott, Paul Mark <1920-1978>


GB: BL(NNN 11181)*

US: CLU NYPL WU

strategy was originally developed in the late 1940s to contain communist China; it has since been used to secure control over foreign petroleum resources. The result has been a staggering increase in the global drug traffic and the mafias associated with it—a problem that will worsen until there is a change in policy. Scott argues that covert operations almost always outlast the specific purpose for which they were designed. Instead, they grow and become part of a hostile constellation of forces. The author terms this phenomenon parapolitics—the exercise of power by covert means—which tends to metastasize into deep politics—the interplay of unacknowledged forces that spin out of the control of the original policy initiators. We must recognize that U.S. influence is grounded not just in military and economic superiority, Scott contends, but also in so-called soft power. We need a "soft politics" of persuasion and nonviolence, especially as America is embroiled in yet another disastrous intervention, this time in Iraq.

Subject(s): Intelligence service – United States – History – 20th century.
Drug traffic.
Petroleum industry and trade – Political aspects

United States : Foreign relations – 20th century ; Foreign relations – Indochina
Indochina : Foreign relations – United States.

GB: BL(09057 aa 66)*
US: LA(D790 S35 1944)

GB: BL(639/755)
US: WaSp

ditto. – Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1953.

GB: BL(X 639/755)
US: WaSp

ditto. 7th print. – New York : Ballantine Books, 1959. 206 p. – (Ballantine reprint ; 477k)

Scott-Clark, Cathy

Het groene goud : de geheime geschiedenis van groen imperial jade

→ Levy, Adrian

La piedra del cielo : la historia secreta del jade verde imperial

→ Levy, Adrian

The stone of heaven : the secret history of imperial green jade

→ Levy, Adrian

Scott collection. Cambridge University Library. [Microform]

– Cambridge : Library, University of Cambridge, [198-].
– New York : Ballantine Books, 1943. [206 p. – (Ballantine Books ; U0001)]

US: CoU IdU


US: CU LC(D790.S35)

ditto. – ibid., 1944. XIII, 277 p., front., plates, ports.

US: TxDaM
**Description of Group 1**: Archive of Naw Huam U of Loi Lon. – 1 microfilm reel.
Subject(s): Loi Lan (Burma) – Politics and government
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 1100/3)

**Description of Group 2**: Correspondence of Shan rulers with British Administration; and papers relating to the Limbin Prince. – 2 microfilm reels.
Subject(s): Great Britain : Colonies – Administration – Sources
Burma : Politics and government – Sources.
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 1100/4-5)

**Doctor's manual.** – 1 microfilm reel. – Scott LL.1.9. – In Burmese
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 1100/6)

**[Listings]** – 1900-[1983.]
Contents: British official publications in the Scott cabinet:
SG: ISEAS(Z921 C70)

**Mayo papers.** – 1 microfilm reel. – MS. Add. 7490. Bundles 16 III, 19 VII, VIII, IX
Subject(s): Great Britain : Colonies – Administration
India : Politics and government – Sources
Burma : Politics and government – Sources.
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 1100/1)

**Printed official publications & annual reports.** – 1 microfilm reel.
Subject(s): Tenasserim (Burma) : Politics and government
Martaban (Burma) : Politics and government – Sources.
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 1100/3)

**Regalia of Mon’e.** – 1 microfilm reel. – Scott UL.3.9. – In Burmese
Subject(s): Regalia (Insignia) – Burma – Mon’e.
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 1100/6)

**Scott maps.** – 1 microfilm reel.
Subject(s): Map collections – Burma.
Burma : Maps, Pictorial.
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 1100/6)

**Scott O’Connor, Vincent Clarence**

**O’Connor, Vincent Clarence Scott**

**Scott-Clark, Cathy <b. 1965>**
The stone of heaven

**Levy, Adrian**

---

Scozzari, Pietro
Subject(s): Burma : Guide
I: Biblioteca comunale Borromeo - Roma - RM

**Scripture texts arranged**

**Bible**: Selections < B u r m e s e >

Scrymsour, Ella M. <b. 1888>
Neath Burmese bells / by Ella M. Scrymsour. – London : Unwin, [1925]. 318 p.. – Herbert 698
Subject(s): English fiction - 20th century
D: B-SBB(Ut 4915/291 Haus 2)
GB: BL(NN 10793) BL-APAC(T 38936)
OUL(BOD Nuneham 25612 e.4516)

**Scurfield, George**
US: CU(Wason PR6637 C95N3 1935) NYPL(Research NCW) UC(SRLF A0005575857)

**Scrymsour, Ella M. <b. 1888>**
Neath Burmese bells / by Ella M. Scrymsour. – London : Unwin, [1925]. 318 p.. – Herbert 698
Subject(s): English fiction - 20th century
D: B-SBB(Ut 4915/291 Haus 2)
GB: BL(NN 10793) BL-APAC(T 38936)
OUL(BOD Nuneham 25612 e.4516)

---

**SDSC**

**Australian National University** < Canberra > / Strategic and Defence Studies Centre

GB: BL(1.S.Bu.124/2)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/322/90)

Subject(s): Ports of entry – Burma – Law and legislation.
Customs administration – Law and legislation – Burma
SG: ISEAS(HJ6637 B9B96)
US: LC(LAW <Burma (Union) 4 Customs>) US: CU(Wason PR6037 C97 B2)

**Sea-born trade of British Burma** during the month of April 1937 [-Nov. 1937]. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for C of C)

---

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Bibliographical description

< in: India sea-borne trade monthly accounts
> in: Burma monthly trade journal April 1937-November 1937
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/17/700)*

SEAC
→ Allied Forces / Southeast Asia Command
→ Great Britain / Army / South-East Asia Command

SEAFDEC
→ Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center

Seagrave, E. A.
→ Songs for little singers

Seagrave, Gordon Stifter <1897-1965>
Subject(s): Missions, Medical Medicine – Burma Missions – Burma – Pictorial works Physicians – Burma – Biography – Pictorial works
US: DI-GS LC(R722 .S427) MnU
NNC(Health Sciences R722 .Se1)
NNUT(Burma R722 S34 1943)
Ref.: OCLC 5774282
ditto. – ibd, 1945., 64 p., illus. – (Judson missionary picture books)
GB: BL-APAC(T 13225 ; T 13255)

Burma-episoden : belevenissen van een Amerikaans chirurg / Gordon S. Seagrave ; geaut. vert. door Jac. van der Ster. – Zwolle: La Riviere & Voorhoeve, [1948]. 268 p., illus. – (Armed Services edition ; D-104)
US: ViU(R722.S43 1943)
D: B-SBB(Haus 2) HD-SAI(TG 1 E 6)*
US: NYPL(Research AN)
US: NIU UC SF
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.133)
GB: BL(9059 a 36) BL-DSS(W7/6512) CUL(9538.d.280) BL-APAC(IOR/V/17/700)
Ref.: OCLC 5774282
ditto. – New York : Editions for the Armed Services, 1943. 317 p. – (Armed Services Editions ; D-104)
US: ViU(R722.S43 1943)
US: BL(959.10452 /808.388)*
UCE(R722.S43 1944)
Ref.: OCLC 5774282
US: NIU UCSF

ditto. – London : Gollancz, 1944. 190 p., illus., map. – Herbert 349
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.133)
GB: BL(9059 a 36) BL-DSS(W7/6512)
CUL(9538.d.280) BL-APAC(T 2966) OUL(RSL Stack 1617 e. 224) SOAS(GB920/46.690 ; GB959.10452 /808.388)*
Ref.: OCLC 5774282
US: NIU UC SF

F: BIULO(GEN.IV.133)
GB: BL(9059 a 36) BL-DSS(W7/6512)
CUL(9538.d.280) BL-APAC(T 2966) OUL(RSL Stack 1617 e. 224) SOAS(GB920/46.690 ; GB959.10452 /808.388)*
Ref.: OCLC 5774282

Subject(s): Burma: Missions, Medical; Medicine; World War <1939-1945> - Military Medicine; World War <1939-1945> - Hospitals, Charities, etc.; World War <1939-1945> - Medical and sanitary affairs; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American; Medicine - Personal narratives; Physicians - Personal narratives; History of Medicine - Biography; Biography - History of Medicine; Surgeons – Biography; Missionaries; Baptists

US: ANU(Hancock B'ment R722,32,S43A33)
NLA(610.92 SEA; N 610.92 SEA)
D: B-SBB(500628 Haus 2 NILS)
HD-SAI(reg 60 D 768)*

US: LU NIU(Greenville Col. Book Stacks 920 SE13; Millikin-Book Stacks R722 .S43) NmU

ditto. – London : Transworld Publ., 1958. 189 p., illus. – (Corgi books; S545)
GB: BL(WP 12745/522) OUL(RSL Stack 1617 f. 27)
SOAS(GB959.10452/808.413)*
IRL: TCD(PAM Hb.28.21)

ditto. – Toronto, McLeod, 1946. 268 p. front., illus. (maps) plates, ports.
US: OEtYL

AU: ANU(610.92 SEA; N 610.92 SEA)
US: LC(D807.B8 S4) NYPL(Research AN)


Subject(s): Burma: Missions, Medical; Medicine; World War <1939-1945> - Military Medicine; World War <1939-1945> - Hospitals, Charities, etc.; World War <1939-1945> - Medical and sanitary affairs; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American; Medicine - Personal narratives; Physicians - Personal narratives; History of Medicine - Biography; Biography - History of Medicine; Surgeons – Biography; Missionaries; Baptists

CH: BS UB(Mil Ce 120) SLB(N 53671 + 1 Res.-Ex.)
D: B-SBB(3 V 81 Haus 1 NILS)
HD-SAI(322 mil 86/303)*
US: CL(CL Int’l Language Dept. G 266.9592 S438)
Ref.: OCLC 20272704

ditto. 2. Aufl. – Zürich: Schweizer Druck- und Verlagshaus, [ca. 1950]. 283 S.
CH: SLB(N 269120)
D: B-SBB(20838 Haus 2 NILS) GÖ-SUB(8° Med.757)

Djunghläkare i Burma / övers. från engelskan av Thure Nyman. – Stockholm: Ljus, 1944. 324 s., 7 pl.-bl.

Subject(s): Burma: Missions, Medical; Medicine; World War <1939-1945> - Military Medicine; World War <1939-1945> - Hospitals, Charities, etc.; World War <1939-1945> - Medical and sanitary affairs; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American; Medicine - Personal narratives; Physicians - Personal narratives; History of Medicine - Biography; Biography - History of Medicine; Surgeons – Biography; Missionaries; Baptists

S: Bo Ha S(1.1 S 8 A ; 1.2 S 8:o) Sk Um Umdp(85003)

Hero of Burma : the story of Dr. Gordon S. Seagrave told in pictures / arranged by Kenneth L. Wilson; illus. by Brinton Turkle and W. H. Wickham; adapted from Wastebasket surgery. – Philadelphia: Judson Pr., [1943]. 64 p., illus.

Subject(s): Missions, Medical; Medicine – Burma; Missions – Burma

US: LC(R722,S434) MdBJ-W(R722."441 W74 1943)
Ref.: OCLC 1555921

The life of a Burma surgeon / by Gordon S. Seagrave in 1960. including excerpts from his combat diary. The epilogue, dealing with the years since World War II, was written ... by Dr. Seagrave in 1960.

Subject(s): Namkhan (Burma) : Medical Center

Burma: Missions, Medical; Medicine; World War <1939-1945> - Military Medicine; World War <1939-1945> - Hospitals, Charities, etc.; World War <1939-1945> - Medical and sanitary affairs; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American; Medicine - Personal narratives; Physicians - Personal narratives; History of Medicine - Biography; Biography - History of Medicine; Surgeons – Biography; Missionaries; Baptists

Ref.: OCLC 20272704

The life of a Burma surgeon / by Gordon S. Seagrave in 1960. including excerpts from his combat diary. The epilogue, dealing with the years since World War II, was written ... by Dr. Seagrave in 1960.

Subject(s): Namkhan (Burma) : Medical Center

Burma: Missions, Medical; Medicine; World War <1939-1945> - Military Medicine; World War <1939-1945> - Hospitals, Charities, etc.; World War <1939-1945> - Medical and sanitary affairs; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American; Medicine - Personal narratives; Physicians - Personal narratives; History of Medicine - Biography; Biography - History of Medicine; Surgeons – Biography; Missionaries; Baptists

Ref.: OCLC 1555921

S 56

Subject(s): Personal narratives - Surgeons, American. Keagrawe, Gordon Stifler <1897-1965>
Karen - Missionaries, Medical, American
Baptists, American - Missionaries, Medical
Medical Center <Namkhan>
Surgeons, Baptist, American - Personal narratives ; Missions, Medical, American - Karen - Personal narratives ; Medicine - Karen - Namkahn ; Hospitals, Charities, etc. - Namkahn <Shan States> - Medical and sanitary affairs - Karen ; Physicians, American - Personal narratives ; Missions, Baptists - Karen ; Medicine - Personal narratives Namkahn <Shan States> - Missionaries, Medical, Baptist Namkahn <Shan States> - Missionaries, Medical, Baptist

Ref.: OCLC 457060

ditto. 1st publ. in Great Britain. – London : Hale, 1957. 244 p., [12] p. of plates, illus., map. – Herbert 349

D: HD-SAI(322 med 96/1386)*
GB: BL-APAC(T 1451)
US: CU(Wason R722 S43 1931)

NL: KITLV(M ss 212 N)

Seagrave, Rachel H.

Subject(s): Animism.

US: Biblical Theol Seminary(TH Se 13)

Seaman, Harry

ISBN 0-85052-720-1

Subject(s): Sangshak (India), Battle of, 1944 ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

India : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Sangshak

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; History, Military

D: PA-UB(00/RR 51977 S438)

BIULO(GEN.III.57486)
Burma Bibliographical Project


SEAMP-CD-RDI Programmes

→South East Asian Mountain People’s Culture and Development: Research, Documentation, and Information Programmes, Chiang Mai, Thailand.

Searching for memories: return to the Burma-Thailand Railway, 1995 / ed. by Rae Luckie. – Springwood, NSW: Luckie Enterprises ; Kiama, NSW: Rae & Barry Luckie, c1997. VI, 104 l., illus., map, bibliogr. l. 104. ISBN 0646306200 (pbk.)

Subject(s): Burma-Siam Railroad ; Burma: Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Australian ; World War <1939-1945> - Conscription labor - Burma ; World War <1939-1945> - Atrocities ; Thailand: Conscription labor


Subject(s): Agriculture – Burma – Periodical


→World Health Organization / South-East Asia Regional Office


Before 1901/02 included in: Report on the land revenue administration

Not publ. 1941/42 and 1944/45

Season and crop report of the Union of Burma

→Season and crop report of Burma

Subject(s): Agriculture – Burma – Periodical


→Season and crop report of Burma

Initial report on the second revision settlement operations in the Mandalay District, including the original settlement operations in the Maymyo township: season 1921-25

→Settlement < Mandalay > 1921-25

Initial report on the original settlement operations in the Maymyo township: season 1922-24

→Settlement < Mandalay > 1922-24

Initial report on the second revision settlement operations in the Mandalay District: season 1922-23

→Settlement < Mandalay > 1922-23

Kyauksè District. – 1925

→Burma gazetteer

The Mandalay District. – 1928

→Burma gazetteer

Searle, Humphrey Frederic

Final report on the second revision settlement operations in the Mandalay District, including the original settlement operations in the Maymyo township: season 1921-25

→Settlement < Mandalay > 1921-25

Seear, Ronald

To the Kwai and back: war drawings 1939-1945. – London: Collins in association with the Imperial War Museum, 1986. 192 p., illus., bibliogr. p. 191

GB: BL(X 425/5857) BL-APAC(W 7521)

→British Overseas Trade Board / South East Asia Trade Advisory Group

SEATAG

→Southeast Asia Treaty Organization

Season and crop report of the Union of Burma for the year ending the 30th June 1949- . – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma

→Season and crop report of Burma

Subject(s): Agriculture – Burma – Periodical


Ref.: OCLC 31574811

Season and crop report of the Union of Burma

→Season and crop report of Burma

Subject(s): Agriculture – Burma – Periodical


US: CU: 1949/51 1959/60(Annex S280 B8S5) LC(S280.B9S5) NYPL(Research VPW+) UC UoC

→Southeast Asia Treaty Organization
Seaton, E. A.
Working plan for the Mogok Forest Division for the period 1929-30 to 1938-39
→ Working plan < Mogok >

Seaton, William John
On the selection of ordinary and special forest reserves: with proposals for the procedure to be adapted [ / signed W. J. Seaton]. – [Prome, 1874].
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/in: V/27/560/71)*

GB: BL(7073 f.11) BL-APAC(IOR/in: V/27/560/71)*

Subject(s): Forestry – Algeria; Reforestation – Algeria; Geography – Algeria.
GB BL(7033 g 5(7); ) CUL(Pam.5.87.438).
Ref.: OCLC 48696693

Sebastian, A.
→ Suppression of the yellow fever mosquito ...

Sebastian, Leonard C.
D: HD-SAI(inf 40 S 888)*

Sebek, Thomas Albert <b. 1920>
A bibliography of Mon-Khmer linguistics. – New Haven, 1942. 2 p. – (Studies in linguistics; 1.11)
Subject(s): Burma; Linguistics; Bibliography. Cambodiana; Linguistics; Bibliography.
US: HU(Tozzer L.SOC.120.11.1.5 (1:11)

2nd [Second] Battalion, Merrill’s Marauders
→ McGee, George A.
The history of the 2nd Battalion

The second book of English conversation
→ The book of English conversation

Second four-year plan for the Union of Burma
→ Four-year plan

Second reading book for Burmese schools
→ Reading book for Burmese schools

Second rice processing industries project
→ Asian Development Bank
Report and recommendation of the President ...

Ref.: OCLC19262766

Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Bibliography; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns – Bibliography
US: CS-H CU(Kroch Pamphlet Z.67+)

Secondary School
→ Rangoon Secondary School

Secondary Schools Board
→ Geographical terms in English and Burmese

Secretariat Incident Enquiry Committee
Subject(s): Riots, 1938 – Burma – Rangoon; Students – Burma – Rangoon – Political activity Rangoon (Burma): History – 1824-1948
AU: ANU(Chifley pamphlet HV6485.B93R46)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 527 Kp)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.52881)
SG: ISEAS(HV6485.B9R19)
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet Z 67+)
UCB

Secretariat Office code
→ Burma / Burma Secretariat

Secretary of State for India in Council
→ Great Britain / India Office

Section I of the syllabus of lessons on temperance ... – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. P. I.), 1910. 14 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 ff 9(1))* BL-APAC(Bur D 1411)

Sedition Committee
D: HD-SAI(his 62 C 439)

Sectoral energy demand in Myanmar / Regional Energy Development Programme; prepared with the Government of
Burma Bibliographical Project


Seebach, Margaret R. <1875-1948>

Seed Development Project
→Development credit agreement (Seed Development Project) between the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma and International Development Association

Seed Farm < Pwinbyu >
Report on the Pwinbyu Seed Farm for the year ended 30th June.. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. (and Staty.), Burma (for D. of A.)

GB: BL: 1922/23-1927/28 (I.S.Bu.114/15)*
BL-APAC: 1922/23-1927/28 (IOR/V/24/1567)
US: NYPL

Seekins, Donald M.

Subject(s): Japan – Foreign relations - Burma Burma : Foreign relations – Japan.

URL:
GB:OUL(BJL Reference N272 See.2 Pam.)
Ref.: OCLC 50462451 ; 56115967


Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1962-1988> ; Politics and government <1988> ; Armed Forces – Political activity ; Elections – Burma ; Human rights – Burma ; Democracy - Burma

GB:SOAS(GB595.105 /850.978 ; 850.979)*
SG: ISEAS(DS530.6 S45)
TH:CU(320.9591 S451D)
US: CU(Kroch) & NIU(SEA) & UCSD(IR/PS) & YU(SML) ; DS530.6 S44 2002
Ref.: OCLC


Japan's "Burma Lovers" and the military regime / Donald M. Seekins. – [Cardiff, Calif.: Japan Policy Research Institute, 1999. 6 p. – (JPRI working paper ; 60) – September 1999

Subject(s): Military government – Burma. Rangoon (Burma) : Politics and government ; Social conditions Burma : Politics and government <1948->

SG: ISEAS(LO DS530.9 R3S45)

Seeland, Klaus
Environment and social erosion in rural communities of South Asia : Tibeto-Burman speaking groups / Klaus Seeland. – Zürich, 1990. 23 p. – (Arbeitsberichte / Professur Forstpolitik und Forstökonomie, Dept. Wald- und Holzforschung, ETH Zürich : Internationale Reihe ; 90,2)

D: FRForstw.(RA 850/90,2)


D: FRForstw.(RA 850/91,1)

GOFak.Forst(II,1555 I:1991,1)

Seidenstücker, Karl <1876-1936>

Nicht mehr erschienen

S 60

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Note: Includes German translation of the Avidurenidana of the Nidanakatha and a transcription and translation of temple inscriptions.

Subject(s): Burma : Antiquities.
Gautama Buddha – Art.
Temples, Buddhist – Burma – Pagan.
Pagan (Burma) : Antiquities.
Pali language – Texts.

GB: BL(BP 1766 f(8))
BL-APAC(W 5906)
OUL(EAL East. Art RW Sei)
SOAS(FNA.L/23456)*

NL: IK(IV f 18)
US: HU(Widener Ger 34.5.10 v.4 ; Tozer MUS. 45.14.1.1 4)

Ref.: OCLC 43243656

ISBN 0524026114 (microfiche)

US: HU(Andover-Harv. Theol. Mfiche) & NNUT(Burke Microfiche 84-B1) & YU(Divinity, Fiche B4000) : ATLA fiche 1990-3061
Ref.: OCLC 28663257

Subject(s): Tipitaka – Suttapitaka – Khuddakanikāya - Jātaka
Buddha (The concept)
Buddhism ; Temples – Burma ; Relief (Sculpture)

NL: IK(IV f 45)*
US: CU(BL1411 J3S45) – HU

Seiker, Fred
Subject(s): Burma-Siam Railroad : History - Pictorial works.
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisoners, Japanese - Pictorial works ; World War <1939-1945> - Atrocities
Thailand : World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners of war

GB: OUL(BOD L Floor M96.F07824)
SOAS(G955.052/766143)
IRL:TCD(PL-273-944)
NL: KITLV(M 1996 A 2260)

Seilen, Haokip
→ Haokip, Seilen

Sein
Subject(s): Public health – Burma
D: HD-SAI(in: soz 54 H 75 ; reg 60 L 51 Kp)*
US: CU(Annex RA530.5 .M45 1947)
NNC(Butler DS526.7 .A83 1947d)
Ref.: OCLC 39637207

→ Co-operation in four Indian provinces

Sein, Kenneth (b. 1918>
Note: This book is about the legendary Po Sein (1877-1952), "Father of the Burmese Theatre", told by his son Maung Khe (Kenneth) Sein. It is the story of PO Sein, the performer, his ambitions, his struggles, his many imaginative theatrical innovations, his hypnotic effect on those who worked for him and those who watched him perform, and his very romantic life and loves. Equipped with exceptional artistry and a splendid sense of showmanship, he survived, in his lifetime, the last of the Burmese kings, the British, the Japanese and the Burmese Nationalists. Moreover, he conquered them all with his enchanting art. The history of his remarkable troupe, which entertained generations of Burmese from the mid-1890s until his death in 1952, and which continued for two more decades, led by his two very able sons, is also the history of Burmese performing arts in this century.

Seiger, Peggy
Coming to Fort Wayne : five refugee groups in our city / Peggy Seigel. – [Fort Wayne, Ind.: Seigel], 2000. 1 v. (unpaged). – Caption title.
Note: "This collection is a study of five refugee groups who have come to Fort Wayne in the past twenty-five years from Vietnam, Laos, the former USSR [ these refugees are Jewish], Burma and Bosnia ... it consists of a written report ... oral histories ... questionnaires that detail individual stories ... and written interviews ... materials collected and written for this project are also housed at the Allen County-Fort Wayne Historical Society."
Subject(s): Refugees - Indiana - Indiana - Fort Wayne.
Vietnamese Americans : Indiana - Fort Wayne.
Laotian Americans : Indiana - Fort Wayne.
Burmesian Americans : Indiana - Fort Wayne.
Indian - Fort Wayne.
Jews - Indiana : Fort Wayne.
Fort Wayne (Ind.) : Ethnic relations.
US: Allen County Public Libr.(977.202 F77SEI)
Ref.: OCLC 47833583
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Subject(s): Po Sein < U, 1880-1952>
Theater - Burma ; Dancers - Burma - Biography
AU:ANU(Chifley PN2960.B8.S4)
D: B-SBB(143 389 Haus 2) HD-SAI(325 kul 67/104)*
PA-UB(55/RR 51974 K45)
F: BNF(8° 02 l.1352)
GB: BL(X 900/1602 ; 14302 bbb 29*)
CUL(415.c.96.255) BL-APAC(V 16120)
OUL(IND Retind Indo-Chin. d.249)
SOAS(GB920/194.200)*
IRL:TCD(V92-66 119)
NL: KITLV(M ss-36-N)
SG: ISEAS(PN2960 S46) NUS(PN2960 Bur.S)
US: UC(Kroch PN2960.B8 S46)


ditto. Microfilm. – Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: Univ. of Illinois Library, 1987. On part of 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. – (Burmese cultural microfilm collection ; reel 41, no. 5)


D: B-SBB(626 666 Haus 2) HD-SAI(325 kul 67/104a)*

SG: ISEAS(LO DS528.2 N14S46)

Sein Hla Aung
Student’s Burmese-English dictionary
→ Aung Kyaw Sein

Sein Kyaw Hlaing
On the road to Mandalay ; tales of the ordinary people
→ Mya Than Tint

Sein Maung <b. 1936>

Sein Maung

Sein Maung

Sein Nyo Tun
Bodipakkhiyadīpani : the manual of the factors leading to enlightenment
→ Ledi Sayadaw
### Bibliographical Description

**Sein Phyo**


US: CSt-H(DS485 B81S46)

**Sein Sein**


GB: ULL

US: NIU(Microforms -FML MFilm. BQ4570. W6 S4551958B)

**Sein Sein Thein**


Contents: Biotechnology - Taxonomy - Environmental studies - Food sector - Culture - General

Subject(s): Life sciences - Research - Burma. Biotechnology - Research - Burma.

US: CU(Kroch) & UCB(Biosci) & WaU(Suzzallo) & WU(Steenbock) : QH320.B93 S45 2003

LC & NNC(Offsite) & YU(SML X) : QH307.2 .S45 2003

Ref.: OCLC> 40924482

**Sein Tun**


Subject(s): Burma: Social life and customs; Psychology.

US: CU(Kroch DS485.B84 S46+)

HU(Tozzer IND. T 790 i)


US: CU(Echols Film 11603)

**Sein Tu**

*Lokaniti: the guide to life.*

– *Caturangabala*

**Sein Tu</b>**

*The Guardian ...* – [Yangon:] The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)


Note: Journalism in Burma and history of the The Guardian, the daily newspaper in English publ. from Rangoon.

Subject(s): Guardian (Rangoon, Burma: Daily). Journalism - Burma.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68921)

US: LC(Microfiche 94/68921 (P) So Asia)
Burma Bibliographical Project


Herbert, 546

Subject(s): Anti-Fascist Peoples Freedom League

Burma : Politics and government <1948–>

AU:ANU(Menzies pamphlet DS485.B892.S4)

NALP(P 329.9591 SEI ; BRA 3775)

D: B-SBB(627 401 Haus 2)

HD-SAIf(reg 60 E 128)*

F: BULO(GEN.IV.8224)

GB:OUSL(IND Burma 7 d 61)

SOAS(GB950/231951)

SG: ISEAS(PL3988.K952 K52 A61956)

J: AJK

SOAS(GB959.105 /78746)

Ref.: OCLC 14461701 ; 4046852

US: CU(Echols DS530.4.S48 1989a)

YU(SML DS485 B892 S4)

ditto.


GB: CUL(1993.7.2300)

SOAS(GB959.105 /78746)

US: CU(Wadner Ind 8055.22) & NIU(SEA) & UC(NRLF DS485.B892 S4 B 3 272 591) & UCB(Main DS485.B892 W5)

UCLA(MicroServ Microfilm DS530.4 .S461s 1976)

YU(SML DS485 B892 S4)

Ref.: OCLC 14461701 : 4046852

Seinda Kyaw Thu <fl. 1737-1782>

Owada-du pyo ... / by Seindakyawthu. Ed. by U Po Sein. – [Rangoon,] 1932. 37 p. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; 1) – Added title and text in Burmese

US: CU(Wason Film 3478 ; Film N 3478)

ditto.

5th ed. – Rangoon, 1932. – (Burma Research Society ; [5])

GB:GOAS(GPC810/28.841)*

Seinda Kyawthu's yadu ... – Rangoon : L. P. P. Electric Pr., 1934. 50 p. – Added title and text in Burmese. – Prose writings of Seinda Kyaw Thu

Subject(s): Authors, Burmese - 18th century - Prose

Burmese poetry - 18th century

SG: ISEAS(PL3988.K52 A61956)

Ref.: OCLC 32607226


GB:SOAS(GPC810/30363)

Seitz, Arthur


D: B-SBB(71 603 Haus 2) ER-UB

GÖ-SUB(59 A 4157)* HD-SAI(reg 61 24 SD)

Le ‘séjour de N. Khrouchtchev ... en Inde, en Birmanie, en Indonésie et en Afghanistan, févier-mars 1960

→Khroushchev, Nikita Sergeyevich

Selangor Buddhist Vipassana Meditation Society.

→Suttantapitake Majjhimanikāyā

Selassie, Seyoum Gebre


Selber, Martin


D: HD-SAI(nsp 4.6 C 97/51)

Select bibliography : Burma and adjacent regions ; agriculture

→Davies, John Henry

Select bibliography : Burma and adjacent regions ; biology, natural history

→Davies, John Henry

A select bibliography for the study of Buddhism in Bur-ma in Western languages

→Gard, Richard Abbott

Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control

→International narcotics control study missions to Latin America and Jamaica <August 6-21, 1983>

Select list of private collections in the European manuscripts

→India Office Library and Records < London >

Select modern governments

→Mahajan, Vidya Dhar

Selected anthems in Sgaw Karen

→Harris, Edward Norman

Selected bibliographies on labour and industrial relations in Burma, Indonesia, Korea, Malaya, Singapore, Thailand / Univ. of Hawaii, Industrial Relations Center. – Honolulu: Univ. of Hawaii, 1962. II, 64 l. Subject(s): Industrial relations – Asia, Southeastern – Bibliography ; Labor – Asia, Southeastern - Bibliography.

AU:NLAP p016.3311 HAW
A selected bibliography of Burmese historical records in the National Library
→National Library < Rangoon >

Selected bibliography of English-language publications on Burma.– Washington: U.S. Department of State, Office of Intelligence Research, Division for Far East, 1951. 4 l. – (DRF information paper ; 452)
Subject(s): Burma – Bibliography
US: CU(Kroch DS503 .U58 no.452+)
HU(Widener Ind 8003.5)
NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0298)

Selected bibliography on education in Southeast Asia
→Neff, Kenneth Lee
A selected bibliography on Southeast Asia : 1933 to 1945
→Hobbs, Cecil Carlton

Selected bibliography on the geography of Southeast Asia
→Pelzer, Karl J.

Selected Buddhist scriptures from the Pali canon of the Thera Vada School. – London : Buddhist Lodge, 1930. 24 p. – (Buddhist Lodge pamphlet ; 2)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 M 31 Kp)*

Subject(s): Writing – Censorship – Burma
Short stories, Burmese
Short stories, Burmese – Translations into English.
D: B-SBB(1 A 408440 Haus 2)
GB:BL(YA.2001.a.11951)
US: NNC(Offsite g) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : PL3983.5 E5 S45 1998
Ref.: OCLC 46317143

Selected correspondence of letters issued from and received in the Office of the Commissioner Tenasserim Division
→Burma < Tenasserim > / Commissioner

Ref.: Sim

Selected documents 1991-94 by the Burma Peace Foundation
→Burma Peace Foundation

Selected economic and social data for Burma, Indochina, Indonesia, and the Philippines / by Division of Research for Far East. – October 19, 1951. 8 p. – (Intelligence report / U.S. Department of State, Office of Intelligence Research ; 5644) – in: O. S. S., State Department : intelligence and research reports ; Pt. VIII, reel 7(0086)
D: GÖ-SUB(MA 82-112:78)*
GB:SOAS(M 5494)
US:LC(UB250.U33 no.1286)
Ref.: OCLC 46214822

Selected economic indicators / prepared by the Central Statistical and Economics Department. – Rangoon. – (Statistical paper ; 3) – [ Mimeogr.]
> Selected monthly economic indicators
Subject(s): Burma : Statistics.
US: CU(Kroch PR1175 .S45 1958)

Selected English poems: for middle schools in Burma. – Calcutta : Macmillan, 1958. 92, 6 p., illus.
Subject(s): English poetry
US: CU(Kroch PR1175 .S45 1958)
Ref.: OCLC 52172647

Selected indicators of the agriculture sector in Myanmar. – [Ran` kun`:] Ministry of Agriculture, 1993. 1 v.
SG:ISEAS(Sta abr HD2065.7 S46)

Selected judgments and rulings of the Court of the Judicial Commissioner, and of the Special Court, Lower Burma
→Burma < Lower Burma > / Court of the Judicial Commissioner

Selected judgments of the Court of the Judicial Commissioner, and of the Special Court, Lower Burma
→Burma < Lower Burma > / Court of the Judicial Commissioner

Selected judgments of the Court of the Judicial Commissioner, Upper Burma
→Burma < Upper Burma > / Court of the Judicial Commissioner

A selected list of books and articles on Farther India : Burma, Siam, French-China, Malaya / East Indies Institute of America. – New York, 1946. – (Selected bibliographies / Southeast Asia Institute, New York ; 2)
US: NYPL(Research BAC p.v. 700)

A selected list of educational books: specially suited for primary, lower, secondary and middle schools in India, Burma, and Ceylon publ. by Macmillan & Co., Ltd. – [London : MacMillan, 1897.] 32 p. – Caption title
Selected modern Burmese short stories ... / Jog’gyi ; transl. by “K” and others. – Ran’ kun’, 1981. 141 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL-APAC(SEA 1990 a 410)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 94/68927)
US: CU(+HC422 .S45)
SG: ISEAS(HC422 S46)


< Selected economic indicators
Subject(s): Economic indicators – Burma – Periodicals
Burma : Statistics – Periodicals ; Economic conditions <1948-> – Periodicals.
LSE(BLPES, 591 (R56) ; Stats RR 591 (HA155))
BL-APAC: 1962-1978,Jan./Feb. (incompl.) (SW 287)
OUL: 1971-1992 (incompl.) (IND Burma CC 2)
1982-1992 (Microfiche (o) 93/63432)
NUS(Cur Periodical HA4570.7 SME)
(Kroch Fiche 887 (o) 93/63432)
HU(Documents (Lamont): Ind Doc 3507.15)
LC: 1974,Jan./Feb.- (HA1693.A15)
1982-1992 (Microfiche (o) 93/63432)
(SEA Per-HA1693 .A15)
NYPL: 1967-
UCB: 1985,July/Aug 1995,July/Aug
(S-S/EAsia f HC422.A2 S4)
UCSD: 1982:1-6 (SSH HA 4570.7 S4 CIRC Annex)
(SSL EGCC 9A HA37.35 S44)
Ref.: OCLC 32171986 ; 20846043 ; 4582667

Standard ten. – 1999. 46 p.*

Selected poems [in Hmar]
→ Hla Thlang

Note: Discussion papers on Burmese economy
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions ; Economic statistics – Economic trends ; Economic reform – Agriculture ; Manufacturing ; Energy resources ; Transport ; Communications : Education ; Foreign Trade ; Women in Development ; Structural adjustment ; Statistical Data ; Training programmes
SG: ISEAS(HC422 S46)
US: CU(+HC422 .S45)
LC(HC422 .S46)
UNDHL(UNDP(063.5)/B8)

Selection of articles from The journal of the Burma Research Society (history and literature)
→ Burma Research Society
Fiftieth anniversary publications ; 2

GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 276)

A selection of leading cases on Buddhist law with dissertations / by U May Oung. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr., 1919. 3 pt.
Subject(s): Domestic relations – Burma.
Domestic relations (Hindi law)
Inheritance and succession – Burma.
Inheritance and succession (Hindi law)
GB: BL: 1 (5310 ee 7) – BL-APAC: 1,1914 (V 10902)
Selection of papers regarding the hill tracts between Assam and Burmah and on the upper Brahmaputra River. – Calcutta : Bengal Secretariat Pr., 1873. 335 p., app. – Repr. under title: Hill tracts between Assam and Burma
Contents:
Memoir of a survey of Assam and the neighboring countries, executed in 1825-6-7-8 / by R. Wilcox
Abstract of the journal of a route travelled by Captain S. F. Hannay ... in 1835-36 / by R. B. Pemberton
Journal of a trip to the Mishmi Mountains / by W. Griffith
Journey from upper Assam towards Hookhoom, Ava, and Rangoon / by W. Griffith
Narrative of a journey from Ava to the frontiers of Assam, and back ... / G. T. Bayfield
Notes on a trip across the Patkoi Range from Assam to the Hookoong Valley / by H. L. Jenkins
Report of the Burmese route from Assam to the Hookoong Valley / by H. L. Jenkins
Report of a visit by Captain Vetch to the Singpho and Naga frontier of Luckimpanre, 1842
Reports of Lieutenant Brodie's dealings with the Nagas on the Seesbogor frontier, 1841-46
Notes on a visit to the tribes inhabiting the hills south of Seesbogor, Assam / by S. E. Peal
Subject(s): Ethnology – India, Northeastern
Ethnology – Burma
India, Northeastern Description and travel
Burma : Description and travel
Assam (India) : Description and travel
Brahmaputra River
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 B 26°; M 10)
GB: BL BL-APAC(V 6802; V 18813)
SOAS(JMA954/168.880)
US: CU(Kroch Microfiche B6)
DG: (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; Pt. I, reel 9(14)
H: SOAS(M 5494)
US: LC(UB250.U33 no.1286)
Selection of papers regarding the construction of a light-house on the Alguada Reef. – Calcutta : Bengal Secretariat Pr., 1858. II, 80 p., plates, map. – (Selections from the records of the Government of India, Public Works Department ; 25) – Preface signed by A. Fraser
GB: BL(I.S.358(26))*
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 B 26°; M 10)
Ref.: OCLC 47625743
D: B-SBB(610734 Haus 2 NfLS)
US: LC(Kroch PL3981 .P34 ; Film 11052 reel 612 no.6)
Selections from the inscriptions of Pagan / by Pe Maung Tin
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 J 15,2-3)*
GB: SOAS(1345.91084/229.004)*
US: LC(Law Burma 7 May Oung) UCB(K60.B9 M39 1926) YU(Mudd Ngq26 I36 926Mb)
Ref.: OCLC 51358836
D: GO-SUB(MA 82-112:9)*
GB: SOAS(M 5494)
US: LC(UB250.U33 no.1286)
Selections from Burmese folk-tales / by Maung Htin Aung.
Subject(s): Tales – Burma ; Folklore – Burma
US: LC(Kroch GR309.H87 B8 1951)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. GR305.H782)
NIU(SEA GR309 .H7221951)
UCB(Main GR305 .H72)
Ref.: OCLC 9485248
GB: BL(14300 g 64) BL-APAC(Bur Dur 1254)
Selections from the inscriptions of Pagan / by Pe Maung Tin and G. H. Luce. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr., 1928. 185 p. – (Publication / Univ. of Rangoon, Department of Oriental Studies ; 1) – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Inscriptions, Burmese
Pagan : Inscriptions
AU: ANU(Menzies large book DS529.2.P4 Xerocopy 1976)
D: B-SBB(Zw 2768/20-1 Haus 2 NILS)
F: BNF(8° Impr.Or.1257(1))
GB: BL-APAC(Bur 1460) OUL(IN) 59 D 19
SOAS(GPC 471/21,398 ; 183.132)*
NL: IK(IV f 11)
SG: ISEAS(PL3984 P34 ; Microfiche Mfc B200)
US: CU(Kroch PL3981 .P34 ; Film 11052 reel 612 no.6)
LC(PL3981.P4 ; PL3986.P8)
Selections from the inscriptions of Pagan / hpat shu si sin thu Pamawkhka Š Ė Maung. – Yan kon: Panya Nanda Pon hneik taik, 1958–. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Inscriptions, Burmese – Burma – Pagan.
*Pagan (Burma)*
GB: OUL(BOD Bodl. Burm. d.361)
US: CU(KrochPL3986 .P97 ; Film 10336 Reel 159,4)
LC(PL3986 .P8 Bur) MiU(Hatcher PL3986 .P74 195- ; Film 31727(4)) UCB(PL3986.P8)
WU(CTR MF-10289 SEAM reel 158 item 4)
Ref.: OCLC 49988214 ; 10912329
ditto. – [Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: Univ. of Illinois Library at Urbana-Champaign, Photographic Services. – (Burmese cultural microfilm collection ; 36,5)
US: CU(Kroch Film 10944,5)
IU(History FILM595.1 B929)
Ref.: OCLC 30656668

Selections from the records of the Bengal Government / publ. by authority. – Calcutta : Military Orphan Pr.
9 →Falconer, H. Report on the teak forests of the Tenasserim Provinces
13 →Notes on the manufacture of salt in the Tumlook Agency
25 →Falconer, H. Report on the teak plantations of Bengal

Selections from the records of the Government of India
→India

Selections from the records of the Ihludaw
→Burma / Hluttaw

Selections from the vernacular Buddhist literature of Burma
*mah* / by T. Latter. – Maulmain: American Baptist Mission Pr., 1850. VIII, 199 p. – Preface in English; text in Burmese
F: BNF(O2 1.20)
GB: BL-APAC(F 7 ; V 1796)*
US: OCI

Note: Selected by Mrs. Barbara Wyman from various S.D.A. youth hymnbooks
Subject(s): Seventh-day Adventists : Hymns.
Hymns. English.
US: MiBsA(Ctr Adventist Res. BV375.S3 B78)
Ref.: OCLC 34110175

A selective bibliography of the State University College of Forestry, Syracuse, New York, related to Burma, Thailand, Malay, Indochina, Indonesia and the Philippines
→University <Syracuse, N.Y.> / College of Forestry

Subject(s): Public administration
Burma : Politics and government – Bibliography.
GB: LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591 (164))
BL-APAC(SEA 1986 a 960)
OUL(NUF Open Shelf Ref Z.JQ)
US: CU(Wason Pamphlet Z 229 + ; Kroch +Z7165 .B9 159)

Selkirk, Fannie Manning
Up and down in Bhamo Town : sketches from my window / by Mrs. Fannie Manning Selkirk, Bhamo, Burma, formerly a missionary of the Woman’s Baptist Foreign Missionary Society. – Boston, [n.d.]. [16] p., illus.
Subject(s): Poetry of places – Bhamo, Burma
Bhamo, Burma – Missions – Poetry
US: RPB

Sell, Axel
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions <1948-> ; Politics and government <1948-> ; Economic policy
D: B-SBB(722 170 Haus 2) M-BSB(W 84.308-5)
ER-UB PA-UB(00/QM 000 B511-5)
HD-SAI(325 wiw 94/6560 Kp)*

Sell, Henry T.
GB: BL(11103 aaa 5)*
ditto. – ibd., 1928. 185 p. – Preface in English
GB: BL(11103 aaa 25)*

Sell, Julie
Whispers at the pagoda : portraits of modern Burma / Julie Sell. – Bangkok: Orchid Pr., 1999. 150 p., illus., map, gloss. – (Asian portraits = Visages d’Asie) – ISBN 974-830 4-36-1
Note: Burma. The name evokes images of color and mystery, the alluring and forbidden. Cut off from the world for more than three decades by a repressive military government, Burma has only recently cracked its doors open to foreigners. American writer Julie Sell set out to discover this little-known country through encounters with the Burmese people. Despite significant potential risk to themselves, many people were willing to tell their remarkable
stories. From the political circles of Rangoon to rebel outposts on the rugged frontier, from Buddhist monasteries to hilltribe villages, Whispers at the Pagoda: Portraits of Modern Burma offers a unique look inside a country that the world has nearly forgotten.

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel ; History <1948> ; Civilization political history; insurrection; drug traffic; opium; civil war; Myanmar; 1948/1997

F: BIULO(GEN.III.6863)

GB: BL(YA.2002.a.35351) SAS((591):308 Box Monash)

F: BIULO(GEN.III.6863)

The Selly Oak colleges, Iceland, the Auckland summer school, Burma goes ahead, etc. – London : The World Association for Adult Education, 1931. 31 p. – (Bulletin World Association for Adult Education / ; 48)

Subject(s): Education of adults. Association for Adult Education / ; 1931. 31 p.


Subject(s): Military assistance, Australian – Burma

Australia : Foreign relations – Burma ; World War <1939-1945> – military operations - Burma

Burma : Foreign relations – Australia ; History <1824-1948> ; World War <1939-1945> ; Military operations, Australians

AU:ANU(Menzies new book +2019462 ; Chifley lge pamph DU113.5.B93S45 1994)

US: CU(Kroch +DU113.5.B9 S46 1994)

Note: A thorough presentation of the strategic importance of Burma to Southeast Asia. The paper establishes a historical framework of the area, discusses Burma's international rivalries before 1988, and concludes with the modern strategic environment. Burma, once isolated, was discovered for its strategic value by neighboring superpowers, thus making it the subject of many wars.

Subject(s): Burma : Strategic aspects

US: NYPL(Research JAX B-16951)

WU(Available on Internet)


Internet Links:

Note: A thorough presentation of the strategic importance of Burma to Southeast Asia. The paper establishes a historical framework of the area, discusses Burma's international rivalries before 1988, and concludes with the modern strategic environment. Burma, once isolated, was discovered for its strategic value by neighboring superpowers, thus making it the subject of many wars.

Subject(s): Burma : Strategic aspects

US: NYPL(Research JAX B-16951)

WU(Available on Internet)
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The Burma air force / Andrew Selth. – Canberra: Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National Univ., 1997. 38 p., bibliogr. p. 28-38. – (SDSC working papers, ISSN 0158-3751 ; 315) – "December 1997."
ISBN 0-7315-2728-3
Subject(s): Burma : Air Force ; Armed Forces ; Politics and government <1988-> ; Military policy
Air power – Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies pamphlet UG635.B93S45 1997)
NL(A(NLq & Nq: 355.033094 AUS)
D: HH-SUB(Y/9432: 310/317)
GB: BL-DSS(9348.6753, v. 315)
SG: ISEAS(JX1315 A93 no. 315)
NIU(SEA UG735.B93 S45 1997)
UCLA(YRL UG735.B93 S45 1997)
UCSB(UA853.B93 S43 1997 Sci-Eng)
UCSD(IR/PS U1 .W67 v.315)
YU(SML UA11 W655 315 (LC))

Burma's armed forces : power without glory / Andrew Selth ; forew. by David I. Steinberg. – Norwalk, CT: Eastbridge, c2002. XXXVII, 371 p., index, bibliogr. p. 317-333. – (Signature books) – ISBN 1-89193-619-0 ; 1-89193-613-1 (pbk.)
Subject(s): Burma: Tap' ma to'
Burma : Armed Forces ; Military policy ; Defenses
AU:ANU
D: B-SBB(1 A 523664 Haus 2)
HD-SAI(325 mil 2005/113)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.85446) EFEO(OC 442)
GB: BL-DSS(m04/32555)
US: CU(Kroch x & Olin) & HU(Widener) & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Lehman) & UCLA(YR) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : UA853 B93 S4495 2002
Ref.: OCLC 50410482

Subject(s): Burma : Foreign relations
TH:CU(TIC 51174)

Burma and weapons of mass destruction / Andrew Selth. – Canberra: Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National Univ., c1999. 24 p., bibliogr. p. 34 to 49. – (Working paper / Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, ISSN 0158-3751 ; 289)
Contents: Chemical weapons - biological weapons - nuclear weapons - the military regime and WMD
Subject(s): Weapons of mass destruction – Burma. Burma : Military policy ; Armed forces – Weapons systems ; Politics and government <1988->
Chemical warfare – Burma ; Biological warfare - Burma
Armed Forces ; Military Polices ; Foreign Policy
AU:ANU(Menzies pamphlet UA853.B8S45 1999)
NL(A(NLq & Nq : 255.033094 AUS)
D: HH-SUB(LA 1999/12228)
GB: BL-DSS(9348.6753, v. 334)
SG: ISEAS(JX1315 A93 no. 334)
UCLA(YRL UA853.B93 S453)
UCSB(U793 .S45 1999 Sci-Eng)
UNDH(GenColl-UDC books 355(591) S467)
YU(SML UA11 W655 334 (LC))

Contents: Equipping the Tatmadaw - Burma's arms industries - The Burma army - The Burma air force - The Burma navy - Command, control, communications and intelligence
Subject(s): Arms transfers – Burma ; Military government – Burma
Burma : Armed Forces
AU:ANU
D: HH-SUB(Y/9432: 289)
GB: BL-DSS(9348.6753, v.289)
SG: ISEAS(JX1315 A93 no. 289)
US: CU(Kroch UA853.B93 S43 1995)
NIU(SEA UB853.B93 S4495 1995)
UCSB(UA853.B93 S43 1995 Sci-Eng)
UCSD(IR/PS U1 .W67 v.315)
YU(SML UA11 W655 313 (LC))


Subject(s): Burma, Tap' ma to'
Navy – Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1988-> ; Armed Forces ; Military policy
AU:ANU(Menz pamphlet VA667.B93S45 1997)
NL(A(Nq & NLq: 355.033094 AUS)
D: HH-SUB(Y/9432: 310/317)
GB: BL-DSS(9348.6753, v. 313)
SOAS(GB359/786174)
SG: ISEAS(JX1315 A93 no. 313)
US: CU(Kroch VA113.B93 S45x 1997)
LC(VA113.B93 S45 1997)
NIU(SEA DS528.6 .S457 1997)
UCLA(YRL VA667.B83 S45 1997)
UCSD(IR/PS U1 .W67 v.313)
YU(SML UA11 W655 313 (LC))
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Subject(s): Defense industrie – Burma


Subject(s): Insurgency – Burma ; Land mines – Burma


Subject(s): Insurgency – Burma ; Land mines – Burma

Burma : Armed forces – Weapons systems

Ref.: OCLC 21045768

Subject(s): Burma. Tap ma to’ ; Political activity

Burma : Armed Forces – Political activity
Military government – Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1948->

AU:ANU(Menzies UA853.B8S45 1996)
NLA(N 355.009591 S467)
D: M-BSB(96.43820) HH-SUB(A 1996(8312)
S-WLB(B 97921)
GB:BL-DSS(3046.280 no.113)
OUL(IND Burma 7 d 95
SOAS(GB355/727.295)
SG:ISEAS(U4 C21 no.113)
RUBC(R English 355.033591 SEL)
HU(Widener Oc 3.3 no.113)
LC(UA853.B93 S4528 1996)
NIU(SEA DS530.65 .S458 1996)
NCC:MIU(Museum Insect Div.Libr. QL520.25 .B94 S47)
UCSD(Main Lib UA853.B93 S45 1996)
IU(Govt.Publ. HD4281 .U5 1954)
Ref.: OCLC 23397196

Sélys-Longchamps, Michel-Edmond < Baron de, 1813-1900>

US: IEN(Diss 378 NU 1930)

Selvanayagam, Moses P.

US: IEN(Diss 378 NU 1930)

Sélys-Longchamps, Michel-Edmond < Baron de, 1813-1900>

US: IEN(Diss 378 NU 1930)

Seminar on Business Opportunities in Myanmar
< 1993, Singapore >
NUS-HL(HC497 Bur.Sbm)

Seminar on Commercial Budgeting in Government-Sponsored Boards and Corporations <1960, Rangoon >

Subject(s): Corporations, Government – Burma – Accounting – Congresses. ; Executive advisory bodies – Burma – Accounting – Congresses.

US:NIU(SEA HJ9769.B8 S441960)

Seminar on Constitutionalism in Asia <1960, Canberra>
→Constitutionalism in Asia

→Human resource development and nation building in Myanmar

Seminar on Living, Working and Doing Business in Myanmar <1996, Singapore >


Seminar on Organization and Administration of Public Enterprises in the Industrial Field <1954, Rangoon >
Public enterprise : a study of its organisation and management in various countries
→Hanson, Albert Henry


Subject(s): Industrial policy – Asia.
Government ownership – Asia.

IU(Govt.Publ. HD4281 .U5 1954)
Ref.: OCLC 44721856

Seminar on Petroliferous Basins of India <2. 1991, Dehra Dun>

→Dehra Dun: Indian Petroleum Publ. – ISBN 81-9003610-6

Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): East Coast basins
West Coast basins
petroleum exploration
petroliferous basins
Himalayan foothills
India

D: GÔ-SUB(FMAG:96 B 2231:1</B>)
GB: BL-DSS(6849.1209)

Seminar on South and South-East Asian History
Classified catalogue of books in Western languages on South-East Asia in the Toyo Bunko
→Tôyô Bunko <Tokyo>

Seminar on the Emerging Security Environment in South East Asia with Special Reference to Myanmar <1995, National Film Archives, India>

Subject(s): India; Foreign relations - Burma; Burma: Foreign relations - India; Politics and government <1948->
US: CRL(FCHE 97/60154 (D))
LC(Microfiche 97/60154 (D) So Asia)

Seminar on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders
→Asia and the Far East Seminar on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders

Seminar on Understanding Myanmar <2004, Yangon>


Subject(s): Democracy – Burma; Congresses
Human rights – Burma; Congresses.
Burma: Politics and government <1988->; Economic conditions <1988->; Social conditions – 20th century – Congresses; Civilization – 20th century – Congresses
GB:SAS((591):32
SG: ISEAS(3530.4 S471)

Seminar-cum-Study Tour on Modernization of Railway Signalling and Telecommunications <1982, Japan>
Seminar-cum-Study Tour on Modernization of Railway Signalling and Telecommunications, Japan, 1982. – Bangkok: UN

2. Technical lectures and country papers. – 1982. 331 p., illus., charts, graphs, maps, tables. – (undoc: ST/ESCAP/251)

Subject(s): Railways; Telecommunications
Burma Railways Corporation
US: NNUN
UNDHLS(UN/ESCAP/ v.1: 249; v.2: 251)

Seminars for business education ... (3. 1994-). – [Rangoon.]
– Added title and text in Burmese
3. Managing small and medium enterprises in the market economy / Khan’ Mon’ Krvay’
4. Industrial development strategy / Man’’ Sak’ Cam
Subject(s): Business – Congresses.
US: LC: 3-4 8 (Microfiche (o) 95/63430 (H) So Asia)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Semmens, Lindsay Alfred
A history of the development of education under British administration in Burma to 1886. – 1938. XVI, 373 l., map, bibliogr. l, [333]-373 – Los Angeles, Calif., Univ. of Southern California, Ph.D. (history) thesis 1938. – Shulman 302

Subject(s): Education – Burma; Education – Great Britain – Colonies
GB: SOAS(M 4057)
US: NNUN

Sen, B. C.
Ref.: FAO: Food and agricultural industries 51261-59

Sen, B. N.
Subject(s): Ready-reckoners; Mathematics – Arithmetic – Applied
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.135/5)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.135/6)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.135/7)*

US: LC(H5707.S4 1948)
Sen, Bejoy Kumar <b. 1919>  
Burma's State Protection Law: an analysis of the broadest law in the world  
→Gutter, Peter

Sen, Jitendra Mohan <b. 1892>  
The League of Nations: a manual for the use of teachers of Secondary schools and intermediate colleges in India, Burma and Ceylon  
→Hall, Daniel George Edward

Sen, Nirmal Chandra  
Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government  
AU:ANU(Menzies DS530.S44)  
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 532)*  
F: BIULO(GEN.III.44038)  
GB: BL-APAC(MYAN.A.450) OUL(IND Retind)  
LSE(BLPES DS485.B89 S48)  
SOAS(GB945/430.771)*  
J: KKT  
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS530.63 S47)  
RUBC(320.9591 SEN)  
US: CU(Kroch) & LC & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Butler) : DS485.B89 S4  
HU(Widener Ind 8050.40)  
UC(NRLF DS485.B86 S45 $B 294 634 ; SRLF A0010172625) UCSB  
Sen Gupta, B. K.  
The Burma ready reckoner. 4th ed.  
→Sen, B. N.

Sen Gupta, Bejon Kumar  
SG: ISEAS(DS511 S471)  
US: LC(DS518.1.S4)  
Sen Gupta, Jitendramohana <b. 1892>  
The League of Nations  
→Hall, Daniel George Edward

Subject(s): Burma: Legislature – Senate – Rules and practice  
AU:ANU(Menzies JQ453.A5)  
F: BIULO(GEN.III.52887)  
GB: BL-APAC(V 1053)* SOAS(A 345.91025/397.377)*  
H(U(Law School: Harv. Depo.)) NUI(SEA JQ453 A51938) UC(NRLF JQ453 A3 1938)  
Ref.: OCLC 21657454

Sena, Jitendramohana  
A manual for the use of university students and teachers of secondary schools in India, Burma and Ceylon  
→Hall, Daniel George Edward

Sendker, Jan-Philipp  
Subject(s): Birma: Rechtsanwältin – Amerikanerin – Vatersuche – Belletristische Darstellung  
D: OSSB OSSB

Seng, Zingklang Brang  
Subject(s): Buddhism and state – Burma; Buddhism – Burma.  
Burma: Politics and government <1948->  
Political Science – CSLA thesis  
US:C(North-B Thesis Room 59 Seng 1981)  
FTS(McAlister BQ420 .S476i 1981)

Seng Li < Sara >  
Elementary arithmetic: I and II standards / by Sara Seng Li. – Rangoon, 1918. 57 p., illus.  
GB: BL-APAC(Kachin B.12)  
ditto.: for second standard. – Rangoon, 1919.  
GB: BL-APAC(Kachin B.30)  
Geography of Burma / by Sara Seng Li. – Rangoon, 1920.  
GB: BL-APAC(Kachin B.31)

Sengupta, Sukumar  
p. 23-60: Burma  
D: HD-SAI(190 rel 96/3592)*
Seninger, Stephen F.
Economic planning, priorities, and capital absorptive capacity in underdeveloped countries : special reference to Burma / by Stephen F. Seninger. – 1965. VII, 761., bibliogr. l. 70-76. – Univ. of Wyoming, M.A. thesis 1965
Subject(s): Developing countries – Economic conditions.
_Myanmar_: Economic policy.
US: WyU(Coe & Hebard Econ 1965 .Se57) Ref.: OCLC 26782175

US: LC(TL527.B8A25 no.3)

Senior Officials Committee Meeting of the 1993 Memorandum of Understanding on Drug Control <2001. Rangoon>
Subject(s): Narcotics, Control of - Asia, Southeastern
US: AzTeS(Hayden HV5840.A785 S465 2001)

Senna, A.
GB:BL(Ac 2809)

Sentiments of Myanmar people. – [Rangoon :] Committee to hold Yangon Division Mass Meeting Expressing Sentiments of the People, 1998. 299 p., illus. (some col.)
Subject(s): National League for Democracy (Burma) : Public opinion ; Insurgency - Burma - Public opinion ; Internal security - Burma : Public opinion ; Politics and government <1988>- Public opinion
AU:NLAY(YYq 959.105 S478) SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 S47) US: LC(Microfiche (o) 2002/60000 (E))

Seow, Kok Boon
A strategic approach to national tourism planning for Myanmar
→Lam, Mun Wai

Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government – 1824-1948.
GB:BL(YD.2004.a.801) SOAS(GB959.104/858.874)* NL: KITTLV(M 2003 A 3235)
SG: ISEAS(Doc B139)
US: CU(Kroch) & NIU(Sea) & UCB : DS530 .G74 2003

Sérgio, Antonio
Peregrinação
→Pinto, Fernão Mendes

SERIA
→Société d’Études et de Recherches Interdisciplinaires sur l’Asie

The sermon on the mount
→Bible, N.T. : Matthew : Selection
The sesamum forecast
→The cotton forecast

Sesamum in Burma
→McLean, Angus


Sesser, Stan


Set
Addresses delivered at the annual convention of the University of Rangoon
→Stephenson, Hugh Lansdown

→Local Bodies Enquiry Committee : Report

Seth, Lina von

Seth, Shiam Kishore
A revised survey of the forest types of India →Champion, Harry George

Tree planting practices in temperate Asia →Suri, Parma Nand

Sethi, Jai Gopaul
→Commentaries on the bankruptcy & insolvency laws

Sethi, Ragbhiral Bhagatram
→Law and practice of gambling in India

Sethu Rama Rau, Siva

Seton-Morris, Henry
Report of a tour to visit various university and college buildings in India / by Mr. Seton-Morris and Mr. Hunter. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for D. P. I.), 1915. 12 p. GB: BL(I.S.Bu.100/37)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/780/6)


Settlement < Akyab >
1885-86

1886-87
Settlement < Amherst >

1891-92
GB:BL(IS.Bu.36/39)* BL-APAC/W 1343 ; IOR/V/27/314/228
US:NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1906-07
GB:BL(IS.Bu.35/34(2))* LSE(BLPES GovPubl.591(58)) BL-APAC/W 1249(2) ; IOR/V/27/314/232
US:US:NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1930-33
GB:BL(IS.Bu.36/61)* LSE(BLPES GovPubl.591(27)) BL-APAC/W 1341 ; IOR/V/27/314/235
US:US:NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Moulmein >

1898
GB:BL(IS.Bu.36/7)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/314/304)
US:CL(R(MSAP MF-3981 reel 42)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1891-92
GB:BL(IS.Bu.35/36)*
Settlement < Amherst : Moulmein, Ngantè Kwin >
1895-96
Report on the assessment of the agricultural lands within the limits of the Moulmein municipality and of part of Ngantè Kwin, Ngantè circle. 1895-96 / A. Gaitskell. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1897. 8, XXII, 3 p., tables, map, app.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/1)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(40))
BL-APAC(P/W 241 ; Tr 811* ; IOR/V/27/314/303)
SG: ISEAS(HJ68 B9M9)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 26) NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Amherst : Yelamaing, Kyaikmaraw, Kawkareik, Kya-in, Moulmein >
1910-12
Report on the second settlement of the Yelamaing, Kyaikmaraw, Kawkareik, Kya-in and portions of the Amherst and Moulmein townships, together with the first settlement of the newly surveyed areas in the above townships of the Amherst District : season 1910-12 / by P. E. Jamieson. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr., 1913. 2, 8, 10, IV, 162, 6, 23, 2 p., maps, tables, app.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/19)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(609))
BL-APAC(W 1340* ; IOR/V/27/314/234)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 66)

Settlement < Bassein >
1879-80

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35(1))* BL-APAC(W 854(1) ; IOR/V/27/314/236)
SG: ISEAS(HJ68 B9B4)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 66)

1880-81

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35(2))* BL-APAC(W 854(2) ; IOR/V/27/314/237)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 143)

1881-82

GB: BL-APAC(W 854(3))* BL-APAC(W 854(4) ; IOR/V/27/314/238)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 144)

1882-83

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35)* BL-APAC(W 854(5) ; IOR/V/27/314/239)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 145)

1883-84

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35(3))* BL-APAC(W 854(5) ; IOR/V/27/314/239)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 145)

1884-85

GB: BL-APAC(P/W 854(6)* ; IOR/V/17/314/240)
SG: ISEAS(HJ68 B9B4)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 146)

1888-89

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35(5))* BL-APAC(W 851 ; IOR/V/27/314/241)
SG: ISEAS(SHC JH68 B9T4)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 147)

1897-98

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/12(1))* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(61))
BL-APAC(W 1226(1) ; IOR/V/27/314/242)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 18)

1898-99
ditto. : 1898-99 / by J. Mackenna. Accompanied by maps. – ibd., 1900. 6, 5, 6, II, 48, CXXX, 4 p., tables, app.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/12(2))* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(62))
BL-APAC(W 1226(2) ; IOR/V/27/314/243)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3981 reel 36)

1901-02

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/23)* BL-APAC(W 1306 ; IOR/V/27/314/244)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(63))
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 30)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
Burma Bibliographical Project
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1935-39
D: HD-SAI(60 R 23 GF)*
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/5(1))*
BL-APAC(W 157; IOR/V/27/314/247)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 16)
SG: ISEAS(HJ68 B9H2)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1912-13
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 22 GF)*
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/5(2.3))*
BL-APAC(W 1308; IOR/V/27/314/245)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 60)
LC(HJ66.B9B4)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1914 / by P. E. Jamieson.
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 22 GF)*
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/5(2.1))*
BL-APAC(W 1307; IOR/V/27/314/246)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 68)
LC(HJ66.B9B5) NYPL
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1912-14
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 22 GF)*
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/25)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(64))
BL-APAC(W 1308; IOR/V/27/314/245)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 60)
LC(HJ66.B9B4)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1881-82
Subject(s): Burma : Land Revenue Survey and Settlement – Hanthawadi
– Taxation – Land revenue – Burma
– Land value taxation – Burma
– Economic conditions
– Land revenue – Settlement reports
– Pegu (Burma)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/6(1))*
BL-APAC(W 853(4); IOR/V/27/314/259)
SG: ISEAS(HJ68 B9H2)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1883-84
Report on the operations of third settlement in the Thabaung, Kyaukgyi, Kyonpyaw and Ngathaingyaung townships, and in part of the Bassein township together with the first settlement of newly surveyed areas in the Thabaung and Ngaputaw townships of the Bassein District: season 1881-82 / by B. A. N. Parrott. Accompanied by maps. – ibd., 1885. III, 6, 4, 9, 50, LXII p., tables, app.
Subject(s): Burma : Land Revenue Survey and Settlement – Hanthawadi
– Taxation – Land revenue – Burma
– Land value taxation – Burma
– Economic conditions
– Land revenue – Settlement reports
– Pegu (Burma)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/6(2))*
BL-APAC(W 853(5); IOR/V/27/314/260)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 149)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1899-1900
D: HD-SAI(60 R 23 GF)*
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/5(2.1))*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(69))
BL-APAC(W 1210(1); IOR/V/27/314/261)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 16)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1898-99
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/5(2.1))*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(69))
BL-APAC(W 1210(1); IOR/V/27/314/261)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 16)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1899-1900
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/5(2.1))*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(69))
BL-APAC(W 1210(1); IOR/V/27/314/261)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 17)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1882-3
Subject(s): Burma : Land Revenue Survey and Settlement – Hanthawadi
– Taxation – Land revenue – Burma
– Land value taxation – Burma
– Burma : Economic conditions
– Land revenue – Settlement reports – Burma
– Pegu (Burma)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/6(2.3))*
BL-APAC(W 853(3); IOR/V/27/314/258)
SG: ISEAS(HJ68 B9H2)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 17)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1899-1900
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/5(2.1))*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(69))
BL-APAC(W 1210(1); IOR/V/27/314/262)
SG: ISEAS(SCR HJ68 B9H2)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 17)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1899-1900
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/5(2.3))*
BL-APAC(W 853(3)); IOR/V/27/314/258
SG: ISEAS(SCR HJ68 B9H2)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 17)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
1903-04
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/58)*
BL-APAC(P/W 242 ; IOR/V/27/314/264)
SG: ISEAS(HJ68 B9H2)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3981 reel 38)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1920-21
→Settlement < Pegu: Yitkangyi, Singyun>

1930-33
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/35)*
BL-APAC(W 1275 ; IOR/V/27/314/268)
US: NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Hanthawaddy: Kadonbaw>

1916-17
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/60)* LSE(BLPES GovPubl. 591(25))
BL-APAC(P/W 243 ; IOR/V/27/314/266)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3981 reel 27)
CU(Kroch) LC(HJ66.B9H2 1933)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Hanthawaddy: Sittang South>

1925-26
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/46)* LSE(BLPES GovPubl. 591(9))
BL-APAC(P/W 1275 ; IOR/V/27/314/268)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3981 reel 27)
CU(Kroch) LC(HJ66.B9H2 1933)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Hanthawaddy: Twante, Kungyangon, Kyauktan, Thongwa, Kayan>

1907-10
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/15)* LSE(BLPES GovPubl. 591(8))
BL-APAC(P/W 1274 ; IOR/V/27/314/265)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 52) LC(HJ66.B9T8)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Henzada>

1883-84
→Settlement < Bassein>

1884-85
→Settlement < Bassein>

1885-86
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/1)*
BL-APAC(P/W 854(7) ; IOR/V/27/314/269)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 150)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1899-1900
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/56)* LSE(BLPES GovPubl. 591(70))
BL-APAC(P/W 1225(1) ; IOR/V/27/314/270)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 18) LC(HJ66.B9 h3)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
YU(Mudd Nj66 B9+H3)

1900-01
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/56)* LSE(BLPES GovPubl. 591(70))
BL-APAC(P/W 1225(2) ; IOR/V/27/314/272)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3981 reel 39)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
YU(Mudd Nj66 B9+H3)
1900-01
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/6)
BL-APAC(P/W 244; IOR/V/27/314/271)
US: LC(HJ66.B9 h3)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1912-14
SG: ISEAS(SCR fHJ68 B9H5)

1910-12
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.32/32) LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(71))
US: LC(HJ66.B9I6)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1913-14
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/32) LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(72))
BL-APAC(W 1268 ; IOR/V/27/314/274)
US: LC(HJ66.B9I6)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1914-16
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/38) LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(79))
BL-APAC(W 1268 ; IOR/V/27/314/277)
US: LC(HJ66.B9K8) PPULC
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1933-35
US: LC(HJ66.B9I64)

1902-03
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/53)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591 (5))
BL-APAC(W 1299 ; IOR/V/27/314/276)
US: LC(HJ4387.B8A5 1926)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1904-05
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/4)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(77))
BL-APAC(P/W 185 ; IOR/V/27/314/278)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 57)

1902-03
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/7)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(73))
BL-APAC(P/W 186 ; IOR/V/27/314/279)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4203 reel 17)

1904-05
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/4)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(77))
BL-APAC(P/W 185 ; IOR/V/27/314/278)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 57)

1914-16
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/38) LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(79))
BL-APAC(W 1268 ; IOR/V/27/314/277)
US: LC(HJ66.B9K8) PPULC
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1933-35
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/30)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(75))
BL-APAC(W 1277 ; IOR/V/27/314/275)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 65)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1900-01
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/6)
BL-APAC(P/W 244; IOR/V/27/314/271)
US: LC(HJ66.B9 h3)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
1919-22
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/68)*
BL-APAC(W 1279 ; IOR/V/27/314/282)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(81))
US: LC(HJ66.B9K83 1923)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Lower Chindwin >
1906-09
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/38)*
BL-APAC(W 1309 ; IOR/V/27/314/253)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(66))
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 30) LC(HJ66.B9C4)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1928-31
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 21 GF)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/42(2))*
BL-APAC(W 1310 ; IOR/V/27/314/255)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(22))
SOAS(L.GB 630/79.974)*
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Lower Chindwin : Budalen >
1901-02
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/8)*
BL-APAC(W 1329(1) ; IOR/V/27/314/249)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(67))
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3981 reel 37)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Lower Chindwin : Kani >
1903
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/11)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(74))
BL-APAC(W 1239(3) ; IOR/V/27/314/252)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4203 reel 15)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Lower Chindwin: Salinyi, Kani, Pale >
1901-02
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/10)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(73))
BL-APAC(W 1239(2) ; IOR/V/27/314/251)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4203 reel 16)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Magwe >
1897-1903
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/26)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(82))
BL-APAC(W 1211 ; IOR/V/27/314/283)
SOAS(L.GB 630/62.017)*
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4338 reel 12)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1915-19
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/40)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(83))
BL-APAC(W 1269 ; IOR/V/27/314/284)
SOAS(L.GB 336.22/499.910)*
US: NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Mandalay >
1892-93
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/8)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(84))
BL-APAC(W 1248 ; IOR/V/27/314/285)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 24)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1903-05
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/65)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(85))
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/314/286)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4203 reel 18)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1921-25
1922-23
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/67)*  LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591 (10))
BL-APAC(W 1328 ; IOR/V/27/314/287)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4138 reel 13)

Settlement  < Mandalay : Mandalay Canal Tract >
1904-06
Report on the revision settlement operations in the Mandalay canal tract, Mandalay District: season 1904-06 / [by R. A. Gibson]. – Rangoon: British Burma Pr., 1907. 4, 5, 9, III, 80, 6 p., tables, maps, app.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/14)*  LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(86))
BL-APAC(W 1328 ; IOR/V/27/314/287)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4138 reel 13)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
Settlement  < Mandalay : Maymyo >
1922-24
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/48)*  LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(13))
BL-APAC(W 1326 ; IOR/V/27/314/288A)
US: CL(HJ66.B9M22)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
Settlement  < Mandalay : Maymyo >
1925-26
Final report on the second revision settlement operations
– Settlement  < Mandalay >

1922-24
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 246 GF)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/35)*
BL-APAC(W 1246 ; IOR/V/27/314/291)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(88))
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 55)

Settlement  < Ma-ubin : Yandoon >
1925-26
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/47)*  LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(11))
BL-APAC(W 1323 ; IOR/V/27/314/293)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
Settlement  < Meiktila >
1896-98
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/18)*  LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(89))
BL-APAC(W 1271 ; IOR/V/27/314/295)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3981 reel 41)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
Settlement  < Meiktila >
1907-10
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/40)*  LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(91))
BL-APAC(W 1270 ; IOR/V/27/314/297)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 56)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
Settlement  < Meiktila : Samsön >
1903-04
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/13)*  LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(90))
BL-APAC(PW 187 ; IOR/V/27/314/296)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4138 reel 16)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
Settlement  < Mergui >
1905-1906
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/69)*  LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(10))
BL-APAC(W 1327 ; IOR/V/27/314/289)
US: NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
Bibliographical description

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/29)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(92))
BL-APAC(W 1302 ; IOR/V/27/314/298)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-438 reel 17)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1920-21
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/49)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(95))
BL-APAC(W 1303 ; IOR/V/27/314/299)
US: LC(HJ4387.B8A5 1920a)

Settlement < Minbu >
1893-97
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/13)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(93))
SOAS(L.GB 630/62.016)*
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 67) LC(HJ66.B9M5)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1904-07
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/36)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(94))
BL-APAC(W 1321 ; IOR/V/27/314/301)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4360 reel 15) LC(HJ66.B9M6)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1934-38
GB: SOAS(L.GB 630/90.133)*
US: CU(Kroch + HJ66.B8 M6) LC(HJ66.B8M6)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Minbu : Môn Canals Area >
1918-20
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/49)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(95))
BL-APAC(W 1322 ; IOR/V/27/314/302)
US: LC(HJ4387.B8A3)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Moulmein >

Settlement < Myaungmya >
1897-98
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/14)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(96))
BL-APAC(W 1334 ; IOR/V/27/314/305)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 13)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1901-02
< Settlement < Bassein >
1902-03
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/62)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(97))
BL-APAC(W 1215 ; IOR/V/27/314/306)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4203 reel 14) LC(HJ66.B9M8)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1903-04
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/61)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(98))
BL-APAC(P/W 188 ; IOR/V/27/314/307)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4138 reel 18) LC(HJ66.B9M7)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1905-06
< Settlement < Ma-ubin >
1916-19
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 256 GF)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/41)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(102))
BL-APAC(W 1683 ; IOR/V/27/314/309)
US: NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Settlement < Myaungmya : Einmè, Myaungmya >
1910-12
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/22)*
BL-APAC(W 1332 ; IOR/V/27/314/308)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(101))
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 53)  LC(HJ66.B9M85)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7.R466)

Settlement < Myaungmya : Labutta >
1924-25
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/50)*
BL-APAC(W 1333 ; IOR/V/27/314/310)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(16))
US: LC(HJ66.B9M86)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7.R466)

Settlement < Myaungmya : Myaungmya, Labutta, Moulmeingyun >
1933-35
US: LC(HJ66.B9M87)

Settlement < Myingyan >
1899-1901
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/19)*
BL-APAC(W 1204 ; IOR/V/27/314/311)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(99))
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 32)  YU(Nj66 B9+M9)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7.R466)
YU(Mudd Nj66 B9 +M9)

1909-13
D: HD-SA(reg 60 R 33 GF)*
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/44)*
BL-APAC(W 1242 ; IOR/V/27/314/312)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(100))
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3981 reel 28)  LC(HJ66.B9M9)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7.R466)

Settlement < Myingyan : Subyugôn >
1916-18
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/37)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(124))
BL-APAC(P/W 189)*  BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/314/313)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7.R466)

Settlement < Myitkyina >
1926-28
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/56(2))*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(17))
BL-APAC(W 1280 ; IOR/V/27/314/314)
US: LC(HJ3487.B8A5 1928)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7.R466)

Settlement < Pakōkku >
1905-10
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/39)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(103))
BL-APAC(W 1335 ; IOR/V/27/314/315)
US: SRL(SAMP MF-3952 reel 59)  LC(HJ66.B9P2)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7.R466)

1927-31
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/41(2))*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(3))
BL-APAC(W 1337 ; IOR/V/27/314/316)
US: LC(HJ66.B9P2 1931)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7.R466)

Settlement < Pakōkku : Gangaw, Tilin, Saw >
1930-31
Subject(s): Land Revenue – Settlement Reports – Burma
Burma: Land Revenue and Settlement – Pakokku District
Land value taxation India Burma
Burma: Economic conditions
Land revenue Settlement reports India Burma
Pakokku (Burma)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 26 GF)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/42)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(21))
BL-APAC(W 1336 ; IOR/V/27/314/317)
SOAS(L.GB 630/79.973)
LC(HJ66.B9P2 1931b)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Pegu >
1882-83
→ Settlement < Hanthawaddy >

1883-84
→ Settlement < Hanthawaddy >

1897-98
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/5)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(108))
BL-APAC(W 1315 ; IOR/V/27/314/318)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3981 reel 44)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1898-99
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/45)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(104))
BL-APAC(W 1203(1) ; IOR/V/27/314/319)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3981 reel 44)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1899-1900
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/45(2))* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(105))
BL-APAC(W 1203(2) ; IOR/V/27/314/320)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 33) YU(Nj66 B9+P4)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
YU(Mudd Nj66 B9 +P4)

Settlement < Pegu : Bawni >
1900-01
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/5)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(106))
BL-APAC(P/W 190* ; IOR/V/27/314/321)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3981 reel 43) YU(Nj66 B9+P41)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
YU(Mudd Nj66 B9 +P41)

Settlement < Pegu : Kawa >
1913-14
GB: BL(I. S.Bu.36/30)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(109))
BL-APAC(W 1318 ; IOR/V/27/314/323)
US: NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Pegu : Mamauk >
1924-25
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/52)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591 (18))
BL-APAC(W 1318 ; IOR/V/27/314/327)
US: LC(HJ4387.B8A5 1925)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Pegu : Nyaunglebin East, Daik-U, Waw, Pegu, Thanatpin, Kawa >
1932-34
Subject(s): Land value taxation – Burma
US: CU(Kroch Film 477,4) LC(HJ66.B9P43)

Settlement < Pegu : Nyaunglebin, Thanatpin >
1911-13
Report on the second settlement of Nyaunglebin subdivision and original settlement of a part of Thanatpin township of the Pegu District: season 1911-1913 / by C. F. Grant. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. of S. and L. R.), 1914. 9, 4, 8, IV, 146, 5, 6 p., tables, maps, app.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/24)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(107))
BL-APAC(W 1316* ; IOR/V/27/314/322)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 62)
CU(Kroch HJ66.B9 P4x 1914 ++) LC(HJ66.B9P4)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Pegu : Pegu, Thanatpin >
1914-15
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/31)* BL-APAC(W 2376 ; IOR/V/27/314/324)
US: UoC LC(HJ66.B9P4)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
Settlement < Pegu : Pyuntaza >
1925-26
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/51)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(19))
BL-APAC(W 1319 ; IOR/V/27/314/326)
US: LC(HJ66.B9P38)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Pegu : Yitkangyi, Singyun >
1920-21
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/44)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(110))
BL-APAC(P/W 192 ; IOR/V/27/314/325)
US: LC(HJ4387.B8A5 1921)

Settlement < Prome >
1883-84
Settlement < Tharrawaddy >
1884-85
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/11)*
BL-APAC(W 848(5) ; IOR/V/27/314/329)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 151)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1900-01
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/50)*
BL-APAC(W 1290 ; IOR/V/27/314/335)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(20))
US: LC(HJ66.B9P75)

1903-04
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/60)*
BL-APAC(W 1294 ; IOR/V/27/314/331)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(112))
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4138 reel 19)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1914-16
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/34)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(113))
BL-APAC(W 1293 ; IOR/V/27/314/332)
US: CU(Kroch DS528.5 .G73 1917 ++) NIU(Micro-forms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
Ref.: OCLC 52175200

Settlement < Pyapōn >
1905-06
→Settlement < Ma-ubin >
1906-07
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/33)*
BL-APAC(W 1289 ; IOR/V/27/314/333)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4203 reel 11)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1921-22
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/50)*
BL-APAC(W 1290 ; IOR/V/27/314/335)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(20))
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4203 reel 10)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1921-25
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/52)*
BL-APAC(W 1291 ; IOR/V/27/314/336)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(20))
US: LC(HJ66.B9P75 1925)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4203 reel 12)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Pyapōn : Thakan, Kalateik >
1912-13
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/23)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(115))
BL-APAC(W 1292 ; IOR/V/27/314/334)
GB: SOAS(L.GB 351/215.120)*
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 63) LC(HJ66.B9T4)
Bibliographical description

Settlement < Rangoon Town >
1911-12
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.36/18)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPUBL.591(116))
BL-APAC(W 1295; IOR/V/27/314/337)
US:RL(SAMP MF-3952 reel 58) LC(HJ66.B9R3)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Sagaing >
1893-1900
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.35/22)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(117))
BL-APAC(W 1238; IOR/V/27/314/338)
US:RL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 26)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1915-18
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.35/43)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPUBL.591(122))
BL-APAC(W 1312; IOR/V/27/314/343)
US:RL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 64)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1905-06
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.35/31)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPUBL.591(119))
BL-APAC(W 1305; IOR/V/27/314/340)
US:RL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 23)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1908-10
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.36/16)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPUBL.591(123))
BL-APAC(W 1314; IOR/V/27/314/345)
US:RL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 64)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Sandoway >
1897-98
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.35/16)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPUBL.591(119))
BL-APAC(W 1305; IOR/V/27/314/340)
US:RL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 23)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1904-05
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.35/32)*
BL-APAC(P/W 193; IOR/V/27/314/340)
US:RL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 11)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Tavoy >
1897-98
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.36/3)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPUBL.591(119))
BL-APAC(W 1305; IOR/V/27/314/340)
US:RL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 23)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Ref.: OCLC 24199739

1898-99
→1897-98

1904-05
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.35/27)*
BL-APAC(W 1300; IOR/V/27/314/347)
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1919-20
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/48)*
   BL-APAC(W 1301 ; IOR/V/27/314/348)
LSE(BLPES Govt.Publ.591(126))
US: LC(HJ66B1T3)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1901-02
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/20(2))*
   LSE(BLPES Govt.Publ.591(128))
   BL-APAC(W 1287(2) ; IOR/V/27/314/352)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3981 reel 47)
   NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/37)*
   LSE(BLPES Govt.Publ.591(129))
   BL-APAC(W 1286 ; IOR/V/27/314/353)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 65)
   LC(HJ66.B9T5)
   NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1881-82
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/9(2))*
   BL-APAC(W 848(3) ; IOR/V/27/314/350)
SG: ISEAS(SCR HJ68 B9T3)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 152)
   NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1882-83
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/9(2))*
   BL-APAC(W 848(3) ; IOR/V/27/314/350)
SG: ISEAS(SCR HJ68 B9T3)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 152)
   NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1883-84
ditto. : 1883-84 / by Sir Harvey Adamson]. Accompanied by map. – ibd., 1885. III, 6, 5, 2, 20, XXXIV p., tables.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/10)*
   BL-APAC(W 848(4) ; IOR/V/27/314/328)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 154)
   NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1907-08
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/37)*
   BL-APAC(W 1283 ; IOR/V/27/314/356)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 65)
   LC(HJ66.B9T5)
   NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1900-01
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/20(1))*
   BL-APAC(W 1287(1) ; IOR/V/27/314/351)
LSE(BLPES Govt.Publ.591(127))
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3981 reel 46)
   NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
   YU(Mudd Nj66 B9+T3)

1903-04
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/37)*
   LSE(BLPES Govt.Publ.591(129))
   BL-APAC(W 1286 ; IOR/V/27/314/353)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 65)
   LC(HJ66.B9T5)
   NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1913-15
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/29)*
   LSE(BLPES Govt.Publ.591(130))
   BL-APAC(W 1288 ; IOR/V/27/314/354)
US: NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Tharrawaddy >

1880-81
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/9(1))*
   BL-APAC(W 848(1) ; IOR/V/27/314/349)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 152)
   NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1881-82
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/9(2))*
   BL-APAC(W 848(3) ; IOR/V/27/314/350)
SG: ISEAS(SCR HJ68 B9T3)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 153)
   NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1882-83
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/9(2))*
   BL-APAC(W 848(3) ; IOR/V/27/314/350)
SG: ISEAS(SCR HJ68 B9T3)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 153)
   NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1883-84
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/10)*
   BL-APAC(W 848(4) ; IOR/V/27/314/328)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 154)
   NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1907-08
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/37)*
   BL-APAC(W 1283 ; IOR/V/27/314/356)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 65)
   LC(HJ66.B9T5)
   NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1894-95
Current

1895-96
Current

1907-08
Current

1896-97
Current
Bibliographical description

1925-26
Report on the rent settlement of the Thaton government estates, Kyaikto subdivision : Thaton District ; season 1925-26
Subject(s): Land Revenue – Settlement Reports – Burma
Burma : Land Revenue and Settlement – Thaton District ; Economic conditions
Taxation - Land revenue - India - Burma
Land value taxation - India Burma
Land revenue - Settlement reports - India Burma
Thaton (Burk)
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.36/53)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(14))
BL-APAC(W 1282 ; IOR/V/27/314/359)
US:LC(HJ4387.B8A33) NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Thaton : Kyaiiko, Thaton >
1928-30
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.35/21)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(133))
BL-APAC(W 1229 ; IOR/V/27/314/361)
US: SRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 111)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Thaton : Pa-an, Hlaingbwe >
1928-30
Subject(s): Land Revenue – Settlement Reports – Burma
Burma : Land Revenue and Settlement – Thaton District ; Economic conditions
Taxation - Land revenue - Burma
Land value taxation - Burma
Land revenue Settlement reports - Burma
Thaton (Burk)
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.36/58)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591 (1))
BL-APAC(W 1284 ; IOR/V/27/314/358)
US:LC(HJ66.B9T55)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Thaton : Paung, Pa-an, Hlaingbwe >
1908-10
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.36/17)* BL-APAC(W 1247 ; IOR/V/27/314/357)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(132))
US:CRL(SAMP MF-43 reel 54)
LC(HJ66.B9P3)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Thayetmyo >
1900-01
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.35/21)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(133))
BL-APAC(W 1229 ; IOR/V/27/314/361)
US: SRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 111)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Thayetmyo : Sinbaungwe ... >
1913-16
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.36/33)* BL-APAC(W 1272 ; IOR/V/27/314/362)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(134))
US: NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Thongwa >
1888-89
→ Settlement < Bassein >
1889-90
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.35/4(1)* BL-APAC(W 863(1) ; IOR/V/27/314/363)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(135))
SG: ISEAS(HJ68 B9T4)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-3960 reel 157) LC(HJ66.B9T6)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1889-91
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.35/57)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/314/365)
Settlement < Upper Chindwin: Yamethin >
1898-1901

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/35)*
BL-APAC(W 1237 ; IOR/V/27/314/369)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(136))
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4041 reel 8)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Upper Chindwin: Mingin >
1901-02

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/12)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(68))
BL-APAC(W 1342 ; IOR/V/27/314/250)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4138 reel 8)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Upper Chindwin: Mingin, Kelewa, Kalemyo>
1926-28

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/55)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(34))
BL-APAC(W 1311 ; IOR/V/27/314/254)
US: LC(HJ66.B8 A5 1929b)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Yamethin >
1898-1901

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.35/24)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(33))
BL-APAC(W 1331 ; IOR/V/27/314/370)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4203 reel 13)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

Settlement < Yamethin: Pyinmana >
1910-12

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/20)*
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl.591(7))
BL-APAC(W 1329 ; IOR/V/27/314/371)
OUL(Retind)
US: CRL(SAMP MF-4352 reel 61)
LC(HJ66.B8P8)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)

1931-32

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.36/59)*
BL-APAC(W 1330 ; BL-APAC( IOR/V/27/314/374)
LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591(23))
SOAS(L.GB 630/90.132)*
LC(HJ66.B8Y2 1933)
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)
**Settlement**<br>Yamethin Subdivision<br>Report on the first revision settlement of the Yamethin subdivision of the Yamethin district, Upper Burma: season 1925-27 / by C. J. Richards. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1928. 6, 9, 16, IX, 273, 9, 5, 8, 2, 9, 2, 4, 8 p., maps, tables, app.<br><br>**Subject(s):**<br>Yamethin <District> – Land - Taxation<br>Land use, Rural – Burma – Yamethin (District)<br>Tax assessment – Burma – Yamethin (District)<br>Yamethin (Burma - District) – Economic conditions.<br><br>**GB:** BL(I.S.Bu.36/43)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591 (6))<br>BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/314/372)<br>US: LC(HJ4387.B8A5 1927a)<br><br>1927-28<br>Report on the revision settlement of the fixed assessment area of the Yamethin Subdivision together with proposals for the assessment of certain unsettled areas: November 1927-April 1928 / by C. J. Richards. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1929, 6, 4, 5, II, 57, 3, 2, 3 p., map, tables.<br><br>**Subject(s):**<br>Yamethin <District> – Taxation<br>Yamethin <District> – Land - Taxation<br>Land use, Rural – Burma – Yamethin (District)<br>Tax assessment – Burma – Yamethin (District)<br>Yamethin (Burma - District) – Economic conditions.<br><br>**GB:** BL(I.S.Bu.36/43)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591 (4))<br>BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/314/373)<br>US: LC(HJ4387.B8A5 1928a)<br><br>Report on the first revision settlement of the fixed assessment area of the Yamethin Subdivision, Upper Burma: season 1925-27 / by C. J. Richards. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1929. 6, 4, 5, II, 57, 3, 2, 3 p., map, tables.<br><br>**Subject(s):**<br>Yamethin <District> – Land - Taxation<br>Land use, Rural – Burma – Yamethin (District)<br>Tax assessment – Burma – Yamethin (District)<br>Yamethin (Burma - District) – Economic conditions.<br><br>**GB:** BL(I.S.Bu.36/43)* LSE(BLPES GovtPubl. 591 (6))<br>BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/314/372)<br>US: LC(HJ4387.B8A5 1927a)<br><br>2000<br>Seven famous women. 1st ed. / publ. by the Christian Literature Society, Burma Branch. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1931. 182 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese<br><br>**GB:** BL(14302 aaa 21) BL-APAC(Bur B 599)<br><br>**The seven sisters of India**: tribal worlds between Tibet and Burma / Aglaja Stirn ; Peter van Ham [; ed. by Michele Schons]. – Munich ; London ; New York : Prestel ; Ahmedabad : Mapin, 2000. 167 p., chiefly col. illus., map, bibliogr. p. 166. – ISBN 3-7913-2399-7 (Prestel) ; 81-85822-7 8 (Mapin)<br><br>**Contents:**<br>1 The seven sisters of India the tribal realm 11 - 2 The indigenous peoples of northeast and their origins 23 - 3 The apa tanis fathers of mankind in a rice bowl 35 - 4 The peoples of the sun and moon united in Dongy-polo 43 - 5 The house - the womb 51 - 6 In heaven as on earth the cult of the sun and the moon, ancestor worship, weaving, dance, beliefs connected to head-hunting and matriarchal structures are among those aspects given special attention.” - Book jacket<br><br>**Subject(s):**<br>Tribes – India, Northeastern.<br>Tribes – India, Northeastern – Pictorial works.<br>India, Northeastern : Civilization ; Civilization – Pictorial works.<br>Ethnologie – Inde (nord-est) – Ouvrages illustrés<br>Minorités – Inde (nord-est) – Ouvrages illustrés<br>Indien <Nordost> s.Ueinwohner s.Kultur f.Bildband<br>http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy02/00104163.html<br><br>**US:** NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm HD860.7 .R466)<br><br>Seven famous women. 1st ed. / publ. by the Christian Literature Society, Burma Branch. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1931. 182 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese<br><br>**GB:** BL(14302 aaa 21) BL-APAC(Bur B 599)<br><br>The story of Seventh-day Adventists in Myanmar : a narrative, 1943-1947 / [ed. by R. J. Lewendon]. – Woolwich: [Royal Artillery Institution?], [1997?]. [103 p., illus., 2 maps, ports. – Cover title<br>**Subject(s):**<br>Seventh-day Adventists / Burma Union Mission<br>Great Britain : Army - Indian Field Regiment, 7th<br><br>**GB:** BL(1B.31.b.20331) CUL. OUL(M02.B00684)<br>IRL: TCD(HX-57-176)<br><br>US: CU(Kroch Oversize) & HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) : GN635.14 V36 2000 HU(Tozzer Ind. St 57 s Folio)<br>LC & MnU(TC Wilson Library Ames Quart) & UCB(Main) & YU(SML X) : DS483 .S75 2000<br>NIU(SEA SMS.43.4 .S57 2000)<br>NCC(Barnard & Butler : GN635.14 S85 2000g)<br>NYPL(Manhattan-Asian&M *OLS+ 02-2923)<br>UCD(Shields GN635.14 S85 2000)<br>UCI(Sci Lib GN635.14 V36 2000 Bar Oversize)<br>UCLA(YRL * GN635.14 S76 2000)<br>UCR(Rivera Secured DS483 .S76 2000)<br>USCSC(McHenry GN635.14 V36 2000)<br>UCSD(SSH GN635.14 S75 2000 Oversize)<br><br>7th [seventh] Indian Field Regiment, Royal Indian Artillery : a narrative, 1943-1947 / [ed. by R. J. Lewendon]. – Woolwich: [Royal Artillery Institution?], [1997?]. [103 p., illus., 2 maps, ports. – Cover title<br>**Subject(s):**<br>Seventh-day Adventists / Burma Union Mission<br>Great Britain : Army - Indian Field Regiment, 7th<br>GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1997.a.1823)<br><br>Seventh-day Adventists<br>The story of Seventh-day Adventists in Myanmar<br>→Phe Ri<br><br>Seventh-day Adventists / Burma Union Mission<br>The Christian sabbath<br>→Haynes, Carlyle B.<br><br>Sever, Adrian <b. 1943>→British parliamentary papers relating to India : 1662 to 1947<br>→Great Britain / Parliament<br><br>Sevrugian, Emanuel<br>→Festschrift für Prof. Manuel Sarkisyanz<br><br>Sewell, Robert Beresford Seymour <1880-1964>→The fauna of British India : in cluding Ceylon and Burma
Sewell, William Robert Derrick

Subjects
Water resources development -- Mekong River Valley.

GB: BL(Ac.2297.f.(558)) OUL
SG: ISEAS(DOC 1647)
US: CU(Annex HD1699.M4 S51)
YU(MUDD Ozd10 As78 558)

[A ‘sex manual for the Queen’s apartment of King Min-don. – Rangoon : Historical Commission, 18 – ?] [24] sheets, all illus. – Title supplied by cataloger
Subject(s): Sex – Burma – Pictorial works
Sex instruction – Burma – Pictorial works

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.141/11)* BL-APAC(V 10638)
ditto. – ibd., 1918. 59 p.
Subject(s): Obstetrics – Burma – Handbooks, manuals, etc.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.141/21)

Subject(s): Infants – Burma – Nutrition
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/82)* BL-APAC(V 10636)


US: HU(Widener)

Seymour, Allyn Henry <b. 1913>
Subject(s): Seymour, Allyn Henry, 1913- : Speeches, addresses etc.
Royal Central Asian Society
GB: BL-APAC(P/V 2098)*
US: I(Stacks 959.1 SEYM)
Ref.: OCLC 53465803

Shabbir, Mohammad <b. 1952>
Batuk Lal's law of evidence
→ Batuk Lal : [Law of evidence ]

Subject(s): Yi language

US: LC(PL3521.S5)   NYPL   UC

GB: SOAS(L.GO 400/199.639)*

AU:NLA(SIMON q 981 ; q 495.4907 S525)

ISBN 3-447-01559-4

US: CU(Wason PL492 S61+ no.2)

GB: BL(WP 12439/2)*

D: B-SBB(1A 460307 Haus 2)

HD-SAI(reg 60 S 31)*

Ref.: OCLC 41612820

Shafer, Robert <b. 1893>

→Bibliography of Sino-Tibetan languages


ISBN 3-447-01559-4


J: TYB(XII-25-C-12)

US: LC(PL3521.S55) NYPL UC

The link between Burmese and Lolo / by Robert Shafer. – Berkeley, Calif., 1938. l. 8-9. – (Sino-Tibetica ; 2) – [Mimeogr.]

Subject(s): Burmese language.

Yi language.

AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss lge bk WOI S525,1)

D: HD-SAI(nsp 32.26 F 1 Kp)

GB: CUL(632:1.c.95.21) OUL(IND Burma 5 d 130)

SAS((591):092)* SOAS(E Coll 3 I /29)

US: CU(Kroch) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & NIU(SEA) & UCB(Main) & UCI(Main) & UCLA(YRL) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS527.4 .S52 1998

Ref.: OCLC 41612820

Shafli, Mohammad <b. 1900>

→The law of contract in India. Pakistan and Burma

Shah, Kantial Vrijjal

Indian influence on South East Asia : Burma, Ceylon, Indo China, Malay and Indonesia ; with regard to political rela- tions, defence communications, trade, commerce, and indus- trialization (modern period) . – 1949. III, 140 l., bibliogr. l. 137-140. – Stanford Univ., A.M. thesis 1949.

Shaha, Brojo Nath

A grammar of the Lushai languages : to which are appended a few illustrations of the Zau or Lushai popular songs and translations from Aesop’s fables / by Brojo Nath Shah ... – Calcutta : Bengal Secretariat Pr., 1884. VIII, 94 p.

US: LC(PL4001.L8S5) MiU NYPL OCI TxU UC


GB: BL(14300 ee 3)*

Shaker, Mona ElKony

George Orwell : persuasion to truth through propaganda. – 1987. 188 p. – College Park, Univ. of Maryland, Ph.D. (Eng- lish) thesis 1987

DAI 48.11 A, 1988, 2882. – DDOA 11.1/2, 1988, 18937. – UM 87-25568

Shakespear, John <1861-1942>


HD-SAI(222 eth 62/1929)*

GB: BL(10006 p 7) BL-APAC(38738 ; IOR/V/27/910/11)

SOAS(JMA 301.2/65.110 ; 232.841*)

US: UC(DS432.L8S5) NYPL UC

Phuoni and Akha tones / by Robert Shafli. – Berkeley, Calif., 1938. l. 29-38. – (Sino-Tibetica ; 4) – [Mimeogr.]

Subject(s): Yi language – Phonology.

GB: BL(WP 12439/2)*

SOAS(Pam Indo-Chinese Lang. C / 90.954)

US: CU(L PL492 S61+ no.2)

HU(Widener 1286.16.112) NYPL

S: SML Yale Class. Fvp1 +Si67 2)

Phuoni and Akha tones / by Robert Shafli. – Berkeley, Calif., 1938. l. 29-38. – (Sino-Tibetica ; 4) – [Mimeogr.]

Subject(s): Yi language – Phonology.

GB: BL(WP 12439/2)*

SOAS (Pam Indo-Chinese Lang. C/36.475)

US: CU(Wason PL492 S61+ no.4)

HU(Widener 1286.16.112) NYPL

S: SML Yale Class. Fvp1 +Si67 4)

Ref.: OCLC 48166365

Shafli, Mohammad <b. 1900>

→The law of contract in India. Pakistan and Burma

Shakespear, Leslie Waterfield <b. 1860>

History of the 2nd King Edward VII's Own Goorkha Rifles : the Sirmoor Rifles / by L. W. Shakespear ; (vol. 3:) by G. R. Stevens. – Aldershot: Gale & Polden


HD-SAI(163 kre 94/1709)*

GB: BL(8841 d 2) BL-APAC(V 12594)

1894. 268 p.

The Sirmoor Rifles / by L. W. Shakespear ; (vol. 3: ) by G. R.


Subject(s): Assam (India) – History

Burma : History


D: B-SBB(Haus 2) HD-SAI(reg 60 S 31)*
Burma Bibliographical Project

Shakespeare, William <1564-1616>
As you like it : summary / Shakespeare. Transl. into Burmese by Shwe Kyu and Co. – Rangoon : Shwe Kyu and Co., 1911. 104 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 a 40)* BL-APAC(Bur B 605)
GB: BL(14302 a 39)* BL-APAC(Bur B 606)
GB: BL(14302 aaa 39(2-3)∗ US: CU(Kroch PL3995.E9 S52)

Shakoor, M. A.
Islam and communism. – [Rangoon : Muslim Burma Publ. House, 1955.] 64 p., illus.,
US: LC(HX550.1S44)
Muslims in Soviet Union. – [Rangoon : Muslim Burma Publ. House, 1955.] 80 p., illus., port. – (Muslim Burma publication ; 3)
US: LC(BP63.R855)

The Shan case. – Mae Hongson, Thailand: Shan Human Rights Foundation, [1992]. 42 p., chiefly illus., maps. Note: Pictorial history of Shan State, Burma, includes text. Subject(s): Shan State (Burma) : History ; History – Pictorial works
US: CU(Kroch Fiche 887 95 63959)
LC(Microfiche 95/63959 (D) So Asia)

Shan case : rooting out the myth of the golden triangle. – [Mae Hong Son?:] S.H.R.F. [Shan Human Rights Foundation], 1994. 101 p., chiefly illus., incl. bibliogr. ref. Note: Pictorial history of Shan State, Burma, includes text. Subject(s): Shan (Asian people) Shan State (Burma) : History ; History – Pictorial works
US: CU(Kroch +DS530.8.S45 S52 1994)
ditto. 2nd. – ibd., 1994. 101 p., illus., maps, incl. bibliogr. ref.
US: UW(Memorial Libr. DS528.2 S5 S48 1994)
Ref.: OCLC 53229260

Shan Health Team
→ United States / Department of State / Technical Cooperation Administration / Special Technical and Economic Mission / Shan Health Team

Shan Human Rights Foundation (S.H.R.F.) (SHRF)
→ Dispossessed: a report on forced relocation and extrajudicial killings in Shan State, Burma

→ Licence to rape: the Burmese military regime’s use of sexual violence in the ongoing war in Shan State

US: CU: 1997- (Kroch DS528.2.S5 M78+)
LC(DS528.2.5SM78)
Ref.: OCLC 37463593

→ Shan case: rooting out the myth of the golden triangle

US: CU(Kroch Fiche 887 95 63933)
LC(Microfiche 95/63933 (J) So Asia

→ Uprooting the Shan

Shan hymns: additional. – Rangoon, 1895.
GB: BL-APAC(Shan B.18)

Shan Literary Society < University of Rangoon>
Let’s learn modern Shan
→ Sai Sai Sin

Shan manuscripts. – Stuttgart: Steiner. – (Verzeichnis der orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland ; 39) 1./ comp. and ed. by Barend Jan Terwiel with the assistance of Chaichuen Khamdaengyodtai. – 2003. 250 p., illus., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (… ; 39.1) – In English with passages in Shan and Burmese. – ISBN 3-515-07973-4
Subject(s): Manuscripts – Burma, Catalogs Shan language, Texts, Catalogs ; Manuscripts, Burmese, Catalogs ; Manuscripts – Germany, Catalogs
N: UHS(Mes INDO Ab Ver/39:1) US: CU(Z6605.O7 V57 Bd.39+)

Siegfried M. Schwertner
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The Shan States manual

Shan Women's Action Network (SWAN)

Shank, Hazel F.

Shanbhag, G. Y.

Shaping concepts for democratic transition in Burma

Shapiro, Barry Mark

Shaping concepts for democratic transition in Burma

Shapiro, Jonathan Eric
Burma Bibliographical Project

Burman – India ; Exiles – India – Political activity ; Exiles – Burma – Political activity.
Harvard University. Dept. of Anthropology. Senior honors theses.
US: BU(Harvard Archives BU 92.2001.371 ; Tozzler Case 8 IND. Sh 21 I)

Shapiro, Molly <b. 1967>
Contents: Orphans - EuroDisney - The cooker lady - Myanmar - Not by choice - Tightrope - A violent life - I'll see you later - If you were my woman - Results - Up and down - Beyond the Neanderthal - Sweet tooth - Eternal city.
Ref.: OCLC37141258

Shaplen, Robert Jerome <b. 1917>
Subject(s): East Asia : Politics and government.
US: RPB(1-Size 1-N M960 S46)
Ref.: OCLC24024322

Sharma, Prem <b. 1932>
Note: A tale of survival featuring a doctor's family in Burma. Whe the Japanese invade in 1941 they flee to India, only for the doctor and his daughter to be killed in Hindu-Moslem violence. The granddaughter escapes to Ireland, eventually marrying the son of a Holocaust victm
F: BIULO(GEN.III.68624)

Sharma, Ramesh Chandra
Subject(s): Reptiles – South Asia – Classification. Reptiles – Burma – Classification.
US: LC(QL661.S64 S53 1998) UCB UCD

Sharma, Anne-Marie
Ethnic groups in Burma
→Smith, Martin < journalist >

Sharman, Arthur
→Suffolk memories : stories of Walberswick and Blithburgh people during World War II

Sharp, Gene
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**Bibliographical description**


Subject(s): Dictatorship – Burma ; Democracy - Burma

_Burma_ : Politics and government <1988->

Totalitarianism ; Revolutions – Philosophy ; Nonviolence. Civil disobedience.

AU:NLA(YY 321.9 S531)

GB:JES(BLPES JC491 S53)

SG: NUS(DS530.4 Sha)

US:CU(Kroch) & WU(Memorial Lib.) :

JC495 .S53
1994

NNC(Lehman JC495 .S52 1994g)

NIU(SEA  DS530.4 .S487 1994)

OAU(Alden SEA JC495 .S457 1994x)

ditto.

ditto. – Boston, Mass. : Albert Einstein Institution, 2003. X, 88 p. – This is the second US printing, and it contains numerous edits and some small additions that are not found in previous versions. – ISBN 1880813092

US: YU(SML JC495 .S527 2003 (LC)
Ref.: OCLC 52730211

**Sharp, Lauriston**

→Ethnic notes on Northern Thailand

**Sharp, Robin**

Subject(s): Sharp, Robin

Great Britain : Army - Indian Army ; Army - Officers - Biography

_Burma_ : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

India : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations - Burma

GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 M /69)

**Sharpe, Philip**

To be a Chindit / Phil Sharpe. – New York : Dutton, 1960. 158 p. -- SBN 09-104740-X

GB:BL(X 519/10521)

**Shaukat, Nadeem**
The Pakistan Penal Code (XLV of 1860) →Mahmood, Shaukat

**Shaw, F. G.**

Notes on the symptoms and treatment of some of the commonest diseases amongst horses and transport animals in Burma [ F. G. Shaw.] – Mandalay: Govt. Branch Pr., 1887. 10 p.

GB:SOAS(Pam GB 636.089/355.248)*
Ref.: OCLC 46514681

**Shaw, Graham William**

→Publ. proscribed by the Government of India

The South Asia and Burma retrospective bibliography (SA-BREB) – [London : British Library.]

Subject(s): Burma : Bibliography

Bibliography – Catalogs

GB:BL-APAC(W 6498)


Subject(s): South Asia : Bibliography

_Burma_ : Bibliography

Bibliography – Catalogs

AU:ANU(Menzies Asian reference Z3185.S55 ; Menzies lge bk DSZ3185.S54 1987 atgae 1)

Shastri, Madalsa

Rural cultures and social formations in the forestry sector in Bhutan, Myanmar, Lao PDR and Vietnam : review and synthesis of literature. – Bangkok: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, [s.d.]

US:WU(Steenbock Documents FAO fiche 359401)

**Shattuck, Ernest Henry**


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 M 32)*

GB:BL(4509 b 2)


NB ABC WaU YU-D


US:LC(BL1478.6.S5 1960) NYPL OCI


D: HD-SAI(325 rel 76/656)

US: TU


GB:BL(X 519/10521)

Shaw, Graham William

→Publ. proscribed by the Government of India

South Asia and Burma retrospective bibliography (SA-BREB) – [London : British Library.]

Subject(s): Burma : Bibliography

Bibliography – Catalogs

GB:BL-APAC(W 6498)


Subject(s): South Asia : Bibliography

_Burma_ : Bibliography

Bibliography – Catalogs

AU:ANU(Menzies Asian reference Z3185.S55 ; Menzies lge bk DSZ3185.S54 1987 atgae 1)

Shaw, Graham William

→Publ. proscribed by the Government of India

South Asia and Burma retrospective bibliography (SA-BREB) – [London : British Library.]

Subject(s): Burma : Bibliography

Bibliography – Catalogs

GB:BL-APAC(W 6498)


Subject(s): South Asia : Bibliography

_Burma_ : Bibliography

Bibliography – Catalogs

AU:ANU(Menzies Asian reference Z3185.S55 ; Menzies lge bk DSZ3185.S54 1987 atgae 1)

Shaw, Graham William

→Publ. proscribed by the Government of India

South Asia and Burma retrospective bibliography (SA-BREB) – [London : British Library.]

Subject(s): Burma : Bibliography

Bibliography – Catalogs

GB:BL-APAC(W 6498)


Subject(s): South Asia : Bibliography

_Burma_ : Bibliography

Bibliography – Catalogs

AU:ANU(Menzies Asian reference Z3185.S55 ; Menzies lge bk DSZ3185.S54 1987 atgae 1)
Burma Bibliographical Project


Shaw, James Jesse 


Shaw, James Jesse <b. 1903>

Shaw, Herbert Kenneth Airy


Shaw, Jesse

→Shaw, James Jesse

Shaw, John Christopher <b. 1934>


Cambodia : Antiquities


Shaw, Lewis A.
The coins and banknotes of Burma

→Robinson, Michael

The die varieties of nineteenth century Burmese copper coins

→Robinson, Michael

Shaw, Patricia
Ref.: Bookseller

Shaw, William <b. 1889>
Notes on the Thadou Kukis / by William Shaw ; ed. with introd., notes, appendices, illus. and index, by J. H. Hutton. – [Calcutta :] Publ. on behalf of the Govt. of Assam, 1929. 175 p., 7 plates, illus., fold. col. map, bibliogr. p. 163-165. – Repr. from: The journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal N.S. 24, 1928
Subject(s): *Naga*(peuple d’Asie méridionale)

Ethnologie – Inde

Thado (Southeast Asian people)

Language: English

GB:BL(X 800/11728)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/910/12)

US: DCU LC(DS485.B85S5) NcD OCl YU

GB: BL(X 519/14029) BL-APAC(T 20253)

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 G 33)*


F: BIULO(GEN.III.62247)

Shaw, William Guillian

Language: English

GB:BL(X 950/18687)* CUL(9538.c.603)

BL-APAC(V 24526)

OUL(BOD G Floor 22283 d.126)

SOAS(GB959.10452092 /849992* ; E Coll 3 J/13)

IRL:TCD(HL- 51-495)

US:HU(Widener HarvDepos.) & LC & WU(Memorial Lib.) : D767.6.S47 1982 UC(SRLF AA000790128)

The Gurkhas

→James, Harold

Shein


Subject(s): Transportation – Burma – History.

Burma : Commerce – History ; Economic conditions.

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 G 24)*

GB:BL(X 519/14029) BL-APAC(T 20253)

SASI((591):382)* SOAS(GB 382/174.980)*

SG: ISEAS(HE 269.7 S54)

US:CU(Kroch HC437.B8 M45) HU(Widener Harvard Depository HC422 S53x 1964)

LC(HE269.7.S52 1964) NNC

NIU(SEA-FML HC422 M386)

The role of transport and foreign trade in the economic development of Burma under British rule : 1885-1914. – 1959. XV, 443 l. – Cambridge, Univ., Ph.D. (economics and politics) thesis 1960. – Shulman 333 - Index to theses 10, 1959/60, 677

Shein

State investment in Burma railways, 1874-1914

→Aye Hlaing

Observations on some patterns of economic development

Shepherd, Jack


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 G 33)*

US:CU(Annex HC412.S54) LC(HU412.S5)

Shawky

Anwar Galal Mohamed

Stereotyped images and international crisis communication : the way decision-makers define situations in foreign affairs.


DDOA 14.1/2, 1991, 25422

Sheep and goats. – [Rangoon, 1939?] 41 l. app. – ( Market survey : I8) – [Typewritten]

GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/501/49)*

Sheffield, Stephen Paul


GB:BL(012705 eee 23)

Sheil-Small, Denis


Herbert 394

Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - Gurkha Rifles, 4/8th - Biography ; World War <1939-1945> - Regimental Histories ; Soldiers - Biography - Biography - Soldiers

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

GB:BL(X 950/18687)* BL-APAC(V 24526)

OUL(BOD G Floor 22283 d.126)

SOAS(GB959.10452092 /849992* ; E Coll 3 J/13)

IRL:TCD(HL- 51-495)

US:HU(Widener HarvDepos.) & LC & WU(Memorial Lib.) : D767.6.S47 1982 UC(SRLF AA000790128)

The Gurkhas

→James, Harold

Shaw

Observations on some patterns of economic development

Shepherd, Jack


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 G 33)*

US:CU(Annex HC412.S54) LC(HU412.S5)

Sheil-Small, Denis


Herbert 394

Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - Gurkha Rifles, 4/8th - Biography ; World War <1939-1945> - Regimental Histories ; Soldiers - Biography - Biography - Soldiers

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

GB:BL(X 950/18687)* BL-APAC(V 24526)

OUL(BOD G Floor 22283 d.126)

SOAS(GB959.10452092 /849992* ; E Coll 3 J/13)

IRL:TCD(HL- 51-495)

US:HU(Widener HarvDepos.) & LC & WU(Memorial Lib.) : D767.6.S47 1982 UC(SRLF AA000790128)

The Gurkhas

→James, Harold

Shein


Subject(s): Transportation – Burma – History.

Burma : Commerce – History ; Economic conditions.

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 G 24)*

GB:BL(X 519/14029) BL-APAC(T 20253)

SASI((591):382)* SOAS(GB 382/174.980)*

SG: ISEAS(HE 269.7 S54)

US:CU(Kroch HC437.B8 M45) HU(Widener Harvard Depository HC422 S53x 1964)

LC(HE269.7.S52 1964) NNC

NIU(SEA-FML HC422 M386)

The role of transport and foreign trade in the economic development of Burma under British rule : 1885-1914. – 1959. XV, 443 l. – Cambridge, Univ., Ph.D. (economics and politics) thesis 1960. – Shulman 333 - Index to theses 10, 1959/60, 677

Shein

State investment in Burma railways, 1874-1914

→Aye Hlaing

Observations on some patterns of economic development

Shepherd, Jack


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 G 33)*

US:CU(Annex HC412.S54) LC(HU412.S5) YU


ISBN 040459560X

US:CU(Kroch HC412.S54 1978)
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Shepherd, W. S.
Working plan for the Thaton Forest Division for the period 1935-36 to 1944-45
→ Working plan < Thaton >

Sherman, J. G.
GB: BL(14302 h 68) BL-APAC(T 6999)* SOAS(GPC 415/13.076)*

GB: BL(14302 h 68) BL-APAC(T 6999)* SOAS(GPC 415/5.580)*

A standard collection of typical petitions in Burmese manuscript in three parts, viz. ; the elementary, the lower and the higher standard with extensive explanatory notes, designed exclusively for the use of officers of every department in the service of government ... / by J. G. Sherman. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr. – On cover: Typical petitions in Burmese manuscript
1. – 1911. 84 p.
2. – 1912. 158 p.
3. – 1912. 196 p.
Subject(s): Burmese language – Examinations, questions, etc. ; Burmese language – Writing.
GB: BL(14302 h 60)* BL-APAC(Bur D 1010/1-3) SOAS: 1-3 (GPC 418/5.585 ; 32.672)*

Sherman, Jane
Soaring : the diary and letters of a Denishawn dancer in the Far East 1925-1926. / by Jane Sherman. 1st ed. – Middleton, Conn.: Wesleyan Univ. Pr., 1976. 278 p., illus., index.
Burma p. 79-93
D: HD-SAI(180 ldk 90/1168)*

Sherriff, William
Subject(s): Shan States
US: LC(HC437.S6S6)

Shirwood, Mary Martha (Butt) <1775-1851>
GB: BL-APAC(Karen D.45)

Shetty, Sudhir
→ Myanmar : policies for sustaining economic reform

Shia Kaw
→ Chin hymn book in the Lai dialect ...

Shih, Virginia Jing-yi
Burma : guide to microtexts in the John M. Echols collection
→ Cornell University <Ithaca, N.Y.> / John M. Echols Library

Shih Fo
GB: SOAS(GA 364.157/415.086)* US: CU(Wason Pamphlet HC China(PR) 123)

Shilling, G. J
→ A hand-book of the doctrines and polity of the Method-ist Episcopal Church

Shimono, Misa A.
Subject(s): Tourism – Government policy – Burma. Tourism – Burma. Burma : Politics and government <1988->

Shimray, Rawung Ruiva <b. 1936>
Subject(s): Naga (South Asian people)
GB: CUL(BL-APAC(ORW.1987.a.1271)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.29934)
**Shimazu, Noriki <b. 1944>**
The beauty of fired clay
→Honda, Hiromu

**Shin, Kwang Shik**
US: SIUC(3rd fl-Social St thesis Q. GO1973S556)

**Shin Htwe Nyo**
Pye sone mawgun … – Ran’ kun’, 1963. 48 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
SG: ISEAS(Doc B89)

**Shin Maharahta Thara <830-892>**
Bhuridat Lankayi … – Ran’ kun’, 1964. 237 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
SG: ISEAS(PL3988 S55B1)

**Shin Sandalinka**
→Sandalinka

**Shingo, Onishi <b. 1959>**
Subject(s): Natural history – Burma

**Shintani, Tadahiko <b. 1946>**
Linguistic & [and] anthropological study on the Shan culture area

**Shipley, Arthur Everett (b.1861)**
The fauna of British India : in cluding Ceylon and Burma
Hirudinae
→Harding, Walter Ambrose Heath

**Shipley, H. C.**
Tour of the earth : a series of letters of travel through America, Hawaiian Islands, Japan, China, Malay Peninsula, Burma, India, Egypt, Holy Land, Syria, Turkey, Greece, Italy, France, and England. – St. Louis: Christian Publ., 1903. 311 p., illus., ports.
US: InIT(HR / Heritage Room G369 .S45 1903) MoK(MVSC 910.4 S55T) OrU(Knight G439 .S55 1903)
Ref.: OCLC 17154399

**Shipster, John N. <b. 1922>**
Subject(s): Shipster, John
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Personal narratives, British
Korean War, 1950-1953 : Campaigns ; Korean War, 1950-1953 - Personal narratives, British
D: GÔ-SUB(2000 A 13547)
GB: BL(YC.2003.a.11610) SOAS(E Coll 3 M /70a)
NL: KITLV(M 2002 A 2338)
SG: ISEAS(D767.6 S55)
YU(SML D767.6 S5368 2000)
Ref.: OCLC 46326547 ; 44153803 ; 50782849 ; 50768880

**Shiratori, Yoshiro**
→Ethnography of the hill tribes of Southeast Asia
Shirley, Geoffrey Stanhope
An elementary manual of silviculture for the use of the
Burma Forest School, Pyinmana / comp. by G. S. Shirley. –
Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for C. C. of F.),
1929. II, 111, VII p., index.
Subject(s): Forests and forestry.
Forests and forestry – Burma.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.151/30)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/81)
US: LC(SD391.S47)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.151/30)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/81)
US: CU(Kroch DS341.S47)

Shirreff, David
Burma story / David Shirreff. – 32 p., map. – Typsc ript
GB: BL-APAC(V 10169 ; BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/561/71)
US: LC(SD391.S47)

Shoberl, Frederic <1775-1853>
Tibet and the India beyond the Ganges; containing a description
of the character, manners, customs, dress, religion, amusements, and of the
front. col. pl. – (The world in miniature)
Subject(s): Costume – China ; Tibet ; Costumes – Thailand.
Burma : Description and travel.
Thailand : Description and travel.
US: IU(Main Stacks 1418.21) PU(Van Pelt 915.9 Sh7)

Shoemaker, Michael Myers <1853-1924>
The ancient empires of southern India & South East Asia / Michael Meyers Shoemaker. – Delhi: Mittal Publ., 1987.
XIX, 212 p., [46] p. of plates, illus., index.

Siegfried M. Schwertner

→International encyclopaedia of politics and laws
Polities in South Asia / Shiv Lal. 4 vols. – New Delhi : Election
Archives. – ISBN 81-7051069-4 (set)
ISBN 81-7051066-X
Burma p. 5-124
Subject(s): Pakistan : History – Autonomy and independ-
ence movements ; Politics and government
Elections – Pakistan – History
Constitutional history – Burma ; Constitutional history –
Pakistan ; Elections – Burma – History
South Asia : Politics and government
Burma : Politics and government
D: B-SBB(OLS Ee SA 125-2 Haus 2) HH-SUB
HD-SAI(200 pol 95/1546,2)*
BIULO(GEN.III.42069(2))
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1989.a.1928) SAdS(ICS JQ24 SHI)
US: CU(Kroch DS341.S55) HU(Irrawaddy Dep.)
NNC(Lehman) & UCB(Main) & WU(Memorial Lib.):
DS531 S474 1989 IU(Main Stacks 320.954 SH6P)

Shirley, Geoffrey Stanhope
An elementary manual of silviculture for the use of the
Burma Forest School, Pyinmana / comp. by G. S. Shirley. –
Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for C. C. of F.),
1929. II, 111, VII p., index.
Subject(s): Forests and forestry.
Forests and forestry – Burma.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.151/30)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/81)
US: LC(SD391.S47)
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.151/30)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/81)
US: CU(Kroch DS341.S47)

Shirreff, David
Burma story / David Shirreff. – 32 p., map. – Typsc ript
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; History
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 K /61)

→Suffolk memories : stories of Walberswick and
Blythburgh people during World War II
Wingate’s ADC Captain G H Borrow MC / David Shirreff. –
8 p. – Typsc ript
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns :
World War <1939-1945>
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G /54)

Shiv Lal
Elections abroad in 1970's / Shiv Lal. – New Delhi : Election
Archives, 1974. 122, 160 p., indexes. – The 2d pt. was first
published in 1973 under title: American elections and constitu-
tions.
Note: On general elections in Great Britain, Ireland, Ulster,
France, Australia, Japan, Indonesia, Burma, Sikkim,
Egypt, Tanzania, and the United States of America; a
study.
Subject(s): Elections
US: CRL/GenCollec 74-903270)
IU(Main Stacks 324.6 SH69E)
UC(SRLF AA0005644059)

Shoberl, Frederic <1775-1853>
Tibet and the India beyond the Ganges; containing a description
of the character, manners, customs, dress, religion, amusements, and of the
front. col. pl. – (The world in miniature)
Subject(s): Costume – China ; Tibet ; Costumes – Thailand.
Burma : Description and travel.
Thailand : Description and travel.
US: IU(Main Stacks 1418.21) PU(Van Pelt 915.9 Sh7)

Shockley, Henry Alfred
In the British mold : the impact of British colonial policy
UMI RBB 13-00652
Subject(s): Great Britain : Relations – Burma
British : Burma – History ; Politics and government –
1824-1948
Great Britain : Colonies – Administration
D: HD-SAI(200 adm 82/1963)*
US: CU(Kroch Film 10062) NIU(Microforms-FML Micro-
film DS530.4 .S5391965)

The shoe and the shiko : being a compilation of the Shiko li-
terature in Burma / publ. by Burma Social Association. –
GB: BL-APAC(T 36615)*

Siegfried M. Schwertner

→International encyclopaedia of politics and laws
Polities in South Asia / Shiv Lal. 4 vols. – New Delhi : Election
Archives. – ISBN 81-7051069-4 (set)
ISBN 81-7051066-X
Burma p. 5-124
Subject(s): Pakistan : History – Autonomy and independ-
ence movements ; Politics and government
Elections – Pakistan – History
Constitutional history – Burma ; Constitutional history –
Pakistan ; Elections – Burma – History
South Asia : Politics and government
Burma : Politics and government
D: B-SBB(OLS Ee SA 125-2 Haus 2) HH-SUB
HD-SAI(200 pol 95/1546,2)*
BIULO(GEN.III.42069(2))
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1989.a.1928) SAdS(ICS JQ24 SHI)
US: CU(Kroch DS341.S55) HU(Irrawaddy Dep.)
NNC(Lehman) & UCB(Main) & WU(Memorial Lib.):
DS531 S474 1989 IU(Main Stacks 320.954 SH6P)

Shoberl, Frederic <1775-1853>
Tibet and the India beyond the Ganges; containing a description
of the character, manners, customs, dress, religion, amusements, and of the
front. col. pl. – (The world in miniature)
Subject(s): Costume – China ; Tibet ; Costumes – Thailand.
Burma : Description and travel.
Thailand : Description and travel.
US: IU(Main Stacks 1418.21) PU(Van Pelt 915.9 Sh7)

Shockley, Henry Alfred
In the British mold : the impact of British colonial policy
UMI RBB 13-00652
Subject(s): Great Britain : Relations – Burma
British : Burma – History ; Politics and government –
1824-1948
Great Britain : Colonies – Administration
D: HD-SAI(200 adm 82/1963)*
US: CU(Kroch Film 10062) NIU(Microforms-FML Micro-
film DS530.4 .S5391965)

The shoe and the shiko : being a compilation of the Shiko li-
terature in Burma / publ. by Burma Social Association. –
GB: BL-APAC(T 36615)*

Shoemaker, Michael Myers <1853-1924>
The ancient empires of southern India & South East Asia / Michael Meyers Shoemaker. – Delhi: Mittal Publ., 1987.
XIX, 212 p., [46] p. of plates, illus., index.
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Subject(s): India : Description and travel
Burma : Description and travel
Manila (Philippines) : Description and travel

Sholto, Christina <b. 1967>
ISBN 91-7183-282-3

Subject(s): Statskunskap – Burma ; Politik Burma : Historia Demokratisering ; Ekonomi ; Statsskick ; Historia ; Demokrati

Shoobridge, William

Subject(s): Shoobridge, William
Burma-Siam Railway
World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese
World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British.

Shores, Christopher F. <b. 1937>
Air war for Burma : the Allied Air Forces fight back in South-East Asia 1942-1945
Bloody shambles / Christopher Shores ; 3

Bloody shambles / Christopher Shores ; Brian Cull ; with Yasuho Izawa. – London : Grub Street.
2. The defence of Sumatra to the fall of Burma. – 1993. 494 p., illus., map, index, bibliogr. p. 478-480.
ISBN 0-948817-67-4
ISBN 1-904010-95-4 (hbk.)

Note: The first comprehensive account of air operations over South-East Asia, December 1941-April 1942.

Philippines : World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns
Malayan Peninsula : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Indonesia : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

Shoobridge, William
The shops and establishments bill
Labour Legislation Committee : Report ; 11

XIX, 212 p., index. – (Essay index reprint series)
ISBN 0-8369-2978-0

Shores, Christopher F. <b. 1937>
Air war for Burma : the Allied Air Forces fight back in South-East Asia 1942-1945

Bloody shambles / Christopher Shores ; Brian Cull ; with Yasuho Izawa. – London : Grub Street.
2. The defence of Sumatra to the fall of Burma. – 1993. 494 p., illus., map, index, bibliogr. p. 478-480.
ISBN 0-948817-67-4
ISBN 1-904010-95-4 (hbk.)

Note: The first comprehensive account of air operations over South-East Asia, December 1941-April 1942.

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, Japanese ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, American ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, Dutch
Philippines : World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns
Malayan Peninsula : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Indonesia : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

 ditto. Repr. – ibd.

Ref.: OCLC 57165709 (v.3)

Schoobridge, William

Subject(s): Shoobridge, William
Burma-Siam Railway
World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese
World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British.

GB:BL(YK 1995.b.13934) BL-DSS: 2 (96/32900)
CUL(539:1.c.170)
OUL(BOD K Floor R.E01410)
SOAS: 2 (E Coll 3 U/65)
3 (GB959.10452 /950763)*

ditto. Repr. – ibd.

Ref.: OCLC 57165709 (v.3)
Burma Bibliographical Project

The defence of Sumatra to the fall of Burma
→ Bloody shambles / Christopher Shores ; 2

Short, Denis A.
To Burma "I was not to reason why" / by Denis A Short ; 1 st written between 1991 to 1999. My Time while serving with the Royal Warwickshire Regiment and the Northamptonshire Regiment. – [199-?] III, 270 p., illus., maps. – Copy of typescript
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British
GB: SOAS(L.GB959.10452/732.459* ; E Coll 3 M /98)

Short, Stanley William
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, English ; World War <1939-1945> - Medical and sanitary affairs ; Missions - Shan State ; Missions - Medical ; Missions and Missionaries - History ; World War <1939-1945> - Military Medicine
Shan States : Missions ; Missions, Medical ; Campaigns ; Personal narratives, English. – Medical and sanitary affairs
AU: ANU(Chifley D767.6.S5 1945)
US: CoU CU(Annex D767.6 S55)
SG: ISEAS(D767.6 S55)

Short guide to Burma / British Burma Pr., 1918. 5, 201 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 ff19)*

Subject(s): Burmese War, 1885
India : Army. Hydraulic Contingent. Cavalry, 3rd
GB: BL-APAC(RL 174)

A short account of the golden jubilee of Bishop Bigandet, vicar apostolic of Southern Burmah celebrated at Rangoon, on the 7th February, 1887 / comp. by E. M. De Souza. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr., 1887. 50 p.
US: NNUT(Burke Union Stacks Pamphlets MU14)
Ref.: OCLC 53470506

Ref.: Trager

A short biography of Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian the promised Messiah and Mahdi and the expected messenger of all nations and founder of the Ahmadiyya movement in Islam and Fysala Qurani or strength of Ahmad's claims. 1st ed. – Rangoon : The Ahmadiyya Movement, 1939. 54 + various pag. – Added title and text in Burmese. Preface in English also
GB: BL(14302 aaa 44(6))*

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel
GB: BL(7959 gg 4)

LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets HC(5)/B24, Special)

GB: SOAS(FZN 61/212.722)*

Subject(s): Maps – Terminology
Burmese language – Glossaries, vocabularies, etc
GB: BL-APAC(SEA.1986.a.1503) SOAS(L.GPC413/ 171000* ; Pam SEAAsia 31/609.027)
US: UC(SRLF AA0007901036 ; D767.6 .S5 $B 174 528)

Short guide to Burma / U.S. Office of Strategic Services, Research and Analysis Branch, Psychology Division and Brit-

Subject(s): Inscriptions, Mon


DissAb.A 33.7, 1973, 3744-5. – Shulman 471. – UM 73-1448

Subject(s): Sino-Indian Border Dispute, 1957-1962

China : Foreign relations - India ; Foreign relations – Burma : India Foreign relations - China Burma : Foreign relations - China

AU:ANU(Menzies DS740.5.I4.S56)

D: PA-UB(55/RR 51983 S599)

HD-SAI(172 bez 82/1982)*

SG: ISEAS(DS530.65 S55)

US: CU(Kroch Film 3578)

NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm AC801 .S55981972)


Subject(s): Nationalism - Burma

Political parties - Burma

Burma : Politics and government <1948->

GB:SOAS(M 357)

US: UC(NRLF C 2 925 500)

Shrestha, A. B. M.

Participatory forest management in Myanmar : implications for policy and human resource development in the mountain areas

Shrimpton, John A.

Soldiers in bondage. – [Maroubra: Messenger Print.] – On cover: A magazine devoted to those who served in the

Myth exploded

Abhyankar, Mahadeva Ganesh

The war in Burma, 1943-45

Abhyankar, Mahadeva Ganesh

Shrine to Music Museum <Vermillion, S.D.>

Instruments of Burma, India, Nepal, Thailand, and Tibet

Cross, Thomas E.

Shroff, Kalidas Daruodas


1st rev. ed. – Bah Te, A.

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.118)*

US: NYPL

The Rhinoceros Beetle (Oryctes Rhinoceros Linn) and its ravages in Burma

Mackenna, James

Shrestha, A. B. M.

Participatory forest management in Myanmar : implications for policy and human resource development in the mountain areas

Shrimpton, John A.

Soldiers in bondage. – [Maroubra: Messenger Print.] – On cover: A magazine devoted to those who served in the

Malayan campaign and later in Japanese prisoner-of-war camps in Singapore, Burma and Thailand.

[Pt.1 – 1945?] 1 v. (64 p) – No more publ.

Note: A magazine devoted to those who served in the

Malayan campaign and later in Japanese prisoner-of-war camps in Singapore, Burma and Thailand.

Subject(s): World war <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; World war <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Malay peninsula.

AU:Univ.of Queensland(Fryer D805.J3 1946)

US: NYPL(Research D-11 7971)

Shrinagesh, S. M.

Myth exploded

Abhyankar, Mahadeva Ganesh

The war in Burma, 1943-45

Abhyankar, Mahadeva Ganesh
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Instruments of Burma, India, Nepal, Thailand, and Tibet
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Soldiers in bondage. – [Maroubra: Messenger Print.] – On cover: A magazine devoted to those who served in the

Malayan campaign and later in Japanese prisoner-of-war camps in Singapore, Burma and Thailand.

[Pt.1 – 1945?] 1 v. (64 p) – No more publ.

Note: A magazine devoted to those who served in the

Malayan campaign and later in Japanese prisoner-of-war camps in Singapore, Burma and Thailand.

Subject(s): World war <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; World war <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Malay peninsula.

AU:Univ.of Queensland(Fryer D805.J3 1946)

US: NYPL(Research D-11 7971)

Shrinagesh, S. M.

Myth exploded

Abhyankar, Mahadeva Ganesh
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Abhyankar, Mahadeva Ganesh
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Shroff, Kalidas Daruodas


1st rev. ed. – Bah Te, A.

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.118)*

US: NYPL

The Rhinoceros Beetle (Oryctes Rhinoceros Linn) and its ravages in Burma

Mackenna, James

Shrestha, A. B. M.

Participatory forest management in Myanmar : implications for policy and human resource development in the mountain areas

Shrimpton, John A.

Soldiers in bondage. – [Maroubra: Messenger Print.] – On cover: A magazine devoted to those who served in the

Malayan campaign and later in Japanese prisoner-of-war camps in Singapore, Burma and Thailand.

[Pt.1 – 1945?] 1 v. (64 p) – No more publ.

Note: A magazine devoted to those who served in the

Malayan campaign and later in Japanese prisoner-of-war camps in Singapore, Burma and Thailand.

Subject(s): World war <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; World war <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Malay peninsula.

AU:Univ.of Queensland(Fryer D805.J3 1946)

US: NYPL(Research D-11 7971)

Shrinagesh, S. M.

Myth exploded

Abhyankar, Mahadeva Ganesh

The war in Burma, 1943-45

Abhyankar, Mahadeva Ganesh

Shrine to Music Museum <Vermillion, S.D.>

Instruments of Burma, India, Nepal, Thailand, and Tibet

Cross, Thomas E.

Shroff, Kalidas Daruodas


1st rev. ed. – Bah Te, A.

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.118)*

US: NYPL

The Rhinoceros Beetle (Oryctes Rhinoceros Linn) and its ravages in Burma

Mackenna, James

Shrestha, A. B. M.

Participatory forest management in Myanmar : implications for policy and human resource development in the mountain areas

Shrimpton, John A.

Soldiers in bondage. – [Maroubra: Messenger Print.] – On cover: A magazine devoted to those who served in the

Malayan campaign and later in Japanese prisoner-of-war camps in Singapore, Burma and Thailand.

[Pt.1 – 1945?] 1 v. (64 p) – No more publ.

Note: A magazine devoted to those who served in the

Malayan campaign and later in Japanese prisoner-of-war camps in Singapore, Burma and Thailand.

Subject(s): World war <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese ; World war <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Malay peninsula.

AU:Univ.of Queensland(Fryer D805.J3 1946)

US: NYPL(Research D-11 7971)

Shrinagesh, S. M.

Myth exploded

Abhyankar, Mahadeva Ganesh

The war in Burma, 1943-45

Abhyankar, Mahadeva Ganesh

Shrine to Music Museum <Vermillion, S.D.>

Instruments of Burma, India, Nepal, Thailand, and Tibet

Cross, Thomas E.
Shway Thwin
A new and complete grammar of the Burmese language ... / by Ko Shway Thwin. – 1874. 120 p.
GB: BL

GB: BL(14302 i 12(3)* BL-APAC(V TR 123/1)

Shway Dinga [pseud.]
→Scott, James George

Shway Goon
Mission to Burma: a memoir of Miss Sarah Cummings / by Moung Shway Goon; together with some related matters set in order by Ephraim Chamberlain Cummings. – [Portland, Me.:] Priv. print., 1892. 20 p. – Includes two letters from Sarah Cummings.
Subject(s): Cummings, Sarah, 1794-1834.
Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Missions - Burma
Baptists – Missions - Burma
Missions – Burma.
Missions to Karens.
US: MeWC(Spec.Coll. Robsn BV3270 .M6 1892)

Shway Too Sandys, W.
→Sandys, W. Shway Too

Shway Yoe
→Scott, James George

Shwe, Matthias
→Story of a pilgrim church

Shwe Aung <b. 1928>
The Buddha, peerless benefactor of humanity / by U Shwe Aung; transl. by U Hla Maung. 1st publ. – Yangon: Myawaddy Pr., 1995. 15, XXV, 402 p., col. illus. – Transl. of: Buddha lo ka sà" tui e* "a nhuin" " mai’ kye’ " jù" rhan*.
Subject(s): Buddhism – Doctrines – Birmanie
Buddhism – Doctrines
D: HD-SAI(320 rel 98/1105)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.50220)
US: CU(Echols BQ888.B8 R98 1995 ; Fiche 887 95 68852) LC(Microfiche 95/68852 (B))

D: HD-SAI(320 rel 98/1082)*

Shwe Baw
Subject(s): Legal literature - Burma
GB: BL-DSS(DX192106) SAdS(IALS Thesis 41) ULL
US: CRL(P-8000989) LC
Ref.: OCLC 45638732

Shwe Dagon
Subject(s): Burma : Tourism ; Description and travel
US: LC(in: MLCME 2004/00705 (no.3 and 4))
Ref.: OCLC 54073194

GB: SOAS(FNA.L.315.483)

The Shwe Dagon. – Rangoon, 1997. 19 p., col. illus. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Note: History and description of Shwedagon Pagoda.
Subject(s): ၽႏတာ သိုင်း မ်ား (Rangoon, Burma) – History.
Pagodas – Burma – History.
Buddhist shrines – Burma – History.
US: CU(Kroch BQ635.R362 S58 1997)
Ref.: OCLC 51594162

The Shwe Dagon pagoda
→Forchhammer, Emanuel
Notes on the early history and geography of British Burma
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Shwe Dwe
Love – love is of God / ed. by Shwe Dwe. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1907. 46 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL-APAC(Bur D 324)

Shwe Hla
The colloquial Burmese for Europeans and others who are not acquainted with the Burmese language. – Mandalay: Times Pr., 1904. 31 p. – Preface is signed by Maung Shwe Hla. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(12906 ee 44)*

Shwe Kyaw
AU:ANU(Menzies thesis SD555.K92)

Tree volume equations for Myanmar

Shwe Kyū
A practical hand-book on how to speak English / by M. S. K. ... – Rangoon : Burma Buddhist Mission Pr. – On cover: How to speak English
2. – 1911. 267 p.
GB:BL(14302 h 50)*
ditto. 3rd ed. – Rangoon : British India Pr.
2. – 1917. 252 p.
GB:SOAS: 2 (GPC 370/14.808)*

[Pronouncing dictionary]
Shwe Kyū’s pronouncing dictionary : English and Burmese ... – [Rangoon,] 1914. 619 p., index. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14302 i 36) SOAS(GPC 413/5.582 ; 13.078)*

Shwe Lu Maung
AU:ANU(Menzies DS530.4.S54 1989)

D: HD-SAI(325 pol 95/2320)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.54345)
GB: CUL(630:22.c.95/34.44) BL-APAC(ORW.1990.a.1384) OUL(IND Burma 7 d 70 N1 003423)
SAS(591):091) SOAS(GB 959.105/593.133)*
N: NBR(DEP)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 S56) NRL(320.959105 SHW)
US: CU(Kroch) & LC(Stacks & So Asia Ref) & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Lehman) & UCB(Main) & UCLA(YRL) & Wu(Memorial Lib.) : DS530.4.S54 1989

Shwe Mya
The Anglo-vernacular reader / by manager, Minsaya Kyaw, Akyab. – Akyab, 1898. 44 p.
GB:BL(14302 h 19(4))

Mahapareikkyi Pali and Mon

Pāryāna Wuttu
Religious instructions / by Thilawuntha. – Moulmein, [1925]. – In Talaing
GB:BL-APAC(Mon D.27)

Rules for Samanes / by Shwe Ngo. – Moulmein, 1925. – In Talaing
GB:BL-APAC(Mon B.9)

Yazawin Gyaw / by Shin Thilawuntha ; ed. by Pe Maung Tin ... – Rangoon : Wuntha Rekkha Pitaka Pr. [193-?] , 87 p. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; 14) – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL CUL(849.c.57.14) OUL(IND Retind)
US:CU(Wason Film 3509)

Shwe Nī
Pyinsa-papi rakan ... / by U Shwe Nī. Ed. by Saya Yeik. – Rangoon, 1928. 52 p. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; 10) – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:SOAS(GPC 810/28.846)*
US: LC(PL3988.S45P9) YU

Shwe Nu
A brief history of the Church of Christ / Shwe Nu and D. A. W. Smith. – [Rangoon, 1900?] – GB:BL-APAC(Karen D.13)

Shwe Nyo
GB:BL-APAC(Bur B 198)

Shwe Pin

Shwe thway ... (18. 41, 1986-. ) – Ran’ kun’ : Câ pe Bimân. – Burmese, with parallel text in English
US: LC(Microfiche (o) 91/63401 (P))
Shwe Wa

- Burma Baptist chronicle

Shwe Waing

- Guide’s manual for spoken Burmese
- Cornyn, William S.

Shwe Zan

- Chin hymn book: Siyin dialect...
- The Golden Mrauk-U: an ancient capital of Rakhine

Shwe Zan Aung

- Points of controversy or subjects of discourse
- GB: BL(I.S.Bu.33/4)*

The Shwebandaw Group

- Experiments in marketing

Shwebo / Municipality

- Bye-laws under section 30
  GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(235))*

- Bye-laws under section 50
  Addition to bye-law 50 of the byelaws framed by the Shwebo municipality under section 89 of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), October 1906. [1 p.]
  GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(236))*

- Bye-laws under section 102
  Bye-laws by the Shwebo municipality under section 102, sub-section (I), clause (a), (b), (c) and (g) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Oct. 1906. 3 p.
  GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(237))*

- Bye-laws under section 142
  Bye-laws by the Shwebo municipality under section 142, clause (a) and (b), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), May 1907. 2 p.
  GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(238))*

- Rules under section 12 (I.a)
  Rule by the Shwebo municipality framed under section 12, sub-section (I), clause (a), of the Upper Burma municipal regulation, 1887 (V of 1887). – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), October 1903. [1 p.]
  GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(353))*

Shwebo Canal Project

- 1899 / Public Works Department, Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma, 1899. [23 p.], fold. map.
- US: LC(TC904.5.S4 1899)

Shwebo District

- Burma gazetteer

Shwedagon

- Symbol of strength and serenity
- 1st ed. – [Rangoon:] Yangon City Development Committee, c1997. 317 p., chiefly illus. (some col.)

Subject(s): RVhe ti guòm Cet¯i to° (Rangoon, Burma)
- Pagodas – Burma
- Temples, Buddhist – Burma
- Buddhist art and symbolism – Burma – Rangoon.
- Architecture, Buddhist – Burma – Rangoon

SG: ISEAS(fBQ6335 S5S521)

US: CU(Kroch BQ6335.R362 S59z ++)

HU(Widener WID-LC BQ6335.R362 R847 1997xF)

LC(BQ6335.R62S536 1997)   UCB

Shwedagon: the sacred shrine

- Aung Than

Shwedaung Nandathu

- Mwenun yagan / by Shwedaung Nandathu ; ed. by U E Maung. – Rangoon, 1933. 72 p. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; 30) – Added title and text in Burmese

D: B-SBB(Ser. 28583-30 Haus 2 NfLS)

GB: SOAS(GPC 810/28.853)*

US: CXtY(Fxal B39)   LC(PL3988.N3 M9)

ditto.
- ibd., 1951. 104 p. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; 30) – Added title and text in Burmese

US: LC(PL3988.S46 M9 1951)

Shwedaung Thitatu

- Yadana kyemon wuttu ... / Shwedaung Thitatu ; ed. by U Sein Tin. – Rangoon, 1965. 174 p. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; 35)

US: CU(Kroch DS485.B79B82 no.35)

ditto.

US: CU(Kroch DS485.B79B82 no.35 1968)
Shwegyin / Municipality

<Bye-laws under section 30. – 1899>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(243))*

<Bye-laws under section 30. – Aug. 1899>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(239))*

<Bye-laws under section 30. – 1900>
Bye-law by the Shwegyin municipality under section 30, sub-section (2), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), May 1900. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(240))*

<Bye-law under section 90. – 1902>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(241))*

<Bye-law under section 90. – 1904>
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(242))*

<Bye-laws under section 92>  
Bye-laws by the Shwegyin municipality under section 92, sub-section (I), and (5), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898 as amended by Burma act III of 1902). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Municipality) Nov. 1902. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(243))*

<Bye-laws under section 99>  
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(244))*

<Bye-laws under section 142 (a)>  
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(245))*

<Bye-laws under section 142 (c)>  
Bye-laws by the Shwegyin municipality under section 142, clause (c) and (k) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), May 1902. 4 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(246))*

<Bye-laws under section 142 (g)>  
Bye-laws by the Shwegyin municipality under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Nov. 1902. [1 p.]
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(247))*

Shwehintha magazine : leading cultural fortnightly. 1.1, April 1951. – Rangoon
ISSN 0488-7565
US: LC: 1.1

Shwei Kyàung < Hsaya-Daw >  
Mātowāda sommāz … / ed. by U Po Sein. – Rangoon, 1933. 141 p. – (Burmese text series / Burma Research Society ; 40) – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: SOAS(GPC 810/307.544)*
US: LC(PL3988.S46M9 1933)
YU(SML, Yale Class. Fxal B92)

Shwetalay cartoon  
→ Bagale

Si Khia

The problem of role conflict between pastors and deacons in China (Zomi) Baptist Churches in Myanmar / by Si Khia. – 2000. VIII, IX, 166 l., map, bibliogr. l. 162-166. – Virginia Union Univ., School of Theology, Doctor of ministry project (D. Min.), 2000
Ref. : OCLC 46313437
Siam / Government]  
→ also Thailand

→ Agreement and exchange of notes between his Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and the Government of India and the Government of Siam regarding the boundary between Burma (Keng-tung) and Siam

→ Exchange of notes between His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and the Government of India and the Government of Siam regarding the boundary between Burma (Tenasserim) and Siam

→ Exchange of notes between His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and the Government of India and the Government of Siam regarding the nationality of persons affected by the redelineation of the boundary between Burma (Tenasserim) and Siam

→ Exchange of notes between His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom and the Government of India and the Royal Siamese Government for the operation...
of regular air services over Siam and over India and Burma

→ Treaty of commerce and navigation between His Majesty in respect of the United Kingdom and His Majesty the King of Siam

Siam

1,1889

→ Acher, W. J.
Extracts from a journal kept by Mr. W. J. Acher, acting British Vice-Consul at Chiangmai, of a visit to Chiangtung in May and June 1888

→ Treaty of commerce and navigation between His Majesty in respect of the United Kingdom and His Majesty the King of Siam

Siam Society

The hill tribes of Northern Thailand

→ Young, Oliver Gordon
The land of the white elephant. – 1988

→ Vincent, Frank

→ Relationship with Burma

A report on tribal peoples in Chiangrai Province, North of the Mae Kok River

→ Hanks, Lucien Mason

Selected articles from The Siam Society journal

5-6 → Relationship with Burma

Sibly, John <b. 1920>


Subject(s): Burma. World War <1939-1945> - Fiction

D: B-SBB(568 501 Haus 2)

GB: BL(NNN 15595)* OUL(BOD 25615 e.14986) SOAS(E Coll 3 V /75)

IRL: TCD(SHB- 48-288)

US: LC(PZ4.S5637Yo) WMM

Ref.: OCLC 21343580

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 770)*

US: CU(Kroch PR6037 I12Y6) LC(PZ4.S5637Yo2) MiU(Buhr S5632yp 1961)

NIU(SEA PR6069.D2 61 Y61 1960)

UCLA(SRLF PR6037 .S564y) WU(PZ4 S5637 Yo)

YU(SML Yale Class. Ir S11 Y Y6 1961)

GB: BL(WP.B 29/1572)*

Siddiqui, Abdur Rahman

Extract from the proceedings of the Bengal Legislative Assembly dated the 2nd September, 1941 on the special motion of Mr. Abdur Rahman Siddiqi on The Indo-Burma immigration agreement. – [Calcutta : Bengal Govt. Pr., 1942.] 21 p.

Subject(s): Emigration and immigration law – Burma.

Indians (Asian people) – Legal status, laws, etc. – Burma

Minorities – Burma

SG: ISEAS(SCR DS520.5 *1997.5)

Siddiqui, Nafis Ahmad <b. 1935>

Lands beyond Indian border : some neighbouring countries ; a systematic regional geographical study of Afghanistan, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Burma and Malaysia / N. A. Siddiqui and Sampuran Jeet. 1st publ. – New Delhi : Mukul Prakashan, 1975. 136 p., map. – (Central South Asia series ; 1)

Subject(s): South Asia : Description and travel

Burma : Description and travel

D: HD-SAI(200 geo 80/1053)* TU-UB(19 A 10461)

GB: BL(X 800/14395) BL-APAC(V 21524)

US: DNAL(DS337 S53)


Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel

US: LC(DS337.S52) UCSD

Sidhu, Hardev Singh


Subject(s): Economic sanctions – Burma

ASEAN countries - Foreign economic relations - Burma

Burma : Foreign economic relations - ASEAN countries

SG: ISEAS(LO HF1586.7 B9S56)

NUS(Theses Coll DS520.5 *1997.5)

Sidhu, Jagjit Singh


AU: ANU(Menzies thesis JQ448.S52 1963)

GB: SAdS(IHR Theses) ULL

Sidoti, S. J.


Contains: Airbase attacks during World War II: … Meiktila, Burma

Subject(s): RAAF Air Power Studies Centre

United States : Air bases - Security measures ; Air bases - Case studies.

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, American

Bibliographical description

Siegelb., Jens

→Die Kriege 1985 bis 1990 : Analyse ihrer Ursachen

Siegelb., Philip <b. 1926>

Colonial development and the Chettiar : a study in the ecology of modern Burma, 1850-1941 / by Philip Siegelman. – Minneapolis, Minn., Univ. of Minnesota, Ph. D. (political science, general) thesis 1962

DissAb 25.4, 1964/65, 2599. – Herbert 437

Note: This is a study of the Chettayar moneylender and the colonial policy in Burma as it affected their relationship in the emerging ecology of modern Burma. – Pref.

Subject(s): Burma : History : Foreign relations - India

Indien : Foreign relations - Burma

Debtor and creditor - Burma ; Chettyars - Burma

→Siegelb., Jens

Siek, Sieg

The Signal Corps

→Siegbert, Jens

Siebert, Günter


D: HD-SAIF(325 ldk 89/657)*

GB: BL(X.981/1290) BL-APAC(V 17039 ; V 16803)

→Siegbert, Jens


Subject(s): Indv ; katalogpost

→Silke- og menneskeretsforhold for rohingyaer i Burma og Bangladesh

Silāḥāra < Bhikkhu >


Subject(s): Five Precepts (Buddhism) ; Buddhism – Burma ; Theosophy

→Silāḥāra

Sikkh Temple Committee < Rangoon >

Essentials of Sikhism

Sikh Temple Committee

→Sikh Temple Committee

Silāṇāndābhivamsa < Ashin >

→Paritta Pāli & [and] protective verses : a collection of eleven protective suttas : an English transla


Note: Biography of Maha cânñ' Cha ra ; [in-]

→Paritta Pāli & [and] protective verses

Silānāndābhivamsa

→Silānāndābhivamsa

Sītaa Devii, Adeltha P. <b. 1896>

Indian language highway for all : a broad 17-language highway through the mother tongues of India and her neighbours: Smdh, Burm, Ceylon / by Adeltha P. Siitaa

D: M-BSB(89.6433) PA-UB(OO/RR 50950 S571)

HC497 B9S57)

→Sītaa Devii, Adeltha P.

Note: Plans for a $10 million, six-year development project. On a 40-hectare site, Silver Elephant is using Chinese laborers to build an 80-room hotel, 100 shops, 15 restaurants, a school and hundreds of residential units. The project is a mere 15 meters from the border, so Chinese will be able to rent and operate shops during the day and return home to China at night.

Subject(s): City planning - Burma - Muse. Planned communities - Burma - Muse.


Silver Elephant Construction Co.

→Silver Elephant City


GB:BL(14302 d 1)*

US: ICN

Silver jubilee publication

→Burma < Union > / Department of Burma Historical Research

Silverstein, Josef

The administration of Burma

→Mya Sein

→Birma : Ringen um eine Demokratie und Frieden mit den Minderheiten


Subject(s): Burma : Politics and governments ; Economics

TH: CU(TIC 25998)


Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government – 1962-1988 ; History <1948->

AU:ANU(Menzies DS530.4.S55 ; Hancock GF696.B9.S54)

D: B-SBB(33 MA 685 Aussenmag. : 389 025 Haus 2)

BO-UB(DVA 5306) GÖ-SUB(78 A 9261)

BDIC(O col 5062/2)

HD-SAI(325 adm 79/715 ; 325 pol 78/351)*

PA-UB(55/RR 51983 SS87)

F: BN Impr.(8-O2-2477(2))

BDIC(O col 5062/2)

GB:BL(X 809/43122)*

LSE(BLPES DS530.4 S58 : DS595 M21)

BL-APAC(T 31797 ; BUR.B.29 ; MYAN.A.429)

OUL(IND Retind 24624 e.41 ; QEH C5/BUR SI)

SAS(591(32)*

SOAS(GB 320/377.354 : 689.289)

ULL(OHNR Sil)

IRL:TCD(HL- 18-870)

NL: KITLV(M ss 161 N)

SG: ISEAS(DS530.64 SS81) NUS(DS530.64 Sil)

TH: CU(CL 354.591 S5S7 ; POL 354.591 Sb ; Arts & Arts at CL DS485,B892 S5S7B)

US: CU(Kroch & Urs: DS530.4 S58)

HU(Widener WID-LC) & UC(LC) & UCSD(SSH) & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(CCL & SSL) : DS530.4,S55

MnU(TC Wilson Library 959.2 S39)
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NYPL (Research JFD 78-3776) UCB(Main & Moffitt) & UCD(Shields): DS530.4 .S551
UCLA(YRL DS530.4 .S587b) Ref.: OCLC 34919006; 29513518
ditto. Repr. – Ann Arbor, Mich.: UMI, Books on Demand
GB: SOAS(GB320/689.290)*
GB: BL(YA 1987 b 2231) BL-DSS(97/09611)
AU: ANU(Menzies DS530.4.S56) NLA
US: CU(Uris & Kroch DS530.4 S581)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.64 S58B2) NUS(DS530.4 Sil)
Ref.: BiP

GB: BL-APAC(V 23366 ; V 26743) SAS((591):32)
D: B-SBB(590 761 Haus 2) HD-SAI(325 pol 82/1558)*
PA-U(b/55/RR 51983 S587 B9)

Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government; Ethnic relations; Ethnic groups - Unity - Policies 1886- of government
AU: ANU(Menzies DS530.4.S56) NLA
US: CU(Kroch + DS530.4.S58 T9 1996)
D: B-SBB(1 B 89870 Haus 2) HD-SAI(325 pol 82/1558)*

ditto. Repr. – Ann Arbor, Mich.: UMI, Books on Demand, Div. of
Ref.: BiP

Constructive engagement with Burma: has it worked in the past? will it work in the future? – Bangkok: Asia Institute Foundation, 1997. 28 p. – International Conference on Constructive Engagement in Asia: Economic and Political Dimensions <1997; Bangkok>

Subject(s): Burma: History <1948->; Ethnic relations; Politics and government <1948->
HK: HKU(Hing Wai XP 959.053 S5)
Ref.: OCLC 51535170

The future of Burma in perspective

Independent Burma at forty years
Peacemaker from Pantanaw
The political legacy of Aung San
Aung San
Southeast Asia in the World War II

DissAb 21.12, 1961, 3838. – Shulman 610. – UMI RBB61-01835

Contents: The 1994 UN resolution: what can the Secretary-General do? - Federalism as a solution to the ethnic problem in Burma.
Subject(s): United Nations: Burma
Burma: Politics and government <1988->; Ethnic relations
AU: ANU(Menzies pamphlet DS530.65.S55 1996)
NLA(N 321.09 REG)
D: B-SBB(1 B 89870 Haus 2)
NL: KITLV(M 1999 B 332)
US: CU(Koch + DS530.4.S58 T9 1996)
HU(Widener) LC(C599.B87 S55 1996)
UC(Rooms-FML Microfilm AC801 .S5864)
UC(SRLF M00132752)
YU(SML Microform Film B904 1)

Silverwood-Cope, Peter Lachlan <1945-1989>
Subject(s): Buddhism and politics – Burma. Buddhism and politics – Asia, Southeastern. Communism and Buddhism
US: HU(Tozzer L.SOC.19.013.25.1 (62))
NNC(Lehman GN1 .S45 no.62)
Sim, Edward Coysgarne
Burma: p. 49-86
Note: Account of a journey to Egypt, Java, Singapore, Burma and Ceylon.
Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Description and travel – 19th century
Sri Lanka : Description and travel – 19th century
Egypt : Description and travel – 19th century
D: HD-SA(reg 60 C 61)*
GB: BL(010055 de 48) BL-APAC(T 38515)
US: CU(WasonDS8 S58)

Simatrang, Sone
Burmese design through drawings
→ Aye Myint

Simeon, J.
→ Anglo-vernacular reader

→ Elements of geography in English and Burmese for use in Burma
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 733)*
→ Outlines of the modern history of Burma
→ A short treatise on mensuration in English and Burmese

Simha Deba, Biramitrodaya
Tika Gobindacandra. – Rangoon : The Oriya Pr., 1931. 66 p. – In Oriya
Subject(s): Oriya poetry - 20th century
Document Type: Poetry
GB: BL-APAC(SAC1986a1270)

Simmonds, E. H. S.
Bibliographies of Mon-Khmer and Tai linguistics
→ Shorto, Harry Leonard

Simmons, Dawn Langley
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850.
Judson, Ann Hasseltine, 1789-1826.
SG: ISEAS(BV3271 J81H17 63782)
LC(BV3271.J81 S54)
NIU(SEA) & NNC(Butler) & OAU & UC(B)Main) & UCSD(SSH) : BV3271.J81 H3
NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare Ek J9216h)
UC(B)NRLF BV3271 J82 H3 B 3 475 009 & SRLF A 0006509897) UCLA(YRL BV 3271 J71H14)
YU(Divinity, Stacks MU14 J9215 Xh14 ; MUDD, Stacks Mia8 J922X H14)

Simmons, Edward Clare
Lac in Burma
→ Withers, Frederick Walter

Working plan for the Northern Shan States Forest Division for the period 1936-37 to 1945-46
→ Working plan < Northern Shan States >
Working plan for the Panghau reserve and unclassed forests leased to Messrs. Burma Corporation, Limited, Namtu, Northern Shan States for the period 1933-34 to 1940-41

Sim, Fan Kok
→ Fan, Kok-Sim

Sim, H. C. Matthew
ISBN 981-232-138-1
Subject(s): Burma : Kultur - Alltag – Erlebnisbericht ; Politisches System - Wirtschaft – Erlebnisbericht ; Nationalcharakter - Erlebnisbericht
D: CUB(MS 1275 sim)
GB: BL(YA.2001.a.25354) SOAS(GB395 /851946)
SG: ISEAS(DS527.9 S58) NLB(Tampines & Woodlands: English 959.1 SIM) NRL(RSIN English 959.1 SIM) NUS(Main Shelves HC497 Bur.Si)
TH: CU(959.105 S588M)
US: LC(HF5387.5.B87 S55 2001)
Ref.: OCLC 47630900

Simha Deba, Biramitrodaya
Tika Gobindacandra. – Rangoon : The Oriya Pr., 1931. 66 p. – In Oriya
Subject(s): Oriya poetry - 20th century
Document Type: Poetry
GB: BL-APAC(SAC1986a1270)

Simmonds, E. H. S.
Bibliographies of Mon-Khmer and Tai linguistics
→ Shorto, Harry Leonard

Simmons, Dawn Langley
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850.
Judson, Ann Hasseltine, 1789-1826.
SG: ISEAS(BV3271 J81H17 63782)
LC(BV3271.J81 S54)
NIU(SEA) & NNC(Butler) & OAU & UC(B)Main) & UCSD(SSH) : BV3271.J81 H3
NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare Ek J9216h)
UC(B)NRLF BV3271 J82 H3 B 3 475 009 & SRLF A 0006509897) UCLA(YRL BV 3271 J71H14)
YU(Divinity, Stacks MU14 J9215 Xh14 ; MUDD, Stacks Mia8 J922X H14)

Simmons, Edward Clare
Lac in Burma
→ Withers, Frederick Walter

Working plan for the Northern Shan States Forest Division for the period 1936-37 to 1945-46
→ Working plan < Northern Shan States >
Working plan for the Panghau reserve and unclassed forests leased to Messrs. Burma Corporation, Limited, Namtu, Northern Shan States for the period 1933-34 to 1940-41
Simms, Peter Francis Jordan
The Irrawaddy / by Peter Simms. Illus. by A. M. Hughes. – [London :] Oxford Univ. Pr., 1963. 31 p., illus., map. – (Rivers of the world : series 2 ; 9)
Subject(s): Irrawaddy River (Burma)
D: HD-SAI(320 geo 66/1984 Kp)*
GB: BL(010005 tt 2/9)*
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet G Burma 7)

Simon, Eugène-Louis <1848-1924>
F: BNF(4° S. Pièce 1706)
US: HU(Museum Comp Zoology E-D. Arachn.)

Simon, John Allsebrook Simon <1st Viscount, 1873-1954>
→Indian Statutory Commission : Report

Simons, Kathleen Harvey <Lady>
SG: NRL(330.9591 Uni)

Simons. 2nd ed.
Rangoon : Mission Pr., 1873. 84 p.

Simons, C. J.
Scripture lessons, with questions and answers / by Mrs. C. J. Simons. 2nd ed. – Rangoon : Mission Pr., 1873. 84 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1278)

Simon Commission report on India (Indian Statutory Commission)
→Indian Statutory Commission

Simonelli, Lino

Simoniya, Nadar A.
D: HD-SAI(pol 53 C 235)*
GB: BL(Ac. 9233 wi3/45)

Simpson, Albert Benjamin <1844-1919>
Larger outlooks on missionary lands : descriptive sketches of a missionary journey through Egypt, Palestine, India, Burma, Malaysia, China, Japan and the Sandwich Islands / by A. B. Simpson. With over two hundred illus. – New York : The Christian Alliance Publ. Co., 1893. VI, 595 p., illus., plates.
Burma Bibliographical Project
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p. 274-293: Calcutta to Burmah
Subject(s): Missions, Foreign
Asia : Description and travel
Middle East : Description and travel
GB: BL(4766 d 40* ; Mic.F.232)
US: LC(DS8.S61) NRCR
ditto. – Ann Arbor: UMI – (CIHM/ICMH Microfiche series = CIHM/ICMH collection de microfiches ; 50167)
ISBN 0665501676
GB: BL(Mic.F.232)
Ref.: OCLC 19793033

Simpson, Donald H.
Subject catalogue of the Library of the Royal Empire Society

→ Royal Commonwealth Society <London> / Library

Simpson, James Jenkins
Report to the Government of Burma on the pearl oyster fisheries of the Mergui Archipelago and Moskos Islands

→ Brown, Robert Neal Rudmose

Simpson, P. Carnegie
The fact of Christ

→ Phillips, T. G.
The new and living way ...

Sims, John Merriman <b. 1938>
A list and index of parliamentary papers relating to India, 1908-1947

→ Great Britain / Parliament

Sin’¨ Ki¨ < Mho’ p¨ Cha r¨ , 1862-1953>
Collected works of Hmaw pee Sayar Thein ...

→ King of Burma, 1737-1776>

Sinclair, Gordon Allan <b. 1900>
Cannibal quest / by Gordon Sinclair. With 41 illus. from photogr. – Toronto: Doubleday, Doran and Gundy, 1933. IX, 300 p., maps.
US: LC(DU22.S57 1933) NRU
p. 225-236: The road to Mandalay
D: HD-SAI(100 rei 86/971)*
GB: BL(010028 h 18)
US: MiU NYPL
ditto. – New York : Farrar and Rinehart, 1934. IX, 300 p., illus., plates, map.
US: LC(DU22.S57) NYPL OCI

Subject(s): Journalists – Canada – Biography.
India : Description and travel.
US: LC(DS413.S63 1932a) TU WaS
GB: CUL(9620.d.57
US: LC(DS413.S63 1932) MnU NYPL
GB: OUL(BOD Nuneham 25613 e.4583)
US: NSyU
AU: NLA(915.5 S616

Sinclair, James
Notes on Indian and Burmese Annonaceae / James Sinclair.
US: Hu(Botany Arnold (Cambr.) M 1.3 v. 14, pt. 1)

Sinclair, William Boyd
– Coeur d'Alene, Idaho: J. F. Whitley. Incl. bibliographical references and indexes – Spine title on v. 4-9 (9):
CBI
1. Jungle, paddy, and mountain heroes, awarded and unrewarded mud, gravel, ruts, and rocks. – 1986. XII, 329 p., illus. – ISBN 0-937577-00-6 ; 0-937577-01-4
2. Those wild blue characters, over the hump, from wings to shoes. – 1987. XXIII, 291 p., illus.
9. Several sides of CBI life, more aspects of CBI life. – 1990. XIV, 229 p., illus. ISBN 0-937577-16-2 ; 0-937577-17-0
10. Allies and merchant wallahs, the army's animal king-

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>
China : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; History - 1937-1945

D: M-BSB(Orient. 87.1091/1-10)
GB: BL-APAC: 7 (ORW.1990.a.856)
US: LC(TS1095.B8S5) MiU

Sindall, Robert Walter

GB: Birmingham(Pamphlet ; TS 1095.B8, Q)
BL(I.S.Bu.47/9)* BL-APAC(Tr 995* ; – ibd, 1912. 32 p., tables, fold. map.

NLM: 5 (WZ 112.5.M4 S616m 1989)

Sindall. – ibd, 1912. 32 p., tables, fold. map.

Sinderen, Adrian van
Van Sinderen, Adrian

Sing Khaw Khai

The Chins, their names and their tradition : a research paper on the Tibet-Burman tradition, submitted to the Research Department of History, the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma / by Sing Khaw Khai. – [Rangoon, 198-?] 85 p., illus., map.
GB: Birmingham(Pamphlet ; TS 1095.B8, Q)
BL(I.S.Bu.47/9)* BL-APAC(Tr 995* ; – ibd, 1912. 32 p., tables, fold. map.


Subject(s): Kuki Chin (South Asian people) – Burma – Chin State – Religious life – History.

GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1996.a.1626)
OUS(IND Burma 3 d 44)
SOAS(GB306.6.732.428)*

US: CU(Kroch) & HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & NNC(Lehman) & WU(Memorial Lib.): DS528.2.K84 S58 1995

Singapore / Primary Production Department

→ A colour guide to the fishes of the South China Sea and the Andaman Sea

Singapore Burma Trade Association

→ Singapore investments in Myanmar & Cambodia
→ Singapore trade mission


SG: ISEAS(HF1595 Z5I42S61)
NUS(HL Ref. HG5740.8 Sin)


SG: ISEAS(HF1595 Z5I42S61)

→ Singapore investments in Myanmar & Cambodia
→ Singapore trade mission

Singh Ping, Benjamin


Subject(s): Kuki Chin (South Asian people) – Burma – Chin State – Religious life – History ; Religious life
GB: SOAS(L.GB306.6/609.008)*

Singapore International Foundation

→ Seminar on Living, Working and Doing Business in Myanmar <1996, Singapore > : [papers]

SG: NUS(ML Ref. HG5740.8 Sin)

Singapore Malayan Trade Mission to Burma

SG: NUS(Sing/Mal Coll+Macroform Arch HF3869 Smt)
Burma Bibliographical Project
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Singapore Manufacturers' Association (SMA)
SMA group "F" visit to the Socialist Republic of the Union
of Burma, 14-19 May 1984 / Singapore Manufacturers'
Subject(s): Government business enterprises − Burma − Directories
Burma : Economic conditions ; Commerce − Singapore.
Singapore : Commerce − Burma
Burma : Executive departments − Directories
SG: ISEAS(HF3800.67 Z7B9S61)
Singapore Myanmar connection. − Singapore: Publ. for Singapore Trade Development Board for Singapore Information
Services, 199-?. Illus.
ISSN 0219-0125
Subject(s): Singapore : Commerce − Burma − Periodicals.
Burma : Commerce − Singapore − Periodicals.
US: CU(Kroch HF3800.67.Z7 B937+)
Ref.: OCLC 49863132
Singapore Trade Development Board
Myanmar textile and garment industry
Seminar on Business Opportunities in Myanmar
Singapore business connections with Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos & Myanmar
Singapore trade mission, March 1968 : souvenir magazine /
Trade Mission to Burma, Thailand, Philippines, Japan, Hong
Kong and Cambodia. − Singapore: Singapore Chinese
SG: ISEAS(DOC 3390)
Singer, Noel Francis <b. 1937>
Burmah : a photographic journey ; 1855-1925 / Noel F.
Singer. – Gartmore, Stirling: Kiscadale, 1993. 104 p., chiefly
illus., ports., bibliogr. p. 31. – English, with captions in
Subject(s): Burma : Pictorial works ; Description and travel
– Pictorial works ; History – 1824-1948 ; History – Pictorial works
Photography – Burma – History
AU:ANU(Menzies large book DS529.7.S56 1993)
D: HD-SAI(325 ldk 93/1954)*
F: BIULO(GEN.II.7115) BMH(DS 518)
GB: BL(LB.31 b.10372) CUL(9000.a.1914)
BL-APAC(ORW 1993 c 54) OUL(IND Burma 4 d 64)
SAS((591):910) SOAS(L.GB901/686964)*
IRL:TCD(HX- 32-828)
NL: KITLV(M ss 288 N)
SG: ISEAS(DS527.7 S61) NUS(DS530.2 Sin)
RUBC(959.1 SIN)
TH: CUL(CL 959.1 S617B)
US: CU(Echols +DS527.6 .S61)
HU(Widener WID-LC) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) :
DS529.7.S46 1993x
MnU(TC Wilson Ames DS527.6 .S56x 1993)
NIU(SEA) & UCB(Main) & WU(Memorial Lib.) :
DS529.7 .S454 1993
NYPL(Humanities-Art MFW 94-6379)
YU(SML DS537.6 S554 1993+)
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Burmese dance and theatre / Noel F. Singer. 1st publ. –
Kuala Lampur ; Oxford ; Singapore ; New York : Oxford
Univ. Pr., 1995. XII, 94 p., 30 illus., map, index, bibliogr. p.
Contents 1. Events in the World of the Performing Arts until
1885 - 2. Court Musicians of the Konbaung Dynasty,
1752-1885 - 3. Theatricals at Court - 4. Court Dancers and
Other Performers – 5. Entertainment among the Common
People during the Nineteenth Century - 6. The Innovative
Period of Dance and Drama, 1886-1910 - 7. Dance and the
Subject(s): Dance – Burma – History ; Theater – Burma –
History ; Performing arts – History
NLA(YY 793.319591 S617)
CH: BS UB(Ap III 3618)
D: HD-SAI(320 kul 97/3156)*
F: BNF(HDJ DéptLit. Salle F Art 792.809 5 Sing b)
F: BIULO(GEN.IV.11152) BMH(DS 520.5 .D2)
GB: BL(YC.1995.a.4807) CUL(9001.d.8855)
OUL(IND Burma 11 d 26) SOAS(GB793.3/801057)
ULL(Music E90:78 SIN)
IRL:TCD(HB- 53-132)
NL: KITVL(M 1997 A 6261)
SG: ISEAS(GV1703 B9S61) NUS(GV1703 Bur.S)
US: HU(Tozzer IND. Si 567 bu)
CU(Kroch x) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson) & NIU(SEA)
& NNC(Barnard) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) &
UCB(Main ) & UCD(Shields ) & UCI(Main Lib ) &
UCLA(YRL ) & UCR(Rivera ) & UCSD(SSH) &
UCSB(Main) & UCSC(McHenry) & WU(Memorial
NYPL(PerfArts-Dance *MGS (Burmese) 95-5578)
Ref.: OCLC 31518145 ; 31518145
Burmese puppets / Noel F. Singer. – Singapore ; Oxford ;
plates, illus., (some col.), map, index, bibliogr. p. 94 to 95. –
Subject(s): Puppets – Burma ; Puppet theater – Burma – History
NLA(YY 791.5309591 S617)
D: M-BSB(Art.93.2001) HD-SAI(325 kul 94/7226)*
PA-UB(55/RR 51974 S617)
F: BNF(H.de J. Dépt.Lit. Salle F Art 791.5 Sing b)
BIULO(GEN.IV.8579) BMH(DS 520.5 .A7)
GB: BL(YK 1993 a 11331) CUL(9001.d.1671)
OUL(IND Burma 1 e 2) SAS((591):792)
IRL:TCD(HB- 49-114)
NL: KITLV(M 1998 A 2093)
SG: ISEAS(PN1978 B9S61)
NUS(PN1978 Bur.S)
TH: CU(CL 791.53 S617B ; Arts at CL PN1978 .B85
S617B)
US: HU(Tozzer: IND. Si 567 b)
CU(Kroch x) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson) & NIU(SEA)
& OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCB(Main) & UCB(SS/EAsia Ref.) & UCD(Shields ) & UCLA(YRL) &
UCR(Rivera ) & UCSC(McHenry) & WU(Memorial


Old Rangoon / by Noel F. Singer.

Subject(s):
Rangoon, Burma – History
Rangoon (Burma) – History
Burma: History – 1824-1948

Ref.: OCLC 34136987

Subject(s): Art, Burmese

Ref.: OCLC 287284203

→ A list of insect pests of forest plants in India and the adjacent countries : arranged alphabetically according to the plant genera and species, for the use of forest officers.

Singh, Bishan

Ref.: OCLC 26337592

Singh, Durlab
Netaji speaks to the nation (1928 to 1945) / Durlab Singh, [1949]. 256 p., illus., map, bibliogr. p. 257-258.

Ref.: OCLC 287284203

Singh, Ganga
Burma parliamentary companion

Ref.: OCLC 50706991

Independence and democracy in Burma, 1945-1952 : the turbulent years / Balwant Singh. – Ann Arbor, Mich.: Univ. of Michigan, Center for South and Southeast Asian Studies, 1993. XX, 180 p., maps, gloss., apps., index. – (CSSEAS publications) (Michigan papers on South and Southeast Asia, ISSN 0160-354X ; 40)

ISBN 0-89148-068-4 (cloth) ; 0-89148-069-2 (pbk)

Subject(s): Democracy – Burma

Ref.: OCLC 50706991
Siegfried M. Schwertner
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Singh, Gian
Subject(s): Singh, Gian
Soldiers - Biography.
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, Indian; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns; World War Military, operations, Army
D: S-WLB(Bc 13221)
F:  BIULO(GEN.III.36978 ; GEN.III.41447)

Singh, Harbans
A critical evaluation of the operations of Burma's State Agricultural Marketing Board. – Berkeley: Univ. of California, 1963. 111 p.
US: UC(NRLF $ C 228 058)

Singh, Harbans
A contribution towards our knowledge of the Aleyrodidae (white flies) of India / by Karam Singh. – [New Delhi : Indian Council of Agricultural Research, 1931.] 98 p., illus. – Repr. from: Indian Council of Agricultural Research memoirs : entomological series ; 31.1931
SG: NUS(QL537 Kar)

Singh, Harbans
Subject(s): Nationalism – Burma – History
Burma : Politics and government – 1824-1948
D: B-SBB(1 A 37742 Haus 2)   M-BSB(91.33579)
GB: BL(YA 1986 a 2315)   CUL(1997.8.6276)
F:  BIULO(GEN.III.41444)

Singh, Karam
Subject(s): Nationalism – Burma
Burma : History <1824-1948> ; Politics and government – 20th century
AU:ANU(Menzies DS530.S54 1980)
D: PA-UB(55/RR 51983 S655)   HD-SAI(322 pol 83/794)*
US: UC(NRLF DS530 .S5541 B 4 015 466 ; SRLF A0009613332)   UCLA(YR) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : NL(81/1159) & OUL(BOD L Floor M96.F04084)

Singh, Kumar Badri Narain
Subject(s): Singh, Gian
Soldiers - Biography.
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, Indian; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns; World War Military, operations, Army
D: S-WLB(Bc 13221)
F:  BIULO(GEN.III.36978 ; GEN.III.41447)

Singh, N. Kunja
Working plan for the reserved forests of Manipur Valley of Eastern Forest Division, Manipur, 1969-70 to 1979-80
→ Working plan < Manipur >

Singh, Puran
Note on the Burma Myrabolans or "Panga" fruits as a tanning material / by Puran Singh. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., India, 1916. 5 p. – (Forest bulletin ; 32. 1916)
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/N/25/560/48)*
US: DNAL   LC   MiU   PP   UC

Singh, Rajendra <b. 1914>
Report on the malaria survey of ...

Singh, Sitram
Indianisation of early South East Asia. – 1981. – Magadh Univ., Ph.D. (ancient Indian and Asian studies) thesis Shulman 288

ISBN 81-8370045-4
Subject(s): Burma : Militärdiktatur - Demokratische Bewegung - Demokratisierung . Hochschulschrift - Geschichte 1988-2004
D: B-SBB(1 A 587199 Haus 2)

Singh, Surendra Prasad <b. 1945>
Subject(s): Nationalism – Burma
Burma : History <1824-1948> ; Politics and government – 20th century
AU:ANU(Menzies DS530.S54 1980)
D: PA-UB(55/RR 51983 S655)   HD-SAI(322 pol 83/794)*
US: UC(NRLF DS530 .S5541 B 4 015 466 ; SRLF A0009613332)   UCLA(YR) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : NL(81/1159) & OUL(BOD L Floor M96.F04084)

Singh, Uma Shankar <b. 1942>
Burma and India, 1948-1962 : a study in the foreign policies of Burma and India and Burma's policy towards India / Uma

ISBN 81-8370045-4
Subject(s): Burma : Militärdiktatur - Demokratische Bewegung - Demokratisierung . Hochschulschrift - Geschichte 1988-2004
D: B-SBB(1 A 587199 Haus 2)

Singh, Uma Shankar <b. 1942>
Burma and India, 1948-1962 : a study in the foreign policies of Burma and India and Burma’s policy towards India / Uma

ISBN 81-8370045-4
Subject(s): Burma : Militärdiktatur - Demokratische Bewegung - Demokratisierung . Hochschulschrift - Geschichte 1988-2004
D: B-SBB(1 A 587199 Haus 2)
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Subject(s): Burma : Foreign relations - India : Foreign relations <1948> - India : Foreign relations – Burma ; Foreign relations <1947-1948>

D: B-SBB (A 61 657 Haus 2) HD-SAI (325 bez 80/1854)

F: BIULO (GEN.IV.779)

GB: BL (X 809/28187) CUL (632:22.e.95.26)

BL-APAC (T 344445 ; BUR.B.67 ; MYAN A 465)

SAS ((591) :327)

SG: ISEAS (DS528.8 I4 S61) RUBC (327.591054)

US: CRL (General Collect. 79-903273)

CU (Kroch DS528.8 I4 S63 1979)

HU (Widener WID-LC) & LC & MnU (TC Wilson Ames) & NIU (SEA) & NNC (Lehman) & OAU (Alden SE Asia) & UCB (Main) & UCLA (YRL) &

WU (Memorial Lib.) : DS528.8.I4 S65 1979

NYPL (Research JFD 80-6189)

UoC (Regenstein Stacks DS528.8.I4S560 1979)

Burma’s foreign policy with special reference to India from the earliest time to 1958. – 1977. – Madagadh Univ., Ph.D. (history) thesis. – Shulman 447

Singhal, Damodar Prasad


Shulman 320. – Herbert 218


India : Foreign relations – Burma

AU: ANU (Menzies DS485.B86.S56 ; Hope Store Bliss ONV S617a) UQ (DS450.B8 S5 1960)

D: B-SBB (583816 Haus 2)

HD-SAI (320 pol 69/1673+a)*

F: BIULO (GEN.IV.779)

GB: BL (X 809/66350) BL-DSS (81/27887)

CUL (632:22.e.95.28+31)

BL-APAC (T 43109) SAS ((591) :325.36)*

NL: KITLV (M 3b 1514 N)

SG: ISEAS (DS550.63 S61) NUS (DS530.63 Sin)

RUBC (959.103 SIN)

US: CRL (GenCollec 81-902771)

CU (Kroch DS485.B89 S61 1981)

LC & MnU (TC Wilson Ames) & NIU (SEA) & OAU (Alden SE Asia) & UCB (Main) : DS528.8.I4 S57 1981

NNC (Butler DS450.B8 S54)

YU (SML DS450.B8 S55 1981)

Ref.: OCLC 8868913

ditto. – Brisbane: Univ. of Queensland, 1981.


Shulman 325

GB: ULL

[Publications.] v. 1-5. – 1974. 5 v., illus. – Brisbane, Univ. of Queensland, D.Litt. thesis, 1974

Contents: Annexation of Upper Burma - India and Afghanist an - India and world civilization - Nationalism in India.

Subject(s): India – History

AU: UQ (Fryer Thesis THE5312 v.1-5)

Ref.: OCLC 3740125

Singhan, Eliyathamby Vickerama

[Catalogue of historical maps of Southeast Asia]

→National University < Singapore > / Department of Geography

Singh, Raghubir <b. 1908>

The treaty of Bassein and the anglo-Maratha war in the Dec can 1802-1804. – Bombay: Printed at the Sri Gouranga Pr., Calcutta, 1951. XX, 288 p. – (English records of Maratha history : Poona residency correspondence ; 10)

AU: ANU (Menzies DS475.3.S56)

Sinha, Raghubir <b. 1933>


Ref.: BAS
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Subject(s): Akas : Ethnology – Assam
GB:SOAS(JMA307.772/596.166)

Sino-British Joint Commission for the Investigation of the Undelimited Southern Section of the Yunnan-Burma Frontier

2. Statements of claims and decisions
3. Documents filed in support of claim
4. Record of evidence of witnesses
5. Joint Commission report with British and Chinese Commissioners’ minutes of dissent
7. Diaries of the Senior Commissioner
GB:BL-APAC(IOR/V/26/270/2-8)

Subject(s): Economic assistance, Chinese - Burma
US:HU(Law School Harv.Depos. 137 36.2.2)

D: GÖ-SUB(MA 82-112:78)*
GB:SOAS(M 5494)
US:LC(UB250.U33 no.7987)

Sino-Tibetica. – Berkeley, Calif. – [Mimeogr.]
2 ➔ Shafer, Robert
   The link between Burmese and Lolo
4 ➔ Shafer, Robert
   Phunoi and Akha tones

Sion. Jules
L’Asie des Moussons. – Paris, 1928. 548 p., XCVI plates in 2 vols. – (Géographie universelle ; 9)
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La Birmanie v. 2. p. 468-472
GB:BL(2060 bb: 010005 t 1/9)
US: CSt LC(G115.V55 t.9) MiU NYPL UCS

Siong, Jap Kim

1 ➔ Gold fish
3 ➔ Toys for Primary Schools
4 ➔ The pet show for primary schools
5 ➔ Animals and their young
6 ➔ Animals we know
7 ➔ Animals that live together
8 ➔ The night school of the learned swan
9 ➔ Insect parade : for primary schools
10 ➔ Superstition and science
11 ➔ Weather and climate
12 ➔ Food for growth and energy
13 ➔ Toads and frogs
14 ➔ Animals of yesterday
16 ➔ Electricity and its uses
18 ➔ Magnets and the earth
19 ➔ Birds in the bigwoods
22 ➔ Scientist and his tools
23 ➔ What things are made of ...
24 ➔ The world in spring
25 ➔ Insect societies
28 ➔ Science problems
29 ➔ Fishes
31 ➔ Animals of the seashore
33 ➔ Birds
34 ➔ Keeping well
35 ➔ Insects and their ways

Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Rangoon sea access channel and associated port improvement study

Sirisena, Wanninayake Mudiyanselage
Ceylon and Southeast Asia : political, religious and cultural relations from A.D. c.100 to c.1500. – 1970. II, 483 p. – Canberra, Australian National Univ., Ph.D. (Asian civilization) thesis – Shulman 286

Sri Lanka and South-East Asia : political, religious and cultural relations from A.D. c.100 to c.1500 / by W. M. Sirisena ; with a forew. by A. L. Basham . – Leiden: Brill, 1978.
D: B-SBB(389253 Ause 2) FR-UB(GE 79/8997) GÖ-SUB(78 A 9688) TU-UB(18 A 11787)
DK: KB(he:79-67)
GB:CUL(631:85.c.95.43)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

La Birmanie v. 2. p. 468-472
GB:BL(2060 bb: 010005 t 1/9)
US: CSt LC(G115.V55 t.9) MiU NYPL UCS

Siong, Jap Kim

1 ➔ Gold fish
3 ➔ Toys for Primary Schools
4 ➔ The pet show for primary schools
5 ➔ Animals and their young
6 ➔ Animals we know
7 ➔ Animals that live together
8 ➔ The night school of the learned swan
9 ➔ Insect parade : for primary schools
10 ➔ Superstition and science
11 ➔ Weather and climate
12 ➔ Food for growth and energy
13 ➔ Toads and frogs
14 ➔ Animals of yesterday
16 ➔ Electricity and its uses
18 ➔ Magnets and the earth
19 ➔ Birds in the bigwoods
22 ➔ Scientist and his tools
23 ➔ What things are made of ...
24 ➔ The world in spring
25 ➔ Insect societies
28 ➔ Science problems
29 ➔ Fishes
31 ➔ Animals of the seashore
33 ➔ Birds
34 ➔ Keeping well
35 ➔ Insects and their ways

Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners
Rangoon sea access channel and associated port improvement study

Sirisena, Wanninayake Mudiyanselage
Ceylon and Southeast Asia : political, religious and cultural relations from A.D. c.100 to c.1500. – 1970. II, 483 p. – Canberra, Australian National Univ., Ph.D. (Asian civilization) thesis – Shulman 286

Sri Lanka and South-East Asia : political, religious and cultural relations from A.D. c.100 to c.1500 / by W. M. Sirisena ; with a forew. by A. L. Basham . – Leiden: Brill, 1978.
D: B-SBB(389253 Ause 2) FR-UB(GE 79/8997) GÖ-SUB(78 A 9688) TU-UB(18 A 11787)
DK: KB(he:79-67)
GB:CUL(631:85.c.95.43)
Bibliographical description

Sittang River Valley Survey Mission

→ Sittang River Valley Survey Mission

Sitte, Fritz

A: ÖNB(1,325.912-B)

Children - Burma - Economic conditions.
Women - Burma - Social conditions.
Women - Burma - Economic conditions.

Sitte, Fritz

Sitte, Fritz

→ Kasem Sirisumpudh

Sittang Colonies Banking Union


Subject(s): Sayadaw, Mahathera Ledi

Buddhist monks - Burma, Biography

Sitou, Breda

Sitou, Breda

→ Sittang Colonies Banking Union and co-operative colonisation in Burma.

The Sittang Colonies Banking Union and co-operative colonisation in Burma. – Bombay, 1939. 62 p. – (Bulletin / Reserve Bank of India, Agricultural Credit Department ; 5)

Subject(s): Banks and banking – Burma

D: HD-SAI(322 agr 88/1176 Kp)*

GB: BL-APAC(ORW.2001.a.103)

US: CU(Kroch DS530.S55)

Sitagu Sayadaw Ashin Nyanissara

Sitagu Sayadaw Ashin Nyanissara < b. 1937>

A short biography of the venerable Ledi Sayadaw (Aggamahampandita, D. Litt.) 1846-1923 / by Ashin Nyanissara (Sitagu Sayadaw)


ISBN 3-222-11220-7

– Cover title: Biography of the venerable Ledi Sayadaw

Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Politics and government <1948->

Sitou, Breda

Sitou, Breda

→ United Nations / Sittang River Valley Survey Mission

Sitou, Breda

Sitou, Breda

→ Kasem Sirisumpudh

Sitagu International Buddhist Academy < Sagaing >

→ Suttanatapitake Majjhimanikāye

Sitagun Sayadaw Ashin Nyanissara

Sitagun Sayadaw Ashin Nyanissara <b. 1937>

A short biography of the venerable Ledi Sayadaw (Aggamahampandita, D. Litt.) 1846-1923 / by Ashin Nyanissara (Sitagu Sayadaw)


ISBN 3-222-11220-7

– Cover title: Biography of the venerable Ledi Sayadaw

Subject(s): banks and banking

D: HD-SAI(322 agr 88/1176 Kp)*

GB: BL-APAC(ORW.2001.a.103)

US: CU(Kroch DS530.S55)

Situation in Burma


Subject(s): Human rights – Burma – Religious aspects

Refugees – Burma

Burma (country).
Burma : politics and government <1988->

Sitou, Breda

Sitou, Breda

→ Sittang River Valley Survey Mission

Sitou, Breda

Sitou, Breda

→ Kasem Sirisumpudh
Situation of children in Burma: summary / by the Karen Human Rights Group. – [Mae Sot, Tak, Thailand: Karen Human Rights Group, 1996.] 8 p. – May 1, 1996. – This report was prepared as a submission to the UN Committee which is reviewing SLORC’s observance of the Convention on Rights of the Child, which SLORC ratified in 1991. The report was submitted together with a 140-page Annex of excerpts from KHRG reports relating to children.

Subject(s): Children – Burma; Child abuse – Burma; Human rights - Burma

Burma: UNDHL (A/RES/47/144)

Situation of human rights in Myanmar: draft resolution / Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America. – [New York :] UN, 18 Nov. 2003. 6 p. – UN Document Symbol: A/C.3/58/L.68 - Issued under agenda item 117c of agenda A/58/251; agenda item 117c[7] of agenda A/58/251

Burma: UNDHL (A/C.3/58/L.68)

Burma: Human rights; Elections; Detained Persons; Political participation; Human rights violations

US: UNDHL (UN docs (English)-symbol A/RES/46/132)

Burma: UNDHL (E/CN.4/2004/L.34)

Situation of human rights in Myanmar: resolution / Adoption of resolution / At head of title: United Nations, General Assembly. 57th session. Agenda item 109 (c) - UN Document Symbol: A/RES/57/231 - Issued in GAOR, 57th sess., Suppl. no. 49

Subject(s): Human Rights; Democratization; Myanmar; Human Rights violations; Good Offices; Political prisoners; Civil and Political Rights; Economic, social and cultural rights; Extralegal executions; Torture and other cruel treatment; Forced Labour; Minorities; Women’s Rights; Fights of the Child; AIDS; Rule of law; Administration of Justice; Freedom of movement; Humanitarian Assistance; International instruments; Ethnic and racial groups; Impunity; Criminal investigation; Child soldiers; Displaced persons; Myanmar refugees; Report Preparation

Aung San Suu Kyi
National League for Democracy (Myanmar)

ILO
UN: Special envoy of the Secretary General to Myanmar
UN: Commission of Human Rights Special Rapporteur on the Situations of Human rights in Myanmar

International Committee of the Red Cross

Burma: Human rights


Burma: Human rights

US: UNDHL (A/C.3/58/L.82)

Burma: Human rights

US: UNDHL (A/RES/57/231)

Burma: Human rights

US: UNDHL (A/RES/57/231)

Burma: Human rights

US: UNDHL (A/RES/57/231)

Burma: Human rights

US: UNDHL (A/RES/57/231)

Burma: Human rights

US: UNDHL (A/RES/57/231)

Burma: Human rights

US: UNDHL (A/RES/57/231)

Burma: Human rights

US: UNDHL (A/RES/57/231)

Burma: Human rights

US: UNDHL (A/RES/57/231)
Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi
Burma: Human rights
UN: UNDHL (UN docs(English)-symbol A/RES/48/150)

UN: UNDHL (UN docs(English)-symbol A/RES/49/197)

UN: UNDHL (UN docs(English)-symbol A/RES/50/194)

UN: UNDHL (UN docs(English)-symbol A/RES/51/117)

**ditto.** (52nd session 1997/98), – ibid., 3 Mar. 1998. 5 p. – UN Document symbol: A/RES/52/137 - Issued in GAOR, 52nd sess., Suppl. no. 49. - Vote date: 19971212
UN: UNDHL (UN docs(English)-symbol A/RES/52/137)

UN: UNDHL (UN docs(English)-symbol A/RES/53/162)

UN: UNDHL (UN docs(English)-symbol A/RES/54/186)

**ditto.** (55th session 2000/01), – ibid., 1 Mar. 2001. 5 p. – UN Document symbol: A/RES/55/112 - Issued in GAOR, 55th sess., Suppl. no. 49. - Vote date: 20001204
UN: UNDHL (UN docs(English)-symbol A/RES/55/112)

UN: UNDHL (UN docs(English)-symbol A/RES/56/231)

UN: UNDHL (UN docs(English)-symbol A/RES/57/231)

UN: UNDHL (UN docs(English)-symbol A/RES/58/247)

**Situation of human rights in Myanmar** : revised draft resolution / Austria, Belgium, Canada, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and United States of America. – [New York : UN, 18 Nov. 2003. 6 p. – UN Document Symbol: A/C.3/58/ L.68/Rev.1 - Issued under agenda item 117c of agenda A/58/251 agenda item 117c[7] of agenda A/58/251
UN: UNDHL (A/C.3/58/L.68/Rev.1)

**Situation of human rights in Myanmar**

→ also Annan, Kofi
→ also Question of the violation of human rights and fundamental freedoms in any part of the world

The situation of the elected MPs from National League for Democracy in May, 1990 election

→ Aung San Suu Kyi

Subject(s): Natural gas pipelines – Burma ; Forced labor – Burma ; Human rights – Burma
UN: CU (Kroch TN882.B93 S55 1999)

Subject(s): Women's rights – Burma ; Crimes against – Burma
UN: CU (Kroch HQ1236.5.B93 S55 1999)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Labor unions – Burma
CH: SLB(S 1758)
F: BNF(8° Gw 1020(6)) Cujas
US: CU(Kroch HD6815.B9 I61 1962)

First series → Moore, Joseph: Eighteen views taken at and near Rangoon
Subject(s): Rangoon : Views ; History, 1824-1826 – Pictorial works.
GB: CUL(KB.7.14)
US: NYPL(Research MEVM+++: Hunt)
Ref.: OCLC 40312102

Six melodies of Burma for pianoforte / ed. by Ma Hla Phroo. – Cambridge : Heffer, 1937. 28 p., illus. – Lyrics in English and Burmese
US: LC(M32.8,H63S6)

Six months at Martaban : during the Burmese war ; and an essay on The political causes which led to the establishment of British power in India / by an officer in active service on the spot. – London : Partridge, Oakley, [1854]. 131 p.
Herbert 354
Subject(s): Burmese War, 1824-1826.
GB: BL(9056 c 6) BL-APAC(T 38879)
US: NYPL(Research MEVM+++: Hunt)
Ref.: OCLC 40733261 ; 40312102

Six months [Six month] periodic report on the national emergency declared by Executive Order 13047
→ Clinton, Bill

Six months at Martaban : during the Burmese war ; and an essay on The political causes which led to the establishment of British power in India / by an officer in active service on the spot. – London : Partridge, Oakley, [1854]. 131 p.
Herbert 354
Subject(s): Burmese War, 1824-1826.
GB: BL(9056 c 6) BL-APAC(T 38879)
US: NYPL(Research MEVM+++: Hunt)
Ref.: OCLC 40733261 ; 40312102


Subject(s): Refugees – Thailand, Northern.
Migration, Internal – Thailand.
Tribes – Thailand.
Tribes – Government policy – Thailand.
Thailand, Northern : History ; Politics and government ; Social conditions ; Rural conditions
Burma : History <1948–>
US: CU(Kroch HV640.5.T3 H43+)
DAU(LIB Stacks DS586 .H32)

Sjahrir <Soetan, 1909-1966>
Subject(s): Socialism – Indonesia.
US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare IQ779.A5 S73 1956)

D: HD-SAI(pol 76 B 310)*
US: WU(Memorial Lib. H0.1 S6258)
Ref.: OCLC 22100028

Skene Dhu [pseud.]
→ Lang, Cecil

Sketch of the life of Livingstone the famous missionary trav- eller / transl. by Tha Dun Zan .. Christian Literature Society, Burma. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1919. 52 p., illus. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen
GB: BL(11103 a 31(2))*

A sketch of the services of the Madras European Regiment during the Burmese war
→ Butler, John

Sketch of the Singphoe or the Kakhyens of Burmah
→ Hannah, S. F.

Skidmore, Monique Maree <b. 1968>
UMI NQ50073

Subject(s): Medical anthropology – Burma
Totalitarianism – Psychological aspects
Violence – Psychological aspects
Burma : Politics and government <1988–>
Burma : Social conditions
CAN: McGill Univ.(AS42 M3 1999 S58)

ISBN: 061250073X
CAN: Libr. and Archives Canada
Ref.: OCLC 47786382

Karakao fascism : Burma and the politics of fear / Monique Skidmore. – Philadelphia: Univ. of Pennsylvania Pr., 2004. XI, 248 p., illus., 1 map, index, bibliogr. ref. p. [223]-234. – (Ethnography of political violence)
ISBN 0-8122-3811-7 (cloth) : 0-8122-1883-3 (pbk.)
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Subject(s): Oppression (Psychology) - Political aspects – Burma : Human rights – Burma ; Subversive activities – Burma : Government, Resistance to - Burma - Psychological aspects.

Burma : Politics and government <1988->

political repression; psychological aspects; human rights; political opposition; authoritarianism; SPDC; political systems

GB: SOAS (GB959.105 / 813074)
NL: KITLV (M 2005 A 1434)
SG: ISEAS (DS530.65 .S59 2004)
US: CU (Kroch) & NIU (SEA) & HU (Widener) & LC & NNC (Lehman) & OrU (Knight) & UCB (Anthropol) & UCD (Shields) & UCLA (YRL) & UCR (Rivera) & UCSD (SHS) & UCSB & UCSC (McHenry) & YU (SML x)

NYPL (Research JFE 04-13303)
Ref.: OCLC 54966628

Skilling, Peter

The modern English-Mon dictionary

→ Nai Tun Way

Skin Tin


Skinner, Cyril <1924-1986>

→ The battle for Junk Ceylon

Skinner, David Elmo

The influence of ethnic diversity on the development of the political party systems in Burma and Nigeria. – 1964. 93 l., bibliogr. l. 87-93. – Berkeley, Calif., Univ. of California, M.A. (political science) thesis 1964

US: UCB (308t.1964105)
Ref.: OCLC 29459281

Skinner, George William <b. 1925>

→ Clippings from English language newspapers in Bangkok


p. 24-30: Burma

AU: AN (Menzies & microform DS509.5.C5.S5 ; Chifley microform HN710.13.K3)

US: CU (DS509.5.S5) UC YU

Skoglund, John E.


Subject(s): Missions – Burma ; Missions – India.

Missions – Congo (Democratic Republic) ; Animism. Baptists : Missions.

D: HD-SAI (reg 60 M 169)*

US: CBGTU & LC: BV2520.S55 MSohG

NNUT (Burke MRL Day Rare Ga Sk628)

YU (Divinity, Stacks NPB Sk52s)

Ref.: OCLC 6637046

Skornske, Vida


Subject(s): Sociaal-economische beschrijvingen leermiddelen ; wereldoriëntatie

NL: KB (5098024 Depotexp.)

Skrobanek, Siriporn


TH: CU (TIC 51177)

Skuja, Heinrichs Leonhard


Subject(s): Freshwater Algae – Burma

A: ÖNB (183452.C 4.14 NEU Per)

D: B-SBB (4° 5797 Haus 2)

KNUB (alg 323.62/a29-4.14)

F: BIOUSJ-Biologie recherche (315 4842)

GB: BL (Ac.1076) BL-DSS (P 6178/030 436)

OU (PLS Closed ac 582.26(591) SKU)

S: Qx (Biol Bot alger Sku 2432) S 1.2 (S 4:o)

SG: NUS (QK575 *Bur.S)

US: FTaSU multinational

→ The human rights encyclopedia


→ Notes on political atrocities in Burma.

Subject(s): British Broadcasting Corporation Voice of America «Organization»

Press and politics – Great Britain – History – 20th century

Press and politics – United States – History – 20th century

Radio journalism – Great Britain
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Radio journalism – United States
Political atrocities – Burma
Radio in propaganda
Burma : Politics and government <1948->
D: B-SBB(1 A 173 880 Haus 2)
GB: LSE(BLPES, Off.Publ. UN (311))
BL-APAC(ORW.1993.a.1676)
OU(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. d.242)
US: CU(Echols DS530.4.M95 1990)
LC(PN5124.P6 S5 1990)
NIU(SEA PN5124.P6 S51990)
YU(SML PN5124 P6 S5X 1990)

Slatten, Einar
Subject(s): Industries - Burma
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 G 276 Kp)
GB: LSE(BLPES, Off.Publ. UN (311))
OU(BOD Nuneham Indo-Chin. f.21)
US: CU(Kroch DS530.8.P3 S63 ; Film 10882)

Sladden, Edward Bosc <1827-1890>
Copy of Major Sladen’s report on the Bhamo route : in continuation of parliamentary paper, No. 251, of session 1868-9 ; further return to an address of the Honourable The House of Commons dated 26 April 1869 / (Mr. Lambert). Ordered by the House of Commons, to be printed, 17 April 1871. – (London, 1871). 161 p. – ((Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1871,] 165) – At head of title: East India (British Burmah). – On backcover: Official narrative of the expedition to explore the trade route to China via Bhamo ... Citation-title: Major Sladen’s report on the Bhamo route. – Parl. pap. 1871, LI, 433. – Microfiche 77.468-470
Subject(s): Sladen, Edward Bosc <1827-1890>


Subject(s): Gautama Buddha
Pega (Burma) – History – Sources.
D: BA-UB(00/AX 20100-151,1/6)
GB: LSE(8° A 13715.1/6) HD-UB(H 105)*
OU(BOD Nuneham Indo-Chin. f.21)
US: CU(Kroch DS530.8.P3 S63 ; Film 10882)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Expedition from Burma via the Irrawaddy and Bhamo to South-Western China (via the Irrawaddy and Bhamo
Subject(s): Sladen, Edward Bosc <1827-1890>
Trade routes : Burma : Description and travel ; Commerce – China – History – 19th century
Yunnan Sheng (China) : Description and travel
China : Commerce – Burma – History – 19th century
OU(BOD Nuneham Indo-Chin. f.21)
GB: LSE(BLPES, Off.Publ. UN (311))
US: CU(Kroch DS530.8.P3 S63 ; Film 10882)

Major Sladen’s report on the Bhamo route
→ Copy of Major Sladen’s report ...

Official narrative of and papers connected with the Expedition to Explore the Trade Routes to China Via Bhamo
→ Expedition to Explore the Trade Routes to China Via Bhamo

→ The silver hill

Burma : History – 1824-1948 – Sources
Burma : Description and travel – 19th century
Yunnan Province (China) – Description and travel
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/MSS Eur E 290)
US: CU(Kroch Film 9393)

Trade through Burma to China : an address read to the Glasgow Chamber of Commerce, on 14th November, 1870 / by E. B. Sladen ; with a map and preface by John MCall. – Glasgow: Printed by MLaren & Erskine, 1870. 32 p. [1] folded leaf of plates, col. map.

Subject(s): Great Britain : Commerce – China
Trade routes – Burma
GB: Manchester(Foreign & Commonwealth Off. Pam.)
J: TYB(P-XII-a-251)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Econ 7104.5)
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Slater, Ian <b. 1941>  
ISBN 0-393-01908-X  
Subject(s): Orwell, George <1903-1950> : Criticism and interpretation. ; Political and social views ; Pensée politique et sociale  
D: B-SBB(24 640 Haus 2) HD-SAI(reg 60 M 33)*  
GB: BL(YD.2004.a.3826)  
US: CU(Uris PR6029.R84 Z789) & NIU(Main Coll-FML) : PR6029.R8 Z785 2003  

ISBN 0773526226 (pbk.)  
ISBN 0-312-72812-3  
– New York : St. Martin’s Pr., 1983. XVI, 382 p., illus., maps, bibliogr. p. 43-46. – (Research and information series ; 9) – A publication of the ACFOA Burma Human Rights Projects.  
ISBN 0909831726  
Subject(s): Forced labor – Burma.  
Burma : Politics and government <1988->  
US: HU(Widener Harv.Demos.)  
CU(Kroch +HD4875.B9 S63 ; Olin BL1445.B9 S63 ; Butler BL1445.B9 S6)  
UCB(Main DS485.B81 S63) FYU(SML DS48 B81 S53)  
Ref.: OCLC 2822487  

 ditto. – Chicago, Ill.: Univ. of Chicago Pr. ; London : Cambridge Univ. Pr., 1951. X, 145 p., index, app., bibliogr. p. 134-142. – HRAF(AP1-29) – Herbert 485  
AU: NLA(294.31 SLA)  
D: B-SBB(24 640 Haus 2) HD-SAI(reg 60 M 33)*  
GB: BL(4507 d 28) CUL(2:55.c.95.2 ; OrSt IB I 153)  
BL-APAC(V 2399) OUL(INV Unnehau Bugg B 45)  
SOAS(GB293/76.703)  

J: KYU  
US: C (State Lib 294 S631 General Coll)  
NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm) ASI(Microfilm ASI36.884 A556  
AP1, 29) NNC(Butler BQ418 .S43 ; 892.191 SL15)  
NNUT(Burke Union Stacks ON71 S671) OCI OA(Ulden BL1445.B95 S6 1951x)  
UCB(BL1445.B8 S6) UCR(Rivera BQ420 .S53 1951)  
UCSB(BQ420 .S6) FYU(LSF-Request ON71 SL15p ;  
CCL BL1444.1 S52 1951 (LC))  

ISBN 0909831726  
Subject(s): Forced labor – Burma.  
Burma : Politics and government <1988->  
US: HU(Widener Harv.Demos.)  
CU(Kroch +HD4875.B9 S63 1996)  

Slavery, bondage and dependency in Southeast Asia / ed. by Anthony Reid ; with the assistance of Jennifer Brewster. – New York : St. Martin’s Pr., 1983. XVI, 382 p., illus., maps, index, bibliogr. – ISBN 0-312-72812-3  
Subject(s): Slavery – Asia, Southeastern – History Asia, Southeastern : Social conditions  
GB: BL-APAC(T 47467) SOAS(GB350.576/390.771)  
US: NIU(SEA – 4th FL-FML HT1315.S68 S521983B)  

Subject(s): Slavery ; Contract labor  
US: UCLA(SRLF HT853 .L462 1928/29 sup.a)  
Ref.: OCLC 48252996  

Sleeman, James Lewis <b. 1880>  
Report of the inspectional tour of India, Burma, Ceylon, Singapore, Hong Kong, Gibraltar, Aden, and Malta, 1936-
Burma Bibliographical Project

SG: ISEAS(SCR DS9 S63)

**Siegfried M. Schwertner**

**Slim, William Joseph Slim** <1st Viscount, 1891-1970>

Campaign of the Fourteenth Army 1943-1944 / William Slim. – [s.l.,] Indian Print. Section, [194-]. 14 p., maps. – Pamphlet with photographs.

**Subject(s):** Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 S /19)


**Subject(s):** Courage.

GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 S/18)


**Herbert 395**

**Subject(s):** Slim, William Joseph

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Army, British - Personal observations ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945> ; World War <1939-1945>, Personal narratives, British

India : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB: BL(940.942 SL3D1961) LC & MnU(UM MORRIS Briggs Lib. General) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCI(Main) & UCSD(SSH) ; *D767.6 S56* 1961

MiU(Buhr D767.6 S63)

MnU(TC Wilson 940.932 SL36d)

NYPL(Research D 14-3364)

UC(NRLF D767.6.S56 off campus ; SRLF AA0003110228) UCLA(YRL D767.6.S633 d1)

WU(Memorial Lib. D767.6 S55)

Ref.: OCLC 00396091


D: HD-SAI(322 mil 63/347)*

**F:** BIULO(GEN.III.1976) Strasbourg-B.N.U.S.

GB: BL(X 639/159)

ditto.

Ref.: OCLC 33398962


D: B-SBB(88 638 Haus 2)

SG: NUS(Main+Closed Stacks D767.6 Sli)


IU(940.942 SL3D1961) LC & MnU(UM MORRIS Briggs Lib. General) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCI(Main) & UCSD(SSH) ; *D767.6 S56* 1961

MiU(Buhr D767.6 S63)

MnU(TC Wilson 940.932 SL36d)

NYPL(Research D 14-3364)

UC(NRLF D767.6.S56 off campus ; SRLF AA0003110228) UCLA(YRL D767.6.S633 d1)

WU(Memorial Lib. D767.6 S55)

Ref.: OCLC 00396091


**Subject(s):** Courage.

GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 S/18)


**Herbert 395**

**Subject(s):** Slim, William Joseph

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Army, British - Personal observations ; History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945> ; World War <1939-1945>, Personal narratives, British

India : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB: BL(9102 bb 33)* BL-APAC(T 16277 ; T 26671)

OLU(BOD Camera UB 22833 e.134)

SOAS(GB 949/10452 /104.836)* ; 808453)

Ref.: OCLC 53321362

**ditto.** 1st Four Square ed. – London : New English Library, 1958. 540 p., maps. – (Four Square series)

AU:UQ(SS&H D767.6 .S56 1958)

US: NUS(Main+Closed Stacks D767.6 Sli)

Ref.: CCLC 20534501

**ditto.** – London : Landsborough Publ., 1958. 448 p., maps. – (Four square books ; 58)

AU:ANU(Chifley D767.6.S56 1958)

GB:BL(012212 a 1/58)

Ref.: CCLC 33398962


D: B-SBB(88 638 Haus 2)

SG: NUS(Main+Closed Stacks D767.6 Sli)


IU(940.942 SL3D1961) LC & MnU(UM MORRIS Briggs Lib. General) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCI(Main) & UCSD(SSH) ; *D767.6 S56* 1961

MiU(Buhr D767.6 S63)

MnU(TC Wilson 940.932 SL36d)

NYPL(Research D 14-3364)

UC(NRLF D767.6.S56 off campus ; SRLF AA0003110228) UCLA(YRL D767.6.S633 d1)

WU(Memorial Lib. D767.6 S55)

Ref.: OCLC 00396091


D: HD-SAI(322 mil 63/347)*

**F: BIULO(GEN.III.1976) Strasbourg-B.N.U.S.**

GB: BL(X 639/159)

ditto.

Ref.: OCLC 33398962


GB: OUL(S Edmond H. EDM Emden Col KA76b SLI:Def)


US: YU(Beinecke 1975 2532)


D: SD-US(940.932 SL36d)

**F: BIULO(BIR.D.III.22 Dauphine))

**ditto.** – London : New English Library, 1965. 540 p., maps. – (Four square books ; 1311)

GB: BL(012212 a/1311)

US: NBuU


GB:BL(X 700/7308)

IRL:TCD(J 9821)

US: LC(D767.6.S55 1971)
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China. World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
India. World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns India
Ref.: OCLC 30915674

Sloggett, Diane b. 1925
Subject(s): Sloggett, Diane b. 1925
Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
India: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns India
Ref.: OCLC 30915674

Sloggett, Diane b. 1925
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SLORC
→ State Law and Order Restoration Council

Subject(s): Nuin’ nam to’ Nrim’ vap’ Pi pra’ mhu Taññ’ chok’ re’ ’A phvai’ (Burma)
Burma: Politics and government <1988–>
AU: NLA (YY 320.9591 R425)
SG: ISEAS (Doc B134)
US: CU (Kroch DS 530.65 .S57 1998)
mit (Hatcher DS 530.65 .R49 1998)
NIU (SEA DS530.65 .R46 1998)
Ref.: OCLC 41904421

Subject(s): Nuin’ nam to’ Nrim’ vap’ Pi pra’ mhu Taññ’ chok’ re’ ’A phvai’ (Burma)
ASEAN
Human rights − Burma.
Burma: Politics and government <1988–>
Burma: Foreign relations − Asia, Southeastern.
Asia, Southeastern: Foreign relations − Burma.
US: CU (Kroch) & MuI (Hatcher) & NIU (SEA-FML) : DS530.65 .S58 1997
Ref.: OCLC 42279774

Slotkin, Richard b. 1942
Subject(s): Frontier and pioneer life − United States ; Frontier thesis ; Popular culture − United States − History − 20th century
GB: BL (YA.1993.b.6151)
NIU (Rhees Stacks E169.12 .S57 1992)


Sluimers, Lászlo Eduard Ludwig <1925-2003>
GB: BL (10164 f 2)*
NL: KB (S 515 23 ; 4098022 Depotexp.) · KITLV (M 3b 8 N)
US: NYPL (Research E-11 4472 ; DS511.S53)

Slutz, Robert Fleming

Slym, M. J.
Memorandum on jungle fires / by M. J. Slym. − Ma*ulmain: Tenasserim Pr., 1876. 6 p.
GB: BL-APAC (P/W 81)*

SMA
→ Singapore Manufacturers' Association (SMA)

Smales, Charles Bertram
GB: BL (7074 a 40) · BL-APAC (T 3732)*

SMA
→ Singapore Manufacturers' Association (SMA)

Smales, Charles Bertram
GB: BL (7074 a 40) · BL-APAC (T 3732)*

GB: BL (7074 a 41) · BL-APAC (T 3732)*

SMA
→ Singapore Manufacturers' Association (SMA)
Bibliographical description

A simple key to trees of Burma / comp. by C. B. Smale. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. C. of F.), 1924. 54 p., gloss. A reissue of: A simple key to one hundred common trees in Burma, with the addition of A general botanical key
GB:BL(7074 a 42)*

Smallman, W. F.
→Reports by Military Police officers accompanying the Triangle Expedition

Smart, James S.
American Baptist missionaries and the British annexation of Burma. – 1957. – Waco, Texas, Baylor Univ., M.A. thesis
Ref.: Pearson

Smart, John
Family Calliphoridae
→Diptera ; 6

Smart, Malcolm
Acts of oppression : censorship and the law in Burma
→Iyer, Venkat

Smart, O. G.
Brickmaking in Burmah / by O. G. Smart. – Roorkee: The Thomason Civil Engineering College Pr. [etc.]. – (Professional papers on Indian engineering ; series 2 ; 7.27)
Ref.: Cordier

Smart, Robert Boddington
Akyab District
→Burma gazetteer

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.36/54) BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/734/28)

Report on the revision settlement operations in the Akyab district, season 1913-17
→Settlement < Akyab > 1913-17

Mason, Gerald
The Burma Road / Gerald Smason. – [S.I.:] China Society, [n.d.]
GB:BL-DSS(W29/9060)

SMD International < Firm >
→The Thanlyin-Kyauktan Industrial Zone & Thilawa port : Myanmar's window into the 21st century

Smeathers, Richard
A comparative study of some of the more important mechanical and physical properties of Trinidad and Burma grown teak (Tectona grandis L.) / by R. Smeathers. – [Oxford,] 1951. 19 p., pl. – (Institute paper / Imperial Forestry Institute ; 27)
Subject(s): Teak

GB:BL(AC 2674 bah/3)
US: SIUC 6th fl-Science stacks 634.9080981 v.26-29)

Smeaton, Donald Mackenzie <1848-1910>
The loyal Karens of Burma / by Donald Mackenzie Smeaton. – London : Kegan Paul, Trench, 1887. 264 p., app. Herbert 433
Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) Ethnology – Burma ; Social sciences – Burma
AU :NLA(Luce 239 ; 390.09591 S637 ; McN 1057/88)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 533 ; 327 eth 67/243)*
GB:BL(10057 bb 4)* BL-APAC(T 3316)

OU(BOD Camera UB 247188 e.1)
SOAS(GB306/18.322)

J: TYB(XII-25-C-7)
NL: KITLV(M nr 358)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2022)
US: CBGTU & CU(Kroch) & UCLA(YR) : DS432.K2 S63
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 533 ; 327 eth 67/2343)*

Smeeton, Beryl <1905-1979>
Subject(s): Smeeton, Beryl, 1905-1979 – Journeys – South America
Smeeton, Beryl, 1905-1979 – Journeys – Burma
Smeeton, Beryl, 1905-1979 – Journeys – Thailand
South America – Description and travel
Burma – Description and travel
Thailand – Description and travel
GB:BL(YA.1997.a.6466)
Smith, Alan
Ethnic conflict and the state in Burma : military domination or a politics of national reconciliation ? / Alan Smith

Smith, Anna Haven
The autobiography of Paul

Steinberg, David Joel
Thailand's Road toward Burma : Myanmar beyond Ayuthia

Smith, Alan
Ethnic conflict and the state in Burma : military domination or a politics of national reconciliation ? / Alan Smith

Smith, Arthur Warren

Women's Prayer Meeting topics for 1921

Smith, Bardwell Leith <b. 1925>
Religion and legitimation of power in Thailand, Laos and Burma

Smith, C. Graham

Smith, Conrad F.

Smith, D. M.

Smith, Colin
Fire in the night : Wingate of Burma, Ethiopia, and Zion

Smith, E. A.
The times Books world weather guide

Smith, Humberto
Consideration for the development of business exports : a report by the product/market identification team

Smith, John

Smith, Jon A. Wiant

Subject(s): Ba ma Praññ' Kvan'mrunac' Pati. Burma Communist Party Communism - Burma Burma : Politics and government <1948->

US: NIU(SEA JQ751.A98 B3471980)


AU:ANU(Menzies JQ459.A53,S64 1984)

D: B-SBB(805 351 Haus 2) PA-UB(55/RR 51983 S644) HD-SAI(325 pol 88/15944)*

F: BIULO(GEN.III.32252)

GB:BL-DSS(88/02169 : 85/3162) BL-APAC(V 25935) LSE(BLPES JQ459.A53 S64) OUL(IND Burma 7 d 45) SAS(591):321.63)* SOAS(GB 324.24075/49(4336))*

SG:ISEAS(HX742.7 S74)

US: CU(Kroch JQ459.A53 S64)

Smith, Charles B.
Armed communism in Southeast Asia : the Burmese Communist Party / Charles B. Smith, jr. – [1982.] 30 l., bibliogr. l. 25-30. – "Draft - not for quotation or citation without the written permission of the author."

Subject(s): Burmese Communist Party - History Insurgency – Burma – History Burma : Politics and government <1948->

US: CU(Kroch +JQ459.A53 S641)
**Smith**, Daniel Appleton White <1840-1921>  
The annotations of the annotated paragraph Bible ... The New Testament ...  
→**Bible, N.T.** <Karen>  
Annotations on the epistles to the Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians and Colossians  
→**Bible, N.T.** : Epistles of Paul <Karen : Sgau>  
The Book of Job with annotations and references  
→**Bible, O.T.** : Job <Karen>  
The Book of Psalms  
→**Bible, O.T.** : Psalms <Karen : Sgau : Smith>  
A brief history of the Church of Christ  
→**Barth**, C. G.  
→**Shwe Nu**  
A commentary on the Gospel according to Mark  
→**Bible, N.T.** : Gospels : Mark <Karen : Sgau>  
A commentary on the Gospel according to St. Luke  
The elements of moral science  
→**Wayland**, Francis  
Forty years presidency of the Karen Theological Seminary, Insein. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 192-?.  
Ref.: Embree  
Ref.: Cordier  

GB: BL-APAC(Karen D.2)  
US: NRAB  
ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., 1911. 70 p. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen  
GB: BL(11103 a 46)* BL-APAC(Karen B.4)  
Personal effort for the unconverted : or, how to bring men to Christ. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1903. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen  
GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.46)  
ditto. – ibd., 1919. 94 p. illus.  
GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.46)  
Questions on the parables of Christ  
→**Albro**, John A.  
Sermonizing and preaching from the pulpit and by the wayside / by D. A. W. Smith ... 1st ed. Printed for the Karen Theological Seminary. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1904. XXIII, 512 p. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen ; preface in English also  
GB: BL(11103 b 13)*  
→**Sgaw Karen hymn and tune book** ...  
GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.95)  
Subject(s): Stevens, Edward Abiel, 1814-1886.  
Missionaries Burma Biography ; Missionaries - United States – Biography : Missions Burma.  
* Baptists : Missions - Burma.  
World Christianity Union Collection. 1886.  
US: HU MiU NNU(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0378)  
NYPL(Research A p.v.507)  
RPB YU(Divinity MU14 St47 Xs)  
Subject(s): Missionaries – Burma – Biography.  
Ref.: OCLC 13107275  
GB: BL(11103 a 59)* BL-APAC(Karen B.94)  

**Smith**, Donald Eugene <b. 1927>  
Herbert 486  
p.329-331: App.1. The constitution (third amendment) act, 1961  
p.332-335: App. 2. The state religion promotion act, 1961  
Subject(s): *Buddha* (The concept) – Burma  
Buddhism – Burma ; Nationalism – Burma ; Buddhism and state – Burma ; Nationalism – Religious aspects – Buddhism  
*Burma* : Religion  
AU:ANU(Menzies BL1443.1.S6)  
NLA(322.09591 SMI)  
D: B-SBB(143 430 Haus 2) KI-ZBW(II 56,336)  
GO-SUB(67 A 4252) HD-SAI(320 rel 67/295+a)*  
PA-UB(55/RR 51962 S645)  
F: BIULO(GEN.III.4298)  
GB: BL(X 700/1429) CUL(632:22.c.95.16)  
FOL(LD 294/37.406) LSE(BLPES BQ438 S64)
Smith, Dun

→Smith Dun

Smith, Eric David <b. 1923>


Subject(s): Smith, Eric David


Subject(s): Smith, Eric David


Smith, Fred Ransome


Subject(s): Smith, Fred Ransome

Burma-Siam Railroad : World War <1939-1945> Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese - Pictorial works British; POW; living conditions; POW camps; Japanese occupation; World War II; South East Asia; 1942/1945


Siegfried M. Schwertner
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Subject(s): \textit{Smith}, Fred Ransome
Burma-Siam Railroad: World War <1939-1945>
World War <1939-1945>: Personal narratives, Australian - Pictorial works
World War <1939-1945>: Prisoners and prisons, Japanese - Pictorial works.
\textit{Burma}: World War <1939-1945>: Prisoners of war - Pictorial works; World War <1939-1945>: Atrocities - Pictorial works.
\textit{Thailand}: World War <1939-1945>: Prisoners of war - Pictorial works; World War <1939-1945>: Atrocities - Pictorial works.

Ref.: OCLC 51688446

ISBN 0646117386 (not printed on item)

Subject(s): Burma-Siam Railroad: World War <1939-1945>

Working plan for South Tenasserim Forest Division for the period 1926-27 to 1935-36
→ Working plan < South Tenasserim >

Working plan for South Toungoo Forest Division for the period 1923-24 to 1932-33
→ Working plan < South Toungoo >

Working plan for the Ataran Forest Division for the period 1925-26 to 1934-35
→ Working plan < Ataran >

\textit{Smith}, H. J. Lane

→ For private circulation only, obtainable only through the N. C. C. Office in Poonah.

Subject(s): Muslims – India; Muslims – Burma; Muslims – Ceylon; Missions to Muslims – India; Missions to Muslims – Burma; Missions to Muslims – Sri Lanka.
F: BIULO(GEN.III.37986)
US: CthC(Richards Coll. N324 N213)
CU(Annex DS427 .S74) NNU(T(Burke MRL Day Rare La35) UoC(Regenstein BP65.14N2)
Ref.: OCLC 8617889

ditto. Microform. – Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Library, 2000. 1 microfilm reel : 35 mm. – (History of religions preservation project ; MN41619.3)
US: UoC(Regenstein Microforms microfm 41619.3)
Ref.: OCLC 43496779

\textit{Smith}, Hannah Whitehall
GB: BL.(14300 c 34(2))*

Daily readings in Kachin
→ Bible : Selection < K a c h i n >

\textit{Smith}, Herbert Cecil
The birds of Burma
→ Smythies, Bertram Evelyn

Subject(s): Birds - Burma
GB: BL.(14300 c 34(2))*

GB: BL: 1 (7207 aaa 36) BL-APAC: 1 (T 4704)
SOAS: 1-2 (GB 590/32.170)*

Wild life protection in Burma / by H. C. Smith [and] Burma’s decreasing wild life / by D’Arcy Weatherbe. – Simla: Public Relations Dept., Govt. of Burma, [1945?]. 15 p. – Repr. from: Journal of the Natural History Society of Bombay 42.1, p. 150ss
GB: BL: 1 (T 4704)
SOAS: 1-2 (GB 590/32.170)*

\textit{Smith}, J. Christina
SG: ISEAS(Z5118 M5S65)
US: LC(Z3008.H65S3 1987)
Ref.: OCLC 43226388

\textit{Smith}, Jane D.
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Tabernacle; Karen language – Texts.
Worship in the Bible
US: NIU(SEA-4th FL – FML BS680.W78 S55191989)

Smith, Jesse Fowler
Subject(s): Baptists – Burma; Missions - Burma
GB: BL(14766 b 46)*
US: Southern Baptist Theol Seminary (KyLoS) NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1080) NRCR ditto.

Smith, Malcolm Arthur <1875-1958>
Reptilia and Amphibia / by Malcolm A. Smith. – London: Taylor and Francis, – (The fauna of British India: including Ceylon and Burma); vol. 3: (The fauna of British India, Ceylon and Burma: including the whole of the Indo-Chinese sub-region)

S 142
1. Loricata, Testudines. – 1931. XXVIII, 185 p., figs., index, bibliogr. p. XIII-XXVI. – Brief biographies of the best known Indian and Indo-Chinese herpetologists are included in the introduction.


Subject(s): Amphibians – India ; Turtles – India ; Crocodiles – India ; Zoologists ; Lizards – India ; Snakes – India ; Reptiles – India.
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

XXI, 521 p., maps, index, bibliogr. p.457-510. – (Politics in contemporary Asia) – (Limp : South-East Asia)
ISBN: 1-85649-659-7 (Cased) ; 1-85649-660-0 (pbk.) ; 974-8434-81-8 (SEA)

Burma : Politics and government <1988->

D: HBSUB(bh 5494)
F: Nancy2-BUDroit
GB: BL-DSS(q95/15169) CUL(1995.11.3223)
LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets ; Coll. P. 4281, Special)
OUL(BOD L Floor M96.C00669)
SAdS(ICs JQ176 CEN)
SOAS(L GB23.49/76095 ; 760896)

Subject(s): Censorship – Burma ; Freedom of speech – Burma ; Freedom of information – Burma ; Human rights – Burma ; Civil rights – Burma ; Freedom of the press – Burma ; Human rights – Burma ; Censorship - Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1988->

Ref.: OCLC 53375447
Subject(s): Minorities – Burma – Social conditions ; Ethnology – Burma ; Human rights – Burma ; Democracy – Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1988->

D: PA-UB(355/R 19735 S655 E8 (55))
HDMI3 TR-UB(s 33980)

Subject(s): Minorities – Burma – Social conditions ; Ethnology – Burma ; Human rights – Burma ; Democracy – Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1988->

D: PA-UB(55/RR 19735 S655 E8 (55))
HDMI3 TR-UB(s 33980)

Subject(s): Minorities – Burma – Social conditions ; Ethnology – Burma ; Human rights – Burma ; Democracy – Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1988->

D: PA-UB(55/RR 19735 S655 E8 (55))
HDMI3 TR-UB(s 33980)

Subject(s): Minorities – Burma – Social conditions ; Ethnology – Burma ; Human rights – Burma ; Democracy – Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1988->
Bibliographical description

ISBN 1-870798-13-9 (pbk.)
Subject(s): Right to health care – Burma ; Freedom of speech – Burma ; Freedom of information - Burma ; Medical care - Burma ; Public health – Burma ; Human rights – Burma ; Censorship – Burma : Politics and government – 1988
D: HBSUB
F: Nancy2-Bu Droit
GB: BL(YK.1996.a.20805) BL-DSS(99/12313) CUL(1996.11.3175) LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets ; COLL. P 4959, Special) OUL(BOD L Floor M92.F04341) SOAS(GB323.4/654.082* ; 735817 ; 735818 ; 735819)
IRL:TCD(PL-261-880)

Subject(s): Environmental degradation – Burma ; Freedom of speech – Burma ; Human rights – Burma : Politics and government <1988->
Mass media – Censorship – Burma : Environmental protection - Press coverage - Burma - Censorship
D: HD-SAI(325 pol 99/679 Kp)*
GB: BL(YK.1996.b.4795) CUL(1996.11.3175) LSE(BLPES DS530.4 S79) OUL(BOD L Floor M95.F04341)
SOAS(GB323.4/654.082* ; 735817 ; 735818 ; 735819)
IRL:TCD(PX-96-783)
US: CU(Kroch DS530.4 .S64x 1994) HU(Widener Harv.Depos. ; Law School: ILS) & LC & NIU(SEA) : DS530.4 .S64 1994x
Ref.: OCLC 53374699

ISBN 1-870798-71-6
Subject(s): State Law and Order Restoration Council Burma Socialist Programme Party Human rights – Burma : Censorship – Burma : Politics and government <1988->

Political Parties ; Political conditions
IRL:TCD(PL-184-704)
Ref.: OCLC 26720064 ; 27641160

ISBN 1-870798-13-9 (pbk.)
Subject(s): Right to health care – Burma ; Freedom of speech – Burma ; Freedom of information - Burma ; Medical care - Burma ; Public health – Burma ; Human rights – Burma ; Censorship – Burma : Politics and government – 1988
D: HBSUB
F: Nancy2-Bu Droit
IRL:TCD(PL-261-880)

The Yamaka : being the sixth book of the Abhidhamma-pitake

Smith, Nicol
Burma road / by Nicol Smith ; with illus. from photographs by the author. 1st. ed. – Indianapolis ; New York : Bobbs-Merrill, 1940. 333 p., front., plates, ports., maps.
Herbert 78
Subject(s): Burma Road Burma : Description and travel Tongking < China > : Description and travel Yünman, China < Province > : Description and travel
AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss KWs S655) D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 534) F: BIULO(GEN.III.5097) GB:BL(10055 1 3)
J: KYJ KYU MKK TOT WSD
SG: ISEAS(DS530.2 S65) RUBC(959.1 SMI)
US: CU(Wason DS793 .Y9 S65 ; Annex DS793.Y8 S55) FTaSU HU(Widener Ch 189.40.5) LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) & NIU(SEA) & UCR(Rivera) : DS793.Y8 S55 MiU(DS793.Y8 S65 1940a) NNC(Offsite 899.6393 Sm62) NNNUT(Burke Union Stacks MR2.18 Y95 S65) NYPL(Research BEK) OCl UC(NRLF DS793.Y8 S6 SB 53 451 ; SRLF A000584964) UCI(Main Lib DS793.Y8 S55) UCLA(YRL DS793.Y8 S65) UoC
Ref.: OCLC 391613 ; 12831793

The Yamaka : being the sixth book of the Abhidhamma-pitake

Smith, May

ditto. Microfiche. – Leiden: IDC, 1999. 2 microfiches. – (Human rights documents : General focus ; 2210, doc. 117)
CAN: CSdU(LRC Microforms JC571 .H93 2210 Doc.117 Fiche 93-94)
Ref.: OCLC 31359564

ditto. – London : Gollancz, 1940. 320 p., illus.
AU:NLA(915.12 SMI) GB:BL(010056 d 30) BL-DSS(915.1 4320) CUL(625:15.c.90.2) BL-APAC(T 4164) OUL(BOD Camera UB 20659 e.113) NL: KB
US: MnU NYPL(Research BKK)
Ref.: OCLC 391613 ; 12831793

D: B-SBB(77 078 Haus 2 NILS) SP-PLB(1.899) GB:BL-APAC(T 41476) SOAS(E Coll 3 F/33)
Missionary sketches: A concise history of the work of the American Baptist Missionary Union / by S. F. Smith. – Boston: Corthell, 1879. 358 p., folded map. Subject(s): American Baptist Foreign Mission Society
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 M 156)*
US: CU/Library Annex BV2520.S66

Smith, Stanley <b. 1883>
Subject(s): Corals, Fossil ; Paleontology – Shan States
AU:ANU(Hancock B'ment QE756.I4A4 ns 30,2)
US:CU(Annex ++ QE756.I4 P15 N.S..30,.2)
GB:BL((P) NX 055-E(2)) BL-APAC(IOR/V/20/30)
UCB(Earth Sci f QE701 .I5 N.S.30,2 Locked Cage)
YU(QE295 A13)

Smith, Suzanne <b. 1962>
Foreign direct investment in Myanmar
→Christie, Alec.

Smith, Vivienne
Subject(s): Burmese cat ; Cats
GB:BL(YK 1990 a 2744)

GB:BL(YK 1993 a 3099)
OUL(RSL Stack M93.F00217 300265905)
IRL:TCD(PL-188-116)

Smith, Vincent Arthur
Catalogue of the coins in the Indian Museum, Calcutta
→Indian Museum < Calcutta >

Coins of ancient India
→Indian Museum < Calcutta >

Smith, W. C.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 E/28)

Smith, William E.
→2nd [Second] Troop Carrier Squadron, AAF, CBI, WWII

Smith, William Carlson
The Ao Naga tribe of Assam: A study in ethnology and sociology / by William Carlson Smith ; with an introduction by
Subject(s): *Naga* (South Asian people)

D: HD-SAI(222 eth 64/2427)*
F: BMH(DS 432 .N3 S66)
GB: BL(010007g 30)
US: LC(DS432.N3S6)

**Smith, William Roy**

GB: BL(08023 dd 61)*
US: CU(LC(DS480.45.S6)

**Smith, William**


Smith, William Wright <1875-1956>

Additional species from Primula burma / by W. W. Smith. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., 1911. p. 273-282. – (Records of the Botanical Survey of India ; 4.5.3)
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/450/7)*
US: LC(DS480.45.S6)

**Smith Dun**<1906-1979>


**Smith-Forbes, Charles James Forbes**<19, 1879>


Subject(s): Burma : Social life and customs – History – 19th century.

British Burma and its people – History
Burma : Religious life and customs – History – 19th century ; Religion ; Languages.

AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B81 .S6)
D: B-SBB(Up 4914/34 Haus 2 NfLS)
GB: BL(010058 g 28)  BL-APAC(T 3318)
HE(SLDS503.4 .C6 no.113)
UC(ALB)UCLA(YRL DS503 .C81 no.113)
UC(Rivera DS485.B892 D8)
UCSC(McHenry DS503.4.C67D3 no.113)

**Smith-Forbes**

Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Contents: Includes: License to rape - the reactions - Drugs - Democracy - Chronology & more.
Subject(s): Descriptor: Human rights - Burma
Civil rights – Burma ; Political persecution - Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1988-> ; Social conditions.
US: UCB & YU(SML) :

Smurthwaite, David
→ The forgotten war : the British Army in the Far East 1941-1945

Smyth, David <b. 1954>
→ The literary canon of Southeast Asia

Smyth, John George <Sir, bart., b. 1893>
Subject(s): Dunkerque (France), Battle of, 1940
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:BL(9103 gg 25)*
CUL(539:1.c.100.27)
BL-APAC(T 17046)
OUL(BOD Camera UB 222831 e.295)
SG:ISEAS(D767.6 S66)
US:FTaSU ICarbS(940.542 S66)

Smythies, Michael
Alexander Hamilton : a Scottish Captain in Southeast Asia 1689-1723
→ Hamilton, Alexander

Body ornamentation and penile implants in Siam and Pegu / Michael Smithies. – Bangkok: Chulalongkorn Univ., 1996. 19 l. – IAHA Conference, International Association of Historians of Asian History <to 1824> ; Arakan – History
TH:CUL(TIC 52382)

Cultural sites of Burma, Thailand, and Cambodia
→ Dumarçay, Jacques

The palaces of South-East Asia
→ Dumarçay, Jacques

The Talaings
→ Halliday, Robert

Smithsonian Institution < Washington, D.C. >
Burma, gateway to China
→ Deignan, Herbert Girton

A field guide to the butterflies of Myanmar
→ Kinyon, Stephen

Smithsonian Institution < Washington, D.C. > / National Museum of Natural History / Department of Anthropology
→ National Museum of Natural History < U.S. > / Department of Anthropology

Smock, Elliot
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 E 48)

The discovery of KN563 / by Elliot Smock. – London : Battle of Britain International Ltd., 1998. 4 p., illus. – Photocopy of article in "After the Battle", No. 102, p 46-49
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 U 99)

F : BIULO(CC VI 69/A 10845)
GB:BL(2272 c 9) SOAS(GM 400/46.013 ; 232.632)*
US: CU LC(PL3521.S6) MB NYPL OCl

Subject(s): Burma : History sto 1824> ; Arakan – History
AU:ANU(Menzies microform DS485.B87.55)
NLA(Luce pam 2 ; McN 1057/103)
GB:BL-APAC(V 10242(a)) SOAS(GB 930/47.505)*
SG:ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2054)
US:MiU OCl

Smithies

US: CU(Kroch D756.5 D8 S66) HU(Widener HB 410.42)

Cultural sites of Burma, Thailand, and Cambodia
→ Dumarçay, Jacques

The palaces of South-East Asia
→ Dumarçay, Jacques

The Talaings
→ Halliday, Robert

Smithsonian Institution < Washington, D.C. >
Burma, gateway to China
→ Deignan, Herbert Girton

A field guide to the butterflies of Myanmar
→ Kinyon, Stephen

Smithsonian Institution < Washington, D.C. > / National Museum of Natural History / Department of Anthropology
→ National Museum of Natural History < U.S. > / Department of Anthropology

Smock, Elliot
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 E 48)

The discovery of KN563 / by Elliot Smock. – London : Battle of Britain International Ltd., 1998. 4 p., illus. – Photocopy of article in "After the Battle", No. 102, p 46-49
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 U 99)

GB:SOAS(GC 909/524.331)

p. 137-183: Disaster in the Far East
D: B-SBB(12 S 444<2> Haus 1)

GB:SOAS(GC 909/524.331)

GB:SOAS(GC 909/524.331)

GB:SOAS(GC 909/524.331)
Subject(s): Smyth, John George <Sir, bart., b.1893>
Great Britain : Army - Biography ; Generals ; Politicians - Biography
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 L /53)
The only enemy : an autobiography. – London : Hutchinson, 1959. 352 p., illus. -- Herbert 276
Subject(s): Smyth
Milestones / Sir John Smyth.
1959. 352 p., illus. -- Herbert 130
p. [567]-617: A systematic hand list of the birds of Burma
AU: NLA(KUCE 140 ; 598.29591 SMY)
HD-SAI(320 nat 63/409)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.4519) MNHN
GB: BL(7287.ppp.31 ; STI(B)GC 7558 blsirrse*)
BL-APAC(V 12768) OUL(RSL Stack 1896143 d. 9)
Ref.: OCLC 1988780

Smyth, Samuel Andrew <1877-1953>
Report on the second settlement of the Pyinmana subdivision of the Yamethin District, Upper Burma. November 1910 – October 1912
→Settlement < Yamethin : Pyinmana > 1910-12
Report on the second settlement of the Toungoo District, November 1910 – October 1913
→Settlement < Toungoo > 1910-13

Smyth, William John
Report on the summary settlement operations in the division of the Upper Chindwin District : season 1901-02
→Settlement < Upper Chindwin : Mingin > 1901-02

Smythies, Bertram Evelyn
The birds of Burma / by B. E. Smythies ; ed. by H. C. Smith and P. F. Garthwaite ; containing 31 col. plates from paintings by A. M. Hughes. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1940. XXIX, 580 p., incl. col. front., 30 col. plates, fold. map, gloss., bibliogr. p. XXII-XXVII. – Frontispiece and each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress. – The author had no part in the original conception and planning of this book, for which Mr. H. C. Smith and Mr. J. K. Stanford ... were jointly responsible ... Mr. Stanford was to have written the book, and had in fact completed part of it when the outbreak of war made it impossible for him to continue ... the present author agreed to take over the work in December 1939. – Acknowledgements p. [495]-573: A systematic hand list of the birds of Burma
Subject(s): Birds – Burma
GB: BL-APAC(ORB.309) OUL(ZOO Alexander RBC)
SOAS(GB598/507.268)*
US: CST LC(QL691.I4 S5 1940) MoU
UCB(Biosci QL691.IS S55 Locked Case 1)
YU(Beinecke Sy13 136 940S)

ditto. / by Bertram E. Smythies ; with 31 colour plates by A. M. Hughes. 2nd rev. ed. – Edinburgh ; London : Oliver and Boyd, 1953. XLII, 668 p., map, gloss., index, bibliogr. p. 619-634. – Herbert 130
p. [567]-617: A systematic hand list of the birds of Burma
AU: NLA(KUCE 140 ; 598.29591 SMY)
HD-SAI(320 nat 63/409)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.4519) MNHN
GB: BL(7287.ppp.31 ; STI(B)GC 7558 blsirrse*)
BL-APAC(V 12768) OUL(RSL Stack 1896143 d. 9)
Ref.: OCLC 1988780

Smythies, Bertram Evelyn
The birds of Burma / by B. E. Smythies ; ed. by H. C. Smith and P. F. Garthwaite ; containing 31 col. plates from paintings by A. M. Hughes. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1940. XXIX, 580 p., incl. col. front., 30 col. plates, fold. map, gloss., bibliogr. p. XXII-XXVII. – Frontispiece and each plate accompanied by guard sheet with descriptive letterpress. – The author had no part in the original conception and planning of this book, for which Mr. H. C. Smith and Mr. J. K. Stanford ... were jointly responsible ... Mr. Stanford was to have written the book, and had in fact completed part of it when the outbreak of war made it impossible for him to continue ... the present author agreed to take over the work in December 1939. – Acknowledgements p. [495]-573: A systematic hand list of the birds of Burma
Subject(s): Birds – Burma
GB: BL-APAC(ORB.309) OUL(ZOO Alexander RBC)
SOAS(GB598/507.268)*
US: CST LC(QL691.I4 S5 1940) MoU
UCB(Biosci QL691.IS S55 Locked Case 1)
YU(Beinecke Sy13 136 940S)
The snake prince and other stories: Burmese folk tales

Siegfried M. Schwertner
US: CU(Kroch DS 475 .7 .S67 1997)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. DS475.7 .S67 1997)
Ref.: OCLC 40250852

Snook, L. C.
Ref.: FAO: TA final reports

Snow, Edgar <1905-1972>
D: HD-SAI(100 mil 92/692)*
GB: BL(10027 d 36) BL-APAC(T 2599 ; T 34747)
US: LC(D811.5.S6 1945)
GB: OUL(IND Burma 4 d 16)

GB: BL(9101.b.39)
US: LC(D811.5.S6 1946)

[From Indochina to Burma]
p.165-229: From Yunnan to Burma by caravan
p.233-292: Colonial Burma and India
SG: NUS(DS508.2 Sno)
US: LC(DS508.2.S6 1991)

DK: KB(Hist. 52525 8°)

 ditto. – København: Slagelse, 1945. 330 s., 1 planche. – Originaltitel: People on our side
Note: Amerikansk korrespondents skildringer og oplevelser fra 2. verdenskrig, spec. fra Sovjetunionen og Kina
DK: KB(Hist. 52525 8°)
SG: Roskilde UB(mag2b 34099)

 ditto. – København: Slagelse, 1945. 330 s., 1 tvl.
DK: KB(30:1,-187-8°)

What happened in Burma : the frank revelations of a young Burmese revolutionary leader who has recently escaped from Burma to India

Thein Pe

Snow, Peter J. <b. 1946>
Subject(s): Political science ; Minorities – Thailand ; Minorities – Cambodia ; Minorities - Burma
http://zeus.uwindsor.ca/library/leddy/oculuwin.htm

SG: NUS(Repr Services JA76 Sno F0004691-93)

SNS
→ Studiefællet Ngingsliv og samhälle < Stockholm >

So, Wing-cheung
http://sunzi.lib.hku.hk/hkuto/record.jsp?B19646331
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1948->
Thailand : Politics and government - 20th century.
Indonesia : Politics and government - 20th century.

HK: HKU(Spec.Coll. M.A.87 S)
Ref.: OCLC 51377078

ISBN 0821223240
Contains: From Indochina to Burma
Subject(s): Du (Zürich, Switzerland : 1941) – Exhibitions.
Du (Zürich, Switzerland : 1967) – Exhibitions.
Documentary photography – Exhibitions. 
Photography, Artistic – Exhibitions.
US: LC(TR820 .S59 1996) NNC(Fine Arts NH424 B12)

So Nyon
Report of the Burma Delegation to the thirty-first session of the International Labour Organization at San Francisco
Burma Delegation to the Thirty-First Session of the International Labour Organization

So you are going to Burma! – London, [1947].
Subject(s): Fiction
GB: OUL(IND Burma 4 d 16)
IRL:TCD(PAM U.96 no.10)

SOAS
→ School of Oriental and African Studies < London >

Sobhan, Rehman
Sobhana < Maháthera, 1904-1982>


Subject(s): Dharma (Buddhism)
Buddhism – Burmese
Tipitaka – Suttapitaka – Majjhimanikaya – Ariyavasasutta – Criticism, interpretation, etc.
Buddhism – Doctrines
D: HD-SAI(rel 52 B 83/2024 Kp)*
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1993.a.630) OUL(IND Budd A 152)
F: BCM(P/AS 07/02/0056)
US: CU(Kroch BQ4150 .S623 1980)

[Analysis of today’s vipassana techniques]

Subject(s): Vipassana (Buddhism)


Discourse on Ariyavasa sutta – An abridged translation ... of discourse on Ariyavasa sutta


Subject(s): Tipitaka – Suttapitaka – Khuddakanikaya – Suttanipata.
Hemavatasutta – Commentaries ; Buddhism - Doctrines
D: HD-SAI(rel 52 B 83/2032)
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1993.a.630) OUL(IND)
SOAS(GB 293/471.387)
Ref.: OCLC 54947673

Discourse on Ariyavasa sutta – An abridged translation ... of discourse on Ariyavasa sutta

A discourse on Lokadhamma – An English rendering of ... lokadhamma

AU: NLA(Epam 4150)
US: LC(Microfiche 93/68801)

Discourse on Sakka-panha Sutta / by the Venerable Mahasi Sayadaw ; an abridged translation by Aye Maung. – Ran-
**Bibliographical description**

A discourse on Sallekha Sutta / by the Venerable Mahāsi Sayadaw of Burma. Translated by U Aye Maung. Buddha Sasana Nuggaha Organization, 1980. A-K, 122 p. – (Burmese cultural microfilm collection ; reel 47, no. 10) US: IU(Main Stacks Microfilm Rm Film 959.1 B929 reel 47)

A discourse on Samma Paribbajaniya Sutta / by the Venerable Mahāsi Sayadaw ; trans. by U Min Swe (Min Kyaw Thu). – Rangoon : Buddha Sasana Nuggaha Organization, 1982. a-j, 208 p. – Cover title: Vammika Sutta, or, Discourse on the ant-hill, the material body. – On a Buddhist sermon from Majjhimanikāya, canonical text. US: CU(Kroch Microfiche 887 SEI 93 63518) LC(Microfiche 93/63518)


A discourse on Silavanta Sutta / by the Venerable Mahāsi Sayādaw of Burma ; transl. by U Htin Fatt (Maung Htin). Buddha Sasana Nuggaha Organization, 1st print. and publ. – Rangoon, July 1982. a-p, 202 p. – Discourse on Silasutta, a section of Samyuttaniyāka, canonical text of Theravada Buddhism D: HD-SAI


Subject(s): Anatman ; Self psychology ; Self (Philosophy). Buddhism – Doctrines.

GB: SOAS(GB294.34/735855)
US: CU(Kroch BQ4262 .S67 1996)
NIU(SEA BQ4262 .S634 1996)

Subject(s): Tipitaka. Suttapitaka. Samyuttanikaya.
Anattalakkhana sutta – Criticism, interpretation, etc.
US: AzTeS(Hayden BQ1339.5.A532 S63x 1983)

D: HD-SAI(rel 52 B 83/2012 Kp)*
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1997.a.3246)
OUL(IND Budd A 133)

Purpose of practising kammaṭṭhāna meditation / by Venerable Mahāsī Sayādaw; a short biography": p. 34-35.
US: CU(Kroch BL1478.55 .S67)

US: CU(Kroch BL1478.55 .S67)

Subject(s): Vipaśyanā (Buddhism) ; Meditation – Burma – Buddhism ; Buddhist meditations
D: HD-SAI(rel 52 B 83/2033 Kp)*
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1993.a.2346)
OUL(IND Budd A 133)


Subject(s): Tipitaka. Suttapitaka. Majjhimanikaya.
Sallekhasutta – Criticism, interpretation, etc.
US: AzTeS(BQ1320.S237 S63x 1997)

The satipatthāna Vipassanā meditation : a basic Buddhist mindfulness exercise / the Venerable Mahāsī Sayādaw


S 154

Contents: The venerable Mahasi Sayadaw [biographical sketch]. – The dhamma. – The burden of the aggregates. – Ethics. – Concentration. – Meditation. – Insight meditation.

Note: "... [Slightly edited] selections ... taken from sermons of the venerable Mahasi Sayadaw dealing with the various Suttas (Discourses of the Buddha) ... delivered in the Burmese language and ... transl. into English ..." – p. I.

Subject(s): Meditation – Buddhism ; Buddhist meditations


The venerable Mahasi Sayadaw [biographical sketch]. – The dhamma. – The burden of the aggregates. – Ethics. – Concentration. – Meditation. – Insight meditation.

Social insurance in Burma ... / [Social Security Board, Union of Burma.] – [Rangoon, 1956] 52 p., chiefly illus. – Added title and text in Burmese

Subject(s): Social security – Burma ; Insurance, Health – Burma

Social Research Institute < Chiang Mai > / Center for Ethnic Studies and Development

Bibliography on the ethnic minorities in Southeast Asia, 1991-1995

Social sciences in Asia / Unesco. – Paris: Unesco Pr. – (Reports and papers in the social sciences, ISSN 0080-1348 ; ...)


Note: ILO publ. Conference report on social security in the context of economic and social development in Myanmar - discusses institutional, organizational and administrative aspects as well as financial aspects of existing programmes, health insurance provision, employment accident benefit, possible operational (computerization) and administrative reforms, occupational pension schemes for the rural population, trends, role of ILO, etc. Diagram, ref-
Social Security Board < Union of Burma >
Subject(s): Burma - Social Security Board. :Periodicals.
Social security – Burma – Periodicals.
Medical care – Burma – Periodicals.
D: KI-ZBW(A 57,123)
GB: SOAS: 1958/59  1959/60 (L.GB 351/642.892)

Employers’ guide

Everybody’s guide to social insurance


→ Social insurance in Burma

→ Social security and national development : report of a national seminar in Burma


Note: ILO pub. Project report on social security in Myanmar - contains information on existing occupational pension schemes and recommendations for their extension, comments on relevant legislation, and covers unemployment benefit, health insurance, employment accident benefits, maternity benefits, old age benefits, social security for the self employed, health services, etc.

Subject(s): Social security - Burma
D: LI-ZBW(17,461)
GB:SOAS: 1958/59  1959/60 (L.GB 351/642.892)

Subject(s): Social security - Burma
D: LI-ZBW(17,461)
US:CU(Kroch HD7220.B8 S63 1978)
Ref.: OCLC 52177403

Subject(s): United Nations : Burma – Technical assistance.

Social Services Mission to Burma
→ United Nations / Social Services Mission to Burma

Social structure in Burma. – [Tōkyō,] 1964. 163 p. – (Bulletin of Japan ECA FE Association ; 33) – Added title and text in Japanese
D: KI-ZBW(A 57,123)

Subject(s): Socialism – Asia
GB:BLX(519.43571)
US:CU(Kroch HX382 .S67) LC(HX44.B778)
WU(Memorial Lib. H0.1 B9625)
Ref.: OCLC 48764131

CH: Zi S. 2-6
SG: ISEAS: 1.1952-6.1958 (Microfilm 100)
(Annex HX8 .S67 ; Kroch Film N3126)

Subject(s): Socialism – Periodicals.
Socialism in Burma – Periodicals.
US: LC(HX9.BB H8)
Ref.: OCLC 3501498

Socialist Programme Party < Burma >

→ Burma Socialist Programme Party

Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma
→ Burma < Union >

The Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma / pubbl. by the Information and Broadcasting Department for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. – Rangoon, 1974. 80 p., illus. – Based on the original work of Daw Mya Tin
Subject(s): Burma
Burma : Description and travel
Tourism - Burma
F: BN Impr.(4-02w-766)
GB:BL-APAC(ORW 1991 a 1498) OUL
SG:ISEAS(DOC 3940)
US:CU(Kroch DS527.7 .S67+) NYPL NNC
LC(in: MLCME 2004/00705 (no.1))
NIU(SEA DS527.7 .S6251974)
Ref.: OCLC 54073194
**Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma**


Note: ILO pub-UNDP publ. Project report and recommendations on teaching methods for training personnel involved in cooperative management development in Myanmar - includes training of trainers in management techniques; gives guidelines on project management and on the job training; makes recommendations on project design, implementation and project evaluation.

Subject(s): Project report ; Recommendation

ILO pub ; UNDP pub

teaching method ; training personnel ; cooperative ; management development

Myanmar

CH: ILO(86B09/2 ENGL)


Note: ILO pub-UNDP publ. Technical report and recommendations on cooperative storage and warehouse management in Myanmar - covers wholesale trade, production cooperatives and consumers cooperatives; presents layouts for display ; examines procurement and distribution of consumer goods ; discusses training courses and teaching methods ; includes project evaluation. Diagrams, illustrations, statistical tables.

Subject(s): recommendation ; technical report

ILO pub ; UNDP pub

Cooperative ; storage ; warehouse ; management

Myanmar

CH: ILO(84B09/627 ENGL)


Restricted

Note: ILO pub-UNDP publ. Technical report on the management of food processing cooperatives in Myanmar - covers the pilot project on supplementary food for children suffering from malnutrition, the citrus fruit beverage project and food shortage (meat); discusses additives, labeling, etc. Diagrams, table.

Subject(s): technical report

ILO pub ; UNDP pub

Management ; food processing ; cooperative

Myanmar

CH: ILO(84B09/588 ENGL)


Note: ILO pub-UNDP publ. Project report, consultant report and recommendations on vocational rehabilitation of disabled persons in Myanmar - describes existing vocational rehabilitation programmes, outlines project objectives and project activities in regard to upgrading and establishing programmes, vocational assessment, selective placement, community participation in rehabilitation services, drafting legislation, etc.

Subject(s): consultant report ; project report ; recommendation

ILO pub ; UNDP pub

vocational rehabilitation ; disabled person

Myanmar

CH: ILO(86B09/2 ENGL)

**The Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma**

The Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma five-year development programme

→ Five-year development programme

The Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma literacy movement ... / comp. by Burma Central Literacy Committee. 1st ed. – [Rangoon :] Ministry of Information, 1980. 82 p., [2] p. of plates, illus., map. – Added title and text also in Burmese

Subject(s): Literacy – Burma

AU: NLA(BUR LIT 74)

GB: BL-APAC(MYAN.A.1324)

OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. d.236)


LC(LC157.B93P73 1980)

**Socialist-Communist relations in Burma.** – [ Washington, D.C., ] 1957. 9 p. – (Intelligence report / Department of State, Office of Intelligence Research ; 7399) – in: O. S. S.,
State Department : Intelligence and research reports ; Pt. VIII, reel I(0799)
D: GÖ-SUB(MA 82-112:72)*
GB: SOAS(M 5494)
US: LC(UB250.U33 no.7399)

Societas Scientiarum Fennica
→Suomen Tiedesera

Société Académique Indo-Chinoise de France
La Birmanie : conférence faite à la Société Académique Indo-Chinoise dans sa séance du 17 Juillet 1879
→Vossion, Louis-Pierre

Notice sur la culture du ver à soie et la production de la soie en Birmanie
→Havet, Alfred-R.

Société des Livres Religieux < Toulouse >
La prédication sur le chemin, épisode de la vie d’un missionnaire
→Judson, Emily Chubbuck

Société des Missions Étrangères < Paris >
Aux rives de l’Iraouaddy
→Dorne, Philémon Auguste

Compte-rendu de mission de la Société des Missions Étrangères de Paris, Japon, Corée ... Birmanie ... – Paris
Ref.: Bernot: 1967
US: LC(BV2155.S6A25)

Dictionnaire français-lolo, dialecte gni ... 
→Vial, Paul

The Missions Étrangères : history of the churches of India, Burma, Siam ...
→Parker, Edward Harper

Société d’Études et de Recherches Interdisciplinaires sur l’Asie
→Colloque les refugies d’Asie du Sud-Est leur insertion en France < 1989, Paris >
Actes du Colloque ...

Société Française des Fouilles Archéologiques
Prome et Samara
→Beylié, Léon Marie Eugène de

Society for Applied Anthropology < United States >
→Cultural data country report
→Union of Burma : supplementary report

Society for Pakistan Studies
A diplomat’s life
→Ahmad, Kamruddin

Society for Promoting Buddhism in Foreign Countries
Expositions
→Ledi Sayadaw
The vipassanā āpanā
→Ledi Sayadaw

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (S.P.C.K ) < Great Britain >
Buddhist devotion and meditation
→Pe Maung Tin
Burma
→Aye-Moung, Mary

→Church of India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon
The constitution, canons and rule
→Jinghpaw : service book
Jungle friends
→West, George Algernon

Little brother : the life of John Jackson Woolcott, priest
→Judd, H. Pomeroy
The mission of the Church to the official classes in India : including Burma and Ceylon
→Higgins, Alfred William Buckle

→The order for the administration of the Lord’s Supper
→Principles of prayer book revision
→The South India scheme of Union, and the Church of India, Burma and Ceylon

→A table of Old Testament lessons for the Holy Communion
Towards the land of the rising sun
→Katherine <Sister>

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge < Toungoo>
→The book of common prayer
→First catechism

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge in India
Words and works of Jesus : Sgaw Karen ... 
→Bible, N.T. : Gospels: Selection < Karen : Sgau >

Society for the Extension of Democratic Ideals < Union of Burma >
→Cultural Freedom in Asia
The people win through
→Nu < U; Thakin >

Society for the Improvement of Youth
→Souvenir brought out on the 50th anniversary of the Lū ῖ nay myā-Kr̤̄̈vpvāre-A sačn' (Society for the Improvement of Youth)
Bibliographical description

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel (SPG) < Great Britain >
Burma

→Appleton, George

→A Christian hermit in Burma, and other tales

→Church work in India : the S.P.G. in India, Burma and Ceylon

Fun, fear or faith : the story of the Church in Burma
→Henrich, Ruth

Jungle friends
→West, George Algernon

Jungle witnesses
→West, George Algernon

Karens of Burma
→Hughes, Cecil Kendrik

The land of umbrellas : lessons on the work of the Church in Burma
→Henrich, Ruth

→Mountain men : sketches and news of missionary work carried on by the church in Burma

→Return to Burma

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel - Views
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts
GB:BL-APAC(V 24512(a))

GB:BL-APAC(V 24512(b))

→The Toungoo Baptist Karen Mission, the S.P.G. and the Bishop of Calcutta
A visit to the King of Burmah at Mandalay
→Marks, John Ebenezer

The way in India
→Partridge, William Arthur

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel < Great Britain > / Burmah Mission
→The order for morning and evening prayer

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel < Great Britain > / Junior Work Department
Adventures in Burma : a play in three scenes
→Collins, Freda

→Everyday life in Burma : 2 outline friezes

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel < Great Britain > / Missionary Exhibitions Department
→Handbook on Burma

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts < London >
An ambassador in bonds
→Purser, Mary Chesmer

Burma
→Purser, Charles Randolph

Burma : a short study of its people and religion
→Trotman, Francis Earle

Christian missions in Burma
→Purser, William Charles Bertrand

From East to West : glances at the church’s work in distant lands
→Strachan, John Miller

Jungle folk
→West, George Algernon

Moung Tin
→Purser, Mary Chesmer

Personal recollections of British Burma and its church mission work in 1878-79
→Titcomb, Jonathan Holt

Trek from Burma
→Tidey, George

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts / Junior Work Department
Brave Christians of Burma
→Chapman, Josephine

The land of the Burma Road : lessons on the work of the Church of Burma for children aged 11-13
→Lloyd, Norah

→Chapman, Josephine

Society for the Propagation of Vipassana < Rangoon >
The doctrine of Paticcasamuppāda
→Than Daing

Society for the Suppression of the Opium Trade < London >
→Opium in Burma

→The poppy poison in Burma

Society of Southern Asian Studies < Tokyo >
Union catalogue of books and periodicals on Southeast Asia written in European languages
→Nampōshi Kenkyūkai
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Society of the Missions Etrangères
The Missions Etrangères
→Parker, Edward Harper

A socio-cultural and micro-economic overview of the Burman population of the Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma: with an emphasis on integrating Women into the development programs and projects of Burma
→Hourihan, John J.

Socio-economic factors contributing to national consolidation: papers and discussions presented at the symposium held at the International Business Centre, 6 1/2 Miles, Yangon, from 9th to 11th October 1996 / [organized by] Ministry of Defence, Office of Strategic Studies. – Yangon: Office of Strategic Studies, Ministry of Defence, [1997]. [XXII], 260 p., illus. (some col.), map. – A Symposium on the Socio-Economic Factors Contributing to National Solidarity held at the International Business Centre, Yangon, on October 9th, 10th and 11th, 1996 ... Collected papers. - Foreword
Subject(s): Ethnicity - Government policy - Burma - Congresses.
D: HD-SAI(325 wiw 98/642)*
FB: BL(3436 k 43)*
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 S67)
US: WU(Steenbock Documents FAO fiche 341189)

Socio-economic study of the pilot demonstration area (Kinda dam, Myanmar) / Myat Thein ; Tin Hta Nu ; Lay Nyunt ; Khin Pwint Oo ; Maung Maung. – Yangon: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 1990. 104 p. – (Field document / Watershed Management for Kinda-Dam, Myanmar ; 3) – FAO-FO-MYA/81/003
FAO MFN 341189
Subject(s): Burma: watershed management; socioeconomic environment surveys; villages; case studies; deforestation
US: WU(Steenbock Documents FAO fiche 341189)

GB: BL(3436 k 43)*

Sodhi, Narendra Singh <b. 1882>
Note on medical organisation in Burma
→Note on public health organisation in Burma

Sodsri, Sopit
Thailand
→Natalaya, Prinya

Soe Lwin, Louis
Collaboration in missionary activity as a manifestation of ecclesiial communion and indispensable condition to incar-
US: DCU(Mullen BT4 L352 2003 S63)

Soe Maung
U Nu. – Amsterdam, 1956. Illus.
NL: KITLV(M rr 1518)

Soe Maung <b. 1934>
Subject(s): Dissertation, Academic – Agricultural Education (Master's report)
→Agricultural Education (Master's report)
US: OkS(OSU Thesis Collection Thesis 1965R M451i

Soe Min
→Preliminary inquiry into wastage in primary education in Burma

Soe Moe
Some notes on the Karen and their music
→Renard, Ronald Duane

Soe Moe <b. 1966>
Subject(s): Burma : Tuberculosis
Mahidol University - Dissertations, Academic - Faculty of Graduate
TH: CU(Pub Health thesis M693 2002)

Soe Myint
Subject(s): Landlord and tenant – Burma ; Rent – Law and legislation – Burma ; Land tenure - Burma
GB: CUL(Rm.qi.9.m.1)
US: CU(Kroch HD1167.B8 M97)

Soe Myint
GB: Aberdeen(Queen Mother Libr. Th1975 Myi)
Bibliographical description

Soe Myint

Soe Myint
Nakhandaw wutlu / by U Soe Myint. 2nd ed. – [Rangoon : Pyigyi Mandaing Pitakat Pr.,] 1939. 8, 171 p. – (Modern literature series / Burma Education Extension Association ; 4) – Added title and text in Burmese. – Burmese historical fiction.

Subject(s): Burmese fiction

GB: SOAS(GPC 830/53.132)*

SG: ISEAS(SCR PL3988 S68)

GB: BL(14302 b 57)

ditto. 3rd ed. – ibid., 1941. 169 p.

SG: ISEAS(SCR PL3988 S68)

GB: SOAS(GPC 830/53.132)*

ditto. – Ran` kun`, 1968. 240 p. – (Khet`cam` cape kyan` cu ; 4)

GB: OUL

Soe Myint <b. 1967>


Contents: A brief chronology on political Burma - Inside Buram - Burma and its neighbours - Burma border trade. Legal ; Illegal - India-Burma relations

Note: Author's news reports on political history of Burma since 1988

Subject(s): Burma : History <to 1824> – Fiction

GB: BL(14302 b 57)

Soe Saing

Soe Myint

Soe Saing

The modern dictionary : English: English Myanmar

Soe Aung

Soe Thiha

Soe Thwe

Soemardjo, Helen


S: H(1.1c H MAG MN N 622 1)
L(1.1c L0100 097/311) Q(mag 2002-05358)
U(1.1c U Sv q 1997 309)
S(1.1c S Sv94Q 636, Södra Asien) S(Se delarna)

Soe Soe Aung

Soe Thinn

Soe Thwe

Soemardjo, Helen


S: H(1.1c H MAG MN N 622 1)
L(1.1c L0100 097/311) Q(mag 2002-05358)
U(1.1c U Sv q 1997 309)
S(1.1c S Sv94Q 636, Södra Asien) S(Se delarna)
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Soergel, Ethel Lindy
→Mabuce, Ethel Lindy

Sørensen, L. S.
Den evangeliske mission i Bagindien fra 1813-1873. – Kjøbenhavn: W. Prior, 1875. 95 p., map.
Subject(s): Burman : Missions
US: LC(DS5.S35) YU(MUDD WB 11002)
Ref.: OCLC 48228386

Sørensen, L. S.
Betrachtung. – Heidelberg, Univ., Medizinsche Gesamtfak., Diss. – Shulman 8

Soen, Dan
Königtum in Südostasien : eine geomedizinische Betrachtung. – 1972. 295 S.

Soen, Ethel Lindy
Caught between borders : response strategies of the internally displaced
→Vincent, Marc

Sohoni, Shankar Vinayek <b. 1914>
Ceylon, Burma, China & Russia. – Poona: Venus Book Stall, 1951. 64 p., illus.
US: LC(TA710 .B587 1951)
Ref.: OCLC 38030362

Sohoni, Chintaman H.
→The Code of criminal procedure, being Act V of 1898, together with ... and Upper Burma regulations

Sohoni, Chintaman H.
...and Upper Burma regulations

US: LC(TA710 .B587 1951)
Ref.: OCLC 38030362

32 titles on Burma
D: HD-SAI(320 agr 84/2151 SD)*

Sola, Richard
Subject(s): Burma : Foreign relations ; History <1948-> – Chronology
F: BIULO(GEN.II.9326)
GB: SAS((591):327)*
US: CU(Kroch DS528.7 .S68 1996 +)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Subject(s): Burma : Foreign relations ; History <1948-> – Chronology
F: BIULO(GEN.II.9326)
GB: SAS((591):327)*
US: CU(Kroch DS528.7 .S68 1996 +)

Subject(s): Burma : History <1948-> – Chronology
US: CU(Kroch DS530.54 .S68 1996 +)

ISBN 2-7384-4459-8
Subject(s): Burma : Foreign relations ; History <1948-> ; Politics and government – 1962-1998 ; Politics and government <1988->

Chine-Birmanie, histoire d'une guerre secrète
Histoire d'une guerre secrète

Guerrillas – Birmanie – Histoire – 1945-1970


Taiwan : Histoire – 1945-....

Nations unies : Birmanie ; Taiwan

Bibliographical description

Ref.: OCLC 27459777

Le non-alignment birman. – [s.l., 1987.]

Subject(s): Birmanie,

Solnit,

Solmi,

LC(DS508.5.S6)   NNC   NYPL   WU   YU

US: CU(Wason TX724.5 A1 S64)   DS   UoC

NL: KITLV(M 3b-64-N)

GB: BL(Ac 9234 pu)

D: HD-SAI(300 bez 62/539)*  KI-ZBW(B 58,068)

S. 58-62: Die chinesische Minderheit in Birma

F:  BIULO(GEN.III.62660)

ASpects of state, kingship and succession in Southeast Asia. – [Santa Monica, Calif.,] 1970. 13 l. – ([Papers / Rand Corporation ;] P-4380)

US: DS

Boundary concepts and practices in Southeast Asia. – Santa Monica, Calif., 1972. 120 p., col. illus., tables.

US: CU(Wason TX724.5 A1 S64)

Ref.: Newsletter / BL-APACR/OMPB 35,1985

Solomon, Robert L.

Aspects of state, kingship and succession in Southeast Asia. – Santa Monica, Calif., 1970. 13 l. – ([Papers / Rand Corporation ;] P-4380)

US: DS

Boundary concepts and practices in Southeast Asia. – Santa Monica, Calif., 1972. 120 p., col. illus., tables.

US: CU(Wason TX724.5 A1 S64)

Ref.: Newsletter / BL-APACR/OMPB 35,1985

Solomon, Robert L.


US: CU(Wason TX724.5 A1 S64)

Ref.: Newsletter / BL-APACR/OMPB 35,1985

Solomon, Robert L.


Subject(s): Saya San

Burma : History - Peasant Uprising, 1931 ; Politics and government – 1824-1948

GB:SOAS(L.GB945/248.573)

SG: ISEAS(JC328.5 R18P P-4004)

US:CU(Kroch Film 18031)

Ref.: Newsletter / BL-APACR/OMPB 35,1985

Söelot Sirisai


Subject(s): Lahu (Southeast Asian people)

Ethnologie – Thailand

F:  BIULO(SIABR.28(8))
**Somchok Sawadirak**


Subject(s): Human rights – Burma  

US: NIU(SEA) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS530.65 .S66 2002  

Ref.: OCLC49732436


Subject(s): Exports – Burma ; Timber - Burma  

US: NIU(SEA HD9766.B93 S6441986)

**Some of the papers read at the Fiftieth Anniversary Conference**

→Burma Research Society  

Fiftieth anniversary publications ; 1

**Some problems in the organization and administration of public enterprises in the industrial field** : documents selected from the material prepared for a United Nations seminar held in Rangoon from March 15th to March 26th, 1954 … – New York, 1954. III, 87 p., bibliogr.  

Subject(s): Corporations, Government – Asia.  

Public works – Asia.  

US: LC(JX1977 .A2 ST/TAA/M/7)

Ref.: OCLC2686524

**Some questions on the “resurgence” of the non-Christian religions.** [and] Resurgence of Buddhism in Burma. – 1958. [ii], 8 p.  

Subject. Buddhism – Burma

US: NIU(SEA HD9766.B93 S6441986)

Ref.: OCLC2686524

**Somphob Larchrojna**

wanting; title in manuscript at head of table of contents. – Typescript (photocopy).
Subject(s): Traditional medicine – Burma.
Karen (Southeast Asian people)
US: CU(Annex+ R608.7 .S69)

Somsong Burusphat <b. 1953>
Kay nhon Pathom: Sathaban Wichai Phasse nce Watthanatham phu’a Phathanan Chonnabot, Mahawithayallai Mahidon, 2542 [1999], 32 p., col. illus. – (Encyclopedia of ethnic groups in Thailand) – Added title and text in Thai
ISBN 9746633309
Subject(s): Padaung (Burmese people)

<ng sawai Karen
→ Suriya Rattanakun

Son’ Lvan’
XIV, 560 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: SOAS(GB293.44/385.956)*
US: CU(Annex BQ4132.S69 B9)

Song and dance ensemble of Burma [ / photo and design by M Tin Ay]. – Rangoon : Ministry of Union Culture, [n.d.]
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 N 12 Kp)

GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.8)

Song of Solomon
→ Bible, O.T. : Song of Solomon

GB: BL(11103 a 25(4)) BL-APAC(Karen B.73)

Songs of Burma
→ Calogreedy, R. L.


ISBN 4-938133-10-5
Subject(s): Burmese poetry – 20th century.
GB: SOAS(GB810/697.382)*

GB: BL(11103 aa 5)*
GB: BL-APAC(Karen D.15)
GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.110)

Songsak Prangwatthanakun
→ Traditional new year festivals in five countries : a comparative cultural study

Son, Rup Lal <b. 1904>
Buddhism and the Indian outlook / by R. L. Soni. – Mandalay: World Institute of Buddhist Culture, 1954. 46 p., illus. – (Popular pamphlets series ; 6)
Subject(s): Buddhism – Doctrines
Buddhism – Influence
India : Civilization – Buddhist influences
GB: OUL(IND Nuneham Budd A 67 (6))
US: CU(Annex BQ4132.S69 B9)
DS LC-P4 NRCR

Buddhism and the world today / by R. L. Soni. – Mandalay: The World Institute of Buddhist Culture, 1956. 30 p. – (Popular pamphlets series ; 7)
Subject(s): Buddhism – Doctrines – Introductions
GB: OUL(IND Nuneham Budd A 67 (7)) SOAS(GB293.44/385.956)*
US: CU(Annex BQ4132.S69 B91)

The cultural background of India : being a rapid survey of the cultural perspective of Indian history / by R. L. Soni. – Mandalay: Institute of Buddhist Culture, 1953. 30 p. – (Popular pamphlets series ; 2)
Subject(s): India : Civilization ; History
Buddhism – India ; Hinduism - India
GB: OUL(IND Nuneham Budd A 67 (2))
US: CU(Kroch DS421 .S69)

Subject(s): Calendar, Burmese ; Buddhism – Burma
Burma : History ; Religion.
AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B87.S6) NLA
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The fundamentals of wellbeing: being a composition in thirty-eight stanzas, detailing the essential steps worldly felicity, cultural advancement and spiritual progress, together with an introduction / by R. L. Soni. – Mandalay: World Institute of Buddhist Culture, 1956. 14 p. – (Popular pamphlet series ; 8) – Appendix to: Soni, R. L.: Life’s highest blessings
Subject(s): Buddhism – Poetry
GB: OUL(IND Nuneham Budd A 67 (8)) SOAS(Pam. S. E. Asia 4 / 385.958 ; in: GB 293.5 / 385.960)*
US: CU(Annex CE40. S69)
HU(Widener Ind 8019.55)
LC & NIU(SEA) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSD(SSH CIRC Annex) : DS485.B87
SOAS(GB293.4/385.955)*
US: NIU(SEA Q4055 .S64 1953)

Life’s highest blessings: the highroad of success and happiness; being a translation of and a commentary on the Mahâ-mangala Sutta of the Buddhist scriptures, together with discussions in the context of modern conditions / by R. L. Soni and foreword by Lokanatha Bhikkhu. – Mandalay: Institute of Buddhist Culture, 1951. X, 53 p. – (Popular pamphlets series ; A 1)
Subject(s): Buddhism – Doctrines ; Buddhism – Burma
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 M 37 Kp)*
GB: OUL(IND Nuneham Budd A 67 (1)) SOAS(GB293.4/385.954)*
US: CU(Kroch BQ4132 .S69 ; Kroch Film 11052 Reel 1734 no.5 ; Annex Film 11052 reel 1734 no.5) NRCR
UCSB(Main Lib BQ4132 .S9 1951 Special Coll., American Religions Collection)

The Shwe Dagon: the cultural lighthouse of Burma / foreword by U Po Sa. – Mandalay: World Institute of Buddhist Culture. 1954. 20 p. – (Popular pamphlets series ; 5)
Subject(s): Shwe Dagon Pagoda <Rangoon> Rangoon, Burma – Shwe Dagon

Buddhism – Burma ; Buddha (The concept) – Burma
SG: ISEAS(SR BQ6335 S5569)
US: CU(Kroch Wason DS485 B83569)
UC(NRLF BL1445.B8 S7 SB 247 343)

Some fundamental values of Buddhism: being a synthesis of the lectures, delivered before the "Burma-India Cultural Society", Mandalay (Burma) on the 4th May, 1952 and the "Maha Bodhi Society" Calcutta (India) on the 17 July, 1952 / by R. S. Soni. – Mandalay: World Institute of Buddhist Culture, 1953. 26 p. – (Popular pamphlets series ; 3)
GB: OUL(IND Nuneham Budd A 67 (3)) SOAS(GB293.4/385.955)

Note: Art and architecture of Buddhist shrines, with reference from Pagan, Burma.
Subject(s): Pagodas – Burma – Pagan
Architecture, Buddhist – Burma – Pagan
Stupas – Burma ; Art, Buddhist – Burma
AU:ANU(Chifley NA6012.2.P34S65 1991)
CBGTU) & HU(Fine Arts: FA1882.701.4) LC & NIU(SEA) : NA6012.2.P34 S65 1991
SCBTU) & HU(Fine Arts: FA1882.701.4) LC & NIU(SEA) : NA6012.2.P34 S65 1991
SCGTU) & HU(Fine Arts: FA1882.701.4) LC & NIU(SEA) : NA6012.2.P34 S65 1991

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Bibliographical description

**Soong, Ching Ling**<1893-1981>


A voyage to the East-Indies and China : performed by order of Louis XV ; between the years 1774-1781. Containing a description of the manners, religion, arts, and sciences, of the Indians, Chinese, Pegouins, ... / transl. from the French of Monsieur Sonnerat by Francis Magnus. – Calcutta : Stuart and Cooper 1. – 1788. 264 p. 2. – 1788. 235 p. 3. – 1789. 150. XLVII p., index. GB:BL(010057 ee 22) BL-APAC(T 11228)

**Soong**


A voyage to the East-Indies and China : performed by order of Louis XV ; between the years 1774-1781. Containing a description of the manners, religion, arts, and sciences, of the Indians, Chinese, Pegouins, ... / transl. from the French of Monsieur Sonnerat by Francis Magnus. – Calcutta : Stuart and Cooper 1. – 1788. 264 p. 2. – 1788. 235 p. 3. – 1789. 150. XLVII p., index. GB:BL(010057 ee 22) BL-APAC(T 11228)

**Soorma**


A short account of the Kachchari tribes in the North Cachar hills : with an outline grammar, vocabulary and illustrative sentences. – Shillong: Assam Secretariat Pr., 1885. 47 p., plates, illus. GB:SOAS(JMA 301.2/38769) US:HU ICN NYPL UC

**Soppitt, C. A.**

An historical and descriptive account of the Kachchari tribes in the North Cachar hills : C. A. Soppitt ... – Shillong: The Assam Secretariat Pr., 1885. 35 p. US:LC(DS432.K1556)

A short account of the Kachcha Nāga (Empō) tribe in the North Cachar hills : with an outline grammar, vocabulary and illustrative sentences. – Shillong: Assam Secretariat Pr., 1885. 47 p., plates, illus. GB:SOAS(JMA 301.2/38769) US:HU ICN NYPL UC

**Sootipong, Rossarin**

Differentials in contraceptive use among the Karen in Chiang Mai Province, Northern Thailand / Rossarin Sootipong. – Canberra: Australian National Univ., Dept. of Demography, Research School of Social Sciences, 1991. 31 p., map. – (Working papers in demography ; 27) ISBN 0646047221 (not printed on item) Note: Using data from the 1986 census of hill tribe populations, this study identifies and tests hypotheses associated with causal factors (cultural, socioeconomic, and family planning) affecting contraceptive use among the Karen, the largest hill tribe minority group in Thailand, in Chiang Mai province, northern Thailand. Estimated logistic regression models indicate that women who had high ability to use the Thai language, women with a high level of wealth, and women who had received family planning advice were most likely to use contraception. The analysis of Karen women who wanted no more children, and those who wanted to postpone the next child also shows similar results. Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) : Chiang Mai <Province> : Statistics Birth control - Chiang Mai (Province) - Statistics. AU:ANU NLA(Nq 304.60994 WOR) NL:KITLV(M 1996 A 582)

**Sorell, Claire**<b. 1920>

Le grand guide de la Birmanie (Myanmar)

→Klein, Wilhelm
Sorey, Robert L.
The climate of Burma and India. – Pasadena: Meteorology Dept., California Institute of Technology, [1942]. 14 p., diagrs. – [Typewritten]
US: DAS(M82.1/54 S713c1)
WU(Memorial Lib. MDF C12 IN2 cutter)

Sorting list of the Mandalay Post Office
→ Post Office < Mandalay >

So*tã Mra·n’´
A handbook of classified words [/ comp. by Ma So*tã Mra-n´ : ed. by U Nyan Win]. – Rangoon: Ta-n’ Rvhe Cã pe, 1995. 86 p., illus. – Added title and text also in Burmese

Birman (language) – Glossaires, vocabulaires, etc. anglais
Language: Burmese; english
F: BIULO(BIR.III.594)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 95/68903)
US: CU(Kroch Fiche 887 95 68903)
US: DAS(M82.1/54 S713c1)

diagrs.

Dept., California Institute of Technology, [1942]. 14 p., illus., maps.

Catalogue of the entire and interesting collection of Hindoos and Burmese


Subject(s): Missions – Baptist, Foreign ; Missions – Burma.
GB: BL(4763 c 34)*
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1075)
Ref.: OCLC 45211215

Source book on South East Asian geography / ed. by John Renner and Brian Pegler. – Auckland, N.Z.: Methuen, 1979. 222 p., illus., maps.

US: CU(Wason DS503.4 S719)

US: CU(Echols PL4052.S72)
LC(PL4058.K39568 1983)

Sources de l’histoire d’Asie et d’Océanie conservées aux Pays-Bas
→ Sources of the history of Asia and Oceania in the Netherlands

1. Archives. – 1981. 593 p., index. – (Guides ... ; 2,1) ISBN 3-598-21473-1 ; 2-86294-056-9
2. Bibliothèque Nationale. – 1981. XI, 315 p., index. – (Guides ... ; 2,2) – ISBN 3-598-21473-1 ; 2-86294-057-7
D: FR-UB(TM 81/1402-1)
HD-UB(78 B 1758,2)
HD-SAI: 1-3 (inf 25 A 657)*

Sources of food-supply / A. St. L. B. – [1873?] 7 p.
GB: SOAS(India papers/31.414.8)*

Sources of geological information for South East Asia and Oceania ; 2,2)

Subject(s): Missions – Baptist, Foreign ; Missions – Burma.
GB: BL(4763 c 34)*
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1075)
Ref.: OCLC 45211215

US: CU(Echols PL4052.S72)
LC(PL4058.K39568 1983)

Sources de l’histoire d’Asie et d’Océanie conservées aux Pays-Bas
→ Sources of the history of Asia and Oceania in the Netherlands

1. Archives. – 1981. 593 p., index. – (Guides ... ; 2,1) ISBN 3-598-21473-1 ; 2-86294-056-9
2. Bibliothèque Nationale. – 1981. XI, 315 p., index. – (Guides ... ; 2,2) – ISBN 3-598-21473-1 ; 2-86294-057-7
D: FR-UB(TM 81/1402-1)
HD-UB(78 B 1758,2)
HD-SAI: 1-3 (inf 25 A 657)*

Sources of food-supply / A. St. L. B. – [1873?] 7 p.
GB: SOAS(India papers/31.414.8)*

Sources of geological information for South East Asia and Oceania ; 2,2)

Subject(s): Missions – Baptist, Foreign ; Missions – Burma.
GB: BL(4763 c 34)*
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1075)
Ref.: OCLC 45211215

US: CU(Echols PL4052.S72)
LC(PL4058.K39568 1983)

Sources de l’histoire d’Asie et d’Océanie conservées aux Pays-Bas
→ Sources of the history of Asia and Oceania in the Netherlands

Soubeiran, Jean Léon <1827-1892>
Ref.: Cordier

Siegfried M. Schwertner

The climate of Burma and India. – Pasadena: Meteorology Dept., California Institute of Technology, [1942]. 14 p., diagrs. – [Typewritten]
US: DAS(M82.1/54 S713c1)
WU(Memorial Lib. MDF C12 IN2 cutter)

Sources of the history of North Africa, Asia, and Oceania in the Federal Republik of Germany Quellen zur Geschichte Nordafrikas, Asiens und Ozeaniens in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland bis 1945

Sousa, A. J. Ferreira de Peregrinação de Fernã Mendez Pinto

Pinto, Fernã Mendes

South, Ashley


Subject(s): Mon (Southeast Asian people) Mon State : History – Autonomy and independence movements Civil war – Burma Burma : Ethic relations ; Politics and government <1988- > ; Armed forces – Political activity AU:ANU(Menzies DS570.M68 2003) D: B-SBB(1 A 478572 Haus 2) FRFBGeogr.(Frei 2: 6410/14) GB:BL-DSS(m02/40408) LSE(BLPES IQ750 S72) OUL(IND Burma 7 d 98 N1) SOAS(GB305.8/844256 ; 844257 ; 844284; 844285) NL: KITLV(M 2002 A 5621) SG: ISEAS(DS528.2 M6572) TH:CU(305.859530591 S726M) US: CSt(Green DS528.2 .M6 S68 2003) CU(Kroch) & NNC(Lehman g) & UCB(Main) & UC(Langson) & UCSD(SSH) & UCSC(McHenry) & YU(SML) : DS528.2.M6 S65 2003 HU(Widener) & MUn(TC Wilson Ames) & NIU(SEA) & UCD(Shields) & UCSB : DS528.2.M6 S7 2003 NVPL(Humanities-Asian&ME Div *OAL 03-4341) UCLA(YRL) & OAU(Alden 6th Floor x) : DS528.2.M6 S68 2003

South Africa

Commercial agreement between the Government of Burma and the Government of the Union of South Africa

South Africa to Australia via India, Burma, Ceylon, the Straits & Java

Knapp, H. F.

South and Southeast Asia : a bibliography of bibliographies

Nunn, Godfrey Raymond
US: LC(DS520.5.S72 1974)
D: HD-SAI((59):01)*

AU:ANU(Chifley Asian ref. Z3221.H62)
D: B-SBB(OLS Be SOA 350 Haus 2)
US: CU(Wason Z3221.H68 S6+)

Southeast Asia: a bibliography on the Third World
→ Miller, E. Willard

Southeast Asia: a critical bibliography
→ Tregonning, Kennedy Gordon Phillip

Southeast Asia: an annotated bibliography of selected reference sources
→ Hobbs, Cecil Carlton

p. 7-8: Burma
GB:BL(A.S.420/91)*

Southeast Asia: bibliographic directions
→ Bixler, Paul Howard

Southeast Asia: critical area in a divided world. – Washington: Dept. of State, 1955. 19 p., illus., map. – (Background / Public Service Division. Department of State ; June 1955) (Department of State publication ; 5841: Far Eastern series ; 65)
p. 8-9: Burma
GB:BL(A.S.420/91)*

ISBN 1-870838-10-6 – Herbert 837
p.1-22: Burma / Anna Allott; Patricia Herbert; John Okell
Subject(s): Burmese language
Burmese literature – History and criticism
Southeast Asian literature – History and criticism.
D: HD-SAI((78 C 25)*
GB:SAS((59):01)*
US: CU(Kroch PL3501 .S72 1989+)

Southeast Asia: selected annotated bibliography of Japanese publications
→ Irikura, James K.

Southeast Asia: selected readings / ed. by Dorothy Guyot. – 1974, 399 p., illus., maps. – Reproduced by John Jay College of Criminal Justice for students use, June, 1974. – Photocopies of previously publ. articles
US: CU(Echols +DS520.5.S72 1974)

ISBN 0-394-31409-3
p.[140]-156: Buddhism and animism in a Burmese village / John Brohm
p.[315]-335: The fronties of "Burma" / E. R. Leach
p.[336]-354: Toward a basic understanding the minorities in Burma: the Kachin example / Moran La Raw
p.[432]-448: The federal dilemma in Burma / Josef Silverstein
AU:ANU(Menzies DS518.1 M2 1973)
D: HD-SAI(380 pol 74/135)*
US: LC(DS518.1.M2 1973)

Southeast Asia: Western-language periodicals
→ Library of Congress <Washington, D.C.> / Asian Division / Southern Asia Section

Southeast Asia accessions list
→ Cornell University <Ithaca, N.Y.> / Libraries

Southeast Asia and Japan: the dawn of a new era; Prime Minister Fukuda’s tour of Southeast Asia. – [Tokyo:] Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1977. 32 p., illus.
SG: ISEAS(DOC 2576)
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Southeast Asia and the Pacific: a select bibliography; 1947-1977

→ Attar Chand

South East Asia and the South Pacific Islands: Indo-China, Siam, Burma, British Malaya, Hong Kong, North Borneo, Sarawak, Brunei, Netherlands East Indies, The Philippines, the South Pacific Islands. Repr., with rev. – London: Royal Institute of International Affairs, July 1945. 32 p. – (Information notes / Royal Institute of International Affairs ; 6) – p. [33]: Books for further reading

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern: History
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 A 68 Kp)*
GB: Glasgow(Temporary storage Q4 (superscript 2))

Southeast Asia Association of Seismology and Earthquake Engineering
Thailand
→ Nutilaya, Prinya

Southeast Asia catalog
→ Cornell University <Ithaca, N.Y.> / Libraries

South East Asia Command
→ Allied Forces / Southeast Asia Command
→ Great Britain / Army / South-East Asia Command

Southeast Asia Council / Burma Studies Group
→ Association for Asian Studies / Southeast Asia Council / Burma Studies Group

Br-CLR-3.1
→ National League for Democracy; Part 1
Br-CLR-5.1
→ Agriculture in Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-7.1
→ Textbooks from Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-8.1
→ Buddhist temples, shrines, and monasteries in Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-10.1
→ Astrology, astronomy, and palmistry in Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-12.1
→ Guidebooks and tourist publicity about Burma States; Part 1
Br-CLR-14.1
→ Democratic Alliance of Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-15.1
→ Education in Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-16.1
→ Folk arts in Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-18.1-2
→ Politics and government in Burma; Part 1-2
Br-CLR-20.1-2
→ Human rights in Burma; Part 1-2
Br-CLR-23.1
→ Medicine and public health in Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-26.1
→ National Coalition Government of the Union of Burma (N.C.G.U.B.); Part 1
Br-CLR-36.1-2
→ Drug abuse and its prevention in Burma; Pt. 1-2
Br-CLR-39.1-2
→ Economy of Burma; Part 1-2
Br-CLR-44.1
→ Medicinal plants of Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-50.1
→ Christianity in Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-52.1
→ Inscriptions and manuscripts in Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-62.1
→ Commerce in Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-64.1
→ School and college magazines from Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-66.1
→ Development activities in Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-68.1
→ Nu <U> Speeches of U Nu, former prime minister of Burma; Part 1
Br-CLR-69.1
→ Burma’s struggle for democracy; Part 1
Br-CLR-72.1
→ Burmese and Burma studies in the United States; Part 1
Br-CLR-74.1
→ Association for Asian Studies / Southeast Asia Council / Burma Studies Group
Association for Asian Studies. Burma Studies Group; Part 1
Br-CLR-76.1
→ Embassy of Burma, Washington, D.C.; Part 1


Subject(s): Gas industry – Asia, Southeastern; Gas industry – Burma; Asian Gas, Study Natural gas – Asia, Southeastern; Natural gas – Philippines; Gas industry – Vietnam; Gas industry – Burma; Asian Gas, Study Natural gas – Asia, Southeastern; Natural gas – Philippines; Natural gas – Vietnam; Natural gas – Burma
D: B-SBB(6 B 41598 Haus 2)
F: Paris-9-BUGestion Economie
GB:BL(UNP.768A/60) BL-DSS(m00/25391) LSE OUL(BOD OffPapers O.OECD/II 1999 (58))
IRL:TCD(Opub OECD Ener 1K:6)
SG:ISEAS(TN882 P5H66)
US:CU(Kroch) & MnU(TC Wilson Quarto) & OAU(Alden SEA): HD9581.A7852 S68x 1999+ HU(Littauer; Kennedy Sch of Gov) & NIU(Main Stacks-FML) &
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Southeast Asia handbook

→ Parkes, Carl


Contents:

The importance of the Japanese occupation of Southeast Asia to the political scientist / by J. Silverstein.


The Philippine "collaborators": survival of an oligarchy / by D. Steinberg.

South-East Asia Institute

< New York >

Cultural instructions and educational policy in Southeast Asia

→ Thompson, Virginia McLean

→ Design and technique in textiles of the East Indies

A list of lectures on Southeast Asia

→ East Indies Institute of America < New York>

→ A selected list of books and articles on Farther India : Burma, Siam, French-China, Malaya

→ Selected list of materials for the study of the language of Burma

South-East Asia Library Group

→ Periodicals for South-East Asian studies

Survey of library resources

→ Moon, Brenda E.

[The Southeast Asia military powers encyclopedia]

The South-East Asia military powers encyclopedia : Burma, Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam. – Paris: Société Lp3, SC. 1991. 374 p., illus., maps. – (Military powers encyclopedia ; 6)

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern – Armed Forces.

US: NIU(Ref. UA832.5 S671991)


– London. – Monthly. – AEAM. – ISSN 0959-2601

> Asia monitor. South East Asia

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Politics and government - 1945- – Commercial policy, Periodicals ; Economic conditions, Periodicals ; Commerce, Periodicals

GB: CUL: 1.1-11.1 (L220.b.1271)

OUL: 1.1-11.1 (BOD P.C03585)

IRL:TCD: 1-11.11 (PER 86-262)

US: LC: 1.1-11.7 (HC441.A1 S65)


ISBN 0864421257 (pbk)

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Guidebooks

AU:NLA(NL 915.90453 S727-7)


ISBN 0-86442-412-4

p. 572-647: Myanmar

Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks

N: HBO(915.904 Sou) HIF(ALTA 915.9 S) HIST(HS int 915.9 Sou (ikke fjernlån)

US: CU(Kroch Ref. DS504 .W56 1997)

ditto. / Hugh Finlay ... [et al.] 10th ed. – Victoria: Lonely Planet Publ., 1999. 936 p., illus., maps.

ISBN 0864426321

TH:CU(TIC 56508)


ISBN 1864501588

TH:CU(RIC 56508)

[Southeast Asia Pamphlet Collection. Kachin Independence Organization pamphlets]

2. – 1991. – Additional materials with other dates of publication may be found in this collection.

Subject(s): Political parties – Burma – Kachin State.

Political atrocities – Burma – Kachin State.

Burma : Politics and government <1988->

US: LC(DS530.8.K3)

[Southeast Asia Pamphlet Collection. Kayah State (Burma) pamphlets]. 4 vols.-1988-1990. Illus. – Additional materials with other dates of publication may be found in this collection.

Subject(s): Kayah (Southeast Asian people) – History.

Kayah language – Writing.

US: LC(DS530.8.K38)
Southeast Asia under Japanese occupation

Southeast Asia references in the British parliamentary papers

Southeast Asia under the new balance of power

Southeast Asia viewed from Japan


Contents:
Lfg. 1. A.-Bayot (fiche 1-40) – ISBN 3598342241
Lfg. 3. Choong-Flynn (77-117) – ISBN 3598342268
Lfg. 4. Fock-Hoang Yen (118-152) – ISBN 3598342276
Lfg. 6. La Aw Hutangkura-Lyttelton (fiche 192-224) ISBN 3598342292
Lfg. 8. Ngo Trach-Palma Gil, Teodoro (fiche 268-301) ISBN 3598342314
Lfg. 11. Servai-Tze Shuen Sung (fiche 349-453) ISBN 3598342349

Suppl. Sources (fiche I-VIII)
Indexed online in: http://www.biblio.tu-bs.de/wbi%5 Fen/
Note: The SEABI indexes about 90,000 biographical summaries from the South-East Asian Biographical Archives (SEABA) covering the following countries: Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. It also includes biographical data on European administrators, explorers, historians, merchants, missionaries and others who have lived in the region from colonial times to the present.

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Biography – Dictionaries. Europeans : Asia, Southeastern – Biography – Indexes.

Southeast Asia under the new balance of power / edited by Sudershna Chawla ; Melvin Gurtov ; Alain-Gerard Marsot. – New York ; Washington ; London : Praeger, 1974. VIII, 196 p., index, bibliogr. p. 184-189. – (Praeger special studies in international politics and government)
ISBN 0-275-28826-9 ; 0-275-88850-9 (pbk.)
AU:ANU(Menzies DS518.45 .S6)
D: HD-SAI(300 pol 87/446)
F:▶BLULO(COL.8270(22))
GB:BL(X 700/15652)*
US:LC(DS518.1.C484)

Southeast Asia under the new balance of power

Southeast Asia viewed from Japan


Contents:
Lfg. 1. A.-Bayot (fiche 1-40) – ISBN 3598342241
Lfg. 3. Choong-Flynn (77-117) – ISBN 3598342268
Lfg. 4. Fock-Hoang Yen (118-152) – ISBN 3598342276
Lfg. 6. La Aw Hutangkura-Lyttelton (fiche 192-224) ISBN 3598342292
Lfg. 8. Ngo Trach-Palma Gil, Teodoro (fiche 268-301) ISBN 3598342314
Lfg. 11. Servai-Tze Shuen Sung (fiche 349-453) ISBN 3598342349

Suppl. Sources (fiche I-VIII)
Indexed online in: http://www.biblio.tu-bs.de/wbi%5 Fen/
Note: The SEABI indexes about 90,000 biographical summaries from the South-East Asian Biographical Archives (SEABA) covering the following countries: Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. It also includes biographical data on European administrators, explorers, historians, merchants, missionaries and others who have lived in the region from colonial times to the present.

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Biography – Dictionaries. Europeans : Asia, Southeastern – Biography – Indexes.

Southeast Africa references in the British parliamentary papers

Southeast Asia viewed from Japan


Contents:
Lfg. 1. A.-Bayot (fiche 1-40) – ISBN 3598342241
Lfg. 3. Choong-Flynn (77-117) – ISBN 3598342268
Lfg. 4. Fock-Hoang Yen (118-152) – ISBN 3598342276
Lfg. 6. La Aw Hutangkura-Lyttelton (fiche 192-224) ISBN 3598342292
Lfg. 8. Ngo Trach-Palma Gil, Teodoro (fiche 268-301) ISBN 3598342314
Lfg. 11. Servai-Tze Shuen Sung (fiche 349-453) ISBN 3598342349

Suppl. Sources (fiche I-VIII)
Indexed online in: http://www.biblio.tu-bs.de/wbi%5 Fen/
Note: The SEABI indexes about 90,000 biographical summaries from the South-East Asian Biographical Archives (SEABA) covering the following countries: Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. It also includes biographical data on European administrators, explorers, historians, merchants, missionaries and others who have lived in the region from colonial times to the present.

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Biography – Dictionaries. Europeans : Asia, Southeastern – Biography – Indexes.

Subject(s): Opium trade – Asia, Southeastern

Southeast Asian drug trade

Subject(s): South-East Asian biographical archives

Europeans : Asia, Southeastern – Biography – Directories


Subject(s): Opium trade – Asia, Southeastern

Narcotics, Control of – Asia, Southeastern

Narcotics, Control of – United States

Southeast Asian drug trade


Total denial : a report on the Yadana Pipeline Project in Burma


Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern – Bibliography

D: GO-SUB(63 B 6070) HD-SAI(inf 40 S 864+a)*

GB: BL(2761 e 4 : 15012 e 28)

J: TYB(IX-1-A-75)

NL: KITLV(M 3l-101-N)

US: CU(Z3221 H36) LC(Wason Z3221 H41+or Ref.)

NIU(SEA DS503 .S685 and Ref.)


Contents:

p.11-23: D. G. E. Hall / C. D. Cowan

p.25-27: Publ. of D. G. E. Hall / Helen Cordell

p.31-42: Sources of early Burma history / G. H. Luce


Hla Pe: A short history of a Burmese-English dictionary, 1913-1963. etc. …

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Civilization ; History ; Historiography ; Hall, Daniel George Edward, <b.1891>

AU:NLA(Luce 762 ; 959 A832)

D: HD-SAI(300 his 76/801)*

F: BMH(DS 506) Sorbonne(H 8= 22)

GB:BL(0 800/25665) CUL(622:5.c.95.105)

OU(BOD L Floor 24498 d.208) SAS((59):091)*

SOAS(G907/35054 ; 439791)

IRL:TCD(959 L6)

J: TYB(II-1-C-c-80)

SG: ISEAS(DS32.6 C87)

US:CU(Kroch HV5840.A75 U585 1982)

LC(KF26.F6354 1982)

NIU(GovPub-FML) & NNC(US Govt.Docs.) & OAU(Alden5th Fl GovtDocumnts) & UCLA(Law Lib SuDocs) & WU(Law Lib. U.S. Docs. & Microforms Coll.) & YU(Mudd, Govt.Docs.Ctr.) : Y 4.F 762/2:As 4/25 UCB(Documents J60 .F7.97th.no.64)

Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center (SEAFDEC)

→ Fisheries Consultative Group

→ Fisheries Consultative Group

Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center (SEAFDEC)

→ Fisheries Consultative Group

Southeast Asian Fisheries Development Center / Singapore

→ Marine Fisheries Research Department (MFRD)

→ A colour guide to the fishes of the South China Sea and the Andaman Sea


Subject(s): Oceanography – Malacca, Strait of.

Oceanography – Andaman Sea.

Oceanography – South China Sea

US:NIU(SEA GC801 .M485)


Contents:

p.11-23: D. G. E. Hall / C. D. Cowan

p.25-27: Publ. of D. G. E. Hall / Helen Cordell

p.31-42: Sources of early Burma history / G. H. Luce


Hla Pe: A short history of a Burmese-English dictionary, 1913-1963. etc. …

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Civilization ; History ; Historiography ; Hall, Daniel George Edward, <b.1891>

AU:NLA(Luce 762 ; 959 A832)

D: HD-SAI(300 his 76/801)*

F: BMH(DS 506) Sorbonne(H 8= 22)

GB:BL(0 800/25665) CUL(622:5.c.95.105)

OU(BOD L Floor 24498 d.208) SAS((59):091)*

SOAS(G907/35054 ; 439791)

IRL:TCD(959 L6)

J: TYB(II-1-C-c-80)

SG: ISEAS(DS32.6 C87)

US:CU(Kroch HV5840.A75 U585 1982)

LC(KF26.F6354 1982)

NIU(SEA GC801 .M485)

p.57-87: The study of Burmese literature – a general survey / by Anna Allott

p.7-56: The study of Burmese literature

The study of Burmese literature

Southeast Asian linguistics

Southeast Asian Mountain People's Culture and Development: A prototype material for the development of reading comprehension skills among Myanmar university students

Southeast Asian researchers

Southeast Asian periodicals

Southeast Asian reports

Southeast Asian research tools

Southeast Asian syntax

Southeast Asian syntax

Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMEO) / Regional Centre for History and Tradition

Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMEO) / Regional Centre for History and Tradition

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Burma Bibliographical Project
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Subject(s): Minorities–Government policy – Asia, Southeastern – Congresses ; Minorities – Asia, Southeastern – Social conditions – Congresses ; Political refugees –Asia, Southeastern – Congresses ; Migration, Internal – Government policy – Asia, Southeastern – Congresses ; Ethnicity – Asia, Southeastern – Congresses.
US: CU(Echols GN635.S58 S72) LC(GN635.S58S68) IU(Main Stacks 305.895 SO88)

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern – Economic conditions Asia, Southeastern – Economic policy SG: ISEAS(HC412 A832) US: CU(Kroch HC412 .A83) LC(HC412.S596 1971b)

Southern Asia: Afghanistan, Bhutan, Burma …
→Harvard University <Cambridge, Mass.> / Widener Library


Southern Asia accessions list
→Library of Congress <Washington, D.C.> / Division of Orientalia

Southern Asia, India, Farther India, and the East Indies. – 1942. 264 p. – (Preliminary report / U.S. Weather Bureau ; 5)
US: DAS(M82 U587p)

Southern Asia publications in Western languages
→Library of Congress <Washington, D.C.> Southern Asia accessions list

Southern Cross International < Sydney >

Southern Cross University < Lismore, NSW > / School of Law and Justice
→School of Law and Justice

Southern Methodist University / Center for Highland Burma Peoples
→Jinghpaw hti laika hpung langai

Southern Shan States
→Burma gazetteer

Southern Shan States Railway Project
→Lilley, Abraham Robert

Southern Shan States Railway Survey report
→Lilley, Abraham Robert
Southern Shan States Railway project

Southern Illinois University < Carbondale > / Office of International Education / Center for Vietnamese Studies
→Southeast Asia : a bibliography of writings, 1942 to 1978 by Cecil Hobbs

Southorn, James
Far horizons / James Southorn. – Brauton: Merlin, 1992. 145 p., illus., index. – ISBN 0863035868 (pbk)
Subject(s): Southorn, James World War <1939-1945> :- Health services, Nursing ; Personal narratives, English GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 M /99) US:HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) Ref.: OCLC 26255696


Southwell, Thomas <b. 1879>
Cestoda / by T. Southwell. – London : Taylor and Francis. – (The fauna of British India : including Ceylon and Burma)

S 177
GB: OUL (BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. d.116)  
US: LC (QL391.P7S67 1983)  
UCB (Bioscience QL391.P7 .S67 & S68 1983)  
Ref.: OCLC 55962128

Souvenir of the memorial ceremony for the men who died in captivity at work on the Burma-Siam railway, 1942-45 : held at Thanbyuzayat, Burma, on December 18th, 1946. – [Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Union of Burma] (for D. P. R.), 1947. 16 p., illus.  
GB: BL (I.S.Bu.197/8)*  
US: HU (Master Microforms Film Mas 32453)  
Ref.: OCLC 55962128

Subject(s): Thant <1909-1974> : Congresses.  
US: CU (Echols +D839.7.T36 S72 1994)
Subject(s): United States : Foreign relations – Asia (Southern).
US: HU(Widener Harv.Denos. US 1650.37.211)

Soviets work on Southeast Asia

→ Berton. Peter Alexander Menquez

Søvik, Barbro

→ "Hvilket samfunnsansvar står norske turoperatører overfor ved å tilby reiser til Burma?"

Sowards, Erville E.

→ Bright are the promises : a pageant for the sesquicentennial celebration, 1813-1963, Baptist work in Burma

→ Burma Baptist chronicle

→ Glimpses of Baptist work in Burma

Ref.: Bernot

Sowards, Geneviève Sharp

→ Bright are the promises : a pageant for the sesquicentennial celebration, 1813-1963, Baptist work in Burma

→ Burma Baptist chronicle

Sowton, Stanley <b. 1875>

Subject(s): Jackson, William <1889-1931>
Church of England : Missions – Burma
Missions to the blind – Burma ; Missionaries – Burma
Missions – Burma ; Blind ; Education – Burma ; History – 20th century.
GB:BL(W.P.8172/11)
US: LNB(Main 921 J13s 1938)

ditto. – ibid., 1940. 32 p. – (Eagle books ; 11)
US: MNtcA(BV3700 .E2 no.10)

ditto. – Melbourne: Book Depot, 1940. 32 p.
SG: RUBC(266.00924 SOW)


US: NSyU
Ref.: OCLC 27182045


ditto. 2nd Australian ed. – Melbourne: Book Depot, 1949. 32 p. – (Eagle books ; 11)
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet B 1519)


GB:SOAS(MMSL IN-BU28)
US: ViAlTH(BPL General BV3271.J3 S69)

Sozialistische und planwirtschaftliche Systeme Asiens im Umbruch

→ Asia, Jr. 1st ed.

ISBN 3-89158-048-7
Subject(s): Central planning – Asia – Congresses.
Asia : Economic conditions – 1945 – Congresses ; Politics and government – 1945 – Congresses ; Economic policy – Congresses
D: M-BSB(91.23134) PA-UB(40/QG 800 M149)
GO-SUB(FMAG:ZA 70184.9)
NL: KITLV(M 3c 675 N)
US: CU(Kroch HC412 .S68z 1989)
HU(Widener Harv.Denos. HC412 .S68 1989)

Spagnoli, Cathy

ref. – ISBN 1579500455 (alk. paper)
Contains: Burma-Fair trade
Note: 26 trickster tales that can be told by teachers, librarians, or used to teach storytelling skills to students. Includes storytelling tips for teachers and students, activities, and reading lists to enrich the storytelling experience.
Subject(s): Storytelling – Study and teaching (Elementary) ; Tricksters – Asia ; Tales – Asia ; Storytelling – Study and teaching ; Tricksters ; Folklore – Asia.
SG: NLB
US: LC & ICNE(CTR) & MBNU(Snell Favat Curriculum) & UCLA(YRL) & WU(CIMC) : LB1042 .S67 2001
Ref.: OCLC 45172878

Spain, Jack

Subject(s): Polo, Marco, 1254-1323? - Travel
Spain, Jack, Jr. : Travel.
Asia : Description and travel.
China : Description and travel.
Silk Road - Description and travel.
Ref.: OCLC 55886470

Spalding, Bill <b. 1917>

Subject(s): Spalding, Bil <b. 1917>  
Burma-Siam Railroad.  
Great Britain: Prisoners of war - Biography  

GB:BL(10109 r 32)

Spaté, O. P.  
Beginnings of industrialization in Burma / by O. P. Spaté. –  
Rangoon : Departments of Economics, Statistics and Com-  
merce, Univ. of Rangoon, 1958. 25 p., maps. – (Reprint series / Economics Research Project ; 1) – Reproduced from:  
Economic geography ; 17.1 – Mimeogr.  
Subject(s): Industrialization  
Urbanization – Burma  
Burma : Economic conditions  
D: HD-SA(60 G 227 Kp)*  
KI-ZBW(C 25,361)  
J: AJK  
US: CU(Kroch HC437.B8 R24+ no.1)

Spaté, Oskar Hermann Khristian <b. 1911>  
Burma setting / by O. H. K. Spaté ; with 3 maps. – London :  
Longmans, Green, 1943. 34 p. – (Burma pamphlets ; 2)  
HRAF(API-1)  
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel ; Geography  
Forests and forestry – Burma – History – 1824-1948  
AU:ANU(Hope St Bliss pamphlet KWO S738)  
D: B-SBB(Ser. 5901-2 Haus 2 NfLS)  
GB:BL(010058 m 29/2)*  
BL-DSS(W8/1873)  
E Coll 3/49 ; MSL IN-BU(11)  
SG: ISEAS(DS530.1 B961)  
RUBC(959.1 SPA)  
US: CU(Olin Microfiche 887)  
HU(Widener Ind 8119.44 v.2)  
MIU & NLI(SEA)  
OAU(Alden SE Asia) : DS485.B81 S7  
NYPL(Research BBH p.v.178)  
OCLC01715560

Ref.: OCLC01715560

ditto. [Repr.] – ibd., 1944. 34 p. – (Burma pamphlet ; 2)  
D: HD-SA(in: 320 inf 65/2818)*  
GB:BL FO(LD 911/18.508 pamphlet)  
PA-UB  
US: CU(Kroch DS485.B81 P18 no.2)  
MoU(DS485.B81S7)

The Burmese village.  
Subject(s): Geography – Burma  
US: CU(Countway Medicine Harv.Depos. 21.A.1945.2)

On the margins of history : from the Punjab to Fiji / Oskar  
Spaté. – Canberra: National Centre for Development Studies,  
Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian National  
– (History of development studies, ISSN 0815-6301 ; 1)  
ISBN 0731509145
Publishing for the new reading audience

SPCK
→ Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge

SPDC
→ State Peace and Development Council

SPDC orders to villages
→ State Peace and Development Council

Spear, Ray Forrest <b. 1894>
The syncretism of animism and Buddhism in Burma / Ray Forrest Spear. – 1928. 83 l. – Northwestern Univ., Illinois, M.A. (History and literature of religions) thesis 1928
Subject(s): Buddha and Buddhism – Burma
Animism – Burma
NU thesis. History and literature of religions.
GB: SOAS (M 262)
US: CBGTU (BQ 420 .S 63 1928) LC & OAU (Alden SE Asia) : BL14445.B95 S65 IEN (Diss 378 NU 1928)
Ref.: OCLC 187251

Spearman, Horace Ralph
→ Birmanie : résumé ethnographique et linguistique
→ The British Burma gazetteer
→ Gazetteer of Burma
→ Statistical and historical account of British Burma

Sears, Thomas <d. 1868>
The Dalhousie-Phayre correspondence, 1852-1856
→ Dalhousie, James Andrew Broun Ramsay (1st Marquess of)

Special briefing. – Bangkok: Alternative Asean Network on Burma
→ Women's report card on Burma

Special Burma studies issue. – DeKalb Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Northern Illinois Univ., 1988. 151 p. – (Crossroads : an interdisciplinary journal of Southeast Asian studies, ISSN 0741-2037 ; 4.1) – Herbert 7
D: HD-SAI (inf Zs 321,4)*

Special company act : act no. 54 of 1950. 10th November 1950. – [Rangoon, 1989]. 4, 4 p. – Title also in Burmese; text in Burmese and English on opposite pages, numbered in duplicate.
Subject(s): Corporation law – Burma.
GB: BL-APAC (ORW 1986 a 829)
OU/L (BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. e.623
SG: ISEAS (Doc B54)

Subject(s): Economic assistance, American – Burma.
Roads – Burma.
D: HD-SAI (reg 60 K 49)
US: HU (Law School: ILS) & LC : JX235.9A32 no.4325
YU (Oza21 A31)

Subject(s): Insects – Burma.
GB: OUL (OUM Entomol. 742 c. 5)

Special meetings on the economic aspects of the rice industry < FAO >
Reports of the special meetings on the economic aspects of the rice industry / Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. – Rome, 1954-1955. 3 pts.
1st at Bangkok, 5-16 Jan. 1953. (entitled "Special Rice Meeting").
2nd at Rangoon, 11-18 Nov. 1954.
Subject(s): Rice industry
GB: SAdS (ICOMM HD9066 UNI)
NZ: Univ. of Otago
Ref.: OCLC 34672565

Special report : Burma's secret talks, April 2002
→ Some talk, little action

GB: BL-APAC (IOR/V/27/751/141)*

Special Study Mission to Southeast Asia and the Pacific
→ United States / Special Study Mission to Southeast Asia and the Pacific

Special Technical and Economic Mission to Burma
→ United States / Special Technical and Economic Mission to Burma

Special Technical Meeting on the Economic Aspects of the Rice Industry < 1954, Rangoon >
Report of the Special Technical Meeting on the Economic Aspects of the Rice Industry, Rangoon, Burma, 11-18 No-

FAO MFN 64402

Subject(s): Rice – Conferences
industry; rice; economic situation; marketing; prices; grading; storage; world; production data; consumption; international trade; forecasting fairs sec.; production statistics;

GB: BL(U.N.F. 56/4)

OUL(QUEH Main Libr K12 FAO (pamphlet))

IRL:TCD(Opub FAO Comm 1:1)

NL: KB(Broch 10409)


Ref.: OCLC04117360

Special train for guests of His Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of Burma, from Delhi to Howrah on 11th January 1903 [after the Coronation Durbar : timetable]. – Delhi: East Indian Railway, 1903.

GB: CUL(MssRm Scott UL 1.20)

Ref.: OCLC(KN1.3700.T36 1990)

Special Unit for Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries

– United Nations / Development Programme / Special Unit for Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries


Subject(s): Burma Socialist Programme Party

AU: ANU(Menz pamph JQ459.A57 A6)

NU(Sea JQ459.A57 A6)

YU(LSF-Request JQ459.A57 A253 (LC))


US: HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. IN 325S F54) LC(Law)


US: HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. IN 325B F58)

Specifications and rates / Public Works Department. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for P. W. S.), 1901. 22 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.52/6)*

ditto.


US: LC(TH425.B8 1951)

 Specifications of Party flag emblem and office seal and their uses

Burma Socialist Programme Party / Central Committee

Note: Concerns internally displaced persons in Myanmar and forced repatriation from Thailand.

Subject(s): Myanamar: Human rights ; Displaced persons ; Involuntary repatriation ; Refugees - Thailand

Human rights violations

UN, Commission on Human rights: Resolutions and decisions

UN High Commissioner for Human Rights

US: UNDHL(E/CN.4/2003/NGO/150)


The specific relief act : digest of laws relating to Indian specific relief act (I of 1877) ; with court rulings ... – Ran’ kun’, 1990. 174, 127 p., index. – Added title and text also in Burmese


Specific relief act (act I of 1877) in India, Pakistan and Burma / by M. C. Sarkar. – Calcutta : S. C. Sarkar.

Subject(s): Equitable remedies - India ; Specific performance - Burma ; Equitable remedies - Pakistan ; Specific performance - India ; Specific performance - Burma ; Specific performance - Pakistan.

ditto.


US: HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. IN 325B F58)

US: HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. IN 325S F54) LC(Law)

ditto. – ibd. 1903. 22 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.52/6)*


US: LC(TH425.B8 1951)
Specifications of the Maymyo Division. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for S. E., Man. C.), 1909. 43 p. GB:BL(I.S.Bu.100/14)*

Specimens of languages of India, including those of the aboriginal tribes of Bengal, the Central provinces, and the Eastern frontier [ / ed. by G. Campbell]. – Calcutta : Bengal Secretariat Pr., 1874. 4, 303 p. GB:BL(12910 k 13)* US: LCPK1502.A1 1874) MB OCl PU YU


Spencer, Bertram
From civilian to soldier (and back again) : a conscript's tale / by Bertram Spencer. – [n.p.,] The author, [n.d.]. VI, 118 p., illus., maps. GB: SAS(E Coll 3 M /100)

Spencer, C. P.

Spencer, Joseph Earle <b. 1907>

Spencer, Otha Cleo <b. 1920>


Spirit in Education Movement
Deep ecology forest walk 1996, or, "Not just another walk in the woods” – Dunklin, Annette

Spirit-levelled heights : Burma, season 1892-93 / India Survey Department. – Dehra Dun, 1894. Subject(s): Geography – India and Pakistan GB:OUL(IND IB. Ind. Pc. 39)

The spiritual front and moral force of the world : general report of the 25th Grand Assembly of the Permanent World Parliament of Religions, Fraternities and Philosophies, under Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, American ; World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns
China : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
India : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns


SPG
→ Society for the Propagation of the Gospel <London>

Spielmann, Hans-Jürgen <b. 1941>

Spies, Richard Phené <1838-1916>
History of Indian and Eastern architecture → Fergusson, James
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the aegis of the Universal Religious Alliance; organized and held by the All-Asia Great Modern Spiritual Revival Movement, at Rangoon, Burma, April 1955. – [Paris: Universal Spiritual Union, 1955?] 16 p., illus., ports.

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Burma Bibliographical Project

**Spiro, Melford Elliott**


Prologue

Buddhism and the world: a ritual system

I. Buddhism as a monastic system : The Buddhist cultus: its generic attributes - The ceremonial cycles: 1 : calendrical rituals - The ceremonial cycles: 2 : Life-cycle rituals - Crisis rituals

II. Buddhism as an ideological system : (Summary) – Buddhism as a ritual system – Buddhism as a monastic system – Anthropological other or Burmese brother? – Prologue

Contents:

I. Prologue: Theravāda Buddhism: an anthropological problem


III. **Buddhism as a ritual system**: The Buddhist cultus: its generic attributes - The ceremonial cycles: 1 : calendrical rituals - The ceremonial cycles: 2 : Life-cycle rituals - Crisis rituals

IV. **Buddhism as a monastic system**: Monasticism: 1 : the normative structure - Monasticism: 21 : the social structure – The monk: 1 : recruitment structure - The monk: 2 : character structure - The Sangha and the state - The stats of the monkhood in Burmese society

V. **Buddhism and the world**: Buddhism and the world: a critique - Buddhism and Burmese society.

Subject(s): Buddhism - Burma ; Theravāda Buddhism - Burma ; Sociology, Buddhist - Burma ; Buddhism and culture - Burma

AU:ANU(Menzies GN345.S66 1992) NLA


SG: NUS(LB1443.1 Spi)

Ref.: OCLC00128458


AU:ANU(Menzies BL1443.1.S65 1971)


Ref.: OCLC16210048


Ref.: OCLC1823471


ISBN 0-520-04671-4 ; 0-520-04672-2 (pbk.)


Ref.: OCLC00128458

Herbert 487

Contents:

I. Prologue: Theravāda Buddhism: an anthropological problem


III. **Buddhism as a ritual system**: The Buddhist cultus: its generic attributes - The ceremonial cycles: 1 : calendrical rituals - The ceremonial cycles: 2 : Life-cycle rituals - Crisis rituals

IV. **Buddhism as a monastic system**: Monasticism: 1 : the normative structure - Monasticism: 21 : the social structure – The monk: 1 : recruitment structure - The monk: 2 : character structure - The Sangha and the state - The stats of the monkhood in Burmese society

V. **Buddhism and the world**: Buddhism and the world: a critique - Buddhism and Burmese society.

Subject(s): Buddhism - Burma ; Theravāda Buddhism - Burma ; Sociology, Buddhist - Burma ; Buddhism and culture - Burma

AU:ANU(Menzies GN345.S66 1992) NLA


SG: NUS(LB1443.1 Spi)

Ref.: OCLC00128458


AU:ANU(Menzies BL1443.1.S65 1971)


Ref.: OCLC16210048


Ref.: OCLC1823471


ISBN 0-520-04671-4 ; 0-520-04672-2 (pbk.)


Ref.: OCLC00128458


Note: Why do members of a society espouse culturally constituted beliefs that are at odds with their personal interests and experiences? In this book Melford Spiro, a psychological anthropologist, answers this question by investigating ideologies of gender and sex relations in Burma, according to which men enjoy economic, legal, and social status. Spiro argues that these sexist ideologies - prevalent in most of the human world - are an expression of male anxieties and insecurities. Spiro proposes a theory of cultural reproduction that is an alternative to the enculturation model of radical cultural determinism. He postulates that cultural systems are reproduced only insofar as they are internalized by members of society and that this occurs if these systems resonate with members' conscious and unconscious beliefs and desires or are employed by them as a resource for the construction of defense mechanisms. He compares his firsthand observations of a Burmese village to extensive data from a wide array of other societies (including our own) and argues that this explanation applies to all societies.

Subject(s): Sex role - Burma ; Gender identity - Burma ; Ethnopsychology - Burma ; Interpersonal relations - Burma ; Social life and customs


Subject(s): Kinship – Burma ; Marriage – Burma

Burma: Social life and customs

US: AU(ANU(Menzies GN635.B8 S65))
D: B-SBB(389 021 Haus 2)
GO-SUB(LS1:QMK 200:mm78 A 5238)
PA-UB(55/RR RR 51980 S759) HD-SAI(320 eth 78/183)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.34217) BMH(DS 520.5.F2)
GB:BLX(300/26858) BL-APAC(V 2071 5)
CUL(632:14.c.95.3) LSE(BLPES HQ666.7 S75)
OUl(IND Main Libr Retind N11897206)
SAS((591):392) SOAS(GB301.421/373.741)

IRL: TCD(81-75-75)
NL: KB KITTL(M ss-116-N)
SG: ISEAS(GN487 B9S75)
US: CU(Kroch GN635 B8S75)

F: BNF(Tolbiac R.de J. Dépt.Phil. Salle N Anth. 306.089 959 Spir k
US: MuN(MORRIS Briggs General GN635.B8 S65)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Spit, Wim <b. 1960>


Spitack, Morris Redman <b. 1903>
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enburg: M. R. Spivack, 1970. (2), 57, (2), 22 l., illus. – [Type-written]
Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel
GB: BL(X 702/791) OUL(BOD G Floor 20652 d.28)
IRL: TCD(VP 22673)
US: CU(Kroch Film 3416) LC(DS485.B82S65)

Spleen census report for Burma
→Lalor, Nicholas Purcell O’Gorman

Spoken Burmese
→Corney, William Stewart

Spoken English for Burmans
→Schmader, Gordon F.

Spoken Language Services, Inc.
Spoken English for Burmans [sound recording]
→Schmader, Gordon F.

Subject(s): Birma / Sumatra / Eisenbahlinie / Kriegsgefangener / Zwangsarbeiter / Erlebnisbericht / Bildband / Geschichte 1942-1945 exhibition catalogues; photographs; autobiographies; Dutch; POW; railway construction; Myanmar; Thailand; Pekanbaru; Riau; Indonesia; 1942/1945; collective volume
D: B-SBB(1 A 526749 Haus 2)
NL: KITLV(M 2003 A 2301)

Sprague, Sydney <1875-1943>
A year with the Baha’is in India and Burma / by Sydney Sprague. – London : Priory Pr., 1908. X, 53 p.
Subject(s): Sprague, Sydney <1875-1943> : Journeys – India
Sprague, Sydney <1875-1943> : Journeys – Burma
Baha Faith – India ; Baha Faith – Burma ; Baha Faith – Biography ; Biography – Baha Faith
GB: Edinburgh(New College Library sOU 23 SPR)
SG: RUBC(297.89/99591 SPR)
US: HU(Widener Asia 95.7.2) NNUT(Burke MRL Outline Cd9 Sp76) NYPL. PU UCSB YU(MUDD, Stacks WB 5279 : LSF-Request Qq Sp73)

GB: BL(4505 dg 19) BL-APAC(T 37950)
SOAS(N 297.89/16.747)*
US: NJR NYPL

XVIII, 63 p., [1] l. of plate, facsim., ports., bibliogr. p. [61]-63. – "Published in cooperation with Aubade"
US: CU(Kroch BP355.I4 S76)
LC(BP355.I4 S66 1986) UCLA

The spread of printing : Eastern hemisphere ; India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma and Thailand
→Rhodes, Dennis Everard

Sprengel, Matthias Christian
Reise des britischen Gesandten Herrn Michael Symes nach dem Königreiche Ava im Jahre 1795
→Symes, Michael

Spring, Samuel <1746-1819>
A sermon delivered at the Tabernacle in Salem, Feb. 6, 1812, on occasion of the ordination of the Rev. Messrs. Samuel Newell, A.M., Adoniram Judson …
→Woods, Leonard

Springer, Carl
An annotated bibliography of material concerning Southeast Asia from Petermann’s geographische Mitteilungen, 1855-1956
→Sternstein, Larry

Spryce, Richard S. M.
The British and China Railway : from Her Majesty’s Port of Rangoon in the Bay of Bengal through Pegue and Burmah, to the Yunnan Province of China ; with loop-lines to Siam and Cambodia, Tonquin and Cochín-China / projected by Richard Spryce … in a series of letters to the Earl of Malmesbury. – London : [The author,] 1858. 26, XII p., map.
Subject(s): Railroads.
Burma : Commerce – China
China : Commerce – Burma
British and China Railway (Proposed)
GB: BL(8235 i 47(1))
US: CS(t)(V)HE3280 B86S7
WaU(MicNews Microfilm A959)
Ref.: OCLC 34307512 ; 38681028

HK: KU(SpecColl Microfiche MPT2600131)
Ref.: OCLC 51374736

HK: KU(SpecColl Microfiche MPT2600131)
Ref.: OCLC 51374736

Commerce with the two hundred millions of people of the Shan States, Western China, &c.,&c.,&c., by railway from the port of Rangoon; and extension of the Indo-European Telegraph, by land, to Hong-Kong, the Chinese open ports, Peking, etc.; with a map / by Richard Spryce and Reynell-
Copies of Captain Richard Sprye’s letters to the Secretary of State for India in Council, dated 15 January 1866, and of the maps attached thereto, referring to commerce with the Shan States and West of China from Rangoon and extension of the Indo-European Telegraph by land from Pegu to Hong Kong and the Chinese open parts. (Mr. Cheetham.) Ordered by The House of Commons, to be printed, 14 June 1866. Presented to House of Lords by the 31st day of August 1870, and the 21st day of February 1871.

Correspondence respecting direct commerce with the West of China from Rangoon. Presented to House of Lords by command of Her Majesty. 1865. 2 microfiches. 1866. 40 p. (Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1871, 341) – At head of title: East India (British Burma). – Caption title: Papers relating to the trade with Western China direct from Rangoon. – Parl. pap. 1871, LI, 397. – Microfiche 77.470. Contents: Correspondence between Captain Richard Sprye and the Rt. Hon. William-Ewart Gladstone – Memorials referred to in the preceding correspondence. 

Ref.: OCLC 37298457

Copy of letter from Captain Richard Sprye to the Secretary of State for India, dated 15 January 1866, and of the maps attached thereto, referring to commerce with the Shan States and West of China from Rangoon. Presented to House of Lords by the command of Her Majesty. 1865. 63 p. – [Print. for private circulation only.] 1865. 63 [i.e. 85] p., fold. col. map.

Contents: Correspondence between Captain Richard Sprye and the Rt. Hon. William-Ewart Gladstone – Memorials referred to in the preceding correspondence.


Ref.: OCLC 51343169

Correspondence respecting direct commerce with the West of China from Rangoon. Presented to House of Lords by command of Her Majesty. 1865. – London : Harrison, 1865. 101 p.

Ref.: Cordier

Spurr, Russell


Subject(s): Spurr, Russell Great Britain : Royal Indian Navy ; Army - Indian Army ; Army - Colonial forces - India Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Naval, British ; World War <1939-1945> – Personal narratives, British

GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 T /9)

ditto. Microform. – Cambridge : Chadwyck-Healey Ltd., 1996. 2 microfiches. – (The nineteenth century : books on China ; 7.1.221)

HK: HKU(Spec.Coll Microfiche MPT2600233)

Ref.: OCLC 51343169


GB:BL(X S 805/1295)

Srivastava, M. G.

Establishment of a pilot plant for pesticide formulation : Union of Myanmar : technical report : findings and recommendations
Srivastava, Mahavir Prasad <b, 1941>
Subject(s): Automotive Service Industry Association – Great Britain. 
Asia – Foreign relations – Great Britain
Great Britain : Foreign relations – Asia
F: BIULO(GEN.III.44041)
BL(14300 g 11(5))*   BL-APAC(Bur D 1762)
US: CRL(FL 1988.a.1136)   CUL(544;7.c.95.55)
F:  BIULO(GEN.III.44041)
BL(14300 g 11(5))*   BL-APAC(Bur D 1762)
US: CRL(FL 1988.a.1136)   CUL(544;7.c.95.55)
Srivastava
Bibliographical description
Das ’Staatliches Museum für Völkerkunde
Staatsangehörigkeitsgesetze, ISSN 0080-5823 ; 34) – Inclu
des legislation, some in English.
Das ‘Staatliches Museum für Völkerkunde
Subject(s): Citizenship – Asia, Southeastern
Citizenship – South Asia
CH:BS UB(nd 284 : 34)
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Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1988->
GB: OUL(IND Burma 7 d 102 (5))
US: CU(Kroch DS 530 .65 .S73 1999)
MiU(Hatcher DS 530.65 .R495 1999)
NIU(SEA DS530.65 .R473 1999)
Ref.: OCLC 41914176

Stamp, Elsa Clara Rea
A first geography of Burma / by Elsa C. Stamp. With 35 illus. – London [etc.]: Longmans, Green, 1926. VIII, 120 p., figs.
Subject(s): Geography – Burma
GB: SOAS(GB 910/36.226)*
ditto. – ibd., 1946. 190 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: LC(DS485.B81S76 Orien Bur)
ditto. 4th ed. – Bombay [etc.]: Orient Longmans, 1947. VI, 120 p., illus., maps
AU: NLA(Luce 209 ; McN 1057/59)
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2027)
ditto. Repr. – ibd., 1944. XXI, 704 p., illus., maps
US: ICJ Uoc TxU
GB: BL(10002 r 13)
US: UoC OKentU TxU WaTC
ditto. 8th ed. With 372 maps and diagrams. – London : Methuen, 1950. XXI, 704 p., illus., index.
p. 341-369: The Union of Burma
D: HD - SAI(reg 60 B 21)*
GB: BL(10001 ee 44)
US: CU LC(HC412.S7 1950)
UCLA(SRLF HC412 .S78a 1950)
GB: BL(10005 i 15)
US: NeCRS NNC OClJC OKenU PBm
ditto. 9th ed., rev and reset. – ibd., 1957. XVII, 726 p., illus., maps. – ([Methuen’s advanced geographies])
GB: BL(10059 b 30)
US: HU LC(HC412.S7 1957) NNC UCLA(College HC412.S78a 1957) YU
GB: BL(10059 b 54)
US: HU IU OrU UCLA(SRLF HC412 .S7 1959)
ditto. 11th ed. – ibd., 1962. XVII, 730 p., illus., maps.
GB: BL(9999 c 10)
US: DCL(HC412.S7 1962)

Stamp, Laurence Dudley <1898-1966>
p. 331-351: Burma
Subject(s): Geography – Burma
GB: BL(10007 dd 18*; 010004 ff 31)
US: DNAL LC(HC412.S7) MiU NYPL
UCLA(YRL HC 412 S78a 1936)
ditto. – New York : Dutton, 1929. XX, 616 p., maps, diagrs.
US: CSt-H DNAL NYPL
GB: BNF(010005 eee 5)
US: Or OrP PHC WaS
US: HU-BA OCLW OU PU
ditto. – ibd., c1935.
US: DN Or PP
ditto. Rev. ed. – ibd., [1936?]. XXI, 704 p., illus., maps, diagrs.
US: LC(HC412.S7 1936) OrU
GB: BL(010005 eee 38)
US: IaU NcD NYPL ODW UC
US: NeC NNC OClJC PHC PU ViU
US: LC(HC412.S7 1939) NNC OrP WaSp
ditto. 5th ed. – ibd., 1944. XXI, 704 p., illus., maps, diagrs.
US: HU IdU LC(HC412.S7 1944) OCU
US: ICJ Uoc TxU
GB: BL(10002 r 13)
US: UoC OKentU TxU WaTC
p. 341-369: The Union of Burma
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 B 21)*
GB: BL(10001 ee 44)
US: CU LC(HC412.S7 1950)
UCLA(SRLF HC412 .S78a 1950)
GB: BL(10005 i 15)
US: NeCRS NNC OClJC OKenU PBm
ditto. 9th ed., rev and reset. – ibd., 1957. XVII, 726 p., illus., maps. – ([Methuen’s advanced geographies])
GB: BL(10059 b 30)
US: HU LC(HC412.S7 1957) NNC UCLA(College HC412.S78a 1957) YU
GB: BL(10059 b 54)
US: HU IU OrU UCLA(SRLF HC412 .S7 1959)
ditto. 11th ed. – ibd., 1962. XVII, 730 p., illus., maps.
GB: BL(9999 c 10)
US: DCL(HC412.S7 1962)
A geography of Burma for schools

→French, Frederick George


GB: BL(RR:2060 f)*
US: IEN LC(HC412.S7 1962) NNC

Burma : Economic conditions ; Description and travel

Subject(s): Geography – Burma

Late Tertiary igneous rocks of the Lower Chindwin region, Burma

→Lowe, J. Hanson

The vegetation of Burma from an ecological standpoint / by L. Dudley Stamp. – Rangoon : Print. for the Univ. of Rangoon, 1924. 2 p. l., VI, 58, [7] p., illus. (incl. maps), 28 plates (incl. front.), bibliogr. p. [54]-56. – (Research monograph / Univ. of Rangoon ; 1)

Subject(s): Plant ecology ; Botany – Burma ; Botany – Ecology

US: MiU(Buhr Q 73 .R2 no.1)
MoU(MU Ellis 372.54 R16Jr)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Ditto. – Calcutta : Thacker, Spink, 1925. VI, 58 p., 28 plates, map, indexes, bibliogr. p. [54]-58. – (Research monograph / Univ. of Rangoon ; 1) – Slip mounted over imprint: Print. by the American Baptist Mission Pr. for the Univ. of Rangoon and publ. by Thacker, Spink & Co., Calcutta, 1925

D: B-SBB(4° Up 4915/292-1 Haus 2 NfLS)

GB:BL(14302 h 24(4))* BL-APAC(V TR 2751/5)

GB:BL(14302 h 24(4))* BL-APAC(V TR 2751/4)

GB:BS(7743.19 v.1) 

Standard Burmese series. – Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Pr. 1-2 → Uttamākyaw Uttamagyaw’s Tawla and Letwethondara’s radus


1. The British Empire and Burma, Egypt, etc.; pt. 2, Foreign countries Subject(s): Postage stamps – Catalogs.

US: NYPL: 47,1984- (SIBL TVA)

GB: BL(14302 h 24(4))* BL-APAC(V TR 2751/4)

GB:BL(14302 h 24(4))* BL-APAC(V TR 2751/5)

US: CU(Annex QK962.I4 S7)

S:  Ubio(Bio Uf.07 Bortre Indien STA)

GB: BL(X 802/1616)*

GB: BL(14302 h 7(5))*

GB: BL(14302 h 24(2))* BL-APAC(Bur B 62 ; 63)

Public Health

AU:NLA(Epam 3707)

SG:ISEAS(RM47 B9S78)

US: DNLM(CC4664)


Subject(s): Timber – Burma ; Forests and forestry – Burma ; Nomenclature – Timber

D: B-SBB(OLS Db SOA Bur 880 Burma 2)

GB:Aberdeen(Queen Mother Library 580.14 Bur)

US:UCB(Biosci QK490.B85 A25)

YU(SML QK490 B85 A25)

Ref.: OCLC 21099261

GB:BL-APAC(V Tr 2751/4)

GB:BL-APAC(V Tr 2751/5)

GB:BL(14302 h 24(4))* BL-APAC(V TR 2751/4)

GB:BL(14302 h 24(4))* BL-APAC(V TR 2751/5)

GB:BL-APAC(V Tr 2751/4)

GB:BL-APAC(V Tr 2751/5)

Ref.: OCLC 21099261

Standard reader for Anglo-Vernacular schools in Burma

→ Longmans’ standard reader for Anglo-Vernacular schools in Burma

Standing Committee on the Imperial Idea < Great Britain > Imperial commerce : six lectures on commercial subjects

→ Horwell, Edmund

Standing Emigration Committee and representatives of India interests in Burma on Burma Government’s proposals on Indian emigration into Burma. – New Delhi : Govt. of India Pr., 1944. 26 p.

Standing Joint Committee on Indian Affairs

Proceedings of the Standing Joint Committee on Indian Affairs, from 7th March, 1922 to 7th July, 1922 with the orders of reference of both Houses of Parliament. Ordered, by the House of Commons, to be printed, 13th December, 1922. – London : H. M. S. O., 1922. XIV p. – ((Sessional paper / Great Britain, Parliament ; 1922 Sess. 2.) 19) – Parl. pap. 1922, 2nd session, III, 199

GB:GB(OPL:RR)* BL-APAC(P/V 2238)*

S 192
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.154/10)*

Standing orders for the commercial accounts of the Utilization Forest Circle, Burma, etc. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for C. C. F.), 1929. 18 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.169/5)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.153/5)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.169/9)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.169/13)*

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.151/15)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/561/99)

Standing orders of the House of Lords relative to private bills ...
→Great Britain / House of Lords

CH: BS WWZ/SWA(Vo H I 7 BUR)
D: LDB(ZB 71175)

Stanford, John Keith <1892-1971>
Subject(s): Birds – Burma
GB: BL(7288 m 5)*
CUL(395:15.c.95.5)
OUL(RSL Stack 18961 e. 561)
US: CU(Annex QL676.S78)
HU(Museum Comp Zoology: A-S785)
LC(QL676.S76 1954)
OCL(U)(SRLF)
YU(Madd WB 26893)

Birds of Burma
→Smythies, Bertram Evelyn

[Great Britain / House of Lords]

Bibliographical description

Report by the Standing Joint Committee on Indian Affairs.
Ordered by the House of Commons, to be printed ... – London : H. M. S. O. – ([Sessional paper ;] ...)
1. 21st April, 1921. – 1921. [1 p. ] – ( ... ; 86) – Parl. pap. 1921, VI, 839
2. 31st May, 1921. – 1921. 6, XVII p. – ( ... ; H.C. ; 125) – Parl. pap. 1921, VI, 841
3. 20st July, 1921. – 1921. 4 p. – ( ... ; 177) – Parl. pap. 1921, VI, 847
D: KI-ZBW: 2 (D 2044)
GB: BL: 1-3 (OP:RR)*

Standing orders for the Rangoon Brigade Area

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.169/9)*

Bibliographical description

Standing orders for timber assistants in the Myitma ka Extraction Division

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.169/13)*

Standing orders for the Mandalay Station

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.18/4)*

Standing orders for the Rangoon Brigade

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.169/9)*

Standing orders for the Mandalay Station.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.153/5)*


GB: BL(I.S.Bu.151/15)*


US: CU(Kroch Asia PR6037.T16L3)

Author's hand-written title

Ref.: OCLC05796197

S 193
Herbert 331
Subject(s): Short stories, English

Burma : Fiction ; History - 1824-1948 - Biography ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:BL(12651 bb 44) BL-APAC(T 14756)*
SOAS(SG12651 bb 44) SOAS(BRASIA) 12651

GB:BL(X.639/1681)

Stanislaw, Mary Anne
Kalagas : the wall hangings of Southeast Asia / by Mary Anne Stanislaw ; photogr. by Robert Stedman. – Menlo Park, Calif.: Ainslies, 1987. 64 p., bibliogr. p. 63-64.
ISBN 0961844507 (pbk) -- Herbert 763
AU:ANU(Chifley NK3077.S73 1978)

Stanley, John Bercham <b. 1910>
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Fiction
US:LC(PZ7.S789 Wh FT MEADE) PP

Stanley, Peter <b. 1956>
White mutiny : British military culture in India ; 1825-1875 / by Peter Stanley. – New York : Knopf, 1972. XX, 316, XIII p., illus.
D: KNUB(eng 959:o800:n/s91) SUB(3L 3752) SB-UB

ditto. – New York : Knopf, 1972. XX, 316, XIII p., illus. – (Borzei book)
D: KNUB(eng 959:o800:n/s91a) SUB(3L 3752) SB-UB
GB:BL(X 908/29215)
GB:BL(X 808/35471)
D: BFU(18/96/5718(9)) DDUB(1997 8 057677) ULFH(92 Orwell)
GB:BL(YK 1994 a 13797)

Stanley Gibbons Ltd
Subject(s): Postage stamps – Catalogs.
GB:Aberdeen(Queen Mother Libr. x38322 Gib 7)

Stapleton, Adam
The human rights handbook : a practical guide to monitoring human rights ...
→ English, Kathryn

Stapley, L. A.
Catechism of the history of Burma / L. A. Stapley. Translated by Mon Bhui: Mhan. 2nd impr. – Rangoon : American Mission Pr., 1885. 22 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL-APAC(V TR 334/4)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Stanley Gibbons priced postage stamp catalogue. – London : Stanley Gibbons
GB:GB(08247 pp 1/1)

ISSN: 0142-9930
Pt. 21. South-East Asia.

Ref.: OCLC 13261868

Stansky, Peter <b. 1932>

Stapley, L. A.
Catechism of the history of Burma / L. A. Stapley. Translated by Mon Bhui: Mhan. 2nd impr. – Rangoon : American Mission Pr., 1885. 22 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL-APAC(V TR 334/4)

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Stanley Gibbons priced postage stamp catalogue. – London : Stanley Gibbons
GB:GB(08247 pp 1/1)

ISSN: 0142-9930
Pt. 21. South-East Asia.

Ref.: OCLC 13261868

Stansky, Peter <b. 1932>
D: KNUB(eng 959:o800:n/s91)
SUB(3L 3752) SB-UB
ditto. – New York : Knopf, 1972. XX, 316, XIII p., illus. – (Borzei book)
D: KNUB(eng 959:o800:n/s91a)
GB:BL(X 908/29215)
GB:BL(X 808/35471)
D: BFU(18/96/5718(9)) DDUB(1997 8 057677) ULFH(92 Orwell)
GB:BL(YK 1994 a 13797)

Stapleton, Adam
The human rights handbook : a practical guide to monitoring human rights ...
→ English, Kathryn

Stapley, L. A.
Catechism of the history of Burma / L. A. Stapley. Translated by Mon Bhui: Mhan. 2nd impr. – Rangoon : American Mission Pr., 1885. 22 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL-APAC(V TR 334/4)

GB:BL(9004 bbb 14(5))

Star, Dawn


ISBN 2-9515289-0-6

Subject(s): Total compagnie française des pétroles.

Stargardt, Janice

The ancient Pyu of Burma / Janice Stargardt. – Amsterdam: Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, 2000. 60 p., illus., bibliogr. p. 55-60. – (Gonda lecture, ISSN 1387-1234 ; 7th, 1999)

ISBN: 9069843048

Note: Archaeological finds in North and South India and Burma offer valuable insights in the time and place where the Buddhist realm of thought developed.” “In this book the author focuses on a gold leaf manuscript and a silver reliquary containing texts in Pali dating from the fifth and sixth century A.D., which were found in a reliquary chamber of a Stupa in Sriksetra (Burma).” “The question of the spread of an old religious tradition such as Buddhism in a non-Indian society as is Burma will be addressed as well.”  - Book jacket

Subject(s): Buddhist antiquities – India ; Buddhist antiquities – Burma ; Inscriptions, Buddhist – India ; Inscriptions, Buddhist – Burma

GB:Cambridge(Geogr. Lib. XLK-1 (Apply Librarian) OUL(IND 81 D 173 ; OIL 550 Sta Pam.)

SG:ISEAS(N7312.2 S79) NUS(DS530.3. Sta)

US:UCB(Main DS528.5 .S83 1990)

UCLA(YRL DS528.5 .S83 1990)

YU(SML DS527.8 S73 1990)

Stark, Gilbert Little <1885-1908>


Stark, Herbert Alick

The call of the blood; or, Anglo-Indians and the Sepoy mutiny, by Herbert Alick Stark ... – Rangoon : British Burma
Burma Bibliographical Project

Pr., 1932. 4 p., IV, 172 p., illus. (incl. facsim.) plates (1 col.) ports.
Subject(s): Anglo-Indians
US: NNC(Butler Storage DS478.3 .S8)
YU(SML DS478.3 S83)

Stark, Peter
Gold and silver auction
→Taisei Gallery < Singapore >

Starr, Edward Caryl <b. 1911>
A Baptist bibliography : being a register of printed material by and about Baptists ; including works written against the Baptist / ed by Edward C. Starr. – Philadelphia: Published by the Judson Pr. for the Samuel Colgate Baptist Historical Collection, Colgate Univ., 1947-76. – Vols. 2-4 have imprint: Chester, Pa., American Baptist Historical Society ; v.5-25: Rochester, N.Y., American Baptist Historical Society.
Subject(s): Baptists : Bibliography
D: Dui 10(IKA 1474.1-25)
GB: BL(RR: AA.A e)

Subject(s): English poetry - 20th century - Collections
Poetry in English, 1945- - Anthologies
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Poetry
GB: L(YC 1990 a 6394) OUL(BOD Nuneham X93.F00704) SOAS(E Coll 3 S /24)
IRL:TCD(HL-132-424)
Ref.: OCLC 21592032

Start, Laura Emily
Burmese textiles from the Shan and Kachin districts / by Laura E. Start. – County Borough of Halifax: King, 1917. 51 p., illus. – (Bankfield Museum notes ; 2nd series, 7)
Subject(s): Textile fabrics – Burma
Costume – Burma
Costume – Shan States
Kitchin tribes – Textile industry and fabrics
Kitchin tribes – Costume and adornment
GB: SOAS(FNA 21/212.744)*
NL: KITLV(M nr 1029)
S: (etno Allm /Bankfield)
US: DSI(NK8877.6 .S79 1917) ICA
NIU(SEA NK8877.6 .S71917)
UCB(Main & Anthropol: GN37.B3 .A3 ser.2.7)
UoC(Regenstein NK8876.B958)
Ref.: OCLC 10242507


Siegfried M. Schwertner
Contents: Armies in the region - Forced relocation and rice confiscation - Killings - Arrest, detention, and torture - Rape - Forced labour - Portering - Health and education - Extortion and looting - Hunger in the villages - Flight and internally displaced people - Future of the area - Full text of selected interviews.
Subject(s): Human rights – Burma – Karen State
Forced migration – Burma – Karen State
Food supply – Burma – Karen State
Refugees – Burma – Karen State
Karen State (Burma) – History.
Burma : History <1948->
OAU(Alden SE Asia JC599.B932 K377 2000x)
HU(Widener)
YU(SML JC599.B87 S737 2000 (LC)+ Oversize)
Ref.: OCLC 46632357

State agricultural stations and farm schools in Burma. – Rangoon, 1948. 10 p. – (Pamphlet / All Burma Peasants’ Organisation ; 2)
US: CU(Accession HD2075 B8A41 v.2)

State and prospects of crops and comparative statement of rainfall in Burma / Department of Land Records and Agriculture. – Rangoon
D: KI-ZBW(YY 249)

SG: ISEAS(Doc B14)

State Commercial Bank < Burma >
Annual report and accounts / State Commercial Bank, Burma. – Rangoon : [Rangoon Gazette (etc.)] ; Council of Ministers. – Rangoon : 1958-59 (SEA HG3270.7.A7 S727)
Ref.: OCLC 19592032

→Regulations for current accounts, savings bank accounts, fixed deposits & special deposits

Subject(s): Banks and banking – Burma
State commercial bank – Rangoon.
ditto. Repr. – ibd., 1955. II, II, 11, 11 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 J 1)*

S 196
State Co-operative and Commodity Distribution Board
Subject(s): Cooperative societies – Burma.
SG: ISEA(HD3395 B9B96 ; Microfiche Mcf A1284)

Subject(s): Corporations, Government – Burma – Directories
Burma : Commerce – Directories ; Executive departments – Directories.
SG: ISEA(HF3770.7.A48 S7 1983)

GB:BL-APAC(ORW 1993 a 1074)

State Industrial Research Institute < Rangoon >
Annual report of the State Industrial Research Institute for fiscal year ... / by C. E. Barthel, jr. – Rangoon : State Industrial Research Institute
Subject(s): Research, Industrial – Burma – Periodicals.
US: CU(HF3770.7.A48S79)
NIU(SEA HF3770.7.A48 S7 1983)
YU(SSL EGCC 9A HF3894 S83 1983)

The conspiracy of traitorous minions within the Myanmar Naing-Ngan and traitorous cohorts abroad
– Khin Nyunt

The Union of Burma foreign investment law
Web of conspiracy, complicated stories of treacherous machinations and intrigues of BCP UG, DAB, and some NLD leaders to seize state power
– Khin Nyunt : Clarifications

State Law and Order Restoration Council / Information Committee
2. – 1st print. – July 1989. 286 p., illus., maps, ports.
Compilation of press conferences by the Information Committee covering the period 20 January 1989 to 1 May 1989
4. – 1st print. – August 1990. 260 p. – Herbert 818
Subject(s): Press conferences ; Public relations – Burma ; Press and politics – Burma
Burma : Politics and government <1988-> ; Press coverage ; Economic conditions ; Foreign relations ; Politics and government ; Social conditions
D: HD-SAI: 1; 3 (325 pol 94/6727)*
State Library < Rangoon >

Monthly list of additions. – Rangoon : The State Library of Burma
Ref. : Bernot

State of fear

→ Smith, Martin

Subject(s): forestry; forest management; forest resources; forest protection; forest products; forestry policies
Asia : Oceania
I: FAO(MFN 365841-845)

Ref. : OCLC 11107163

State Railway Volunteer Corps

→ Burma State Railway Volunteer Corps

State Peace and Development Council (SPDC) < Union of Myanmar >

→ Index of laws and rules enacted and promulgated by the Union of Myanmar the State Law and Order Restoration Council and the State Peace and Development Council

SPDC orders to villages. – [Chiangmai?] : Karen Human Rights Group, [1999-2001]. v., facsimils., maps. – Orders transl. from the Burmese, with commentary in English; includes facsimiles of some of the orders in the original Burmese. – Other Title: Vols. 3- have title: SPDC & DKBA orders to villages
Contents:

→ Smith, Martin

State of fear

→ Gutter, Peter

State Timber Board

→ Statistical year book

State Timber Commission

Ref. : SEASC ; Fisher

US : CU (Kroch In Process)

Subject(s): Government trading – Burma – Directories.
Burma : Commerce – Directories.
US : CU(Kroch HF3770.7.A48 573 1987)
Ref. : OCLC 52176622

State University of New York < Buffalo, N.Y. > / Council on International Studies

U Nu on Buddhism
→ Nu < U; Thakin

Statement of an institution

→ under the institution

Statement of accounts and the audit report for the year ... – Rangoon : Bureau of State Print. Presses, Burma
Subject(s): Finance, Public – Burma – Accounting – Periodicals ; Finance, Public – Burma – Auditing – Periodicals
D: HD-SAI: 1942/43 (reg 60 F 33 Kp)
SG: ISEAS: 1942/43 (SCR HJ64.8 B96)

43 cards. – Catalogue of books and pamphlets publ. from the second quarter of 1868 to the end of 1940 (incomplete)
Subject(s): Burma : Bibliography
D: HD-SAI
US: CU(Kroch Microfiche 7)

Statement of deaths from principal diseases in the town of Rangoon for week ending ... / Sanitary 4-S (Board of Health). (3rd Jan. 1920-29th Nov. 1941) – [Rangoon :] Board Of Health.
Subject(s): Mortality – trends – Myanmar.
US: NLM: 1920?-1941? (W2 JB8.2 Z007)
Ref.: OCLC 52938396

Statement of newspapers and periodicals published in Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr. – Annual
GB: BL-APAC: 1926-1940 (V25/960/44)

Statement of the trade and navigation of Burma. – Rangoon, Supt. of Govt. Print. and Stationery. – Annual
GB: CRL: 1914 (MF-3521) ; Neg. MF-122
1923-1935 (MF-3066) ; reels 1-7 1929-1934
Ref.: OCLC 11983487

Statement of policy by His Majesty’s Government →Burma: statement of policy by His Majesty’s Government
< Report on the trade and navigation of Burma
Subject(s): Burma : Commerce
LC(HF240.B8 B53)
YU: 1947/48 (SML HF236.7 A3 (LC)+)

Ref.: Trager

Statement showing births and deaths from the principal causes in all district headquarters towns, and in other towns with a population exceeding 10,000 in Burma. 1950, Jan. 14 [-1969?]. – Rangoon. – Weekly. – Issued 1950- by Director of Health Services ; 196-? by Central Statistical and Economics Dept. and the Directorate of Health Services.
< Weekly statement of births and deaths from the principal causes in all district headquarters towns
Subject(s): Vital Statistics – Burma
Ref.: OCLC 50369450

Statement showing the income and expenditure of the notified areas in Burma →Pa Lwin

Statement showing the monthly and annual rainfall at rain (recording) stations in Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print.
and Staty., Burma. – Statement for ... signed by the Commissioner of Settlements and Land Records, Burma
Subject(s): Rain and rainfall – Burma
GB: BL-DSS(8438.390000)
US: YU: 1938-1939 (Mudd Rhc36 I5 +B92)

Statement showing the prevalence of principal epidemic diseases in Burma during the week ending ... / Office of the Director of Medical and Health Services. – Rangoon, 1940-?. – Accompanied by supplementary statements
Subject(s): Communicable Diseases – Myanmar.
US: DNLM: 1955-1958 (W 2 JB8 O32s)
Ref.: OCLC 50369450

Statements relating to the Rangoon Lunatic Asylum, showing admissions, discharges, etc. of lunatics / comp. by the Government of Burma. – Rangoon US: NYPL: 1900-1902 (WPT)

The state-owned economic enterprises law / Union of Burma, State Law and Order Restoration Council. – [Rangoon.] 1989. 5. 5 p. – Added title also in Burmese text in Burmese and English on opposite pages, numbered in duplicate.
Subject(s): Government business enterprises – Law and legislation – Burma
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1986.a.834)
SG: ISEAS(Doc B52)
US: LC(KNL975 .A28 1989a) MiU(Hatcher)
UC(NRLF)

The states, estates, and who's who in India & Burma : with which is incorporated "Who's who in Indian and states' legislatures" / by K.R. Khosla, ed. and comp. – Lahore, Imperial Publ. Co., 1942. 524 p., illus.
Subject(s): India : World War, 1939-1949 ; World War, 1939-1949 - Biography
Burma : World War, 1939-1949 ; World War, 1939-1949 Biography
US: CSdS(Oversize/fo 3 DS434 .K45)
Ref: OCLC 11626486

ISSN 0525-2350
Subject(s): Burma : Statistics – Periodicals
D: HD-SAI: 1974 1996 (inf 30 B 300)*
GB: LSE: 1994- (BLPES, Stats RR 591 (HA155), Govt)
SOAS: 1978 (GB310/704.333)*
1994 (Sta abr HA4570.7 A4M99)
NUC: 1994 (Ref. 3 HA4570.7 SA)
US: CSdS(Oversize/fo 3 DS434 .K45)
Ref: OCLC 11626486

Statement showing the income and expenditure of the notified areas in Burma →Pa Lwin

Statement showing the monthly and annual rainfall at rain (recording) stations in Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print.
and Staty., Burma. – Statement for ... signed by the Commissioner of Settlements and Land Records, Burma
Subject(s): Rain and rainfall – Burma
GB: BL-DSS(8438.390000)
US: YU: 1938-1939 (Mudd Rhc36 I5 +B92)

ISSN 0525-2350
Subject(s): Burma : Statistics – Periodicals
D: HD-SAI: 1974 1996 (inf 30 B 300)*
GB: LSE: 1994- (BLPES, Stats RR 591 (HA155), Govt)
SOAS: 1978 (GB310/704.333)*
1994 (Sta abr HA4570.7 A4M99)
NUC: 1994 (Ref. 3 HA4570.7 SA)
US: CSdS(Oversize/fo 3 DS434 .K45)
Ref: OCLC 11626486
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

A statistical account of Bengal / by W. W. Hunter [et al.] – London [etc.]
6. Chittagong Hill Tracts, Chittagong, Noákhálí, Tipperah, Hill Tipperah / this volume has been principally comp. by H. M. Kisch. – 1876. VI, 550 p., map, index.
GB: BL:(2354 d 3)*
SOAS(JMD954.0352/52.122)
US: LC NYPL UC YU

GB: BL-APAC(V 6976)

Statistical digest for Asia and the Pacific. 1984+. – Bangkok: Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia and the Pacific. – Annual
Subject(s): Asia – Statistics – Periodicals

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.26/4)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/64/1)*
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.138/4(2))*

Statistical paper / Government of the Union of Burma, Ministry of National Planning, Central Statistical and Economics Department. – Rangoon
1951: Central Statistical Office
1952: Office of the Collector of Customs, Rangoon and Central Statistical and Economics Department
1966-1972: Central Statistical and Economics Department, New Secretariat
1973-: Central Statistical Organization, New Secretariat
1978/79: Central Statistical Organization

1 → Monthly bulletin of trade statistics
2 → Quarterly bulletin of trade statistics
3 → Bulletin of import trade
4 → Selected monthly economic indicators
5 → Wholesale prices and indexes
6 → Survey of manufacture
7 → Annual survey of manufactures

Subject(s): Burma : Statistics
US: NIU(SEA HA4570.7 .S7271967)

Subject(s): Women – Burma – Statistics Periodicals
Burma : Social conditions - Statistics - Periodicals
GB: BL: 1999 (YA.2002.b.2824)
BL-APAC: 1993 (ORW.1999.a.60)
SG: ISEAS: 1993 (Stabr HQ792 B9579) NLB
UCB(Main & S/S/EAsia : HQ1735.7 :A537 Ref)

The rice forecast. The produce of rice land, cost of cultivation, land values and other statistics for calculating the revenue demand
GB: BL: 1917 (YB.2002.b.2824)
BL-APAC: 1993 (ORW.1999.a.60)

The cotton forecast. The groundnut forecast. The ses ame forecast
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.138/4)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/322/125)

The Revolutionary Government of Her Majesty’s troops serving Ceylon, the Tenas-

Subject(s): Military Medicine - Great Britain - Statistics.

Bibliographical description

Statistical sketch of Dr. Judson’s missionary life. – New York: Colby, 1846. 32 p.

Ref.: OCLC 19530309; 19530310; 19530311; 19530312

US: NYPL(Research ZKVP p.v.2)


Ref.: OCLC 146512

Statistical tables of Protestant Missions in India, Burma and Ceylon. – Calcutta: Thacker, Spink; Baptist Mission Pr. – Prepared on information collected ... at the request of the Calcutta Missionary Conference. – Incl. names of ordained agents of missionary societies

Subject(s): Theology – Christian missions – ordained agents of missionary societies

GB: BL: 1871 (4766 f 18)
1890 (4766 g 10)
BL-APAC: 1881-1882 (SW 181 ; IOR/V/14)
OUL: 1939-40 (IND Per 6 d 20)

1994-1996/97 (Kroch HG 3281 .R4++)

N: MF: 1871 (EGEDE Mag. HR 40 Ge)


NIU(Main Stacks - FML HG3281 .A3)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.14/3(2))*

BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/323/61)

Statistical year book [from 1993:] yearbook ... / the (Revolu-
tionary) Government of the Union of Burma [from 1993-]
The Government of the Union of Myanmar, Ministry of Na-
tional Planning and Economic Development. 1961-... – Ran-
goon : Yangon: Central Statistical and Economic Depart-
ment. – Vols. for <1995-> cover the years <1985-86/1994-
95-> – ISSN 0525-2350

Subject(s): Economic indicators – Burma – Periodicals.

Social indicators – Burma – Periodicals.

Burma : Statistics – Periodicals.

D: HD-SAI:1961 (reg 60 A 28)

GB: BL: 1961-1963 (I.S.Bu.232/3)*


2001 (CL HA46 .S73 2001)


NIU(Main Stacks - FML HG3284 .A3)


Statistics – Periodicals.

SG: ISEAS(146512)

Statistical tables relating to banks in India [1939/40 to
1944/45:] and Burma. – Bombay: Reserve Bank of India

Subject(s): Banks and banking – India.

Banks and banking – Burma.

Banks and banking – Pakistan.

D: KL-ZBW(Z 31)

GB: BL: 1939/40- (L.S.25/4)

LSE: 1939/40-1942/42 1943/44 1951-1986
1988/89- (BLPES HG3284 1ST-4TH, Periodical)

GB: BL: 1881 (Kroch HG 3281 .R4++)

OUL: 1939-40 (IND Per 6 d 20)


1994-1996/97 (Kroch HG 3281 .R4++)

N: MF: 1871 (EGEDE Mag. HR 40 Ge)

1994-1996/97 (Kroch HG 3281 .R4++)

NIU(Main Stacks - FML HG3281 .R4)


YU: 1.1939/40-1977 (MUDD N6916 I3 +R31S)

Ref.: OCLC 1887402; 17268580; 17757000

Statistical tables relating to excise and opium in the Pro-
vince of Burma: comp. from the Annual excise administra-

GB: BL(L.S.Bu.14/3(2))

BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/323/61)

ditto. – ibd., 1940. 57 p.

GB: BL(L.S.Bu.14/3(2))

US: LC(HG3281.R4)

Social indicators – Burma – Periodicals.

Burma : Statistics – Periodicals.

D: HD-SAI:1961 (reg 60 A 28)

GB: BL: 1961-1963 (I.S.Bu.232/3)*

LSE: 1961-67 (BLPES,Govt.microforms ; 591 (R1))

1995- (BLPES, Stats RR 591 (HA155) Govt)

NIU(Main Stacks - FML HG3284 .A3)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.14/3)*

BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/323/61)

ditto. – ibd., 1940. 57 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.14/3(2))*

US: LC(HG3281.R4)

Statistical year book [from 1993:] yearbook ... / the (Revolu-
tionary) Government of the Union of Burma [from 1993-]
The Government of the Union of Myanmar, Ministry of Na-
tional Planning and Economic Development. 1961-... – Ran-
goon : Yangon: Central Statistical and Economic Depart-
ment. – Vols. for <1995-> cover the years <1985-86/1994-
95-> – ISSN 0525-2350

Subject(s): Economic indicators – Burma – Periodicals.

Social indicators – Burma – Periodicals.

Burma : Statistics – Periodicals.

D: HD-SAI:1961 (reg 60 A 28)

GB: BL: 1961-1963 (I.S.Bu.232/3)*

LSE: 1961-67 (BLPES,Govt.microforms ; 591 (R1))

1995- (BLPES, Stats RR 591 (HA155) Govt)

NIU(Main Stacks - FML HG3284 .A3)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.14/3)*

BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/323/61)

ditto. – ibd., 1940. 57 p.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.14/3(2))*

US: LC(HG3281.R4)

Statistical tables relating to banks in India [1939/40 to
1944/45:] and Burma. – Bombay: Reserve Bank of India

Subject(s): Banks and banking – India.

Banks and banking – Burma.

Banks and banking – Pakistan.

D: KL-ZBW(Z 31)

GB: BL: 1939/40- (L.S.25/4)
Statistics on the Burmese economy: the 19th and 20th centuries / comp. by Teruko Saito; Lee Kin Kiong. – Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1999. 258 p., chiefly tables, graphs, bibliogr. p. 249-258. – (Data paper series: Sources for the economic history of Southeast Asia; 7) – Publ. as part of the Project on the Economic History of Southeast Asia, established by the Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies of the Australian National Univ., Canberra. ISBN 981-230-031-7

Subject(s): Burma: Economic conditions – Statistics – Periodicals.


Statistics regarding sales, transfers, rents and prices of produce collected by the Land Records Department in the districts under Supplementary Survey in Upper and Lower Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. and A.)

Statistics on the Union of Burma, State Timber Board. 1969- . – Rangoon: Central Pr. – Col. maps, col. illus


Statistics of municipalities (except Rangoon) and notified areas in Burma for the year 1928/29- . – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for F. D.)


Statistics of district councils and deputy commissioners' local funds in Burma Local finance – Burma – Accounting – Periodicals.

Statistics of the working of district councils and of deputy commissioners' local funds in Burma


Statistics regarding sales, transfers, rents and prices of produce collected by the Land Records Department in the districts under Supplementary Survey in Upper and Lower Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. and A.)

Statistics on the Union of Burma, State Timber Board. 1969- . – Rangoon: Central Pr. – Col. maps, col. illus

Subject(s): Lumber trade – Burma – Statistics – Periodicals.


Statistics regarding sales, transfers, rents and prices of produce collected by the Land Records Department in the districts under Supplementary Survey in Upper and Lower Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. and A.)

Statistics on the Union of Burma, State Timber Board. 1969- . – Rangoon: Central Pr. – Col. maps, col. illus


Statistics regarding sales, transfers, rents and prices of produce collected by the Land Records Department in the districts under Supplementary Survey in Upper and Lower Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. and A.)

Statistics on the Union of Burma, State Timber Board. 1969- . – Rangoon: Central Pr. – Col. maps, col. illus


Statistics regarding sales, transfers, rents and prices of produce collected by the Land Records Department in the districts under Supplementary Survey in Upper and Lower Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. and A.)

Statistics on the Union of Burma, State Timber Board. 1969- . – Rangoon: Central Pr. – Col. maps, col. illus


Statistics regarding sales, transfers, rents and prices of produce collected by the Land Records Department in the districts under Supplementary Survey in Upper and Lower Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. and A.)

Statistics on the Union of Burma, State Timber Board. 1969- . – Rangoon: Central Pr. – Col. maps, col. illus


Statistics regarding sales, transfers, rents and prices of produce collected by the Land Records Department in the districts under Supplementary Survey in Upper and Lower Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. and A.)

Statistics on the Union of Burma, State Timber Board. 1969- . – Rangoon: Central Pr. – Col. maps, col. illus


Statistics regarding sales, transfers, rents and prices of produce collected by the Land Records Department in the districts under Supplementary Survey in Upper and Lower Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. and A.)

Statistics on the Union of Burma, State Timber Board. 1969- . – Rangoon: Central Pr. – Col. maps, col. illus


Statistics regarding sales, transfers, rents and prices of produce collected by the Land Records Department in the districts under Supplementary Survey in Upper and Lower Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. and A.)

Statistics on the Union of Burma, State Timber Board. 1969- . – Rangoon: Central Pr. – Col. maps, col. illus


Statistics regarding sales, transfers, rents and prices of produce collected by the Land Records Department in the districts under Supplementary Survey in Upper and Lower Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. and A.)

Statistics on the Union of Burma, State Timber Board. 1969- . – Rangoon: Central Pr. – Col. maps, col. illus


Statistics regarding sales, transfers, rents and prices of produce collected by the Land Records Department in the districts under Supplementary Survey in Upper and Lower Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for D. L. R. and A.)
Bibliographical description

Statutory rules and orders of an institution

US: WU(Steenbock FAO fiche 315383-387)

TH: CU(Energy 662.65 R336R)

I: FAO(MFN 315383-387)

Stebbing, Edward Percy <d.1870-1960>
The forests of India / by E. P. Stebbing ; with illustrations from photographs. – London : Lane. – Herbert 234
1. – 1922. XV, 548 p., map, plates, index.
p. 125-190: Forest operations in Tenasserim, Burma
p.181-214: The progress of forest conservancy in British Burma, 1815-1870
3. The progress of conservancy and the development of forestry 1901-1925 : including brief reviews of the progress of conservancy in the several presiden cies and provinces between 1871-1900. – 1926. XVIII, 705 p., plates, index.
p. 436-472: Forest administration in Burma

Stearns, William Thomas <b. 1911>
A bibliography of the books and contributions to periodicals written by Reginald Farrer

Stearns, William Thomas <b. 1911>

Stearns, William Thomas <b. 1911>

Steel, Charles
Secret letters from the railway : the remarkable record of Charles Steel

Steel, John Henry <d.1891>
Report of veterinary surgeon J. H. Steel, A. V. D., on his investigation into an obscure and fatal disease among transport mules in British Burma, which he found to be a fever of relapsing type, and probably identical with the disorder first described by Dr. Griffith Evans under the name "Surra", in a report (herewith reprinted) published by the Punjab Government, Military Department, No. 439-4467, of 3rd. December 1880-vide the Veterinary Journal (London), 1881-1882. – [s.l., s.n., 188-?]. VI, 89 p., [14] l. of plates, [9]
folded illus., app., diagrs., figs. – Other title: Report on an investigation into a disease among transport mules

Steel, John Henry <d.1891>

Steel, John Henry <d.1891>

Steel, John Henry <d.1891>

Stein, William Thomas <b. 1911>

Blacks, Cleveland W.
The climate of Burma / Cleveland W. Stauffer and George S. Banta. – April 1944. 14 p.

Stebbing, Edward Percy <d.1870-1960>
The forests of India / by E. P. Stebbing ; with illustrations from photographs. – London : Lane. – Herbert 234
1. – 1922. XV, 548 p., map, plates, index.
p. 125-190: Forest operations in Tenasserim, Burma
p.181-214: The progress of forest conservancy in British Burma, 1815-1870
3. The progress of conservancy and the development of forestry 1901-1925 : including brief reviews of the progress of conservancy in the several presiden cies and provinces between 1871-1900. – 1926. XVIII, 705 p., plates, index.
p. 436-472: Forest administration in Burma
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Steeman, Anne-Marieke


Steffens, Joan

HRAF source bibliography

→ Human Relations Area Files <New Haven, Conn.>

Stein, Conrad

Südost-Asien

→ Wheeler, Tony

Stein, Karl <b. 1906>


Subject(s): Physical geography – Burma.

→ Ref.: OCLC 40244381

US: CRL(P-00118581)

F:  BN (8° Th Mün. ph.2074 ; Soc.Geo.8° 7791)

Birma : das Stromgebiet des Irawadi ; Grundlagen einer Landeskunde / von Karl Stein.


Subject(s): Physical geography – Burma.

→ Ref.: OCLC 40244381

Stein, Yee Yee Lay


→ Ref.: OCLC 40244381

Steinbacher, Johannes Maria


Subject(s): Reisebericht ; Bildband

A: ÖNB(ZKAR 1452842-E) WUB(III-1187968)

GR-UB(IV 500151)

D: SP-PLB(3a 3012)

Steinberg, David IoeI <b. 1928>


Herbert 28

Subject(s): Burma : History

Burma, to 1980

AU: ANU(Menzies DS527.4.S83) NLA(959.1 S819)

D: B-SBB(599 141 Haus 2) M-BSS(Orient. 83/849)

PA-UB(55/RR 51953 S819) HD-SAI(325 pol 85/823)*

F:  BIULO(GEN.III.26998) Paris-Sorbonne-Inst. Géographie(G 17-1447)

GB: BL(X.800/35841) BL-DSS(82/24882)

CUL(632:22.c.95.30) LSE(BLPES DS527.4 S81)

BL-APAC(V 24062 ; V 24924 ; SEA.1986.a.1506)

OUL(IND 24624 d.28; QEH C5/BUR ST)

SAS((591):308)* SOAS(GB950/471.839)

NL: KITLV(M ss-125-N)

SG: ISEAS(DS527.4.S82)


Subject(s): Democracy – Burma – Congresses.

Burma : Politics and government <1948- > – Congresses ; History <1948- > – Congresses ; Economic conditions <1948- > – Congresses ; Foreign relations <1948- >

GB: CUL(L214.b.631.15) BL-APAC(ORW 1997 a 2192)

OUL(ANT Main Libr JX 31.W 30266803)

SG: ISEAS(JX31908 W66R no. 15)

US: CUL(Kroch +DS530.65 .S81 1997)

HU(Kennedy Sch of Gov) & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Lehman g) & UCSD(McHenry) & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(CCL) :

→ DS527.4 .S85 1997


Subject(s): Burma : History

Burma, to 1980

AU: ANU(Menzies DS527.4.S83) NLA(959.1 S819)

D: B-SBB(599 141 Haus 2) M-BSS(Orient. 83/849)

PA-UB(55/RR 51953 S819) HD-SAI(325 pol 85/823)*

F:  BIULO(GEN.III.26998) Paris-Sorbonne-Inst. Géographie(G 17-1447)

GB: BL(X.800/35841) BL-DSS(82/24882)

CUL(632:22.c.95.30) LSE(BLPES DS527.4 S81)

BL-APAC(V 24062 ; V 24924 ; SEA.1986.a.1506)

OUL(IND 24624 d.28; QEH C5/BUR ST)

SAS((591):308)* SOAS(GB950/471.839)

NL: KITLV(M ss-125-N)

SG: ISEAS(DS527.4.S82)


Subject(s): Democracy – Burma – Congresses.

Burma : Politics and government <1948- > – Congresses ; History <1948- > – Congresses ; Economic conditions <1948- > – Congresses ; Foreign relations <1948- >

GB: CUL(L214.b.631.15) BL-APAC(ORW 1997 a 2192)

OUL(ANT Main Libr JX 31.W 30266803)

SG: ISEAS(JX31908 W66R no. 15)

US: CUL(Kroch +DS530.65 .S81 1997)

HU(Kennedy Sch of Gov) & NIU(SEA) & NNC(Lehman g) & UCSD(McHenry) & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(CCL) :

→ DS527.4 .S85 1997


Subject(s): Elections - Burma
Students – Burma – Political activity.

Human rights - Burma
Democracy - Burma

Burma: Politics and government <1988–>
Burma: Armed Forces – Political activity.

Burma: Economic conditions.
Burma: Social conditions.

Burma: Foreign relations.

D: FRMPI HDIPW(p3 SOA 75)
B-SBB(1 A 433246 Haus 2)

GB:BL(BC.C 2002.6459) BL-DSS(m01/30697)

CUL(632:22.c.200.12) SASI(591:32)

SOAS(GB59.105/811773 ; 811774 ; 812526 *)
812527 *)

SG: ISEAS(DS530.65 S81)

US: CU(Kroch & Uris: HC422 S91)

NDL(HU(Widener WID-LC & Ctr Intl Affairs) & LC &

IU(SEA) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UC(NRLF) &

UCB(Main) & UCD(Shields) & UCI(Main Lib) &

UCLA(YRL) & UCR(Rivera x) & UCSD(SSH) &

UCSB(Main Lib) & WU(Memorial Lib.) & YU(CCL,

Stacks & LSF-Request) : 

HC422 .S73

2001 NYPL(Research JFE 01-10953)


Subject(s): Land tenure – Burma ; Renting and leasing Burma

US: WU(Steenbock South Files Burma 81 S820)
Ref.: OCLC34599885


Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government – 1962-1988 ; International relations – ASEAN ; Economic conditions

US: NIU(SEA DS528.7 .S7541984)


Subject(s): Burma: Economic policy ; Economic conditions <1948–> ; Politics and government – 1962-1988 ; Armed Forces – Political activity


Subject(s): Burma: Economic policy

TH: CU(TIC 51186)


Subject(s): Burma: International relations – ASEAN ; Politics and government <1948–>

TH: CU(TIC 38471)

US: NIU(SEA DS528.7 .S7541984)

Burmes economics: the conflict of ideology and pragmaticism / by David I. Steinberg. – 1980. 25 l., incl. bibliogr. ref.


Subject(s): Burma: Economic policy ; Economic conditions <1948–> ; Politics and government – 1962-1988 ; Armed Forces – Political activity

US: CU(Kroch + HC422 .S81)


Subject(s): Burma: Economic policy

TH: CU(TIC 51186)

Herbert 560
Subject(s): Burma : History <1948-> ; Politics and government <1988-> ; Armed Forces – Political activity

AU: NL(A 320.9591 S819)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.41218)
GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1997 a 104)
OLU(IND Burma 7 d 86) SOAS(GB950/604798)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.4 S81)

Internet Links:

Note: This essay explores the political, economic, and military history of Myanmar (Burma) and how various events within and between these arenas have stifled the country's potential to rise beyond the current political and economic status of its seemingly once-equal Asian neighbors- Thailand and South Korea. In this respect, Burma/Myanmar is an anomaly, and so being, a fragile country in need of policy which no longer views economics as subservient to the political process and to political survival.

Subject(s): Burma - Economic policy ; Politics and government.

US: WU(Available on the Internet)
Ref.: OCLC 52296417

Contains: Ethnic Conflict and the State in Burma : Military Domination or a Politics of National Reconciliation ? / Alan Smith
TH:CU(TIC 50175)

Steinmetz, Peter
NL: KITLV(M tt 1788 N)

Stembridge, Jasper Harry <b. 1889>
10. India and Burma. – 1939. 30 p.
D: KI-ZBW(C 4804)
GB: BL(X 802/202)*

Stenerud, David
ISBN 82-990775-3-2 (rettet) (h.) ; 82990775332(feit)
N: NBR/PL b

Stephen, J.
Price list of Japanese occupation stamps & postmarks of Malay-ia, Borneo, Brunei, Sarawak, Hong-Kong, Burma, etc. – Heswall, England : J. Stephen, 1948. 24 p., illus. – Other ti-tle: J. Stephen's 1948 price list of ...

S 206
Subject(s): Postage stamps – Japan – Catalogs. 
Postage stamps – Asia – Catalogs. 
Postmarks – Japan – Catalogs. 
Postmarks – Asia – Catalogs. 
US: DSI(American History HE6185 J3J11 1948) 
Ref.: OCLC 23816351

ditto. 4th ed. – Wirral: [s.n., 1952?]
IRL:TCD(PAM Nst.3 no.5)

Stephens, Helen L. 
Theses on South-East Asia : 1965-1985 ; accepted by universities in the United Kingdom and Ireland / comp. by Helen L. Stephens. – Hull: Centre for Southeast Asian Studies, 1986. VIII, 74 p., index. – (Bibliography and literature series / Univ. of Hull, Centre for South-East Asian Studies, ISSN 0269-1760 ; 1) – ISBN 0-85958-543-3 
p. 8-10: Burma (no. 74-99) <

Stephens, J. 
Index to the histories represented in the Buddha temple

Stephens, Michael Dawson 
Burma p. 129-139

Stephenson, Denise <b. 1938> 
Subject(s): Education – Asia, Southeastern 
Burma : History. 
Ref.: OCLC(DBCNC ocm26638375)

Stephenson, Hugh Lansdown <1871-1941> 
Addresses delivered at the annual convocation of the Univ. of Rangoon / by the Chancellor, Sir Hugh Lansdown Stephenson and by the Vicechancellor, U Set. – [Rangoon,] 1934, 12 p. 
Subject(s): University of Rangoon. 
US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare Pamphlet L Burma 25)
Maps of international borders between mainland Southeast Asian countries and background information concerning population movements at these borders / Aaron Stern ; Lawrence W. Crissman. 1st ed. – Bangkok: Institute of Asian Studies, Chulalongkorn Univ., 1998. 82 p., maps. – (APEC Document ; 97-HR-01.6) – Supported by: the Asia Near East Bureau (ANE) of the U.S. Agency for International Development (UHD-SAID) – ISBN 9746376365
Contains: Map of Thailand-Burma - Map of Lao P.D.R.-Burma - Map of Yunnan province, China P.R.C.-Burma
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Subject(s): Chin languages

US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet PL Burma 15+)


D: HD-SA(inf Zs 39.10.1)*
US: InU(I-UNIVLIB P1 .A58)

Sterne

NL: KITLV(M ss 244 N+)

Sternstein, Larry


Burma references indexed p. 80, 369-371
D: B-SBB(OLS Ac SOA 550 Haus 2)
PA-UB(55/RR 50003 S839)
GB: BL(OMPB: RR 15012 e 10)
NL: KITLV(M 31-133-N)
US: CU HU-EWC MiU NJP

Stevens, Arthur Wilber <b. 1921>


Subject(s): Orwell, George <1903-1950>

Orwell, George, 1903-1950 – Colonisation dans la littérature
English fiction – History & criticism
Burma : Fiction
Littérature anglaise – 20e siècle – Thèmes, motifs
Birmanie dans la littérature
Grand-Bretagne – Colonies – Birmanie – Romans
AU:ANU(Chifley PR6029 R8Z785)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.62038)
GB:SOAS(GBS890/411.425)*
SG:NUS(PR6029 O79*Se)
US:CU(Kroch Film 326)

NIU(SEA PR14.91.O79 W3S84)
UCSD(SSH PR6029.R8 Z79 1957a) WaPS

Stevens, David Arno <b. 1932>


Subject(s): Learning in animals ; Animal intelligence ; Psychology, Comparative ; Primates ; Cats
US:NbuU NBrockU(Mic.3 QL3)
OrU(Knight QL785 .S748 ; SCA Theses St463c)
Ref.: OCLC 23582499 ; 28138457

Stevens, Donald G.


Subject(s): Stilwell, Joseph Warren
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Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
US: NNiaU(Thesis D 1961 8a)

Stevens, Edward Abiel <1814-1886>
Come to Jesus ... / by E. A. Stevens. – Rangoon : Burmah Bible and Tract Society, 1865. 23 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: NYPL(Research *OY p.v.1. no.5)

A concordance to the Old and New Testaments : on the basis of Hannay’s, and according to the quarto edition of the Burmese Bible printed in Maulmain, A.D. 1840 / by E. A. Stevens ... – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1880. I, 706 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 bb 7)*
US: RPB

A dictionary : Burmese and English
→ Judson, Adoniram

→ The elements of general history

The first theft / by E. A. Stevens ... 3rd ed. Burmah Bible and Tract Society. – Rangoon : American Mission Pr., 1874. 15 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 a 6(1))*

Baptists : Sermons
Sermons, American.
US: MntcA(103 no.10 ; BV2067 .M5 no.1-10)

The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ
→ Bible, N.T. : Burmese : Judson >

Notes on the epistle to the Romans
→ Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Romans
< Burmese >

Regeneration / by E. A. Stevens. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1919. 15 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL-APAC(Bur B 241)

Thou shalt not kill : showing that the command relates to human life only / by E. A. Stevens ... 2nd ed. – Rangoon : American Mission Pr., 1866. 12 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: NYPL(Research *OY p.v.1. no.3)

GB:BL(14300 a 5(13))*

Tree of life / by E. A. Stevens ... 5th ed. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr. for the Burmah Bible and Tract Society, 1865. 21 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 a 62)*
US: NYPL(Research *OY p.v.1. no 5) YU
ditto. 7th ed. – ibid., 1875. 21 p.
GB:BL-APAC(Bur B 438)

US: CU(Kroch Rare 6 Mss PL4336 .S84)
YU(SML Yale Class. Fxm45 St47)

Stevens, Edward Oliver <1838-1910>

→ Brief histories of some of the Burmese Baptist churches in Lower Burma

Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s progress
→ Bunyan, John

A dictionary : Burmese and English
→ Judson, Adoniram

→ The elements of general history

English and Burmese dictionary
→ Judson, Adoniram

The Gospel by Matthew
→ Bible, N.T. : Matthew < Burmese : Stevens >

A grammar of the Burmese language
→ Judson, Adoniram

Grammatical notes and vocabulary of the Peguan language
→ Haswell, James Madison

Historical sketch of the Pegu Burmese Baptist Association : read at the Jubilee meeting in Pegu, Feb. 20th, 1910. – Rangoon, 1910. 40 p. – Burmese text
US: RPB

Jubilee volume
→ Brief histories of some of the Burmese Baptist churches in Lower Burma

→ Ko Myat Kyaw, John

Psalms and Proverbs with references
→ Bible, O.T. : Psalms < Burmese >

The Pyoos.
→ Bible, N.T. : Matthew < Burmese : Stevens >

Ref.: BLC
US: RPB


Stevens, Edward Oliver <Mrs.>
Psalms and Proverbs with references /c2right/c2right/c2right/c2right Bible, O.T. : Psalms < B u r m e s e >
Stevens, Elizabeth Lincoln <1817-1898>

Subject(s): Missionaries – Burma – Biography.

Stevens, William, Arnold
Harmony of the gospels →Bible, N.T. : Gospels: Selection < K a r e n : Sgau >

Stevens, William Oliver <1878-1955>
Drummer boy of Burma : story and pictures / by William Oliver Stevens. – New York : Dodd, Mead, 1943. 277 p., illus.

Stevens, Georg R.
History of the 2nd King Edward VII’s Own Goorkha Rifles : the Sirmoor Rifles →Shakespeare, Leslie Waterfield

Stevens, Laura Stoner.
Responses of developing nations to selected tropical diseases : the cases of Burma and the U.A.R. / by Laura S. Stevens. – 1970. 121 l., illus., bibliogr. l. 116-121. – Univ. of Cincinnati, M.A. thesis 1970.

Stevens, Sumner Wynne

Subject(s): Stevens, Edward Abiel <1814-1886> American Baptist Missionary Union : Missions – Burma Missionaries – Burma – Biography Biography – Burma – Missions Missions – Burma – History

D: HD-SAI(329 eth 66/682)*

GB:BL(BL.I.S.Bu.181)* BL-APAC(V 1481 ; V 15657 ; IOR/V/27/910/36) FOL(LD 911.2/18.223) LSE(BLPES HC422 S84 Rec Text) OUL(BOD Nuncham 2542 e.2428) IRL:TCD(SHB- 35- 87)

Stevenson, David Alan <1815-1886>
Lighthouses in India, Burma, Persian Gulf and Ceylon / report of D. Alan Stevenson, 1927. – Delhi: Govt. of India Pr., 1927. 58 p., 5 plans, app.

GB:SOAS(OR/V/27/752/5)*

Stevenson, Henry Noel Cochrane
The economics of the central Chin tribes / by H. N. C. Stevenson ; with a foreword by H. E. the Right Hon’ble Sir Reginald Hugh Dorman-Smith. Publ. by order of the Government of Burma. – Bombay: The Times of India Pr., [1943]. XV, 200 p., illus., 25 plates, 3 maps, gloss., index. – Submitted as a thesis for the Diploma of Anthropology at the Univ. of London. – Herbert 434

Subject(s): Chin (Southeast Asian people) ; Social conditions ; Economic conditions

D: HD-SAI(329 eth 66/682)*

GB:BL(BL.I.S.Bu.181)* BL-APAC(V 1481 ; V 15657 ; IOR/V/27/910/36) FOL(LD 911.2/18.223) LSE(BLPES HC422 S84 Rec Text) OUL(BOD Nuncham 2542 e.2428) IRL:TCD(SHB- 35- 87)
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Bibliographical description

Stevenson, Ian
Cases of the reincarnation types / Ian Stevenson. – Charlottesville, Va.: Univ. Pr. of Virginia
ISBN 0-8139-0960-0
Contents:
p.[207]-228: Introduction to cases in Burma
p.[229]-241: The case of Ma Tin Aung Myo
p.[242]-252: The case of the Ven. Sayadaw U Sobhana
p.[253]-268: The case of Ma Than Than Sint
p.[269]-276: The case of Ma Tin Tin Myint
p.[277]-294: The case of Maung Yin Maung
Subject(s): Reincarnation – Case studies
Parapsychology – Case studies.
AU: NLA(133.9013 S847)
D: B-SBB(4° 626361 Haus 2)
HD-SAI(rel 50 A 494/7331,4)*
BL-DSS(83/31514 ; 86/13240)
BL-APAC(ORW.1989.a.664)
Well(Shepherd /STE v.4)
N: UHS(133.9013 Ste/4)
US: CU(Olin +BL515 .S84)
UCA(DS485.B85S8)

Stevenson, John
Subject(s): Irrawaddy River (Burma) : Description and travel
Burma : Description and travel
SG: ISEAS(DS527.7 S94)

Stevenson, Robert Charles <1851-1905>
Judson’s Burmese-English dictionary
→ Judson, Adoniram

Steward, Sally
→ Burmese phrasebook. 2nd ed.

Stewart, Adrian
Subject(s): Far East : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Combined military forces, British
Asia, Southeastern : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Great Britain ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Combined military forces - Burma
Japan : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Combined military forces, British
GB:BL(YC.1988.b.4913 ; 88/31033)
SOAS(E Coll 3 C /29)
US: CU(Kroch D767 .S84 1987)
UCLA(YRL) & UCSB(MainLib) : D767 .S74 1987

NL: IK(IV f 29)
S: S(73 Q 1640)
SG: ISEAS(HC497 B9584) NUS(GN635 Bur.S)
US: CU(Wason HC437 C5S84) MIU
LC(HC437.C5S8) NYPL(Research TAH) YU

ditto. Republ. – Westmead, Farnborough: Gregg, 1968. XV, 200 p., illus., plates, maps, gloss., index.
D: B-SBB(179162 Haus 2)
GÖ-SUB(69 A 4091)*
GB: SOAS(GB 306.3/328.528; 329.607)
NL: KITLV(M N ss 60 N)
US: CU(Wason HC347.C5 S84 1968)

ditto. Repr. 2nd impr. – ibd., 1970. XV, 200 p., illus., maps, plates.
GB: SOAS(GB 306.3/328.528 ; 329.607)*

The hill peoples of Burma / by H. N. C. Stevenson ; with 19 illus. and 2 maps. – London : Longmans, Green, 1944. 50 p. – (Burma pamphlets ; 6)
HRAF(AP1-8)
Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma
Burma : Social life and customs.
Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Burma.
Lahu (Asian people)
Naga (South Asian people)
Shan (Asian people) – Burma.
AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss KQCR S847h)
D: B-SBB(Ser.5901-4 Haus 2 NfLS)
GÖ-SUB(A 2000 A 36012) PA-UB
HD-SAI(320 inf 65/2822)*
CH: ILO(325.? A1 no 1?7/21598)
F: BIULO(Mél 8° 1316(22))
BIULO(GEN.IV.11798)
GB: BL-DSS(W8/1875 ; 2931.710 v.6)
BL-APAC(P/T 3084)
FOL(LD 911.2/18.509)
BL-APAC(ORW.1989.a.664)
Well(Shepherd /STE v.4)
N: UHS(133.9013 Ste/4)
US: CU(Olin +BL515 .S84)
UCA(DS485.B85S8)

Stevenson, John
Subject(s): Irrawaddy River (Burma) : Description and travel
Burma : Description and travel
SG: ISEAS(DS527.7 S94)

Stevenson, Robert Charles <1851-1905>
Judson’s Burmese-English dictionary
→ Judson, Adoniram

Steward, Sally
→ Burmese phrasebook. 2nd ed.

Stewart, Adrian
Subject(s): Far East : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Combined military forces, British
Asia, Southeastern : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Great Britain ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Combined military forces - Burma
Japan : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Combined military forces, British
GB:BL(YC.1988.b.4913 ; 88/31033)
SOAS(E Coll 3 C /29)
US: CU(Kroch D767 .S84 1987)
UCLA(YRL) & UCSB(MainLib) : D767 .S74 1987

Stevenson, Ian
Cases of the reincarnation types / Ian Stevenson. – Charlottesville, Va.: Univ. Pr. of Virginia
ISBN 0-8139-0960-0
Contents:
p.[207]-228: Introduction to cases in Burma
p.[229]-241: The case of Ma Tin Aung Myo
p.[242]-252: The case of the Ven. Sayadaw U Sobhana
p.[253]-268: The case of Ma Than Than Sint
p.[269]-276: The case of Ma Tin Tin Myint
p.[277]-294: The case of Maung Yin Maung
Subject(s): Reincarnation – Case studies
Parapsychology – Case studies.
AU: NLA(133.9013 S847)
D: B-SBB(4° 626361 Haus 2)
HD-SAI(rel 50 A 494/7331,4)*
GB: BL-DSS(83/31514 ; 86/13240)
BL-APAC(ORW.1989.a.664)
Well(Shepherd /STE v.4)
N: UHS(133.9013 Ste/4)
US: CU(Olin +BL515 .S84)
UCA(DS485.B85S8)

Stevenson, John
Subject(s): Irrawaddy River (Burma) : Description and travel
Burma : Description and travel
SG: ISEAS(DS527.7 S94)

Stevenson, Robert Charles <1851-1905>
Judson’s Burmese-English dictionary
→ Judson, Adoniram

Steward, Sally
→ Burmese phrasebook. 2nd ed.

Stewart, Adrian
Subject(s): Far East : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Combined military forces, British
Asia, Southeastern : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Great Britain ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Combined military forces - Burma
Japan : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Combined military forces, British
GB:BL(YC.1988.b.4913 ; 88/31033)
SOAS(E Coll 3 C /29)
US: CU(Kroch D767 .S84 1987)
UCLA(YRL) & UCSB(MainLib) : D767 .S74 1987
Stewart, Andrew D.
An outline of the history of Burma. – Bassein: Williams, 1876. IX, 86p.
GB: SOAS(EB87.56/9384)
Subject(s): London Missionary Society ; Missions.
GB: BL(4764 g 19) SOAS(CWML V98)

Stewart, Anthony Terence Quincey
ISBN 0-571-08722-1 – Herbert 250
Subject(s): Dufferin and Ava, Frederick Temple Blackwood <Marquis of, 1826-1902> India. Viceroy (1884-1888: Dufferin and Ava).
British in Burma
Burma : History – 1824-1948 ; Colonization – History ; Foreign relations – Great Britain – History ; Conquest of Mandalay. 1885-1886

Stewart, Barbara Justine
Subject(s): East India Company Burma : Politics and government Arakan State (Burma) – Politics and government.
Tenasserim Division (Burma) – Politics and government.
GB: SAdS(IHR Theses) SOAS(Thesis/31.803) ULL(IHR Theses)
US: CU(Kroch Film 7781 ; Annex N 7781)

→The Far East in modern times

Stewart, D. D.
Report upon the prevalence of stegomyia fasciata

Lalor, Nicholas Purcell O’Gorman

Stewart, Henry.
Our redcoats and bluejackets : war pictures on land and sea ; forming a continuous narrative of the naval and military history of England from the year 1793 to the present time, including the war in Egypt and the Soudan, the annexation of Burma, and the restoration of tranquillity at Suakim : interspersed with anecdotes and accounts of personal service. 4th ed. – London : John Hogg, 1889. 429 p., [10] l. of plates, illus. (some col.). – With two coloured plates and eight wood engravings.
Subject(s): Great Britain : History, Military 19th century ; History, Military 18th century ; History, Naval 19th century ; History, Naval 18th century.
US: TxEU(Spec.Coll Military DA68 .S74 1889) Ref.: OCLC 41165723

Stewart, John <b. 1919>
Herbert 404
Subject(s): Stewart, John <b. 1919>

Burma-Siam Railroad
Kwai River < Burma > : Description and travel
World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Conscription labor - Thailand : World War <1939-1945> - Atrocities Asia, Southeastern - Prisoners of war Thailand : Prisoners of war - Biography ; World War <1939-1945> - Conscription labor
Great Britain : Prisoners of war - Biography Thailand : Description and travel

Stewart, Alexander
Out of the darkness: illustrations of adventure, suffering, progress and blessing in the mission-field / by Andrew D. Stewart, a director of the London Missionary Society.
Subject(s): London Missionary Society ; Missions.
GB: BL(4764 g 19) SOAS(CWML V98)

Subject(s): London Missionary Society ; Missions.
Bibliographical description

US: CU(Kroch D805.T5 S84)  
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Consult for HW805D)  
LC(D805.T5 S74 1988)  NNC(Butler Library)  
UCB UCSB

Stewart, John Alexander <1882-1948>  
Subject(s): Buddha (The concept) : Burma.  
Buddhism – Burma.  
US: CU(Kroch D805.T5 S84)  HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Consult for HW805D)  
LC(D805.T5 S74 1988)  NNC(Butler Library)  
UCD UCSB

Subject(s): Theater – Burma  
AU:ANL(Luce 4057)  ditto.  
AU:NLA(SIMON 957)  ditto.  
2nd ed. – ibd., 1939. IV, 192, X p.  
Ref.: OCLC 41246297 ; 5633712

A Burmese-English dictionary

Subject(s): Burmese language – Grammar

Report on the second revision settlement operations in the Kayuksè district : season 1919-22  
→Settlement < Kayuksè > 1912-22

Stewart, John Robert <b. 1910>  
Subject(s): Textile industry – Japan ; Textile industry – Asia.  
US: CU(Kroch HD9866.J3 S85 + ; Annex HD9866 .J32 S84)  HU(Harvard-Yenching (W)) & LC :  
HD9866.J32 S75  
NNC(Offsite 360 St49)  NYPL(SIBL TB p.v.1790)  UCD(Shields HD9866.J32 S75)

Some considerations on the policy of the Government of India, more especially with reference to the invasion of Burmah / by Lieut.-Colonel M. Stewart. – London : Sherwood, 1825. 54 p. – Repr. from: The pamphleter ; 26, 1826, p. 205-258  
Ref.: OCLC 41246297 ; 5633712

Stewart, Matthew <1784?-1851>  
Some considerations on the policy of the Government of India, more especially with reference to the invasion of Burmah / by Lieut.-Colonel M. Stewart. – London : Sherwood, 1825. 54 p. – Repr. from: The pamphleter ; 26, 1826, p. 205-258  
Ref.: OCLC 41246297 ; 5633712
Burma Bibliographical Project

Stewart, Whitney <b>1959</b>

Stewart, William

Stibbe, Philip Godfrey <b>1921</b>.

Stichting Het Indisch Huis
<i>`s-Gravenhage</i>

Stier, Wayne
Wide eyes in Burma and Thailand : finding your way / Wayne Stier ; Mars Cavers. – Fairmont, Minn. : Meru Publ., 1983. [VI], 218 p., illus., tables, indices, maps, bibliogr. p. 203-204. – ISBN 0-911447-01-6 ; 0-911447-00-8 (pbk.)

Stewart’s tourists’ guide to the Far East : a complete handbook with notes on Burmah and the Malay States and detailed information and description of the voyage from Southampton to Tokio. – London : Raphael’s ; Penang : Dispens, 1878. 203-204.

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Prisoners of war - Japan - Biography.

Rangoon : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: HD-SA(I(reg 60 D 774)*)
F: BIULO(1995.III.54341)
GB:BL(09055 aa 73) \ BL-DSS(W66/0706) \ BL-APAC(T 3332) \ OUL(IND Retind 22833 e.149)
SG: NUS(DA811 Sti)


Stierlin, Henri <b. 1928>


Contents: Indian influence on Java - Birth of the Khmer culture - The classic age: Bantéay Srei - Angkor Wat and the "Rice Factory" - The decline and renascence of Angkor - Angkor Thom: zenith and decay of Khmer art - The arts of Champa, Thailand and Burma.

Subject(s): Socialism

Kehrt Burma zurück in die Staatengemeinschaft

Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik

Kehrt Burma zurück in die Staatengemeinschaft → Möller, Kay

Stillwagon, Richard Carter


Subject(s): Burma : Democrat ; Politics and government

Stilwell, Joseph Warren <1883-1946>

The Stilwell papers / by Joseph W. Stilwell ; arranged and ed. by Theodore H. White. – New York : Sloane, 1948. XVI, 357 p., index., illus., ports. – Herbert 396

Subject(s): Stilwell, Joseph Warren <1883-1946>

Generals - United States - Biography

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, American; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, American

United States : Army - Biography

D: HD-SAIC(reg 60 D 775)*
F: BNF(8° G 4499) BIULO(GEN.III.4892

US: OUL(BJL Ref. JM.F00378)
SG: ISEAS(D811 S85) NUS(940.548.173 St54)

US: HU(Widener: US 7036.810) HU(Harvard-Yenching: (W)) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) & NIU(SEA) & NBC(Barnard & East Asian & Lehman) & UCB(Main) & UCSD(SSH) & WU(Memorial Lib. ) : D811 .S83

MiU MnU(TC Wilson Library 940.9315 St54)
NCC(Butler 940.921 St54)
UC(SRLF AA000184826 ; AA0003119591

UCB(Main D811 .S79) UCD(Shields D811.S8)

UCI(Main Lib D767 .S7) UCLA(College)

UCLA(YRL) : D811 .S85s UCR(Rivera D811 .S75 )

USCS(McHenry D811.S73 ) YU(CCL D811 S75)


AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss MD S857)

GB:BL(9059 c 36) LSE(BL/PES D811.S 85)

OUL(BJL Ref. JM.F00379)

SG:NUS(D811 Sti)

US:GSU(General Collection-Stacks D767.6 .S741972) HU


GB:SOAS(CC355.009042 /29967 ; GB959.10452 /808518

; E Coll 3 F /35)

US:LC(D767.6.S74 1972) HU(East Asian Res Ctr: 376.808) NYPL(Humanities-Genrl R JFD 72-4760


WU(Memorial Lib. D811 S83 1972)


D: M-BSB(93.3687) PA-UB(55/RR 69977 S857)

GB:CU(OrSt F II 9855.16+a) SAS(591):355.48


Stilson, Lyman

[Arithmetic]

Stilson’s arithmetic / re-written and re-arranged by James Russell Haswell. – Rangoon: American Baptist Mission Pr. – Added title and text in Burmese

First lessons on natural philosophy → Swift, Mary A.
1. – 1876. 208 p.
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1405/1)
ditto: first four rules / transl. by E. B. Cross ... 5th ed. – Rangoon, 1879. – Added title and text in Sgau Karen
US: YU(SML, AOS)

Burmese pictorial reader
→Na-gau

Easy reading lessons in the Kemee language ... / by Lyman Stilson. 2nd ed. rev. To which is added A brief catechism of Christian doctrine, by H. E. Knapp. – Maulmain, 1850.
US: YU(SML, AOS)

A few simple rules for land measuring / by L. Stilson. To which is added a few tables by T. P. Sparkes ... 6th ed. – Rangoon, 1865. 35 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: YU(SML, AOS)

GB: SOAS(EC 84.61/52.703,1)

The youth’s guide to arithmetic ... – Rangoon, 1866. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: YU(SML, AOS)

ditto: in Pwo Karen
→Goodell, S. T.
An arithmetic on the basis of ...

Stilwell, Joseph Warren <1883-1946>

→ Papers between Dr. William B. Pettus and Gen. Joseph W. Stilwell and the Stilwell family

The Stilwell papers / by Joseph W. Stilwell; arranged and ed. by Theodore H. White. – New York: Sloane, 1948, XVI, 357 p., index, illus., ports. – Herbert 396
Subject(s): Stilwell, Joseph Warren <1883-1946>

Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Military Operations, American; World War <1939-1945> - Memories, American; United States: Biography; Generals - Biography
D: HD-SAIC(reg 60 D 775)*
F: BNF(8° G 4499) BIULO(GEN.III.4892
GB: OUL(BJL Ref. JM.F00378)
SG: ISEAS(D811 S85) NUS(940.548.173 St54)
US: HU(Widener: US 7036.810) HU(Harvard-Yenching: (W)) & LC & MiU(TC Wilson Ames) & NIU(Sti) & NNC(Barnard & East Asian & Lehman) & UCB(Main)

& UCSD(SSH) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : D811 .S83
MiU MnU(TC Wilson Library 940.935 St54)
NCC(Butler 940.921 St54) UCD(SRLF AA0001848126 : AA000319591) UCB(Main D811.S79)
UCD(Shields D811.S8) UCI(Main Lib D767.S7) UCLA(College) & UCLA(YRL): D811 .S85s
UCR(Rivera D811 .S75) USCS(McHenry D811.S73) YU(CCL D811 S75)

Stilwell’s personal file: China, Burma, India, 1942 to 1944 / ed. by Riley Sunderland and Charles F. Romanus. – Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 1976. 5 vols. [XIX, 2613 p.], maps, index. – Facsimile reproduction of Stilwell’s personal file of official correspondence "kept ... during his stay in China, Burma and India" and finally declassified in 1972. Original located at the Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Md. Also includes abridged version of "the narrative portion of [Stilwell's] report to the U. S. War Department on his operations in the China, Burma, and India Theater of Operations (CBI)." – ISBN 0-306-80428-X
D: M-BSB(93.3687) PA-UB(55/RR 69977 S857)
GB: CUL(OrSt F II 9885.16+a) SAS(591):355.48
US: LC(D767.6.S74 1972) NYPL(Research JFD 72-4760)

dito. / new preface by Eric Larrabee. – New York, NY: Da Capo Pr., c1991. VIII, 357 p., illus., index

Stilwell, Joseph Warren <1883-1946> China . World War <1939-1945> - Sources
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Sources
India : World War <1939-1945> - Sources
United States : Generals - Correspondence

AU: ANU(Hope Store Bliss MD S857)

Stilwell’s personal file: China, Burma, India, 1942 to 1944 / ed. by Riley Sunderland and Charles F. Romanus. – Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 1976. 5 vols. [XIX, 2613 p.], maps, index. – Facsimile reproduction of Stilwell’s personal file of official correspondence "kept ... during his stay in China, Burma and India" and finally declassified in 1972. Original located at the Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Md. Also includes abridged version of "the narrative portion of [Stilwell's] report to the U. S. War Department on his operations in the China, Burma, and India Theater of Operations (CBI)." – ISBN 0-306-80428-X
D: M-BSB(93.3687) PA-UB(55/RR 69977 S857)
GB: CUL(OrSt F II 9885.16+a) SAS(591):355.48
US: LC(D767.6.S74 1972) NYPL(Research JFD 72-4760)

Stilwell’s personal file: China, Burma, India, 1942 to 1944 / ed. by Riley Sunderland and Charles F. Romanus. – Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 1976. 5 vols. [XIX, 2613 p.], maps, index. – Facsimile reproduction of Stilwell’s personal file of official correspondence "kept ... during his stay in China, Burma and India" and finally declassified in 1972. Original located at the Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Md. Also includes abridged version of "the narrative portion of [Stilwell’s] report to the U. S. War Department on his operations in the China, Burma, and India Theater of Operations (CBI)." – ISBN 0-306-80428-X
D: M-BSB(93.3687) PA-UB(55/RR 69977 S857)
GB: CUL(OrSt F II 9885.16+a) SAS(591):355.48
US: LC(D767.6.S74 1972) NYPL(Research JFD 72-4760)

dito. / new preface by Eric Larrabee. – New York, NY: Da Capo Pr., c1991. VIII, 357 p., illus., index

Stilwell’s personal file: China, Burma, India, 1942 to 1944 / ed. by Riley Sunderland and Charles F. Romanus. – Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 1976. 5 vols. [XIX, 2613 p.], maps, index. – Facsimile reproduction of Stilwell’s personal file of official correspondence "kept ... during his stay in China, Burma and India" and finally declassified in 1972. Original located at the Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Md. Also includes abridged version of "the narrative portion of [Stilwell’s] report to the U. S. War Department on his operations in the China, Burma, and India Theater of Operations (CBI)." – ISBN 0-306-80428-X
D: M-BSB(93.3687) PA-UB(55/RR 69977 S857)
GB: CUL(OrSt F II 9885.16+a) SAS(591):355.48
US: LC(D767.6.S74 1972) NYPL(Research JFD 72-4760)

Stilwell’s personal file: China, Burma, India, 1942 to 1944 / ed. by Riley Sunderland and Charles F. Romanus. – Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 1976. 5 vols. [XIX, 2613 p.], maps, index. – Facsimile reproduction of Stilwell’s personal file of official correspondence "kept ... during his stay in China, Burma and India" and finally declassified in 1972. Original located at the Washington National Records Center, Suitland, Md. Also includes abridged version of "the narrative portion of [Stilwell’s] report to the U. S. War Department on his operations in the China, Burma, and India Theater of Operations (CBI)." – ISBN 0-306-80428-X
D: M-BSB(93.3687) PA-UB(55/RR 69977 S857)
GB: CUL(OrSt F II 9885.16+a) SAS(591):355.48
US: LC(D767.6.S74 1972) NYPL(Research JFD 72-4760)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Stokes, Whitley <1830-1909>
→The Anglo-Indian codes

Stone, Cedric Arthur Cuthbert <1916-1990>
Memoirs of Wing Commander "Bunny" Stone

Stone, James Herbert <b. 1918>
→Crisis fleeting : original reports on military medicine in India and Burma in the Second World War


US: US Army, Mil Hist Inst
Ref.: OCLC 32266193

The United States Army medical service in combat in India and Burma, 1942-1945 / by James H. Stone. – New Delhi : Off. of the Surgeon, Headquarters U.S.F., I.B.T., 1946. 2 v., illus., maps. – 1 January 1946
Subject(s): United States : World War <1939-1945> - Medical care - India ; World War <1939-1945> - Medical care, American

US: US Army, Mil Hist Inst(Stacks D807.U6 S86 1946a)
Ref.: OCLC 32458880

1. LXII, 213 p., illus., map, gloss.
2. 236 p., map, illus.
D: HD-SAI(216 mil 83/1979)*
GB:Well(HMC LM.6.A9 v.1-3)
US:CS(Hoover D807 B8S87) CU(Kroch Film 10201)
NIU(Microform:2-FL-FML Microfilm D767.6
.S7661965) WU(Historical Society Library Microforms Room Micro film P76-331) YU(Fim D0211:3)
Ref.: OCLC 322204736

Stone, Michel
p. 273-290: L’impasse birmane
D: HD-SAI(163 kre 94/1251)*

Stonehouse, Phillip
→The new ASEANs : Vietnam, Burma, Cambodia & Laos

Stokes, Whitley <1830-1909>
→The Anglo-Indian codes

Stone, Cedric Arthur Cuthbert <1916-1990>
Memoirs of Wing Commander "Bunny" Stone

Stone, James Herbert <b. 1918>
→Crisis fleeting : original reports on military medicine in India and Burma in the Second World War


US: US Army, Mil Hist Inst
Ref.: OCLC 32266193


US: US Army, Mil Hist Inst(Stacks D807.U6 S86 1946a)
Ref.: OCLC 32458880

1. LXII, 213 p., illus., map, gloss.
2. 236 p., map, illus.
D: HD-SAI(216 mil 83/1979)*
GB:Well(HMC LM.6.A9 v.1-3)
US:CS(Hoover D807 B8S87) CU(Kroch Film 10201)
NIU(Microform:2-FL-FML Microfilm D767.6
.S7661965) WU(Historical Society Library Microforms Room Micro film P76-331) YU(Fim D0211:3)
Ref.: OCLC 322204736

Stone, Michel
p. 273-290: L’impasse birmane
D: HD-SAI(163 kre 94/1251)*

Stonehouse, Phillip
→The new ASEANs : Vietnam, Burma, Cambodia & Laos

Stones, Donald
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
D: BZG(B 73097)
GB:BL(YC 1990 a 3253) CUL(539:1.c.630.112)
OUL(BOD Nuneham M91.F03588 400698305)
SOAS(E Coll 3 U /69)
IRL:TCD(HL-117-726)
US:HU(Widener Harv.Depos. D786)

Stoppel, Dieter
Paleontological evidence of triassic age for limestones from Southern Shan and Kayah States of Burma

→Gramann, Franz

Storia del Cristianesimo nell'impero Barmano preceduta dalle notizie del Paese / scritta dal p. Luigi Gallo della Congreg. degli Oblati di Maria Vergine. – Milano: Boniardi-Folgiani di Ermenegildo Besozzi, 1862. 3 v. in 1 tomo. – [ca. 700 p.]: in varie seq.
Subject(s): Barnabiti - Birmania - 18.-19.sec
Cristianesimo – Birmania – Storia ; Mission – Burma

I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0023)

Stories from China for upper primary schools. – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society, [1952]. 53 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB:SOAS(GPC 398/216.388)*

Stories from New Zealand. – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society, 1952. 54 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB:BL(14302 aa 37(4))*

SOAS(GPC 418/230.023 ; 230.970)*

Stories of faith and fame. – London : Lutterworth Pr.

Golden foot

→Batten, Jennie R.

Story, Francis
Subject(s): Buddha (The concept)
Dialectical materialism ; Communism and religion ; Buddhism

AU: NLA(P 294.3 STO)
The twenty-fifth century: Buddhism and the new age / Francis Story. – Rangoon : Burma Buddhist World Mission, [after 1956]. 90 p. – (The twenty-fifth century) – The twenty-fifth century is a series of articles … specially written to mark the 2500th year of the Buddha Sasana. The articles were first publ. in the Sunday Indian Nation … and other periodicals during May 1956 (2500 B.E.)

Subject(s): Buddhism

Ref.: SOAS


GB: SOAS(Pam SEAsia 35/625.710)

Bibliographical description

GB: BL(4508 de 5 ; 04505 de 35 ; X.108/11342)

D: B-SBB(26 423 Haus 2 NfLS)   HD-SAI(reg 60 M 38)

US: CU(Annex BL1453 S88)   LC & WU(Memorial Lib.) : BL1453 .S8

NYPL(Research C-11 5307)   OCLC

→Burma Buddhist World-Mission [: what it is, what it does, and why!]

Elementary principles of Buddhism. – Rangoon : Rangoon Univ. Buddhist Association, 1951. 30 p. – Abridged text of a lecture delivered at the Rangoon Univ. Dhammayone, 1950

Subject(s): Buddhism

Ref.: SOAS


GB: SOAS(Pam SEAsia 35/625.710)

→Sangīti commemorating the Chattha Sangāyana


1-10: Buddha Jayanti : a triumph of the spirit.
p. 11-23: The Asian background
p.24-37: The Buddha and his doctrine.
p.38-48: Buddhism and social progress
p.49-64: Buddhist Asia and communis
p.81-89: Buddha Jayanti : the crossroad of history

Subject(s): Buddhism – Asia, Southeastern ; Buddhism – Burma ; Buddhism

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 776)

US: CU(Krcho D767.6 .S88)

Story of the empire series. – London : Marshall

The story of Burma

→Harmer, Ernest George


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 776)

The story of the founding of Pegu and a subsequent invasion from South India

→Lik smin* asah

The story of the 25th Indian Division : the Arakan campaign. – Bombay: Borker, [between 1945 and 1947]. 29 p., illus., maps. – “Publ. … under the authority of the Director of Public Relations, War Department, Government of India”

Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - Indian Division, 25th – History - World War <1939-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Army - Burma


GB: BL-APAC/ORW.1987.a.1578 ; P/T 3390

SOAS(E Coll 3 D 2)

US: CU(Krcho D767.6 .S88)


Story of Boy Ah Tut. – Rangoon : Christian Literature Society, 1931. – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen

GB: BL-APAC(Karen D.55)

The story of Burma. 3 pts. – [London :] Ministry of Information, [1944].

1. Up to the Japanese invasion. – 9 p. – (Inf. 235)
2. The Burma campaign. – (Inf. 236)
3. After the Burma campaign. – (Inf. 237)

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; Occupation, japanese

US: CU(Krcho DS528.5 .S76 1944)
ditto. Microform. – Evanston, Ill.: American Theological Library Association, 1995. 1 reel; 35 mm. – (ATLA monograph preservation program ; ATLA film 1995-0211) (Day missions monographs on microfilm ; set 1)
US: YU(LSF-Request Film B6211)

Storz, Hans-Ulrich
US: YU(LSF-Request Film B6211)

Stothard, Debbie
→From consensus to controversy : ASEAN’s relationship with Burma’s SLORC

Stothard, Edward Augustus Wood <b. 1864>
GB: BL(10814 c 7) BL-APAC(T11784)

ditto. – Philadelphia, Pa.: Lippincott, [1933]. 302 p., front., illus., maps, plates, ports.
US: CU(Wason DA68.32 S88A4 1933) MiEM LC(DA68.32873A4 1933a) NYPL UC(NRLF) UCLA(YRL Da 68.32 S8A1)

Stowe, Leland, 1899-

Note: "The major portion of the material ... is based upon the unpublished notes in my war diary from July 1941 to December 1942." - Acknowledgments.
Subject(s): Stowe, Leland
World War <1939-1945> Personal narratives, American
GB: BL(9101.f.519) LSE(D811.5 S89)
US: CRL(GenCollec B-15775) CU(Annex & Olin) & MiU(Buhr & Hatcher) : D811.5 .S89 HU(Widener HB 393.710.5) LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) & UCSD(SSH) : D811.5 .S76 NYPL(Research BZAS) UC(NRLF ; SRLF) UCLA(YRL D811.5 .S89t)

Strachan, John Miller
Subject(s): Theology – Christian missions
GB: BL(9901.f.519) OUL(BOD Old Class 133 f.120)
US: CRL(GenCollec B-15775) CU(Annex & Olin) & MiU(Buhr & Hatcher) : D811.5 .S89 HU(Widener HB 393.710.5) LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames) & UCSD(SSH) : D811.5 .S76 NYPL(Research BZAS) UC(NRLF ; SRLF) UCLA(YRL D811.5 .S89t)

Strachan, Paul
Subject(s): Human rights – Burma ; Tourist trade – Burma. Tourism - Burma
GB: BL(DA68.32 S88A4 1933) MiEM LC(DA68.32873A4 1933a) NYPL UC(NRLF) UCLA(YRL Da 68.32 S8A1)

ditto. 2nd ed.. – ibd., 1998. 100 p., 1 map.
ISBN 187083572
GB: BL(YK.2000.a.559)

Essays on the history and Buddhism of Burma
→Than Tun

ISBN 187083572

Ref.: OCLC 48260869

Imperial Pagan : art and architecture of Burma / Paul Strachan. – Honolulu: Univ. of Hawaii Pr., c1990. 159 p., 32
Bibliographical description


Subject(s): Buddhist art and symbolism – Pagan

Pagan (Burma) – Civilization ; Buildings, structures, etc. ;

History ; Art ; Architecture

Temples, Buddhist – Burma – Pagan

D: HD-SAI(321 kun 90/567a GF)*

F: BIULO(GEN.II.8403)

GB: CUL(9000.b.5615)

NL: KB


NNC(AVERY (Non-Circulating) AA1506 St811)

NYPL(Research 3-MAF+ 90-13261)

Ref.: OCLC  20583444


ISBN 1-870838-25-4 ; 1-870838-20-3 – Herbert 742

Subject(s): Buddhist art and symbolism – Pagan ; Pagan (Burma) : Civilization. ; Buildings, structures, etc. ; Temples ; History ; Art ; Architecture ; Antiquities. ; Art, Buddhist – Burma – Pagan. ; Temples, Buddhist – Burma – Pagan ; Architecture, Buddhist – Burma – Pagan.

AU:ANU(Chifley large book N8193.B93S78)

NLA(q700.9591 S894)

D: B-SBB(1 B 43119 Haus 2)   HD-SAI(320 rei 95/171 7)*

F: BIULO(GEN.II.7219)

GB: BL(YC.1991.b.3799)

BL-APAC(ORW.1989.a.2195)

BL-DSS(q900.h.3747)

OUL(IND Burma 1 d 9)   SAS((591):910)*


SOAS(FNA.L/579.409 ; 595.851 ; 685.202)

Ref.: OCLC 54124999


US: NIU(IVA8193.B93 S781996)


Subject(s): Territorial waters – Burma ; Maritime law – Burma ; Continental shelf – Burma

CAN: Univ.of Ottawa(GSG KZA 1540 .I58 v.14 1970)

SG: ISEAS(JX4131 L73 no. 14)

Ref.: OCLC 54124999

Strait, Chester U.

→ Chin hymn book : Lai dialect

John

→ Bible, N.T. : John < Ch i n : Haka >

Luke

→ Bible, N.T. : Luke < Ch i n : Haka >

Mark

→ Bible, N.T. : Mark < Ch i n : Haka >

Matthew

→ Bible, N.T. : Matthew < Ch i n : Haka >

The New Testament in Chin : Lai dialect …

→ Bible, N.T. < Ch i n : Haka, Lai >


Ref.: Bernot

Strand, Kine Marie

→ ”Hvilket samfunnsansvar står norske turoperatører overfor ved å tilby reiser til Burma?”
Stránsky, Jiri
97-122: Der Krieg mit Burma und die Unterwerfung von Laos
D: B-SBB(Ser. 1171-56 Haus 2)
HD-SA(I(345 his 80/3979)*
US: CU

Strategic and Defence Studies Centre<Canberra>
→Australian National University<Canberra>/Strategic and Defence Studies Centre

Strategic intelligence digest: Burma. – Washington, D.C.: Intelligence Division, GSUSA, Dept. of the Army, 1947-1950?. 8 v. ; maps. – Other title: Burma; strategic intelligence digest. - Individual chapters may be prepared under the auspices of the Intelligence Division, W.D.G.S., War Department or the Intelligence Division, GSUSA, Department of the Army.
Note: The Strategic intelligence digest (SID), on each country or area, is a summary of factual intelligence in the major functional fields constituting the war potential of the area concerned. – p.[2] of cover.
Subject(s): Burma: Transportation; Strategic aspects; Armed Forces; Politics and government ; Economic conditions; Social conditions - 20th century
US:US Army. MHI(Stacks UB251.78 .B93 1947)
Ref.: OCLC 51730486

Subject(s): Burma: Narcotics, Control of
US:CU(Kroch Oversize HV5840.B93 S77 2002+), WaU(Suzzallo/Allen HV5840.B93 S77 2002)
Ref.: OCLC 53201849

Subject(s): ASEAN : Burma
Burma: Politics : Democracy
TH:CU(TIC 52852)

Subject(s): Burma : Industrial development projects - Thailand ; Commerce - Thailand; Foreign economic relations - Thailand
Burma: Commerce - Burma; Foreign economic relations - Burma
TH:CU(CL ; Sasin 337.159 SM898 1997)

Subject(s): Human rights – Burma – Ler Mu Lah; Human rights – Burma – Tenasserim Division; Forced labor – Burma – Ler Mu Lah; Forced labor – Burma – Tenasserim Division; Refugees – Burma – Tenasserim Division; Refugees – Thailand
Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Burma – Tenasserim Division.
Burma: History <1948-> Tenasserim Division (Burma): History; Rural conditions.
US:CU(Kroch Oversize ) & OAU(Alden SE Asia Periodicals)
Ref.: OCLC 50564004

Stratigraphic correlation between sedimentary basins of the ESCAP region / Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific, Bangkok, Thailand. IGCP [International Geological Correlation Programme Project no. 32.] – New York : United Nations. – (Mineral resources development series ; ...)
5. ESCAP atlas of stratigraphy
p.1-10: Onshore sedimentary basins of Burma Tenasserim, Central, Arakan-Chin-Naga Yoma and West Arakan Basins
Subject(s): Stratigraphic correlation – Asia, Southeastern – Charts, diagrams, etc. Stratigraphic correlation – Burma – Charts, diagrams, etc.; Stratigraphic correlation between basins – Asia, Southeastern – Maps; Sedimentary basins – Asia, Southeastern – Maps; Geology, Structural – Maps; Petroleum – Geology – Asia, Southeastern – Maps; Stratigraphic survey; Mineral resources
D: B-SBB(32 SB 181-... Haus 1 NFLS) CLZUB
GÖ-SUB(FMAG:ZB 19516:44)
F: BIUS(Car 432)
GB:Birmingham(QE 289, Q) Manchester
N: UBB(RB Fe 125 Str)
SG: ISEAS(Map ASE4)
US:CU(Engineering (Carpenter Hall) QE652.55 .A785S89 1987) LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia ) ; G2361.C57 U5 1978
NIU(GovPub-FML UN STESCAP61)
UD(C/PhySciEng TN99 U5 no.44) UCI(Main Govt. Inf. Oversize) & UCSD(SSH Map Room) & UCSB(Main Lib) ; G2361.C57 U5 1978 UCSC(S & E Lib TN99.U5 no.44) – UNDHL(ST/ESCAP/61)
Bibliographical description

Stratigraphie des westlichen Shan-Massivs, Burma
→Stratigraphy of the Western Shan Massif, Burma

Stratigraphy of the Western Shan Massif, Burma = Stratigraphie des westlichen Shan-Massivs, Burma / Reinhard Wollfarth ; U Myo Win ; Saw Boiteau ; U Myo Wai ; U Peter Uk Cung & U Thit Lwin. – Stuttgart : Schweizerbart, 1984. 92 S., Kt., Fig., Tab., Bibliogr. S. 87-92. – (Geologisches Jahrbuch : Reihe B, Regionale Geologie Ausland, ISSN 0341-6402 ; 57) – Abstract also in English, German and Russian.

Subject(s): Predious stones ; Rubies

Subject(s): Geology, Stratigraphic

Street, Robert.

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations

GO-SUB(LS2:V = ZA 35348:57)*
HD-SAI(328 geo 96/362)*

Street, Edwin William <1834-1923>
Precious stones and gems, their history, sources and characteristics. 5th ed., rev. and largely rewritten, with chapters on the ruby mines of Burma. – London : Bell, 1892. XII, 355 p.

Subject(s): Predious stones ; Rubies

A: ÖNB(2584494-B Fid.(=84-94)

Subject(s): Jewellery

Street, Robert <1875-1930>
→Missionsliteratur Südasiens
→Missionsliteratur Südostasien


Contents:
1. A void in Myanmar : civil society in Burma / David Steinberg
2. Ethnic conflict and the challenge of civil society in Burma / Martin Smith
3. No room to move : legal constraints on civil society in Burma / Zunetta Liddell
4. Axe-handles or willing minions? : international NGOs in Burma / Marc Purcell

Subject(s): Civil society – Burma – Congresses
Non-governmental organizations – Burma – Congresses
International agencies – Burma – Congresses
Burma : Politics and government <1988-> – Congresses
Burma – Ethnic relations – Congresses
Censorship – Burma – Congresses
Human rights – Burma – Congresses

AU:ANU(Menzies JQ751.A91S77 1999 )
NLA(N & NL 322.409591 S915)
D: ABI(X-VII-E-0022-00) – B-SBB(1 A 405652 Haus 2)
BL-DSS(99/36456) – CUL(9007.c.1649)
LSE(BLPES JQ751.A91 S91)
BL-APAC(ORW.1999.a.2786) – OUL(IND Burma 7 d) – SOAS(GB959.10452 /808403 , E Coll 3 M /101)

Streeter, Patrick
Streeter of Bond Street / Patrick Streeter. – Harlow : Match ing Pr., c1993. XIII, 174 p. illus. (some col.), ports. ISBN 0951866419

Subject(s): Streeter, Edwin William <1834-1923>

Sapphire mines and mining – United States – Montana – History ; Diamond mines and mining – South Africa – History ; Pearl fisheries – Western Australia – History
Emerald mines and mining – Egypt – History
Mines and mineral resources – Burma – History
Jewelers – Great Britain – Biography ; Jewelry, History, Jewellery

GB: CUL(1996.9.818) – OUL
SAdS(ICS HD9747 STR)
IRL: TCD(PL-221-93)

Streit, Robert <1875-1930>

Academic thesis – Colgate Rochester Divinity School

US: NRU(Swasey Div Graduate thesis CRDS B.D.1934)

Street, Robert. Another Brummie in Burma : once upon a wartime IX / y

Robert Streeter, Edwin William <1834-1923>
Lewiston, Me.: Twin City Printery, 1971. 94 p., illus. – ISBN 0951866419

Subject(s): Missionaries

Streeter, Merrick Lyon

The problem of character education in Burmese society. – 1934. 291. – Colgate Rochester Divinity School, B.D. thesis

Subject(s): Burma : Social life and customs.
Burma Bibliographical Project

Strengthening nutrition through primary health care: the experience of JNSP in Myanmar. – New Delhi: World Health Organization, Regional Office for South-East Asia, 1991. 35 p., illus., map, bibliogr. p.35. – (Regional health paper / SEARO ; 20) – December 1991


Subject(s): Nutrition disorders in infants – Burma – Prevention; Nutrition disorders in children – Burma – Prevention; Children – Burma – Nutrition – Planning

Primary health care – Burma

Burma: Statistics, Medical

D: B-SBB(1 A 168794 Haus 2)
GB: BL-DS(8214.740, v. 20)

Ref.: OCLC 28588221 ; 26912629'


ISBN 974-7100-90-8

Strickland, Mark


Subject(s): Deep diving – Thailand - Guidebooks

Skin diving - Thailand - Guidebooks

Thailand : Guidebooks


Ref.: OCLC 37790818

Strickland, W. W.


Ref.: Bookseller

Stringer, Kenneth Victor


GB: ULL

Stripp, Alan <b. 1924>


Subject(s): Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Intelligence - Burma - Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Participation, Japanese, Fiction ; World War <1939-1945> - Cryptography, Fiction ; British - Asia, Southeastern, Fiction ; War stories

GB: BL(H. 2002/4985)

Ref.: Bookseller

Codebreaker in the Far East / Alan Stripp ; with an introduction by Christopher Andrew. 1st ed. – London ; Totowa, NJ:
Bibliographical description

F. Cass, c1989. XIV, 204 p., illus., bibliogr. ref. p. 192-199. – (Cass series : studies in intelligence)
ISBN 0-7146-3363-1
Subject(s): Stripp, Alan <b. 1924>
Great Britain : World War <1939-1945> - Secret service ; World War <1939-1945> - Cryptography
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Cryptography ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, English ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
AU:ANU(Chifley D810.C88 S76x 1989)
CH:BS UB(Mil An 1818)
ISBN 0192853163 (pbk) ; 0192803867
Ref.: OCLC 19263537

Strong, Augustus Hopkins <1836-1921>
GB:BL(4768 c 12)*
US: DGU(LAU SpColl Bowen MI-15343) & UCSD(SSH) : IRL:TCD(PB-157-992)

Strohmeyer, Roland
Subject(s): Burma : Entwicklungsländer- Strukturwandel - Industrie - Betriebsgröße - Marktstruktur
D: B-SBB(1 A 511407 Haus 2) HH-SUB(A/436624)
GO-SUB(DISS 2003 A 9210)
TU-UB(43 A 11324)
Ref.: OCLC 53420473

Strobel, Warren P. <b. 1962>
Networking dissent : cyber activists use the Internet to promote democracy in Burma
→Danitz, Tiffany

Strohmeier, Roland
Subject(s): Burma : Entwicklungsländer- Strukturwandel - Industrie - Betriebsgröße - Marktstruktur
D: B-SBB(1 A 511407 Haus 2) HH-SUB(A/436624)
GO-SUB(DISS 2003 A 9210)
TU-UB(43 A 11324)
Ref.: OCLC 53420473

Strong, Augustus Hopkins <1836-1921>
GB:BL(4768 c 12)*
US: DGU(LAU SpColl Bowen MI-15343) & UCSD(SSH) : IRL:TCD(PB-157-992)

Strong, John <b. 1948>
→Guide to Buddhist religion

Stroop, Elizabeth
Catalogue of the Library of the American Oriental Society
→American Oriental Society / Library

Strout, Flora E.
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 O 26 Kp)*
GB:BL-APAC(T 11338)

Strout, Flora E.
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 O 26 Kp)*
GB:BL-APAC(T 11338)

Subject(s): Missions – Burma ; Woman's Christian Temperance Union - Educational work - Burma
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1080)
Ref.: OCLC 54800423

S 225
Strugar, Matthew Daniel


Subject(s): Sanctions (Law) ; Economic sanctions, American. ; Export controls – United States. ; Human rights – Burma ; Sales – Law and legislation ; Foreign relations – United States.

Strupp, Michael


Stuart, Arabella Mary


Stuart, Gilbert


Stuart, John <b. 1847>

Burma through the centuries: being a short account of the leading races of Burma, of their origin, and of their struggles for supremacy throughout past centuries ; also of the three Burmese wars and of the annexation of the country by the British government / by John Stuart. With 15 illustrations. – London : Kegan Paul, 1909. VIII, 198 p., index., bibliogr. p. VII.

Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma

Burma : History

AU: NLA(959.1 STU)

LC & NNC(East Asian) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCD(Shields) : DS1 .155 no.93

LC(DS740.5.B8)

NYPL(Research M-11 4612 Nr. 93)

NIU(SEA DS740.5.B8 S7781978)

YU(SML DS1 .156 93)


ISBN 3-88910-034-1

AU:ANU(Menzies DS779.28.S8 1987)

BL-CN(Col 4678/93)

LC(DS740.5.B8)

GB-UB(00/PR 2733 S927(2) ; 31/PR 2733 S927(2))

GO-L(UB250.U33 no.1713)

WU(Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5318 Reel 14 no.15 ; Memorial Pic 706.377.3 S927)

SB: SOAS(M 5494)

D: GÖ-SUB(MA 82-112:14)

US: CU(Wason UB250 .U5 no.1713 +)

LC(U250.U33 no.1713) WU(Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5318 Reel 14 no.15 ; Memorial Pic 706.377.3 S927)

AM:ANU(Menzies DS779.28.S8 1987)

BL-CN(Col 4678/93)

LC(DS740.5.B8)

BL-CN(Col 4678/93)

M-BSB(4 A.or. 3721 y-155)

PA-UB(00/PR 2733 S927(2) ; 31/PR 2733 S927(2))

GO-L(UB250.U33 no.1713)

WU(Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5318 Reel 14 no.15 ; Memorial Pic 706.377.3 S927)

SB: SOAS(M 5494)

D: GÖ-SUB(MA 82-112:14)

US: CU(Wason UB250 .U5 no.1713 +)

LC(U250.U33 no.1713) WU(Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5318 Reel 14 no.15 ; Memorial Pic 706.377.3 S927)

AM:ANU(Menzies DS779.28.S8 1987)

BL-CN(Col 4678/93)

LC(DS740.5.B8)

BL-CN(Col 4678/93)

M-BSB(4 A.or. 3721 y-155)

PA-UB(00/PR 2733 S927(2) ; 31/PR 2733 S927(2))

GO-L(UB250.U33 no.1713)

WU(Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5318 Reel 14 no.15 ; Memorial Pic 706.377.3 S927)

SB: SOAS(M 5494)

D: GÖ-SUB(MA 82-112:14)

US: CU(Wason UB250 .U5 no.1713 +)

LC(U250.U33 no.1713) WU(Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5318 Reel 14 no.15 ; Memorial Pic 706.377.3 S927)

AM:ANU(Menzies DS779.28.S8 1987)

BL-CN(Col 4678/93)

LC(DS740.5.B8)

BL-CN(Col 4678/93)

M-BSB(4 A.or. 3721 y-155)

PA-UB(00/PR 2733 S927(2) ; 31/PR 2733 S927(2))

GO-L(UB250.U33 no.1713)

WU(Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5318 Reel 14 no.15 ; Memorial Pic 706.377.3 S927)

SB: SOAS(M 5494)

D: GÖ-SUB(MA 82-112:14)

US: CU(Wason UB250 .U5 no.1713 +)

LC(U250.U33 no.1713) WU(Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5318 Reel 14 no.15 ; Memorial Pic 706.377.3 S927)

AM:ANU(Menzies DS779.28.S8 1987)

BL-CN(Col 4678/93)

LC(DS740.5.B8)

BL-CN(Col 4678/93)

M-BSB(4 A.or. 3721 y-155)

PA-UB(00/PR 2733 S927(2) ; 31/PR 2733 S927(2))

GO-L(UB250.U33 no.1713)

WU(Microforms Media Ctr Room 443 Micro Film 5318 Reel 14 no.15 ; Memorial Pic 706.377.3 S927)
Stucki, Curtis W.
American doctoral dissertations on Asia : 1933 to 1958 ; including appendix of master’s theses at Cornell Univ. / Curtis W. Stucki. – Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Univ., 1959. 131 p. – (Data paper / Southeast Asia Program, Dept. of Far Eastern Studies ; 37)
p. 73: Burma (no.1145-1169)
p. 110: Burma (no.1710-1713)
AU:ANU(Menzies Asia reference Z3001.S7)
D: B-SBB(4° Ser. 4135-37)
GB:BL(Mic.A.1631)
US: UoC  HU  LCI(Z3001.S7)  NYPL

ditto. : 1933-1962. – ibd., 1963. XII, 204 p. – (Data paper / Southeast Asia Program, Department of Asian Studies, Cornell Univ. ; 50)
GB:BL(RR: AA 5 b; Ac 9233 wi/3(50))
NL:KITLV(M 31 94 N)
US:LC(Z3001.S72)
ditto. : 1933 – June 1966 : including ... 1933-1968. – ibd., 1968. XII, 304 p. – (Data paper ... ; 71)
p. 157-161: Burma (no. N1-N55)
p. 258: Burma (no. NN1-NN9)
D: B-SBB(OLS Bc 70 Haus 2)  HD-SAI(inf 40 A 669)
NL:KITLV(M 31-116-N)
US:CU  HU  LCI(Z3001.S73)  NYPL  UC

Student Christian Movement
→World's Student Christian Federation

Student Christian Movement of Great Britain and Ireland
→Deadlock in India

Student Christian Movement of India, Burma and Ceylon
→Deadlock in India

Records of the Student Christian Movement of India, Burma, and Ceylon – 1920-1966 (inclusive) 2 folders. – Contains: Conference reports, publication.
Subject(s): College students Religious life India
College students Religious life Burma
College students Religious life Sri Lanka
US: YU(Divinity, Special Collections HR357)


< Student movement review
Note: Organ of the Student Christian Movement of India, Burma and Ceylon; comprising the Student Christian Association and the National Student Department of the Y.W.C.A.; affiliated to the World's Student Christian Federation. Organ of the Student Christian Movement of India, Pakistan and Ceylon.

Subject(s): World's Student Christian Federation: Periodicals.

Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions / International Convention < 4th, 1902, Toronto, Ont. >

→ World-wide evangelization the urgent business of the Church

Students' Burmese-English dictionary
→ Agarwal, R. C. S.
→ Aung Kyaw Sein

The student's Burmese-English dictionary of useful plants
→ Ahmed Ali

Student's English-Burmese dictionary
→ Appleton, George

The student's English-Burmese dictionary
→ Tun Nyein

Students' English-English/Myanmar dictionary ...

Note: English dictionary with English and Myanmarexplanations
Subject(s): English language – Dictionaries – Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1997.a.269)
SOAS(GPC413.21/696887)
SG: ISEAS(Ref.PL3951 S93: Microform 95/63409)
US: CU(Kroch Ref. PL3957 .S93 1993 ; Fiche 887 95 63409)
LC(PL3957 .S93 1993 ; Microfiche 95/63409 (P))

US: LC(PL3957 .S88 1994 Bur & So Asia Ref)
NIU(SEA PL3957 .S864 1994 and Refence)
UCLA(PL3957 .S88 1994)
Ref.: OCLC 33898748

D: TU-UB(p 40 A 11830)

Student's Korean-Myanmar dictionary
→ Aung Win Naing

Student's Pali series. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr.
Pali Buddhism
→ Tilbe, Henry H.

Pali grammar
→ Tilbe, Henry H.

The student's Pali-English dictionary
→ Pe Maung Tin

The student's review: new series 1. 1, May/June 1955–. – Rangoon. – Added title and text also in Burmese
US: CU: 1.1955/6-6.1960/6i (Wason DS485 B79S93)

Studiefbruedet Nringsliv och samhälle < Stockholm > (SNS)
Understanding economic growth
→ Gryfason, Thorvaldur.

Studies in Burmese history / by the colleagues of Dr. Than Tun in felicitation of his contributions to Burmese history at the time of his retirement at the age of sixty years from professorship in history at the Univ. of Mandalay. – Mandalay: History Dept., Mandalay Univ., 1982. 572 p., geneal tables, port. – [Mimeogr.] – Added title also in Burmese, text in Burmese or English. – Herbert 160
Note: Articles on Burmese history, religion, education, literature and economics by colleagues of Dr. Than Tun to mark his retirement as Professor of History at Mandalay Univ.; with a brief biography and bibliography of his publications. Includes three articles in English on Burmese women and politics ; Roman Catholic missions ; and Christian missions in Chin Hills
Subject(s): Burma : History
AU: ANU(Menzies Burma new bk +1324854)
NLA(BURq 1369)
GB: BL-APAC(MYAN D 5)
OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. c.1)
SOAS(L.GPC 930/491.180)*
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 91/63421)
US: LC(DS528.5 ; Microfiche 91/63421)

ISBN 0-85883-427-8
Subject(s): Burmese language – Phonemics
Burmese language – Orthography and spelling
Burmese language – Rhetoric – Study and teaching
Burmese language – Grammar
Burmese language – Dialects
Comparative linguistics
Moken language – Dialects
Intha (langue) – Birmanie
Burma : Languages – Variation
AU: NLA(N 405 LIN)
F: BIULO(COL.1464.A(83))
GB: CUL(S843.01.b.183)
SOAS(GPC410/727.686)
OUL(BOD H Floor Or. d.443 (A, 83))
NL: KITLV(M 1997 A 4060)
US: LC(PL3925 .S78 1995) IU(495.8 ST94)
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Siegfried M. Schwertner
Bibliographical description

Subject(s): Bible Study and teaching.
US: YU(LSF-Request for Divinity Library B125.26)

Subject(s): Discrimination in education Burma.
US: LC(BQ266.I57 1976)

Studies in Myanma history
→ Essays given to Than Tun on his 75th birthday Studies in Myanma history

Studies in the history of Tharrawaddy
→ Grantham, Stanley George

Subject(s): Narcotics, Control of – Asia, Southeastern
US: CU(Kroch HV5840.A75 S78 1988) NIU(GovPub-FML) & UCLA(Law Lib) & UCSD(Central & Law) & IU(Main Stacks Govt Docs DOC.) & YU(Mudd, Govt. Doc. Ctr): Y 4.N 16:100-2-1

Subject(s): Discrimination in education Burma.
Ref.: OCLC 39712861)

A study of Karen student mobility to northern Thai cities: directions, problems, suggested courses of action / Ronald D. Renard ; Prasert Bhandhachat ; G. Lamar Robert ; assisted by Niramol Punyaman : Korbkanwana Phochanachai. – Chiang Mai, Thailand: Payap Research Center, Payap Univ., [1987]. 84 l., illus., bibliogr. l. 78. – (Research report ; 20) – Submitted to the Thai-Norwegian Church Aid Highland Development Project, Chiang Maim Thailand.
Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Education – Thailand ; Migrations.
Burmeese – Thailand ; College students – Thailand.
Thai-Norwegian Church - Aid Highland Development Project (Chiang Mai, Thailand)
US: CU(Kroch Echols +DS570.K37 R39)
HU(Microforms (Lamont) Microfiche W 3897)
UCB(Main DS432.K2 R461 1987)

Subject(s): Land use - China - Hong Kong – Planning ; Military bases - China - Hong Kong ; Land use – Planning ; Military bases.
Burma : Lines - Land use.
HK: HU(Spec.Coll. HK 711.5 S93)
Ref.: OCLC 51362721

Study of situations which appear to reveal a consistent pattern of gross violations of human rights ...
→ Ogata, Sadako N.

A study of the social and economic history of Burma (British Burma). – Rangoon: Economic and Social Board, Office of the Prime Minister. – [Mimeo.]
[1.] Materials for studying the social and economic history of Burma. – 1950.
3a. Extract from the annual administration report. – 1957. Var. pags.
4a. Extracts from the annual administration reports 1868-69 to 1877-78. – 1957. Var. pags.
4b. Extracts from the annual administration reports 1878-79 to 1885-86. – 1957. Var. pags.
6a. Extracts from the annual administration reports 1886-87 to 1896-97. – 1957. Var. pags.
6b. Extracts from the annual administration reports 1907-1913/14. – 1957. Various pagings
Study on Pagan : research report / ed. by Organizing Committee, Pagan Symposium, and Yoshiaki Ishizawa and Yasushi Kono. – Rangoon : Dept. of Archaeology, Ministry of Planning and Finance ; Tokyo: Institute of Asian Cultures, organised by the Dept. of Archaeology of the Burmese Government and the Institute of Asian Cultures of Sophia Univ. in Tokyo, with the support of UNESCO, UNDP and IC-CROM.

Subject(s): Cultural property – Protection – Burma – Pagan

Architectures – Pagan (Birmanie)

Monuments – Burma – Conservation et restauration

Historic sites – Burma – Conservation and restoration.

Pagan (Burma) – Antiquities – Conservation and restoration Congresses ; Historic sites – Conservation and restoration ; Historic sites – Conservation and restoration – Congresses

Burma : Antiquities


F: BIULO(GEN.II.1719)

GB:CUL(632:12.b.95.1) BL-APAC(WZOR.1990.a.172/4)

OUl(EAL East. Art RG Ish) SOAS(GB940/605.444)

US:CU(Kroch +DS330.9.P12 S93)

HU(Tozer IND. St 946)

UCB(Main DS330.9.P18 S8 1989)

Study on tourism development master plan along the West-East Corridor (WEC) : final report ; comprehensive development planning study in FY 2001 / Engineering Consulting Firms Association, Japan. – [S.l.] 2002. Var. pags., illus., graphs., map.

Subject(s): Lower Mekong Project

Burma ; Thailand ; Laos ; Vietnam ; Fremdenverkehrsverband

D: B-SBB(6 B 52608 Haus 2)

Study-cum-sales team's report on Burma, Taiwan, South Korea & Philippines. – Bombay: Basic Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals & Cosmetics Export Promotion Council, [1980].

206 p. – "March 1980." – Variant title: Burma, Taiwan, South Korea & Philippines

Subject(s): Export marketing – India ; Foreign trade promotion – India ; Chemical industry – India ; Pharmaceutical industry – India ; Cosmetics industry – India ; Asia : Commerce – Asia

Asia : Commerce – India.

US: CU(Kroch HF1416.6.14 S93 1980a+)

Stūve, Uta


Ref.: Burma news bulletin 3/8,1993,18


Subject(s): Burma : Pagodas - Rangoon ; Buddhism - Rangoon

Rangoon : Pagodas

A: ÖNB(1266789.B. NEU Mag)

CH: BS UB(IndB IV 1396)

D: B-SBB(39 MA 5900 Haus 1) A-UB(01/LO 88580 E74)

DDHB : DSDU MLB(21 A 2842)

NL: UnivLeiden(Lm 15.18)


Ref.: OCLC 19917349

Sturdza, Grégoire <1821-1901>


Subject(s): Sturdza, Grégoire <1821-1901> : Journeys - Burma

Hunting - Burma

Burma : Description and travel

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 C 64)

F: BNF(4° O2 l.317)

GB:BL(10055 e 31) BL-APAC(V 10105)

BG-Bibl. civica Angelo Mai - Bergamo

NL: KB(1423 b ; 6127 D 15)


HU(Widener Ind 8119.09)

NIU(SEA DS527.6 .S787 1909) YU

Su Hone

Easy Burmese shorthand / by M. Su Hone. – Rangoon : Sun, 1912. 32 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB:BL(14302 h 61) BL-APAC(Bur D 304)

Su Lhuin`

Myanma traditional orchestra instruments ... / Takkasual Mon' Su Lhuin`. – Rang’ kun’ Sa rvhe can’ ca pe, 1993. 137, 64 p., illus. – Added title and text also in Burmese

Subject(s): Musical instruments - Burma

GB: CUL(9003.d.35
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Bibliographical description

Subhash, Subhadra
A descriptive analysis of Magar, a Tibeto-Burman language.
→ 1972. – Univ. of Poona, Ph.D. thesis 1972
Ref.: Coppell

Subburayalu, Arun
D: ULUB(W: H 195.359)
US: CRL(Regenstein P-00101406) WU(P-00101406)
Ref.: OCLC 51851307

Subject catalogue of an institution
→ s. under the institution

Subject index of an institution
→ s. under the institution

Subject(s): Thailand : Fishers - Ranong ; HIV Infections - Epidemiology ; Ships ; Fisheries ; Drug use
US: MiU(Buhr HD 8039.F66 T5 S83 2000)
Ref.: OCLC 52209090 ; 52128308

Subject(s): Drug abuse – Prevention – Asia, Southeastern ; Drug abuse – Prevention – China
SG: ISEAS(HV5840 A9S94)

Subject(s): Asia : Economic policy ; Economic conditions – 1945- ; Developing countries – Economic policy ; Developing countries – Economic conditions ; subregional economic development
LAO PDR ; YUNNAN PROVINCE ; CAMBODIA ; THAILAND ; MYANMAR
AU:ANU(Chifley HC441.S93 1993)
Ref.: OCLC 30787185

Subject(s): Asia : Economic policy ; Economic conditions – 1945- ; Developing countries – Economic policy ; Developing countries – Economic conditions ; subregional economic development
LAO PDR ; YUNNAN PROVINCE ; CAMBODIA ; THAILAND ; MYANMAR
AU:ANU(Chifley HC441.S93 1993)
Ref.: OCLC 30787185

Subhāsa, Subhāsa
Self instruction / by Ŭ Subhāsa. – Prone: T. G. Brothers, 1916. 4, 66 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: BL(APAC) (Bur B 558)
Ref.: OCLC 35743510

Subject(s): Geography – Periodicals.

Subject catalogue of an institution
→ s. under the institution

Subject index of an institution
→ s. under the institution

Subregional economic cooperation among Cambodia, People's Republic of China, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Myanmar, Thailand, and Viet Nam : proceedings
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Subregional transport sector study
- Regional technical assistance on promoting subregional cooperation among Cambodia, the People’s Republic of China, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand, and Viet Nam


Sub-station < Sa-aiing >
- Sa-aiing Sub-station

Substitution ... / translation by S. B. Judson. – Rangoon: American Mission Pr., 1877. 16 p. – A tract. – Title also in Burmese

Suburban Development Committee < Burma >
- Reports of the Suburban Development Committee, Rangoon and the Departmental Committee on Town Planning, Burma, with resolution of the local government. – Rangoon: Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), 1917. IX, II, 135 p., maps, plans.

Suburban Electric Forum
- Inspection meeting of the Subregional Transport Forum and the Subregional Electric Forum
- Proceedings


Note: Thai transcription of Khūn narrative poem from Keng Tung State of Burma on a previous birth of Gautama Budhha.

Suburban Project for the Development of Institutional Capacity for Demand Reduction Among High Risk Groups
- Surveying Myanmar schools: building confidence, obtaining results

Subregional Transport Forum
- Inspection meeting of the Subregional Transport Forum and the Subregional Electric Forum
- Proceedings

Subregional Project for the Development of Institutional Capacity for Demand Reduction Among High Risk Groups
- Surveying Myanmar schools: building confidence, obtaining results

Suchit Bunbongkarn

Thailand’s policies towards neighboring countries with special emphasis on technical assistance to Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam / Suchit Bunbongkarn. – Udonthani: IFA LAO PDR-ISIS Thailand, 1999. 14 l. – The Bilateral Meeting on Laos-Thailand Relations < May. 3-5, 1999, Udonthani >

Subject(s): Internationa relations

TH: CU(TIC 55511)
Sudthichitt Chintayananda


Subject(s): Alien labor – Thailand ; Alien labor - Burma

Alien labor – Cambodia ; Alien labor – Laos.

TH: CU(CL Th & Pol reserve 331.62.S943R)

US: CU(Kroch +HD8700.55.S96 1997)

LC(HD8700.55 .S87 1997)

NIU(SEA HD8700.55 .R466 1997)

Suedsang. Kannavee <b. 1976>

Burmese refugees seek a place to survive : cultural survival for ethnic Burmese who became refugees in camps on the Thai-Burmese border / by Kannavee Suedsang. – 2002. XI, 244 l., maps, bibliogr. l. 241-244. – Univ. of Oregon, M.A. thesis, 2002

Subject(s): Refugees – Burma ; Refugees – Thailand ; Refugee camps – Thailand ; Burmese - Thailand - Ethnic identity.

Thailand ; Boundaries - Burma

Burma ; Boundaries – Thailand ; Politics and government <1988->

US: OrU(HV640.5 .B93 S84 2002)

Süd- und Südostasien : Pakistan, Indien, Sikkim, Bhutan, Nepal, Ceylon, Malediven, Birma, Thailand. – München: Novaria-Verlag ; Basel: Kister, 1972. 444 S., illus. – (Weltreise ; Bd. 7)

CH: SLB(Pq 12533/7)

Südasiatische schreibwissenschaftliche Studien / hrsg. von M. Andronov ...

– Berlin: Zentralinstitut für Sprachwissenschaft. – (Linguistische Studien : A ; ...)

1. – 1981. VI, 143 S. – (... ; 82)

D: PA-UB(00/EG 6620 A575-1)

Südasiatische Völker : eine Einführung in die südasiatische Sammlung

– Hartwig, Werner

Südasien. – Lausanne. – (Specialbericht / Schweizerisches Zentrale für Handelsförderung, Zürich und Lausanne, Abt. Auslandsmarktforschung)


CH: SLB(Qq 1362/71,72 Res)

D: KI-ZBW(IV 5080)


Ref.: DB

Suchittralak Dhammacari

Contes birmans d’après le Thoudamma Säri Dammazat / [édité] par Louis Vossin. – Paris: Leroux, 1901. 143 p. – (Collection de contes et de chansons populaires ; 24)

Subject(s): Tales – Burma

Added title and text in Burmese


Rangoon, 1881. 50 p.


Decisions of Princess Thoo-Dhamma Tsari / transl. from the Burmese, according to the text of T. Latter by T. P. Sparks.


The precedents of Princess Thoodamma Tsari / transl. by Chr. J. Brandow, with numerous explanatory notes and a vocabulary of the Pali and difficult Burmese words in the text.

Rangoon : American Mission Pr., 1879. 45 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

Decisions of the Princess Thoodamasari / by Sudhammacári.


The decisions of the Princess Thoodamasari ... 6th ed. – Rangoon, 1881. 50 p.

The precedents of Princess Thoodama Tsari / transl. by M. Andronov ...

– Berlin: Zentralinstitut für Sprachwissenschaft. – (Linguistische Studien : A ; ...)

1. – 1981. VI, 143 S. – (... ; 82)

D: PA-UB(00/EG 6620 A575-1)

Südasienische Völker : eine Einführung in die südasiatische Sammlung

– Hartwig, Werner

Südasien. – Lausanne. – (Specialbericht / Schweizerisches Zentrale für Handelsförderung, Zürich und Lausanne, Abt. Auslandsmarktforschung)


CH: SLB(Qq 1362/71,72 Res)

D: KI-ZBW(IV 5080)


Ref.: DB


– Added title and text in Burmese

Subject(s): Folklore - Burma

Ref.: DB

Südasienische Völker : eine Einführung in die südasiatische Sammlung

– Hartwig, Werner

Südasien. – Lausanne. – (Specialbericht / Schweizerisches Zentrale für Handelsförderung, Zürich und Lausanne, Abt. Auslandsmarktforschung)


CH: SLB(Qq 1362/71,72 Res)

D: KI-ZBW(IV 5080)


Ref.: DB
Südostasien aktuell / hrsg. vom Institut für Asienkunde Hamburg. 1.1. 1982-.  – Hamburg: Institut für Asienkunde
D: HD-SAI
GB: BL: 7.1- (ZA 9 b 275)

Südostasiatische Entwicklungsgebiete : Birma, Thailand, Malaya, Republik Vietnam, ECAFE-Studien / Bundesstelle für Außenhandelsinformation.  – Köln: BFA, 1961. 86 S.
S. 1-14: Die Wirtschaft Birmas
D: GÖ-SUB(61 B 5598)*  KI-ZBW(C 26,257)

Südostasiatisches biographisches Archiv
→ South-East Asian biographical archive

Südostasiatischer biographischer Index
→ South-East Asian biographical index

Südostasien.  – 1967
→ Indische Randstaaten ; Südostasien.

ISBN 3-493-60103-4
US: LC(HC412.G43)

D: M-BSB (DDJ 6046z-6379)
B-SBB (Kart LS Fa 2150-3 Haus 2)
TU-UB(21 A 13180-3)

Südostasien : Thailand, Singapur, Indonesien, Malaysia, Burma, Philippinen, Taiwan
→ Eckert, Gerhard

D: HD-SAI(300 kul 86/187)*
US: CU(Echols DSS21.S44)

Südostasien : Kunst und Kultur / Maud Girard-Geslan ... – Freiburg ; Basel ; Wien: Herder, 1995. 623 S., Illus.  – (Ars antiqua : [Ser. 5])  – Übers. von: L’art de l’Asie Sud-Est
ISBN 3-451-22975-7
Subject(s): Südostasien s.Kunst - Geschichte - Südostasien - Kunst Geschichte - Bildband
D: HD-UB(81 B 2267 : S:[3])
TU-UB(27 B 1381,5-3)  S-WLB

Siegfried M. Schwertner

ISSN 0722-8821
D: B-SBB(Zsn 55742)  GÖ-SUB(ZB 61456)
HD-SAI(inf Zs 695)
US: CU: 4,1985- (Kroch +DS520.S94)

Südostasien, Austral-pazifischer Raum / hrsg. und verfaßt von Harald Uhlig unter Mitarb. von ... – Frankfurt am Main: Fischer Taschenbuch-Verlag, 1975. 490 S., Kt., Tab., Index, Bibliogr. S. 435-447.  – (Fischer-Länderkunde ; 3) (Fischer-Handbücher ; 6122)
S. 149-175: Die Union von Burma
D: FR-UB(LB 99/109)  PBUB(NDU1033+1 (30)
D: HD-UB(LN 2862)  HD-SAI(300 Idk 83/924)*
US: LC(DS504.5.U36)

D: HD-SAI(190 pol 64/1855)*

Südost-Asien-Handbuch 1979-80
→ Loose, Stefan

→ Loose, Stefan
ISBN 3-922025-25-0
S. 66-100: Burma
D: OSUB(NCI 4464-012 5)  HD-SAI(300 rei 79/1015)*
TU-UB(29 A 21208)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.)
D: De Peine StB  Wolfsburg StB
NL: KITLV(M 3b 1469 N)
D: HD-UB(NDU1033+1 (30)

Südost-Asien-Handbuch

Siegfried M. Schwertner
Subject(s): Death squads ; Displacement ; Systematic executions, village destruction and the flight of villagers in Nyuangbin District ; an independent report by the Karen Human Rights Group (May 24, 1999) ; Caught in the middle : the suffering of Karen villagers in Thaton District ; an independent report by the Karen Human Rights Group (September 15, 1999) ; Beyond all endurance : the breakdown of Karen villages in Southeastern Pa'an District ; an independent report by the Karen Human Rights Group (December 20, 1999).

Suffolk memories : stories of Walberswick and Blythburgh people during World War II / comp. by David Shirreff and Arthur Sharm...
Burma Bibliographical Project

Sulistiyanto, Priyambudi

Sum, Ral Lian

Sumana <b. 1872>.

Summit Pitiphat
Ceramics from the Thai-Burma border / by Sumitr Pitiphat ; with the support of the Thai Khadi Research Institute of Thammasat University and Osothsapha (Teck Heng You) Co., Ltd. – [Bangkok:] Thai Khadi Research Institute, Thammasat Univ., 1992. VI, 190 p., illus. (chiefly col.), maps, bibliogr. p. 70-74. – ISBN 9749146840

Sulman, Lating <b. 1938>.

Sultan Ahmed, Jemadar

Summary analysis of the 1953 census
→ Census <1953>

Summary and leading issues relative to the joint UN system border area development needs :


US: CU(Kroch +HN670.7.S5 S95 1991)
A summary catalogue of the papers of Earl Mountbatten of Burma

→ University / Southampton / Library

Subject(s): Military courts – Burma; Civil rights – Burma; Courts-martial and courts of inquiry – Burma
D: HD-SAI(325 jur 96/1262)*
GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.112)
SG: ISEAS(KE1251.18 S95)
NL: KITLV(M 1998 A 166)
US: NYPL(Research VQO)

Summary of Christian faith and practice

Ref.: OCLC 23987305

Summary of information on the chief timber of Burma / published under the authority of the Chief Conservator of Forests, Burma. – Rangoon: Govt. Print. and Stat., Burma (for C. of F., U. Cir.), 1931. 8 p. – (Burma forest bulletin ; 22 : economic series ; 4) – Repr. in: Photographs of the timbers of Burma. – (Burma forest bulletin ; 30 : economic series ; 15)
AU: ANU(Hancock SD527.B8.S94) NLA
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/25/560/81)
SOAS(Pam GB 691/79.954)*
SG: ISEAS(SG KQ490 BS959)
US: LC NYPL(Research VQO)

ditto. Rev. repr. – ibid., 1932. – (Burma forest bulletin ; 22) – Ed. with no. 30 of the bulletin
US: NYPL(Research VQO)

US: NNC(Offsite 260 Un3196)
Ref.: OCLC 39731506

Contents:
v. 1. Area 1: Tonkin Gulf; - area 2: Da Nang; - area 3: Nha Trang; - area 4: Saigon.
v. 2. Area 5: Southeast Gulf of Siam; - area 6: North Gulf of Siam; - area 7: Southwest Gulf of Siam.
v. 3. Area 8: Kuala Trengganu; - area 9: Endau; - area 10: South Malacca Strait; - area 11: North Malacca Strait.
v. 4. Area 12: Victoria Point; - area 13: Rangoon; - area 14: Pagoda Point.
Subject(s): Marine meteorology – Asia, Southeastern – Observations.
Asia, Southeastern: Climate.
NYPL(SIBL JSK 75-55 v.1-4)
Ref.: OCLC 571708

Summary of the labor situation in Burma

Ref.: OCLC 571708

Summary of Working people’s daily

→ The working people’s daily

Subject(s): Burma: Population
SG: ISEAS(DOC 2722)

Summer Institute of Linguistics / Manila

→ Linguistics across continents

Summer School of Linguistics / Dallas, Tex.

→ Mon-Khmer studies

Summers, James <b. 1828?>

→ The Phoenix
**Summers, Julie**
ISBN 0743263502 (hbk.) ; 0743263510 (hbk.)
Subject(s): Toosey, Philip
Burma-Siam Railroad : History
World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese
World War <1939-1945> - Conscript labor
Thailand : Railroad bridges - Design and construction ; Prisoners of war - Biography
Great Britain : Prisoners of war - Biography
Ref.: OCLC 60837990

**GB:** SOAS(GB945/622.645)*
US: CU(Kroch DS527 .J86)   HU(Widener WID-LC DS527.9 J68x) NIU(SEA DS527 .J675)
UCB(S-S/ESasion DS528.8.C6A12 S85 1997a Ref.)
ULC(YRL DS528.8.C6 S86 1997)
YU(SML SEA Ref. DS528.8.C5 S85 1997)
Ref.: OCLC 42410460 ; 48614424

**Sun Wannakhadi lae Watthanatham Thai < Chiang Mai, Thailand >**
Thai -Thai Yai Thai - Tai : kanpLayoutInflater *aksion Thai Yai prayuk = Applied Thai Yai transliteration / Chaichuen Khandaengyodtai
→Chaichun Khandaengyodtai

**Sung, Paul R.**
Hide & seek warfare in the northern Burma jungles / by Paul R. Sung. – Calcutta : Engraved & print. by Bharat Phototype Studio, 1944. [40] p. in var. pags.– Young Men's Christian Associations of China emergency service to soldiers, India and Burma area.
Subject(s): Young Men's Christian Associations < China >
Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; China : Armed forces
US: YU(LSF-Request A184.03)

**Sun Htoo Editorial Staff**
→The Khit Pyin English English Burmese dictionary

**Sun, Fang-si**
D: HD-UB(Za 5787,21) HD-SAI(300 soz 71/466 Kp)*
Ref.: OCLC 25473256

**Sun, Ke-kang**
→Chinese army in India-Burma campaign : active participation by the New First Army

**Sun, Lai-chen**
Subject(s): Burma : Foreign relations – China – Bibliography.
China : Foreign relations – Burma – Bibliography.
GB: BL-APAC(OR.MIC 10660)
US: CU(OLin +Thesis D112 1990 C564 ; Kroch Rare & Mss Thesis 1990 C564)
Ref.: OCLC 42410460 ; 48614424

**Sun Htoo Editorial Staff**
→From fact to fiction : history of Thai-Myanmar relations in cultural context : historical conference

The image of the Burmese enemy in Thai perceptions and historical writings. – Reserve material.
US: WU(College Lib. Reserve Book Coll., RB HISTORY 5008)
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Subject(s): Nationalism in Burma. – Democratization in Burma / by Aidsada Sundaramani. – London : Purnell, 1967. p. 1761-64, map. illus. – (History of the second world war / ed. by Barrie Pitt ; 4.15)

Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions – Periodicals ; Description and travel – Periodicals.


IU: SDS(3rd Flos Books DS530.4 .S86 2000 ; Microforms Center & SpecColl: TH-10503)


Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions – Periodicals ; Description and travel – Periodicals.

US: CU: 1.3- (incompl.) (Kroch HC422.A1 S86 ++)

Sunderland, Riley


Subject(s): Burma : World War 1939-1945 – Campaigns

GB: BL(P.633/5)* SOAS(E Coll 3 B /38)


Subject(s): Burma : World War 1939-1945 – Campaigns

GB: BL(P.633/5)* SOAS(E Coll 3 B /39)


Subject(s): Burma : World War 1939-1945 – Campaigns

GB: BL(P.633/5)* SOAS(E Coll 3 E /49)

Stilwell’s command problems

→Romanus, Charles F.

Stillwell’s mission to China

→Romanus, Charles F.

Stillwell’s personal file

→Stilwell, Joseph Warren

Time runs out in CBI

→Romanus, Charles F.

Sundrum, R. M.


Subject(s): Labor supply – Burma ; Labor – Burma ; Income distribution – Burma ; Labor movement – Burma ; Working class – Burma.


D: HD-SAI(reg 60 I 11 Kp)\* KI-ZBW(C 25.547)

J: AJK

SG: ISEAS(HD581.7.A6S95)

US: CU(Kroch HC437.B8 R23+ no.18)

HU(Widener Econ 6048.12.15 vol.18)

LC(HA1693.E25 no.18 ; HD5812.7.A6S86)
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Bibliographical description

Sundar Rao, Trikannad


Subject(s): Bose, Subhas Chandra

East Indian : World War <1939-1945>

Burma : World War <1939-1945>

US: MiU(Buhr D767.6 .R23)

MnU(TC Wilson Ames D767.6 .S6x)

Ref.: OCLC 3970126

Sundaram, Lanka

Memorandum on Indian labour in Burma

→Pillai, E. P.

Sundaram, V. A.


Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government

J: TGD

SG: ISEAS(0628) NLB

US: IEN(342.592 S957)

Ref.: OCLC 29972628

Sundaramani, Aidsada


Subject(s): Democracy - Burma

Civil-military relations - Burma


Dissertation, Academic – SDSU – Political Science

US: CSds(3rd Flos Books DS530.4 .S86 2000 ; Microforms Center & SpecColl: TH-10503)
Economic development of Burma: a vision and a strategy

Subject(s): Occupations – Burma
AU:ANU(Chifley serial HC6.B9.R3 no.4)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 34 Kp)*
SG: ISEAS(HB2726.7.S95)
US: CU(Kroch HC437.B8 R23 no.4+)
LC(HA1693.E25 no.4 ; HB2726.7.S9)
OAU(Alden SE Asia HB2726.7.S9 & in: HC422 .S96 1958x)
WU(Memorial Lib. H31 R26 no.4)
YU(MUDD Nc96 I36 R16E 4)
Ref.: OCLC 00474464

AU:ANU
NL: KITLV(M ss 52461989 mf)

Subject(s): Burma : Population
AU:ANU(Menzies new book +2015389)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 28 Kp)*
J: AJK
SG: ISEAS(HA4570.7.S95)
US: CU(Kroch HC437.B8R25 no.3+)
LC(Widener Econ 7990.100 vol.3)
OAU(in: Alden 1st Fl SE Asia HC422 .S96 1958x)
WU(Memorial Lib. H31 R26 no.3)
YU(MUDD stacks Nc96 I36 R16E 3)
Ref.: OCLC 25856172 ; 05336432

Preliminary investigation into the quantitative input and output relations in the economic system of Burma, 1952-53

Ref.: OCLC 194989

Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions
Seasonal variations (Economics)
D: KI-ZBW(C 22,538)
GB: OUL(IND Burma 6 c 1)
J: AJK
US: CU(Kroch HC437.B8R23 no.3+)
LC(Widener Econ 6048.12.15 vol.3)
OAU(in: Alden 1st Fl SE Asia HC422 .S96 1958x)
WU(Memorial Lib. H31 R26 no.18)
Ref.: OCLC 48402308
D: KI-ZBW(C 22,538)

Subject(s): Cities and towns – Burma ; Urbanization - Burma
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 R 29 Kp)*
US: CU(Kroch HC437.B8 R23 no.16+)
LC(HA1693.E25 no.16 ; HC422.R56 no.16)
OAU(Menzies new book +2015389)
WU(Memorial Lib. H31 R26 no.16)
YU(MUDD, Stacks Nc96 I36 R16E 16)
Ref.: OCLC 29348748

From fact to fiction : history of Thai-Myanmar relations in cultural context : Historical Conference

Sung. Margaret Mian Yan
US: CS

The yogi & vipassana

Vinaya
GB: BL-APAC(Karen B.20)

Sunshine in the soul. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr.
2 →Hymns for the Y.P.S.C.E.
3 →Hymns for the Y.P.S.C.E.

Suomen Tiedeseura
→Commentationes biologicae

Supang Chantavanich
→Cross-border migration and HIV/AIDS vulnerability in the Thai-Myanmar border : Sangkhlaburi and Ranong

→HIV/AIDS among migrant population at the Thai-Burmese borders : Mae Sot and Mae Sai …

Report on the monitoring of the registration of immigrant workers from Myanmar, Cambodia and Laos in Thailand
→Sudthichitt Chintayānanda

The superior services (India) family pension fund rules. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for F. D.), 1928. 30 p.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.107/9)*
BL-APAC(IOR/V/26/213/87)

Superstition and science … – [Ran’ kun’:] Bha sa pRan’ Ca pe “A san”, 1952. 88 p. illus. – (Sippam ca cañ‘); 10 – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Superstition; Science – Juvenile literature.
US: CU(Kroch Pamphlet Q29)
UC(NRLF BF1410 .A91952)
Ref.: OCLC 36718836

Supino, Felice
Subject(s): Ixodes – Burma ; Ticks – Burma ; Insects - Burma
US: DSI(Museum Support CTR QL458.2 .19S95 1897)
Ref.: OCLC 19621756

Supino, Filippa
1: FI-BNC

Supplement … : relating to the Bay of Bengal pilot
→The Bay of Bengal pilot

The supplement to the Book of Common Prayer
→Book of common prayer: supplement

Supplement to the Burma rules manual
→The Burma rules manual

Supplement to the criminal digest of Burma rulings in Burmese. 1872-1927, for the years 1928-29 / by Pe Ba and Tun Pe. – Meiktila: Dammawady, 1930. 35, 11 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 1748)

Supplement to the India Office and Burma Office list, 1947 →Great Britain / India Office < London >
The India Office and Burma Office list

Supplementary manual for village headmen, 1917 … – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. Meik.), 1921. 2, 15 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 fff 30(3))*

Supplementary protocol between the Government of the United Kingdom and the Government of the Union of Burma to the agreement of the 13th March, 1950 for the avoidance of double taxation and the prevention of fiscal evasion with respect to taxes on income. Rangoon, 4th April, 1951. This protocol has not yet been ratified by the Government of United Kingdom. Presented by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to Parliament by command of His Majesty. – London : H. M. S. O., 1951. 3 p. – (Burma / Great Britain, Foreign Office) : no. 1, 1951 [1951.1]) {(Papers by command / Great Britain, Parliament ;/ Cmd. 8283) – Parl. pap. 1950/51, XXXII, 837. – This protocol has not yet been ratified by the Government of the United Kingdom. Subject(s): Double taxation – Great Britain.
Double taxation – Burma.
Income tax – Great Britain.
Income tax – Burma.
Incometax – Law and legislation – Great Britain.
Income tax – Law and legislation – Burma.
D: KI-ZBW
GB: BL(OPL:RR*; BS 14/1382)
US: HU(Law School UK 602) IEN LC(Law) MiU YU(MUDD Oza45 G5 A3 1932)

Supplementary report regarding factories bill →Labour Legislation Committee : Report ; 10

Supplementary series to re-thinking missions →Laymen’s Foreign Missions Inquiry

Supplementary statement of expenditure for the year … – [Rangoon,] (for Def. S.)
1937-38 : as presented to the House of Representatives on the 15th February 1938, and to the Senate on the 14th February 1938. – 56 p.
GB: BL-APAC(JOR/V/16/493)

Suppliers and users of information on Burma →Burma Peace Foundation

Supply and demand reduction in the Union of Myanmar. – [Rangoon :] Government of the Union of Myanmar, Minis-
Subject(s): Drug abuse – Burma – Prevention.
US: NIU(SEA HV5840.B93 S87x 1987)

Subject(s): Fertilizer industry – Burma; Fertilizer industry – Burma – Statistics; Fertilizer use; Agricultural Statistics; Statistical data; Marketing; Distribution; Prices
GB: BL-DSS(87/07969)
SG: NUS(HD9483 *Bur.S)

The supply of plough cattle in Burma. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma (for D. A.), 1929. 61 p., 6 plates, map, tables. – (Agricultural surveys / Department of Agriculture, Burma ; 7 of 1928)
D: HD-SAI(322 agr 79/1551 Kp)*
GB: BL-I.S.Bu.114/5)*
BL-APAC(SW 41 ; JOR/V/25/500/264)
SOAS(GB 636.21/496.634)

Note: Extract of speeches and statements of Burmese statesmen on the narcotic drugs destruction activities of the Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control in Burma.
Subject(s): Narcotics, Control of – Burma; Drug abuse – Burma – Prevention; e 95/63517 (H) So Asia

GB: BL-DSS(3865.589F v.: 377199)

Subject(s): Aedes aegypti –lutte biologique contre – Birmanie; Fièvre jaune – Birmanie – Prévention
F: MNHN

Supreme Court of the Union of Burma ➔Burma < Union > / Supreme Court

Surachāt Bamrungsuk
Subject(s): Thailand: Foreign relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations - Thailand
TH: CU(TIC 51217)

Surgeons’ Conference <8th, 1990, Rangoon>
Subject(s): Surgery – Burma – Congresses.
US: CU(Kroch +RD9.2.S87x 1990)

Suri, Mridula
India’s relations with frontier states : with particular reference to Afghanistan, Persia, Russia, Bhutan, Nepal, Tibet and Burma ; 1863-1875. – 1965. – Allahabad, Univ., N.K., Ph.D. (history) thesis 1965. – Shulman 326

Suri, Parma Nand
Tree planting practices in temperate Asia : Burma, India, Pakistan / begun by P. N. Suri ; it was rev. and comp. by S. K. Seth. – Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 1959. IX, 149 p., illus., map, bibliogr. p. 149-[150]. – (FAO forestry development paper ; 14) – This Development paper, one of the geographical sections of the World forest planting manual, is a companion volume to no. 10 for temperate Asia: Japan .... Begun by the late Dr. P. N. Suri, it was rev. and comp. by Dr. S. K. Seth.
Subject(s): Tree planting – Burma; Tree planting – India; Tree planting – Pakistan; Forests and forestry – Burma; Forests and forestry – India; Forests and forestry – Pakistan; Forest nurseries
D: B-SBB(1 A 168577 Haus 2) GÖFW HD-SAI(190 agr 62/2386) KI-ZBW(B 54,495)
F: BNF(8° Gw 62(41)) Cujas
GB: Edinburgh(Darwin Library Folio SD121)
J: AJK
US: CLU CU(Kroch SD409.T74 1989)
DI IdU LC & UCR(Bio-Ag) SD121.F6 no.14
UCLA(YR SD121.F73f no.14)
UCSB(Main Lib SD401.S8 1959 Sci Eng Lib)
WU(Steenbock Lib. Docs. FAO F76D)
YU(Mudd Uze10 F73 14)
Ref.: OCLC02013243
D: B-SBB(1 A 168 577 Haus 2)

Sūrīya Pandit’ < Cha rā >
Modern English-Burmese 3 hundred years calendar, 1783 [i.e. 1738] to 2038 ... / Cha rā Sūrīya Pandit’. – “Ran’ kun”, 1978. 6, 80 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Subject(s): Calendar, Burmese ; Calendar, Gregorian.

Siegfried M. Schwertner
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Subject(s): Surplus agricultural commodities, American – Burma; Produce trade – Burma

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 K 38)*
US: HU(Law School: ILS) & LC : JX235.9A32 no.3498

YU(Oza21 A31)

 ditto.: amending article I, paragraph 1, of agreement of February 8, 1956, effected by exchange of notes, signed at Rangoon July 25, 1956. – ibd., 1956. 2 p. – (Treaties and other international acts series ; 3628)

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 K 40)*
US: HU(Law School: ILS) & LC : JX235.9A32 no.3628

YU(Oza21 A31)

 ditto.: amending agreement of February 8, 1956, as amended, effected by exchange of notes, signed at Rangoon December 4, 1956. – ibd., 1957. 3 p. – (Treaties and other international acts series ; 3707)

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 K 42)*
US: HU(Law School: ILS) & LC : JX235.9A32 no.3707

YU(Oza21 A31)

 ditto.: amending agreement of February 8, 1956, as amended, effected by exchange of notes, signed at Rangoon June 14, 1957. – ibd., 1957. 3 p. – (Treaties and other international acts series ; 3846)

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 K 43)*
US: HU(Law School: ILS) & LC : JX235.9A32 no.3846

 ditto.: agreement, with exchange of notes, between the United States of America and Burma, signed at Rangoon May 27, 1958. – ibd., 1957. 7 p. – (Treaties and other international acts series ; 4036)

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 K 45)*
US: HU(Law School: ILS) & LC : JX235.9A32 no.4036

YU(Oza21 A31)

 ditto.: agreement between the United States of America and Burma, amending agreement of May 27, 1958, effected by exchange of notes, signed at Rangoon March 11, 1959. – ibd., 1959, 2 p. – (Treaties and other international acts series ; 4229)

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 K 48)*
US: HU(Law School: ILS) & LC : JX235.9A32 no.4229

 ditto.: agreement between the United States of America and Burma, amending agreement of May 27, 1958, as amended, effected by exchange of notes signed at Rangoon October 10, 1960. – ibd., 1960. 3 p. – (Treaties and other international acts series ; 4587)

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 K 51)*
US: LC(JX235.9A32 no.4587)

HU(Law School 53 9.2.5) YU(Oza21 A31)

 ditto.: agreement between the United States of America and Burma amending the agreement of May 27, 1958, as amended, effected by exchange of notes signed at Rangoon June 1, 1961. – ibd., 19-?. 23 p. – (Treaties and other international acts series ; 4758)

US: HU-L(53 9.2.5) LC(JX235.9A32 no.4758)

Surtee Sunni Idgah <Rangoon>

→Scheme for the management of the Trust of the Surtee Sunni Idgah

Survey manual ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. S. L. R.), 1918. 8, 127, 24, 25 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL(14300 fff 31)*

 ditto.: ibd., 1919. 127, 24, 25 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL(14300 fff 30(2))*

GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/311/265)

 ditto.: selected paragraphs. – ibd., 1919.
GB: BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/311/266)

→List of technical terms in surveying with the Burmese equivalents as used in the Aid to land-surveying, small edition and the Survey manual for land records officers

A survey of bibliographies in Western languages concerning East and Southeast Asian studies /[ ed. by Kazuo Enoki]. – Tokyo. – (Bibliography / The Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies ; ...)

[1.] / comp. by Tokihoko Tanaka. – 1966. IV. 227 p. – (Bibliography ... ; 4) p. 161-163: Burma (no. 986-1003) 2. – 1969. XIII, 163 p. – (Bibliography ... ; 5)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

New Delhi, 1970. III, 179 p., fold. map, maps, tables, index, app., bibliogr. p. 173. – (Survey of India’s export potential to twenty-six selected countries in the Indian Ocean Basin and nearby areas) – Prepared under the sponsorship of the Export Promotion Division, U.S. Agency for International Development, New Delhi, for the Ministry of Foreign Trade, Govt. of India. – Title on spine: Regional trade survey : Burma. (Indian export surveys) Subject(s): Exports – India
India : Commerce. D: HD-SAI(219 wiw 79/2050) GB:BL(X 512/1658(2)) CUL(Ub.2.1754) OUL/IND Nuneham 33 F 45/1729 US: CRL(GenCollec 70-916636 v.[16]) CU(Kroch +HF3784 .N27 16) LC(HF3784 .N37) IU(Main Stacks 382.6 N21S) MnU(TC Wilson Ames Quarto & NNC(Lehman) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & WU(Memorial Lib) : HF3784 .N37 v.[16]) NYPL(Research F-11 7524 v.[16]).


A survey of medical missions in India / prep.d by the Committee on Survey, Efficiency, and Co-operation of the Christian Medical Association of India in conjunction with the National Christian Council of India, Burma and Ceylon. – Poona: National Christian Council, [1928]. II, 128 p. Subject(s): Missions – India ; Missions, Medical. US: NNUT(Burke Union Stacks NT8.5 C55 ; MRL Day Rare RhC)


Survey of India’s export prospects in Burma : regional trade study / National Council of Applied Economic Research. –


A survey of medical missions in India / prep.d by the Committee on Survey, Efficiency, and Co-operation of the Christian Medical Association of India in conjunction with the National Christian Council of India, Burma and Ceylon. – Poona: National Christian Council, [1928]. II, 128 p. Subject(s): Missions – India ; Missions, Medical. US: NNUT(Burke Union Stacks NT8.5 C55 ; MRL Day Rare RhC)


Survey of India’s export prospects in Burma : regional trade study / National Council of Applied Economic Research. –


A survey of medical missions in India / prep.d by the Committee on Survey, Efficiency, and Co-operation of the Christian Medical Association of India in conjunction with the National Christian Council of India, Burma and Ceylon. – Poona: National Christian Council, [1928]. II, 128 p. Subject(s): Missions – India ; Missions, Medical. US: NNUT(Burke Union Stacks NT8.5 C55 ; MRL Day Rare RhC)


Survey of India’s export prospects in Burma : regional trade study / National Council of Applied Economic Research. –


A survey of medical missions in India / prep.d by the Committee on Survey, Efficiency, and Co-operation of the Christian Medical Association of India in conjunction with the National Christian Council of India, Burma and Ceylon. – Poona: National Christian Council, [1928]. II, 128 p. Subject(s): Missions – India ; Missions, Medical. US: NNUT(Burke Union Stacks NT8.5 C55 ; MRL Day Rare RhC)


Survey of India’s export prospects in Burma : regional trade study / National Council of Applied Economic Research. –


A survey of medical missions in India / prep.d by the Committee on Survey, Efficiency, and Co-operation of the Christian Medical Association of India in conjunction with the National Christian Council of India, Burma and Ceylon. – Poona: National Christian Council, [1928]. II, 128 p. Subject(s): Missions – India ; Missions, Medical. US: NNUT(Burke Union Stacks NT8.5 C55 ; MRL Day Rare RhC)


Survey of India’s export prospects in Burma : regional trade study / National Council of Applied Economic Research. –


A survey of medical missions in India / prep.d by the Committee on Survey, Efficiency, and Co-operation of the Christian Medical Association of India in conjunction with the National Christian Council of India, Burma and Ceylon. – Poona: National Christian Council, [1928]. II, 128 p. Subject(s): Missions – India ; Missions, Medical. US: NNUT(Burke Union Stacks NT8.5 C55 ; MRL Day Rare RhC)


Survey of India’s export prospects in Burma : regional trade study / National Council of Applied Economic Research. –


A survey of medical missions in India / prep.d by the Committee on Survey, Efficiency, and Co-operation of the Christian Medical Association of India in conjunction with the National Christian Council of India, Burma and Ceylon. – Poona: National Christian Council, [1928]. II, 128 p. Subject(s): Missions – India ; Missions, Medical. US: NNUT(Burke Union Stacks NT8.5 C55 ; MRL Day Rare RhC)

US: NCC(Burke MRL Pamphlets 1988)
NNSU(Health Science RT81 16 C4)
YU(Divinity, Stacks NT8.5 C462su)

A survey of the educational work of the Methodist Episcopal Church in India and Burma.

Survey reports of the Central and Northern portions of GB: BL(I.S.358(4))

Survey of the river Gogra.

Survey of the educational work of the Methodist Episcopal Church in India and Burma.

Survey reports of the Central and Northern portions of Pegu

Surveying Myanmar schools: building confidence, obtaining results / prep. by Subregional Project for the Development of Institutional Capacity for Demand Reduction Among High Risk Groups (C75) with the Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control. – [Yangon?]: UNDCP Regional Centre for East Asia and the Pacific, 2002. IV, 49 p., col. illus. – At head of title, cover: United Nations International Drug Control Programme

Suspension of Burma and the Central African Republic from the list of Generalized System of Preferences

Sutcliffe, Douglas H. <b. 1920>


Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church

Surveying Myanmar schools: building confidence, obtaining results / prep. by Subregional Project for the Development of Institutional Capacity for Demand Reduction Among High Risk Groups (C75) with the Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control. – [Yangon?]: UNDCP Regional Centre for East Asia and the Pacific, 2002. IV, 49 p., col. illus. – At head of title, cover: United Nations International Drug Control Programme

Survey reports of the Central and Northern portions of Pegu


Suspension of Burma and the Central African Republic from the list of Generalized System of Preferences

Bush, George Walker


Subject(s): Foreign exchange – Law and legislation

Surveys of exchange controls and restrictions

Sutcliffe, Douglas H. <b. 1920>


Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church

Surveying Myanmar schools: building confidence, obtaining results / prep. by Subregional Project for the Development of Institutional Capacity for Demand Reduction Among High Risk Groups (C75) with the Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control. – [Yangon?]: UNDCP Regional Centre for East Asia and the Pacific, 2002. IV, 49 p., col. illus. – At head of title, cover: United Nations International Drug Control Programme

Survey reports of the Central and Northern portions of Pegu


Subject(s): Foreign exchange – Law and legislation

Surveys of exchange controls and restrictions

Sutcliffe, Douglas H. <b. 1920>


Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church

Surveying Myanmar schools: building confidence, obtaining results / prep. by Subregional Project for the Development of Institutional Capacity for Demand Reduction Among High Risk Groups (C75) with the Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control. – [Yangon?]: UNDCP Regional Centre for East Asia and the Pacific, 2002. IV, 49 p., col. illus. – At head of title, cover: United Nations International Drug Control Programme

Survey reports of the Central and Northern portions of Pegu


Subject(s): Foreign exchange – Law and legislation

Surveys of exchange controls and restrictions

Sutcliffe, Douglas H. <b. 1920>


Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church

Surveying Myanmar schools: building confidence, obtaining results / prep. by Subregional Project for the Development of Institutional Capacity for Demand Reduction Among High Risk Groups (C75) with the Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control. – [Yangon?]: UNDCP Regional Centre for East Asia and the Pacific, 2002. IV, 49 p., col. illus. – At head of title, cover: United Nations International Drug Control Programme

Survey reports of the Central and Northern portions of Pegu


Subject(s): Foreign exchange – Law and legislation

Surveys of exchange controls and restrictions

Sutcliffe, Douglas H. <b. 1920>


Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church

Surveying Myanmar schools: building confidence, obtaining results / prep. by Subregional Project for the Development of Institutional Capacity for Demand Reduction Among High Risk Groups (C75) with the Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control. – [Yangon?]: UNDCP Regional Centre for East Asia and the Pacific, 2002. IV, 49 p., col. illus. – At head of title, cover: United Nations International Drug Control Programme

Survey reports of the Central and Northern portions of Pegu


Subject(s): Foreign exchange – Law and legislation

Surveys of exchange controls and restrictions

Sutcliffe, Douglas H. <b. 1920>


Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church

Surveying Myanmar schools: building confidence, obtaining results / prep. by Subregional Project for the Development of Institutional Capacity for Demand Reduction Among High Risk Groups (C75) with the Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control. – [Yangon?]: UNDCP Regional Centre for East Asia and the Pacific, 2002. IV, 49 p., col. illus. – At head of title, cover: United Nations International Drug Control Programme

Survey reports of the Central and Northern portions of Pegu


Subject(s): Foreign exchange – Law and legislation

Surveys of exchange controls and restrictions

Sutcliffe, Douglas H. <b. 1920>


Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church

Surveying Myanmar schools: building confidence, obtaining results / prep. by Subregional Project for the Development of Institutional Capacity for Demand Reduction Among High Risk Groups (C75) with the Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control. – [Yangon?]: UNDCP Regional Centre for East Asia and the Pacific, 2002. IV, 49 p., col. illus. – At head of title, cover: United Nations International Drug Control Programme

Survey reports of the Central and Northern portions of Pegu


Subject(s): Foreign exchange – Law and legislation

Surveys of exchange controls and restrictions

Sutcliffe, Douglas H. <b. 1920>


Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church

Surveying Myanmar schools: building confidence, obtaining results / prep. by Subregional Project for the Development of Institutional Capacity for Demand Reduction Among High Risk Groups (C75) with the Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control. – [Yangon?]: UNDCP Regional Centre for East Asia and the Pacific, 2002. IV, 49 p., col. illus. – At head of title, cover: United Nations International Drug Control Programme

Survey reports of the Central and Northern portions of Pegu


Subject(s): Foreign exchange – Law and legislation

Surveys of exchange controls and restrictions
Burma Bibliographical Project

Suttanapitake Majjhimanikkā

→ The mājanaka jātaka

Sutta-pitaka, Khuddaka-nikāya

→ The first part of the 550 zats
→ The five Nikāyas
→ Gamani sanda pyo
→ History of Prince Waythandaya
→ The history of Zaneka
→ Jatakas and Mangala Sutta Pali

Life’s highest blessings, the highroad of success and happiness
→ Soni, Rup Lal

→ Pārameegān
→ Selections from Jataka stories
→ The story of We-than-da-ya
→ Suvunnasāma Jātaka
→ Temi Jātaka Vatthu
→ Vessantarā Jātaka
→ Vessantrā Jātaka Vatthu


GB: BL(14302 b 56)*

Sutta-pitaka, Khuddaka-pātha


GB: BL(014098 a 6) SOAS(III.4 e 19/45.771)*

Suttantapitake Majjhimanikāye ... 1st ed. – [Selangor:] Selangor Buddhist Vipassana Meditation Society ; Sagaing, Myanmar: Distr. by Dept. of Research & Compilation, Sitagū International Buddhist Academy, 2001- . – At head of title: Chatthasangiti pitakam. - In Pali (roman).


Note: Buddhist canonical text of 6th Buddhist Council edition, romanized by Sitagu International Buddhist Academy, Sagaing, Burma.

Subject(s): Tipitaka. Suttapitaka. Majjhimanikāya.

US: CU: 1, 3 (Kroch BQ1310 2001)

LC: 1, 3 (BQ1310 2001 Pali)

Sutton, Barry <b. 1919>


Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

GB: BL(09059 a 41)* CUL(9538.d.392)

SOAS(GB949.092/642.690* ; E Coll 3 U /71)

J: AJK

US: CU(Kroch D786 .S96)

HU(Widener HB 1864.52 .LC(D786.S78)

MaU(TC Wilson 940.9328 Su87j; Ames D786 .S78)

NIU(SEA D786 .S78) NYPL(Research BZAN)

OUL(BOD Camera UB 222837 e.82)

WU(Memorial Lib.Cutter Coll. F09386 SU8)

Ref.: OCLC 02148015

Sutton, Stanley Cecil

A guide to the India Office Library

→ India Office Library <London>

Suttanapitake Majjhimanikāye...

→ India Office Library

Suttdhichit Chintayānon

Report on the monitoring of the registration of immigrant workers from Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos in Thailand /


Subject(s): Alien labor, Southeast Asian – Thailand.

Alien labor, Burmese – Thailand.

Alien labor, Cambodian – Thailand.

Alien labor, Laotian – Thailand.

Economic surveys – Thailand.

GB: OUL(RSC E/ET-35 CHI)

SG: ISEAS(HD8700.55 S96)

US: CU(Kroch Oversize HD8700.55 .S96 1997+)

LC & MiU(Hatcher): HD8700.55 .S87 1997

NIU(SEA HD8700.55 .R466 1997)

OAU(Alden SE Asia HD8700.55 .S88 1997x)

Ref.: OCLC 39717865

Sutton, Barry <b. 1919>


Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, British ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

GB: BL(09059 a 41)* CUL(9538.d.392)

SOAS(GB949.092/642.690* ; E Coll 3 U /71)

J: AJK

US: CU(Kroch D786 .S96)

HU(Widener HB 1864.52 .LC(D786.S78)

MaU(TC Wilson 940.9328 Su87j; Ames D786 .S78)

NIU(SEA D786 .S78) NYPL(Research BZAN)

OUL(BOD Camera UB 222837 e.82)

WU(Memorial Lib.Cutter Coll. F09386 SU8)

Ref.: OCLC 02148015

Suttor, John Bligh

Reports to the Premier on the trade of Japan, India and Burma, Philippine Islands, Java and Madoera, China, Straits Settlements and Ceylon for the year 1918 / by J. B. Suttor. – Sydney: Gullick, 1919. Var. pagings.

AU: NLA(JAFp SOC 577)


Subject(s): Arte birmana - Esposizioni - 1998


Collezione d’arte Andreino-Graziani di Ceneda : Cataloghi

I: RM-Bibl. di archeologia e storia dell’arte - Roma

RM-Biblioteca del Dip. di studi orientali dell’Univ.
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Siegfried M. Schwertner
Bibliographical description

S

degli studi di Roma La Sapienza - Roma
TO-Bibl. del Centro piemontese di studi sul Medio ed
Estremo Oriente – Torino

Suvunnasāma jātaka
Suvunnasāma jātaka [transl. from the Pali] by U Pyinnya-
teikka. Approved by the Text Book Committee. – [Rango-
go : Han-tha-wadi, 1959.] 136 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: SOAS(GPC 293.823/232.028)*

Swana-adth., Surapong
United States policy toward Myanmar (Burma) / by
Surapong Swana-adth. – Fort Leavenworth, Kan.: [U.S.
Army Command and General Staff College], 1994. VI, 124
p., illus., maps. – Thesis
Subject(s): Democracy - Burma
Human rights – Burma – Religious aspects.
United States – Foreign relations - Burma
Burma : Foreign relations – United States ; Politics and
government <1988–>
US: RNN(E183.8.B93 S87 1994a)
Ref.: OCLC 50542486

Swilai Prēmsīrat
Khamu ... / Swilai Prēmsīrat. – Nakhon Pathom: Sathāban
Wichai Phäsā la Watthanatham phu’a Phatthanā Chonnabot,
Mahāwīthayālai Mahidon, 2541 [1998]. 31 p., col. illus.,
bibliogr. p. 31. – (Encyclopedia of ethnic groups in Thai-
land) – Added title and text in Thai. – ISBN 9746614223
Subject(s): Khmu’ (Southeast Asian people) – Thailand
Social life and customs
US: CU(Kroch DS570.K49 S96x 1998 +)

Svenska Burmakommittén
→ Nästa år i Rangoon : kampen för demokrati och
mänskliga rättigheter i Burma

Svenska Carnegie Institutet < Stockholm >
Opiumkrig i Gyllene triangeln
→ Holmberg, Paul

Swaan, Wim
Città scomparse dell’Asia: Ceylon, Pagan, Angkor / di Wim
Swaan [traduzione dall’inglese di Luisa Coeta]. - Bergamo:
Istituto Italiano d’Arti Grafiche, 1967. 175 p., illus. alcune a
color. – Transl. of: Lost cities of Asia
Subject(s): Burma : Pagan
I: BCMP(AS /01/011-0079)

Cités perdues d’Asie : Ceylan, Pagan, Angkor / Wim
Swaan : traduit de l’anglais par Robert Latour. – Paris: Mi-
achel, 1967. 172 p., 18 fig. n., 103 fig. col. – (Cités d’art) –
Transl. of: Lost cities of Asia
F: BNF(4° O2 2124) BAA(4 C 1983 (6))
BIULO(GEN.II.1003) Lille3-BU

Lost cities of Asia : Ceylon, Pagan, Angkor / by Wim
Swaan. – London : Elek, 1966. 175 p., illus., maps, index.
A: ÖNB(1,033.416-C)

D: B-SBB(4° 393994 H.2 ; 4° 160384 Haus 2)
HD-SAI(pha 57 C 67)
GB: SOAS(FB.L 191/201.194)
SG: ISEAS(DS11 S97)
US: LC(DS11.S9 1966a)

Ditto. – New York : Putnam, 1966. 175 p., illus., maps.
D: B-SBB(25 B 479 Haus 1)
US: LC(DS11.S9)

Swain, Anna Canada <b. 1889>
Ann Hasseltine Judson : heroine of Ava / by Anna Canada
Swain. – New York : Baptist Board of Education, Dept. of
Subject(s): Judson, Ann Hasseltine, 1789-1826
Missions – Burma ; Missionaries – Biography.
US: MSoH(VFM Missionaries biograph)
Ref.: OCLC 43602067

Swami, V. M.
Hinduism / by V. M. Swami. – Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Pr.,
1966. 30 p.
GB: BL-APAC(Tr 1006(h))*

A swamp full of lilies
→ Mirante, Edith T.

Swan, June Angela <b. 1966>
Utilization of mental health services among Myanmar
Americans / by June Angela Swan. – 1993. XV, 237 l., bi-
liogr. l. 191-202. – California School of Professional Psy-
Subject(s): Burmese - Mental health services - United States;
Mental health facilities – Utilization – United States.
US: NIU(Microforms-FML Microfilm RC451.5 .B87 S835
1993)

Swanger, Eugene Rodgers
The World Fellowship of Buddhist 1950 to 1966 C.E. : uni-
tive and divergency factors in a Buddhist quest for unity. –
1971. 404 p. – Univ. of Iowa, Ph.D. (religion) thesis. – DAI-
A 33.3, Sept. 1972, 1224. – Shulman 640. – UM 72-8329

Swar, S. B.
→ Cold water fisheries in the trans-Himalayan countries

Swartz, Philip Allen
Judson's high adventure : one hundred and fiftieth anniver-
sary of the commissioning of the first American Foreign
Missionaries, 1812-1962. – Little Compton, R.I.: The author,
US: YU(Divinity, Day Missions Room MU14 J921 Xsw26j)

Swasey, Ambrose <1846-1937>
Carved ivory. – Cleveland, Ohio: Privately printed, 1927. 39
p., illus. – Text by Ambrose Swasey describing pair of ivory
tusks carved by Maung Kin
Subject(s): Ivories, Burmese ; Ivory carving ; Maung kin
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**Swieckicki, Jakub <b.1949>**


S: (D:1.1:c N) L(1.1:c 0100 pN s132)

S(1.1:c S nP 543/801) S(nP 543

**Swift, Joan W.**


Note: "Hattie, the biography of Harriet Phinney (1861-1938), is the story of one woman's search for a role more meaningful than the domestic life prescribed for her by her family and the society of her day. Hattie's quest for such a role and the particular form it took exemplified the aspirations of many young women of that time. "Growing up in Rochester, New York, Hattie tired of her "do-nothing life" and in 1884 became a teacher at the newly established Spelman Academy in Atlanta, Georgia. The following year, she received appointment as a Baptist missionary to Burma, arriving in Rangoon at the age of 24 to begin her initiation into the demanding work of the mission. Eventually joining with Ruth Whitaker Ranney, Hattie found her life's work as an educator of native women and founder of the Burman Women's Bible School." "In excerpts from letters to her family over 56 years, Hattie's own words vividly portray the challenges and rewards of missionary life in Burma during the historic years of the British Raj." – Book jacket.

**Switzerland / Permanent Representative to the United Nations**

Statement on Burma/Myanmar issued on 8 February 2000 by the Presidency of the European Union on behalf of the European Union : Letter dated 2001/02/08 from the Permanent Representative of Switzerland to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

→European Union / Presidency

**Swedish Expedition to Burma and British India <1934>**

Entomological results from the Swedish Expedition 1934 to Burma and British India : Coleoptera: Cetoniidae collected by R. Malaise in Burma
→Arrow, Gilbert John
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Swift, Moira Kathleen
Burmese and Malayan cats / Moira K. Swift ; photogr. by Animals Unlimited. – Woodbury, N.Y.: Barron’s 1984. 68 p., col. illus., index. – Cover title: Burmese cats
ISBN 0-8120-2925-3 ; 0-8120-2925-9 (pbk)
US: LC(SF449.B8S95 1984)

Subject(s): Burmese cat

Swinhoe,
GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1968 a 230)

Swinhoe,
GB: BL-APAC(TR 1049(g))*

Swinhoe
Ref.: OCLC 27016770
US: NIU(SEA PR9430.9.S94 R41925)

Subject(s): Burmese cat

ISBN 0-8120-2925-3 ; 0-8120-2925-9 (pbk)

Swinson

Herbert 732

GB: BL(X 329/17406)*   CUL(1983.9.347)

Subject(s): Burmese cat

ISBN 0-7134-4102-x

US: CU(D767.6.S97)   LC(D767.6.S9)

S.249

Swift, R. C. J.
GB:BL-APAC(TR 1049(g))*

Pictures from lotus land

→Muriel, Ernest <Mrs.>

Three short sketches for boardship acting. – Mandalay: U. B. Advertiser Pr., [1914]. – One-act plays
GB:BL-APAC(ORW 1968 a 230)

Swift, Rodway
The incomplete guide to Burma. – Rangoon, [1925].
Herbert 732

Swinson, Arthur Horace
The battle of Kohima. – New York : Stein and Day, 1967. XVI, 275 p., illus., map, bibliogr. p. 261-262. – (Great battles of the modern world)
Subject(s): Kohima, battle of

GB:BL(P.633/S)   SOAS(E Coll 3 E /50)

Subject(s): Chindits

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 G /53)

Subject(s): Honma, Masaharu
Mutaguchi, Renya
Honda, Masaki
Yamashita, Tomoyuki <1885-1946>

Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 L /25)

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 B /40)

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 E /51)

Subject(s): Kohima, India (City) ; Siege, 1944
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(JMA954.035/197314 ; E Coll 3 E /29)

GB:BL(X 639/1358)

NL: KITLV(M ss 67 N)

Us: OCLC 27016770

GB:BL(X 639/1358)

US: CU(D767.6.S97)   LC(D767.6.S9)


Subject(s): Kohima, India (City) ; Siege, 1944
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 E /52)

Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

illustrated history of the violent century : war leader book ;
Subject(s): Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten
<Earl, 1900-1979>
Great Britain : History, Naval - 20th century ; Admirals - Biography ; Nobility - Biography
India : Viceroys - Biography
Burma : World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 L /49)
US: LC & YU(LSF) : DA89.1.M59.S94

p. 59-77: The Supremo comes to Burma
p. 109-123: Burma victory
GB: BL(X 700/13330)*
OU(L Camera UB 3963 e.340/9777)
Mountbatten / Arthur Swinson ; [vert. uit het Engels door C. den Ouden]. – Antwerpen [etc.]: Standaard Uitgeverij, 1977. 159 p., illus. – (Kopstukken uit de Tweede Wereldoorlog)
ISBN: 90-02-13546-7
Subject(s): Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten
<Earl, 1900-1979>
Great Britain : History, Naval - 20th century ; Admirals - Biography ; Nobility - Biography
India : Viceroys - Biography
Burma : World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns
NL: KB(GD 2787/3-1 Depotexp.)

ditto. 2nd. ed. – ibd., 1944, c1943. 159 p., illus.
US: YU(LSF-Request Lrb Sw74)
Ref.: OCLC 3611527

ISBN 8471401452
Subject(s): Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten
<Earl, 1900-1979>
Great Britain : History, Naval - 20th century ; Admirals - Biography ; Nobility - Biography
India : Viceroys - Biography
Burma : World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns
US: FMMain, Language Dept. B M9286s)
Ref.: OCLC 11488865

Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Arakan : World War <1939-1945>
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 D /22)

GB: BL(14302 aa 41(4))*

Swiss Technical Co-operation Service
→Burma : the touristic development possibilities

Swithinbank, Bernard Winthrop
Report on the second settlement of the Sagaing district, Upper Burma : season 1915-18
→Settlement < Sagaing > 1915-18

Tharrawaddy District
→Burma gazetteer

Toungoo District
→Burma gazetteer

Swynnerton, Charles Roger Alan
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - World War <1939-1945> - 1st West African Infantry Brigade
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Arakan
Arakan History ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

Swynnerton, Charles Roger Alan
Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - World War <1939-1945> - 1st West African Infantry Brigade
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Arakan
Arakan History ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns

GB:Birmingham(Stack 940.5425, Ref.)
SOAS(E Coll 3 D /13)
US: NYPL(Research BZAP)
Ref.: OCLC 35239864
Syatauw, J. J. G.
Subject(s): Yale Law School : Dissertations – 1959.
US: UCB(Law Lib Thesis Micro Room) LC(JX1569.S9)
NL: KB(0242 bbe ; 6095 A 12)
GB: BL(5157 de 10)
D: HD-SAI(jur 61 B 1)

Contains: 2: Burma
Subject(s): Burma : sociale forhold ; økonomiske forhold ; landebeskrivelser ; sydøstasien ; Burma
Ref.: Bibliotek.dk
ditto. 2. udgave. – ibd. 2002. 19 bd. i kassette
Ref.: Bibliotek.dk

Syhunfa <fl. 12th century>
→Lik-pu-can-lan = Advice from the grandfather to grand-children : a translation from Khampti

Sykes, Christopher Hugh <b. 1907>
Orde Wingate / Christopher Sykes. – London : Collins, 1959. 575 p., plates , illus., index, maps, incl. bibliogr. ref. Herbert 397
Subject(s): Wingate, Orde Charles <1903-1944>
Great Britain : Army - World War <1939-1945> – South-East Asia Command - Special Force ; Army - Biography Burma : World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Army,
AU: NLA(HER 823 355.092 WIN)
F: BNF(8° Ns.6669)
GB: BL(10818 b 27)* LSE(BLPES DA585.W6 S98) BL-APAC(V 13994) OUL(BOD G Floor 222833 d.37) SOAS(GB959.10452 /808428 ; A923.542 /137116 ; E Coll 3 L /26) ULL(MDQ9 WIN Syk)
US: CU(Wason DA585.W7S98) HU LC(DA585.W6S9) NYPL ULCA(YRL DA 585 W6 S9)
Orde Wingate : a biography / Christopher Sykes. – Cleveland and New York : World Publ. Co., 1959. 575 p., index, 2 app., illus., maps.

Sykes, William Henry, 1790-1872
Inscriptions from the Boodh Caves ..., 1833
GB: Leeds(Brotherton Library, Special Collections ; Leeds Phil. & Lit. A SYK (9))

Syllabus of courses of instruction. 1921
→Burma Forest School < Pyinmana >

Syllabus of lessons on "temperance" for scholars attending
public elementary schools [/ preface by] (Robert L. Moraut). 2nd ed. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1917. 20 p., tables
GB: BL-APAC(V 6735)
A syllabus of sermonizing and preaching
→Smith, Daniel Appleton White

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 L 39 Kp)

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 L 40 Kp)

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 L 41 Kp)

Symes, Edward Spence <1852-1901>
→A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon
→List of unrepealed acts and rules and notifications

Symes, Michael <1753?-1809>
An account of an embassy to the Kingdom of Ava, sent by the Governor-general of India, in the year 1795 / by Michael Symes ... – London : Printed by Bulmer and sold by G. and W. Nicol and J. Wright, 1800. XXIII, 503 p., 27 plates, maps, plan. – Plates by J. Walker, T. Medland, Vincent, and Mackenzie ; after Dalrymple, Singey Bey, and Capt. Croockat. – On spine: Symes embassy to Ava. – Herbert 179
Subject(s): Symes, Michael <1753?-1809>
British : Burma Burma : History <to 1824> – Sources : Foreign relations – Great Britain <to 1824> ; Foreign relations – India <to 1824> : Description and travel ; Description and travel – Early works to 1800 ; Maps – Early works to 1800
Great Britain : Embassy (Burma) – History – 18th century ; Foreign relations – Burma – History – 18th century.
India : Embassy (Burma). – History – 18th century.
Avu (Kingdom) – Description and travel – Early works to 1800 ; Foreign relations – Burma – History – 18th century. Botany – Burma – Early works to 1800.
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

AU: NLA(RBq CLI 3713)
D: B-SBB(4° Up 4808a Haus 1)
F: BNF(Fol O2 121)
GB: BL(455 e 10 ; G 2856 ; 147 g 12)
BL-APAC(W 447 ; W 2119 ; W 7154)
OL(BOD CC 123 Art.Seld ; Douce S 519)
SAS(Archive. D.1) SOAS(ED 80.9/286759 ; EC 80.15/12334)
HK: HKU(SpecColl Rare LB ULB 959.1 S986 a)
NL: KITLV(M nr 755)
SG: NUS(DS530.62 Sym)
GB: SOAS(GB327/269.006)*
AU:NLA(YY 915.91 S986)
ISBN 8120610849
AU:NLA(RBq CLI 3713)

An account of an embassy to the Kingdom of Ava, in the year 1795 / by Michael Symes ; to which is now added, A narrative of the late military and political operations in the Birmese empire ; with some account of the present condition of the country, its manners, customs, and inhabitants [ed. by Henry G. Bell]. In 2 vols. – Edinburgh: Constable, 1827. – (Constable miscellaneous of original and selected publications in the various departments of literature, science, & the arts ; ...)
1. – XVIII, 312 p. – (Constable ... ; 8)
2. – VII, 233, 87 p. – (Constable ... ; 9) – The narrative by H.G. Bell has separate t.-p. and paging.
Subject(s): British – Burma

Burma : Description and travel ; History <to 1824> – Sources

ISBN 8120610849

AU: NLA(YY 915.91 S986)


1. – XVIII, 364 p.
2. – X, 416 p.

[4.] – IV p., [28] l. of plates (some folded)

AU: NLA(RB 915.92 SYM)
D: B-SBB(Up 4808 Haus 2)
F: BNF(8° Ni 30)
GB: BL(Cup.504 dd 16) BL-APAC(T 11516 ; V 3892)

ditto. : comp. from the works, etc., of Hamilton, Symes, etc.

AU: NLA(RBq CLI 3713)

OUL(BOD Vet. A e 6485)
SOAS(EB 80.2/183.125 ; CWML T17)
J: TYB(0-12-C-21)
TH: CU(CL STK 959.1 S986A)
US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare +DS485.B81 S98)
HU(Houghton: Ind 8040.5.2+)
LC & MnU(TC Wilson Ames (Rare Books)) & NNC(Rare Book KENT) & OAU(Alden 5th Fl Archives) & UCSD(Spec. Coll. Rare & SSH) : DS485.B81 S8 1800 MiU PU RPB
UCB(Bancroft DS485.B81 S77)
WU(Spec. Coll. (Memorial Lib.) G69B9 S99 Cutter)
Ref.: OCLC 4473251

AU:NLA(RBq CLI 3713)

An account of an embassy to the Kingdom of Ava, in the year 1795 / by Michael Symes ; to which is now added, A narrative of the late military and political operations in the Birmese empire ; with some account of the present condition of the country, its manners, customs, and inhabitants [ed. by Henry G. Bell]. In 2 vols. – Edinburgh: Constable, 1827. – (Constable miscellaneous of original and selected publications in the various departments of literature, science, & the arts ; ...)
1. – XVIII, 312 p. – (Constable ... ; 8)
2. – VII, 233, 87 p. – (Constable ... ; 9) – The narrative by H.G. Bell has separate t.-p. and paging.
Subject(s): British – Burma

Burma : Description and travel ; History <to 1824> – Sources

ISBN 8120610849

AU: NLA(YY 915.91 S986)


1. – XVIII, 364 p.
2. – X, 416 p.

[4.] – IV p., [28] l. of plates (some folded)

AU: NLA(RB 915.92 SYM)
D: B-SBB(Up 4808 Haus 2)
F: BNF(8° Ni 30)
GB: BL(Cup.504 dd 16) BL-APAC(T 11516 ; V 3892)
Embassy to Ava: sent by the Governor General of India in the year 1795 / by Michael Symes.

Subject(s):
British – Burma
Burma: Description and travel
Burma: History <to 1824> – Sources
D: HD-SAI(pol 60 C 160 rara)*
GB: BL(10864 k 4)*
US: NYPL(Humanities-RareBks *KF 1789)   OCl

Ref.: OCLC 1474738 ; 23455681

ditto. Microfilm. – Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: Univ. of Illinois Library, 1987. On part of 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. (Burmesische cultural microfilm collection ; reel 41, no. 4) US: CU(Kroch Film 10949 no.4) 1U(Main Stacks Microfilm Rm Film 959.1 B929 reel 41)
Ref.: OCLC 30677563

Ref.: White Orchid Pr.


Ref.: OCLC 21563590

Reis van een Britsche Gezantschap naar het koninkrijk Ava, in het jaar 1795 / door Michael Symes, uit het Engelsch. – Amsterdam: J. Allart, 1802-1804. 3 dl., illus., krt. – Transl. of: An account of an embassy to the kingdom of Ava ... Subject(s): British : Burma
Burma : Description and travel.

Ref.: NL: KB(112 A 46-48) Amsterdam(UBM 1813 D 6-8)
Burma Bibliographical Project

US: UCB(Bancroft DS485.B81.S83 1802)
Ref.: OCLC 22262569

Subject(s): British - Burma
Burma : Description and travel ; History <to 1824> – Sources
D: B-SBB(Up 4818 Haus 2)
F: BNF(G.29273(3))
US: CU(Olin Fiche 2597, 3-487-26608-3, fiche 1-2)
IEN NYPL(Research KBD) OCl
UC(NRLF DS485.B81 S78 1801 W 124 113)
UY(Beinecke 1976 1325)
Ref.: OCLC 54204129

2. – 396 p.
3. – 318 p.
Subject(s): British - Burma
Burma : Description and travel
D: B-SBB(Up 4812a Haus 1 ; 2° & 8° UP 4812 Haus 2)
F: BNF(8° Ni.31 Atlas: Fol Ni.31) BAA
BMH MNHN
GB: BL(10057 c 2 ; planches 140000 d 20) Leeds (Brotherton, Spec.Coll. Anglo-French 4 1800 SYM)
NL: KITTLV(M rr 873) Amsterdam(UBM 362 A 21)
US: HU(Houghton: Harv. Dep. Ind 8040.5.3 ; Atlas: Wi dener (HN7WF3)) NYPL(Research BGD; BGD+)
IEN NIU(Rare Books-4th FL FML DS485.B81 S914)
NYPL(Research BGD
UC(NRLF DS485.B81 S78 1800)
WU(Spec. Coll. (Memorial Lib.) Oversize CA 9375)
Ref.: OCLC 04456276 ; OCLC 55270231

Relazione dell’ambasciata inglese spedita nel 1798 a Colombo, nell’isola di Ceylan, e alla Baja di Da Lagoa, sulla costa orientale dell’Africa ... / tradotto dal Francese dall’avv. Giuseppe Carozzi con una carta geografi- ca e rami colorati. – Milano: Sonzogno, 1819. 4 v. – (Raccolta de’ viaggi dopo Cook ; 58-61 = Biennio, t. X-XIII) – Transl. of: Account of an embassy to the Kingdom of Ava ... [1st ed.]. London, 1800)
Subject(s): British - Burma
Burma : Description and travel — Early works to 1800.
Burma : History – 18th century.
US: OCI

ditto. 1. ed. napolitana con figure miniate. – Napoli: Nuovo Gabinetto Letterario, 1832. 4 v., col. plates. – (Raccolta delle storie dei viaggi) – The second Italian ed. First Italian ed. publ.: Milano: Dalla tipografia di G. Sonzogno, 1819
2. – 212 p., 4 l. of plates : 4 illus. (3 col.)
3. – 239 p., 5 l. of plates : 5 illus. (4 col.)
4. – 228 p., 3 l. of plates : 3 col. illus.
I: AV-Bibl. provinciale Scipione e Giulio Capone - Avel- lino – BCPM(AS /07/01/0058 1-2)
BN-Bibl. provinciale Antonio Mellusi - Benevento
US: MnU(TC Wilson Library Bell 1832 Sy)
UC(NRLF DS485.B81 S8)
Ref.: OCLC 29072002 ; 28456307

US: MnU

CH:SLB(N 256874)

Symington, Andrew James <b. 1825>
Kachin vocabulary / by Andrew Symington. – Edinburg: Blackwood, 1892. 99 p.
AU: NLA(Luce 331)
GB: BL(12910 c 11) BL-APAC(12910 c 11) OUL(BOD Indo-chin. E.21) SOAS(GPE Kach 415/4.520)*
J: TYB(XII-25-G-8)
US: NYPL(Humanities-Asian & Middle Eastern OY)
OCl YU(LSF Request Fxd K115 Sy64)
Ref.: OCLC 6063145

Ref.: Cordier

US: YU(SML Microform Fiche B1244 Fiche.N.2.1.388)
Ref.: OCLC 20605073

Symms, John Montfort
Subject(s): Burma
GB:BL(10055 de 18)*
US: CU(Kroch DS527.4 .S98)

Note: A collection of thirt-one short poems originally pub- lished in the Rangoon Gazette for an Anglo-Burmese/Anglo-Indian readership. Described by the au-
The mark of the East and other verses / by J. M. Symns.
– Repr. from the 1910 Rangoon ed.

The pagoda and the poet, and other verses / by J. M. Symns. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr., 1911. [10,

Songs of a desert optimist : poems of Burma / by J. M.
Symns. 1st publ. – London : Thacker ; Calcutta and Simla: Thacker, Spink,
1913. VIII, 119 p.

The mark of the East and other verses / by J. M. Symns. – London : Thacker ; Calcutta and Simla: Thacker, Spink,
1913. VIII, 119 p.

The pagoda and the poet, and other verses / by J. M. Symns. – London : Thacker ; Calcutta and Simla: Thacker, Spink,
1913. VIII, 119 p.

Songs of a desert optimist : poems of Burma / by J. M.
Symns. 1st publ. – London : Thacker ; Calcutta and Simla: Thacker, Spink,
1913. VIII, 119 p.

The mark of the East and other verses / by J. M. Symns. – London : Thacker ; Calcutta and Simla: Thacker, Spink,
1913. VIII, 119 p.

The pagoda and the poet, and other verses / by J. M. Symns. – London : Thacker ; Calcutta and Simla: Thacker, Spink,
1913. VIII, 119 p.
Snyder, Richard Owen

http://www.nd.edu/~Kellogg/WPS/312.pdf

Abstract: This article proposes a political economy of extraction framework that accounts for political order and state collapse as alternative outcomes in the face of lootable wealth. Different types of institutions of extraction can be built around lootable resources – with divergent effects on political stability. If rulers are able to forge institutions of extraction that give them control over the revenues generated by lootable resources, then these resources can contribute to the maintenance of political order by providing the income with which to govern. In contrast, the breakdown or absence of such institutions increases the risk of civil war by making it easier for rebels to get income. The framework is used to explain two puzzling cases that experienced sharply contrasting political trajectories in the face of lootable resources: Sierra Leone and Burma. A focus on institutions of extraction provides a stronger understanding of the wide range of political possibilities - from chaos, through dictatorship, to democracy - in resource-rich countries

Subject(s): Commerce – Great Britain ; Civil war ; Pillage. Sierra Leone - Politics and government - 1961-
Burma : Politics and government <1988->

US: InD(Hesburg) & InNdS :
DT 516.826 .S69
Ref.: OCLC 56023689

Siegfried M. Schwertner

GB: BL-APAC(T 43832)
Warwick(Central Campus Library JD 276.B8)
SG: NUS(JQ459 *Bur.B)

GB: SOAS(GB 329/252.248)*
SG: ISEAS(JQ459 A5B96)
US: CU(Kroch JQ459.A5 M997 1964)
LC(JQ459.A55S97 1964 ; LAW <Burma (Union) 1962>) NIU(SEA JQ459.A55 S971964)
YU(SML JQ459 A52 A252 1964 (LC))

D: H 222(1.31.07.02/6)
GB: OUL(IND Burma 7 d 37) SOAS(GB329/359752)
US: CU(Kroch JQ459.A55 S99 1973)


Subject(s): technical report
ILO pub
UNDP pub
technical cooperation
EDP Cooperative ; management information system ; vocational training

Myanmar

Note: ILO pub-UNDP publ. Technical report on technical cooperation in implementing EDP for a cooperative management information system and providing the required vocational training in Myanmar - notes availability of computers ; includes curriculum of training courses.
CH: ILO(84B09/568 ENGL)

Timothy Syrota

Welcome to Burma : and enjoy the totalitarian experience / by Timothy Syrota. – Bangkok: Orchid Pr., 2001. 191 p., illus., 1 map. – ISBN 974-524-008-7

Contents: Ramshackle Rangoon : Comic books and crushed stooges ; Swimming-pool ; Street children - Central Burma: Yankin Hill ; Tah Ma Tah - Boat to Bhamo - Northern Burma: Out of bounds ; Student, a monk, and the immigration man ; Flying machine - Shan State: Flores Para Los Muertos ; Mister G and the insurgents ; Mr Donald ; Two weddings and an M-16 ; Thank you Mr Book ; Rumours of Hsipaw ; Military intelligence - Human wrongs: Par Par Lay ; Dirty jokes and politics - Heart of Burma: Pagan ; Farewell to Mr Lieutenant General Khin Nyunt

Subject(s): Syrota, Timothy - Journeys
Human rights – Burma ; Political violence - Burma
Civil-military relations - Burma
Military government - Burma
Burma : Description and travel ; Social life and customs ; Social conditions ; Politics and government <1988-> ; Armed Forces – Political activity.

Rangoon : Description and travel

$ 256
Shan State: Description and travel
Mandalay: Description and travel
GB: BL(YA.2002.a.37616) SOAS(GB909 /838412)
SG: ISEAS(DS527.6 S99)
Woodlands(English 915.91045 SYR)
TH: CU(915.91 S995W)
US: CU(Kroch x) & NIU(SEA) & UCLA(YR) &
UCR(Rivera) & UCSD(IR/PS) & UCSC(McHenry) :
YU(SML) : DS527.7 S97 2001
Ref.: OCLC 50066279

Szczepanik, Edward.
Burma, from Report of the FAO Training Centre in Fishery
Co-operative and Administration / Edward Szczepanik. –
[S.l.:] Food and Agriculture Organization, 1958. 20 p.

Széchenyi, Béla <1837-1918>
→Die wissenschaftlichen Ergebnisse der Reise des Gra-
fen Béla Széchenyi in Ostasien

Szusciakiewicz, Paul
Flying tigers / Paul Szusciakiewicz. – London : Bison Books
Ltd, 1990. 80 p., illus. (some col.), index. – "Fighting elites."
- At head of title on cover and spine. – ISBN 0831726725
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Military op-
erations, Aerial, American ; World War <1939-1945> –
 Campaigns.
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 L U /72)